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ABSTRACT
Poetics, Performance, and Translation in Eastern Cherokee Language Revitalization
Sara L. Snyder

This dissertation examines the creation and performance of expressive vocal practices by Eastern
Cherokees as they seek to revitalize the Cherokee language in North Carolina in the Eastern part
of the United States. The Eastern Band of Cherokee of Indians is facing the impending loss of its
heritage language due to a community-wide shift to English. To combat this loss, the community
now operates a Cherokee language immersion school, New Kituwah Academy. This dissertation
is based on ethnographic and linguistic data collected during the researcher’s five years as the
music and art instructor at New Kituwah. Indigenous epistemologies of language and poetics are
brought into discourse with methodological and analytical approaches in ethnomusicology and
linguistic anthropology.

Performative vocal practices are processes through which Eastern Cherokee speakers negotiate
what it means to be “modern Kituwah citizens.” Contemporary Cherokee voices emerge from the
ambiguities of poetic “language play” in speech and song. “Voice” is both a metaphorical
representation of a Cherokee sovereign and an actual materiality produced by embodied,
speaking, and singing subjects. The translation of new popular song texts into Cherokee is
likewise explored as “working” or “playing” with language. Translation is a poetic process
imbedded within broader socio-cultural systems of meaning and perception (ontologies).

Translation and vocal play destabilize semantic connections and open up the possibility for
alternative interpretations and meanings; they allow for sovereignty to flourish as Cherokees
reimagine and reshape themselves and their world.
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Orthographic Conventions
The Cherokee language has a rich orthographic history. Since the introduction of the Cherokee
syllabary in the early nineteenth century, Cherokee people themselves have written their
language using their native writing system. The syllabary does not represent morphological
features such as vowel length and tone and consonant clusters in conversational Cherokee.
Within the text of this dissertation, I use “simple phonetics” to represent Cherokee words. Simple
phonetics is a romanized form of representing Cherokee that does not indicate vowel length and
tone and represents a glottal stop with an apostrophe (Montgomery-Anderson 2015, 27). I have
chosen this system for two reasons. First, most people who work with the Eastern Cherokee
language understand and read phonetics, but many lack comparable literacy in the Cherokee
syllabary. After Removal (“the Trail of Tears”), Eastern Cherokees were less literate in the
syllabary or in English than Western Cherokees (Finger 1984), and many fluent speakers who
write using simple phonetics are less comfortable using and reading the syllabary. Second, in
addition to being a theoretical and scholarly text, this dissertation is also intended to be readable
and usable to people working in Cherokee language revitalization. Modified systems of phonetic
representation, such as Cook (1979) or Montgomery-Anderson (2015), present challenges for
non-linguists. In order for this text to be accessible to as many Cherokee language speakers and
learners as possible, I have chosen to use simple phonetics with added descriptions to explain
tone and stress where relevant.
I have represented many of the song texts in the appendices using both syllabary and
phonetics because these texts can be printed independently for immersion students or other
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Cherokee readers who are more comfortable reading the syllabary. Where simple phonetics
indicates how a word would be spelled in syllabary, parentheses are used to show any vowel
omission in speech. For example, halsgi’a would be written hal(a)sgi’a to indicate ᎭᎳᏍᎩᎠ.
The underlined syllabary character indicates that a vowel sound has been omitted to aid reading
in the syllabary. Some people working with the language use a dot above certain syllabary
characters to distinguish between voiced and voiceless consonants. For instance Ꭹ is pronounced
“gi,” but ˙Ꭹ would be “ki.” I have chosen not to make this distinction in the syllabary symbols
used for the song texts because it is not universally accepted by syllabary users and it is difficult
to render in type. The accompanying phonetics will indicate such distinctions.
The vowel sounds of Cherokee are represented phonetically by “continental” vowels a, e,
i, o, u, and v. The “v” symbol represented a nasalized schwa sound. The consonant sounds of
Cherokee are represented by d, t, g, k, h, l, m, n, s, w, y, ts, dl, tl and ' (glottal stop). These sounds
are approximate to English consonant sounds. They correspond to the Cherokee syllabary as
follows:
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Cherokee syllabary
Ꭰ a

Ꭱ e

Ꭲ i

Ꭳ o

Ꭴ u

Ꭵ v

Ꭸ ge

Ꭹ gi

Ꭺ go

Ꭻ gu

Ꭼ gv

Ꭽ ha

Ꭾ he

Ꭿ hi

Ꮀ ho

Ꮁ hu

Ꮂ hv

Ꮃ la

Ꮄ le

Ꮅ li

Ꮆ lo

Ꮇ lu

Ꮈ lv

Ꮉ ma

Ꮊ me

Ꮋ mi

Ꮌ mo

Ꮍ mu

Ꮎ na Ꮏ hna Ꮐ nah

Ꮑ ne

Ꮒ ni

Ꮓ no

Ꮔ nu

Ꮕ

Ꮖ qua/gwa

Ꮗ que/gwe

Ꮘ qui

Ꮙ quo/gwo

Ꮚ quu/gwu

Ꮛ quv/gwv

Ꮜ sa

Ꮝ s

Ꮞ se

Ꮟ si

Ꮠ so

Ꮡ su

Ꮢ sv

Ꮬ dla Ꮭ tla

Ꮮ tle

Ꮯ tli

Ꮰ tlo

Ꮱ tlu

Ꮲ tlv

Ꮳ tsa

Ꮴ tse

Ꮵ tsi

Ꮶ tso

Ꮷ tsu

Ꮸ tsv

Ꮹ wa

Ꮺ we

Ꮻ wi

Ꮼ wo

Ꮽ wu

Ꮾ wv

Ꮿ ya

Ᏸ ye

Ᏹ yi

Ᏺ yo

Ᏻ yu

Ᏼ yv

Ꭶ ga

Ꭷ ka
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Preface
This dissertation is the result of many years of collaboration with and continuous
development of relationships between myself, a non-Native and non-Indigenous person, and
Eastern Cherokee people living in and around the town of Cherokee, North Carolina. As a fellow
resident of North Carolina, I visited the town of Cherokee with my family a few times during
summer vacation as a tourist during my childhood in the 1990s. I remember being awed by the
outdoor drama, Unto These Hills, that told the story of how the Eastern Cherokees remained in
North Carolina after Removal in 1838. In graduate school, I became acutely interested in the
intersections of language and music in song and wondered what role music could play in the
revitalization of endangered languages where children are no longer learning their heritage
language at home. I remembered my childhood trips to Cherokee, where there are still people in
the mountains who speak their indigenous language despite centuries of settler colonization and
oppression. As I learned more about language revitalization, my own thinking became
increasingly activist. A traditional descriptive ethnography would simply not do for this
dissertation project. I could not be merely an observer of how Cherokee people were using music
in language revitalization. When I first came to Cherokee, North Carolina as a graduate student, I
had intended to explore how Eastern Cherokees were using music in language revitalization, and
do some collaborative projects with Cherokee people. Unexpectedly, I became the person
responsible for formal music instruction in the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians’ Cherokeelanguage immersion program, New Kituwah Academy.
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What follows this preface is an account of how I worked with Cherokee speakers to
develop songs for language revitalization and taught music to students at New Kituwah
Academy. The underlying approach to the work here rests upon the assumption that “research”
about Indigenous peoples can no longer separate applied and theoretical knowledges, for such an
artificial separation simultaneously exploits and excludes Native peoples in academic knowledge
systems. I dare say most Native peoples would dismiss outright the notion that knowledge can be
separated from its application in life. This dissertation seeks another way to do ethnography. It
represents the collaborative creation of cultural products and contributes usable knowledge
toward language revitalization initiatives. Through the processes of doing practical work,
theoretical insights are revealed.
By necessity, this dissertation is written so that non-Cherokee people can have (culturally
appropriate) insights into Cherokee language and culture, but it is also written for Cherokee
people (and other Native peoples) who may wish to use some of the approaches described for
language revitalization endeavors. Moreover, the appendices represent several dozen Cherokeelanguage song texts that can be used for Cherokee language study and performance. Theory,
practice, and activism are inseparable in culture and language revitalization movements because
such endeavors push back against assumed dominant ontologies and epistemologies and work to
reclaim sovereign rights to self-determination in everyday life. Native people demand the right to
choose for themselves how to order their own communities, how to teach their children, what
language to speak, and their own vision(s) for their future(s).
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Even though I had always intended to do collaborative ethnography, the needs of my
“New Kituwah Family” superseded my own research agenda. “Family” was the word used by
New Kituwah coworkers, administrators, and parents to describe the tight-knit relationships
between students, employees, and family members working to revitalize the Cherokee language.
“Family” is not simply an analogous description; several New Kituwah teachers, staff, and
administrators have one or more children enrolled in the school. Many students are related to
each other, and they have grandmothers, aunts, or other relatives working for the program.
Moreover, in additional to blood ties of kinship, Eastern Cherokee people often use kinship
categories to represent functional relationships between people who are not related directly by
blood. When an Eastern Cherokee calls a person “mother,” he may refer to the woman who gave
birth to him, or he may mean that he was raised by the woman in a mother-child relationship.
Nearly any kinship category can be applied in this descriptive way. Clan and kinship ties were
traditionally the only way to be a “real” person in the Cherokee community, and adoption was a
common solution for integrating (and controlling) clan-less community members (Perdue 2003).
Eastern Cherokee community belonging often continues to be articulated in kinship terms.
In the summer of 2012, my maternal grandmother passed away unexpectedly. At the time,
I was operating a six-week Cherokee summer language camp for children ages six to sixteen
with fluent speaker (and Beloved Woman) Myrtle Driver Johnson. I had to leave for two days to
attend services for my grandmother. A few days after I returned, I was speaking to Myrtle and at
one point called her “lisi,” a shortened form for “agilisi” (“my (maternal) grandmother”). The
term is often used by younger people when speaking to an older woman with whom one has a
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close relationship. Myrtle paused after I said this and said, “well, you lost a grandmother, so I
guess I can be a grandmother to you now.” The same summer, she and I went shopping at the
local Walmart for camp supplies, and she was amused that I would be talking with her and
become obvious to my surroundings such that I would unintentionally obstruct the path of other
shoppers in store aisles or of cars driving through the parking lot. She jokingly said, “I’m going
to call you ayetli (‘the middle’),” implying that I am always in the middle, in the way. Most of
my Cherokee students and friends continue to know me by Seli, the “Cherokee-ized” version of
my English name. As I discuss in Chapter Six, many people have more than one name in
Cherokee. In traditional Cherokee naming practices, the maternal grandmother would give the
child a Cherokee name.
To be perfectly clear, I do not relate these experiences to try to claim Cherokee identity. I
share my personal experiences with Cherokee people, as I will throughout this dissertation,
because such community ties are valued by Eastern Cherokees and are the means by which they
evaluate any kind of work undertaken in their communities. I participate in the Eastern Cherokee
community by teaching Cherokee students, spending time with Cherokee friends, and working
with Cherokees toward their educational and community goals. My own goals merged with their
goals, and this dissertation represents an ethnography of collaboration, meaning I give attention
to the processes by which cultural production is accomplished as an inter-personal, community
endeavor. All things are connected. I continued working at the program while writing this
dissertation, which inevitably impacted the feel of the work. There are stories and events whose
outcomes are unfolding as I write. I am not writing about Cherokee people with whom I spent a
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year with as a visitor, but about people who are my close friends, students, and coworkers. I
began my work here with kindergarten students who could not tie their shoes who are now sixth
graders with Facebook pages. I have celebrated successes, mourned losses, comforted, and been
comforted by my New Kituwah family and Eastern Cherokee friends.
Before I ever moved to Cherokee and Western North Carolina, I already shared many
cultural affinities with Cherokees and people from this area. I grew up on the cusp of the Blue
Ridge Mountains and Piedmont region of North Carolina near Winston-Salem, which is about
200 miles from Cherokee. My own genealogical research indicates that all of my ancestors were
Anglo-European settlers who have lived in that area for more than 200 years, culturally similar to
the yunegs (white people) who settled the Cherokee’s former territories. The intertwined histories
and cultural similarities of Cherokees and descendants of settlers, like myself, of the Appalachian
region are often understated. This dissertation explores Eastern Cherokees’ working to maintain
their uniqueness and distinctiveness; however, they do share some ways of speaking, listening,
and acting in social exchange with the broader Appalachian region.
For example, during my first summer living in Cherokee, I went with a Cherokee friend
to visit one of the elders of the tribe, who was a native speaker and accomplished musician.
While my friend did some landscaping tasks around his home, she told me to sit with him and
keep him company. After a few long minutes of silence, I asked him, “I hear you play the banjo.”
After more silence, he walked to the back of the house and returned with his banjo. He sat and
played a tune, after which I asked him, “how old were you when you started learning to play?”
He made no response and began playing another song. I wondered that perhaps he had not heard
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the question, but I did not want to risk being rude or pushy by asking again. After he finished the
second song, he paused for a moment then began to answer my question. The ability to sit
quietly in the space between utterances can make some people uncomfortable if they are from a
background where responses to questions happen immediately.
While Eastern Cherokees draw distinctions of phenotype, blood quantum, tribal
enrollment, and other forms of community belonging (cf. Garroute 2003), community inclusion
is often based on one’s relationships and role in the community. New Kituwah students are not
fully aware of the politics of cultural belonging among Eastern Cherokee adults, and they do not
necessarily differentiate community belonging in exactly the same way that adults do, though
older students have starting engaging with discourses of race. During a third grade music class
period, students were learning an Irish song, 1 and I explained that I have ancestors from Ireland,
which students found intriguing and fascinating (and many of the students themselves have
ancestors of European descent). The students hear me speaking and singing in Cherokee in their
day-to-day lives, and they do not appear to treat me differently from teachers whole are tribal
members.
One fall afternoon, I was traveling by the Kituwah Mound (see Introduction) with three
New Kituwah students in the car. We began talking about the significance of the site, and I told
them how many years ago yunegs had bought the farm and used a blade to flatten the mound in
order to grow crops on the site. I felt a sense of shame, as I acknowledged the weight of my own
1

New Kituwah students learn about and perform many genres of music, not just Cherokee-language songs. As
music teacher, KPEP asked me to provide a Common Core music education, which incorporates music from around
the world, and also band instruments for older grades. Ideologically, the expectation is that Cherokee language can
be used to discuss and learn about anything, though in practice this is more complicated where appropriate
vocabulary for some topics is unknown or non-existent.
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heritage with respect to these students. One of the students had stricken look on her face as she
exclaimed, “I wish all the yunegs would just go back where they came from!” I chose to stare at
the road without replying because I could not think of an appropriate response to her. My
response is an action; to continue collaborating with Cherokee people according to their goals
and needs.2
After being involved in the Eastern Cherokee community for many years, one Cherokee
speaker said to me, “you were loyal, you didn’t leave us.” The perception is that many academic
researchers come to town for a short while, take knowledge from the community, and provide
nothing in return (cf. Smith 1999). A non-speaking Cherokee interlocutor once said to me, “what
good will [all the language revitalization efforts] be if in a few years Cherokee is only spoken by
a handful of yunegs.” For most Cherokees, inclusion through language learning only extends
insofar as a Cherokee-speaking community of ethnically Cherokee people remains. Jane Hill
(2002) notes that scholarly arguments proclaiming the universal ownership of the world’s
languages as cultural resources does not resonate with many indigenous communities. “It is
illogical,” she writes, “In many communities to say that a language belongs to someone who has
no tie to the language by virtue of those mediating qualities that often yield a claim on a
language in the indigenous world, such as territory of birth or links of kinship” (Hill 2002, 122).
As I live and work in the Eastern Cherokee community, I have tried to counter many of the

2

Research on traditional music and practices is explicitly forbidden by the tribal IRB, and it would be highly
unethical and a breach of my relationship with the Eastern Cherokee community were I to teach traditional music,
not to mention that women are not supposed to sing or play the drum in traditional social dance and stomp dance
songs. Students receive traditional music instruction from Cherokee musicians from the community, and I focused
on popular and children’s music in my position at New Kituwah. I only discuss traditional religious practices
vaguely in this work with reference to previously published sources that are already in circulation among Cherokees
themselves.
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negative attitudes regarding academic research and researchers; however, I do not claim any kind
of ownership of the Cherokee language. As per my teaching contract at New Kituwah, the song
texts and other kinds of creative products I describe throughout this dissertation (that are
included in full in the appendices) belong to the Kituwah Preservation and Education Program,
who have graciously granted me permission to use these materials for academic research. This
collaborative work (“research”) was conducted on their terms and attends to their needs.
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INTRODUCTION

"To me, it's by listening to our elders when they speak to you
is how you learn to put words into a meaning.”
Nannie Taylor

Adalenisgv: The Beginning
In the summer of 2008, two Cherokee friends and I walk beside the mound at Kituwah, the
Cherokee mother town nestled in the Great Smoky Mountains of North Carolina. For a long time
we stop and stand, silently feeling the power of this place. Nigohilv. “Maybe someday we can
tell you more about it,” one of my friends finally says. None of us feels we should walk out on
the mound this evening, so we speak quietly and watch the last crack of sunlight fade over the
mountains, deep green in summer’s growth. At Kituwah, seven peaks rise over the valley, which
extends nearly as far as a person can see in either direction. Tohi. Stillness settles here except for,
if one listens closely, the sound of the Tuckasegee River flowing shallow and wide between the
valley and where the mountains begin. In this place, the history of loss, repression, and
reclamation condenses to a tiny point in human history, with nigohilv, time immeasurable,
extending forever before and infinitely beyond what we, standing here, can ever know. Kituwah,
and all it stands for and connects with — duyukdv’i — cannot be precisely described with words
in any language. One must feel it. The text that follows can only approximate.
In 1996, at the urging of Cherokee activist Tom Belt, the Eastern Band of Cherokee
Indians (EBCI) moved to purchase the Kituwah property (formerly known as Ferguson Fields) in
!1

Swain County, North Carolina, nine miles from the Qualla Boundary, the Eastern Cherokee’s
56,000 acre land trust, though residents call it “the rez” (reservation). Reacquiring Kituwah as
part of the sovereign territory of the EBCI marked a cultural victory and powerful reclamation
for all Cherokee people and sparked a renascence of Cherokee culture and language. Eight years
later, the Eastern Cherokees initiated a Cherokee language immersion program, intended to
reclaim for its students Cherokee ways of speaking and being from the English monolingual
educational practices that had nearly eradicated Cherokee speech from everyday life.
In the sovereign spirit of revitalizing and reclaiming, this dissertation investigates and
contributes to Cherokee speech, song, and translation practices at New Kituwah Academy, the
Eastern Cherokee’s language immersion school. Just as reclaiming ancestral lands is a political,
sovereign act, language revitalization is also political in that it represents a cumulation of
everyday actions (Wiethaus 2007) that endeavor to retake and overtake discursive, sonic space
from the dominant English language and fill it with Native voices. The overarching and
axiomatic perspective of this work is that the ultimate outcome of indigenous sovereignty is the
resilience and persistence of unique, emplaced, creating, singing, and speaking Native peoples.

Kanegv Unoyvgv: Voice and the Poetics of Vocal Play
This dissertation attends to “voice” both as a metaphorical representation of a Cherokee
sovereign creating and navigating the socio-cultural forces of everyday life and as an actual
materiality (Tedlock 1983; Fox 2004) that is a product of a specific social history and embodied,
speaking, and singing subject (Gray 2013). Languages come to iconically stand for those who
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speak them (Gal and Irvine 2000), hence Cherokee language is iconic of Cherokee people, and
therefore inserting Cherokee language more prominently into discourse is tantamount to
Cherokee people having a larger role in American culture. In the poststructural social sciences
and humanities, “voice” is also often used as a metaphor in describing the needs and desires of a
collective group in the processes of hegemony and ideology and unequal relations between
colonial powers and oppressed peoples (Spivak 1988; Abu-Lughod 1999). Fox (2004) argues for
“the epistemological and empirical primacy of the living voice in social exchange” (44) as a
means for understanding how subjectivity is co-constructed in everyday life through language
practices (see also Jacoby and Ochs 1996; Goodwin and Kyratzis 2007). Language socialization
studies of the co-construction of affect (Ochs and Schieffelin 1989) and identity (Fader 2009;
Meek 2012) compliment inquiries into how affect mediates expressive vocal practices and sociocultural identity (Samuels 2004; Wilce 2009).
In his seminal essay “Song/Poetry and Language—Expression and Perception,” Acoma
Pueblo poet, Simon J. Ortiz, also writes of the relationship between communicative form and
affect as part of a shared relationship in a larger system of knowledge and belonging. He states,
“There is something surrounding the song, and it includes us. It is the relationship that we share
with each other and with everything else. And that’s the feeling that makes the song real and
meaningful” (Ortiz 2003, 245). Ortiz’s Native aesthetic theory also resonates with indigenous
epistemologies where knowledge comes through understanding relationships as part of a whole
rather than analyzing constituent features (cf. First Nations writer Shawn Wilson 2008).
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Marilou Awiakta (Eastern Cherokee) expresses a similar Cherokee cultural aesthetic of
connectedness; “in the primal mind there is no psychic distance between the singer and the song;
listeners share the web of context and experience” (2003, 57). As socially and historically
emplaced social actions, Eastern Cherokee-language speakers’ vocal practices are co-constituting
with Cherokee epistemologies and ontologies. This argument echoes Mary Ellen Meredith and
Howard Meredith, citizens of the Cherokee Nation, who write in Reflections on Cherokee
Literary Expression, “Cherokee songs and stories model the valuable experience of passing from
ignorance to wisdom. They offer accounts of the resources and strategies of Cherokee life ways
and world view” (Meredith and Meredith 2003, 97).
One December morning during second grade music class at New Kituwah, I play a
recording of myself singing “kagi iyusdi hi’a uwetsi” (“What child is this”) with piano
accompaniment (see Appendix A). Like its English source, the Cherokee text is set to the English
folk tune “Greensleeves.” When the song ends, one student exclaims (in English), “Seli, that’s a
sad song!”1 Then, another student, tears in his eyes, wails (also in English), “It makes me think
about my grandma!” The student’s grandmother passed away during the previous year. Yet
another student sobs, “I miss my grandma too!” Suddenly, all the students begin to lament about
how sad the song is, and several begin to cry and describe the sad things they are thinking about
or the people they miss while listening to the song.
In this example, the New Kituwah students construct a shared affective and interpretive
experience around the song based on how it made them feel rather than the responding to the

1

Seli is my Cherokee name used by students and employees at New Kituwah Academy.
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story conveyed by the words of the song. The Cherokee language of the song may have reminded
them of how their grandparents spoke. Students connect their emotions with their relationships to
others in their lives and community. Singing, as vocal expression, is also a fundamental way of
knowing and being. Ortiz explains, “Song at the very beginning was experience. There was no
division between experience and expression” (2003, 238). To illustrate his point, he provides the
example of a child singing at play about the “sensations he is feeling at the moment with his
body and mind,” where the song is “both perception of that experience and his expression of
it” (238).
It is a sunny afternoon in the spring of 2011, and I am standing outside on the playground
at New Kituwah with several first grade students during recess. One student has to go to the
restroom, so I go inside with her and stand next to the bathroom, waiting for her. I overhear her
singing a song I have never heard before. Her six-year-old voice reverberates behind the
bathroom door as she repeats four times “tinelahvga iga, iga, iga,” whimsically rising in pitch
across the first word and falling with each repetition of the second word, as if mimicking an echo
in the physical space. “Play today, today, today,” she sings in Cherokee, a welcome instruction
she has heard from teachers.
Vocal expression and experience are inseparable at New Kituwah Academy. A song’s
“inherent quality” is recognized “by the feeling that a song gives you….You not only feel it—
you know. The substance is emotional, but beyond that, spiritual, and it’s real and you are present
in and part of it. The act of the song which you experience is real, and the reality is its substance”
(Ortiz 2003, 240). Shared language — including the forms of poetry, song, and narrative — is a
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means for framing and transmitting a felt knowledge about history and personhood. Dian
Million (Tanana Athabascan) writes that stories, “Unlike data, contain the affective legacy of our
experiences. They are a felt knowledge that accumulates and becomes a force that empowers
stories that are otherwise separate to become a focus, a potential for movement” (2014, 31-32,
my emphasis). Building upon Ortiz (2003), Janice Gould (Koyangk’auwi Maidu) also describes
the link between language and perception; “without words, full apprehension of the world cannot
take place. Language, then, is a sensitive tool for naming how we perceive the world and our
relationship to it; it is a way, also, to help us to perceive and know ourselves more intimately.
Words function as expression or perception when we feel in our bodies their significance, their
meaning” (2003, 17, my emphasis). My Cherokee collaborator Nannie Taylor states in the
epigraph to this dissertation, “By listening to our elders when they speak to you is how you learn
to put words into a meaning.”
‘Experience’ in the passages quoted above produces ‘felt knowledge.’ Such affective
experiences result from language as a social and socializing phenomenon, pragmatically and
contextually constructed by and constructing human interaction and ontologies over time. Boas
(1955 [1927]) described a “feeling for form” or “aesthetic impulse” as undergirding the features
of indigenous art (58). Sapir (1925) explained that a speaker possesses an “intuitive feeling” of
the relationships between sounds in her native language (70). Feld (1984), building on dialogic
and symbolic approaches in anthropology, argues for understanding music and language as
metaphorical communicative forms whose meaning is constructed through social interaction,
with music being a “special kind of feelingful activity on the part of the listener” (13). A
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“feelingful” language sensibility is founded upon the socialization of meaning and language
practice within a particular community of speakers. Fox (2004) explores the ideologically
structured “feelingful sociability” of language and song in working-class Texas (140). Samuels
(2004) presents the concept of “iconicity of feeling” to describe the experiential, identityforming relationship between affect and vocal expression.2
As I will discuss below, the capacity for translation between languages is evidence for the
premise that all languages are equally capable of expressing human experience; however,
people’s affective connections and emotional attachments to certain languages and expressive
forms mediate (inter)subjectivity and their experience of the worlds. In Eastern Cherokee
language revitalization, performance and “vocal play” (Minks 2013) stem from and evoke
affective connections within a larger socio-cultural web of meaning among Cherokee language
speakers and learners. A person can say or explain a concept in English that she could say in
Cherokee; however, the English version will not evoke the same feeling as the Cherokee one for
a Cherokee speaker or for a person with connections to Cherokee speaking people. For instance,
the phrase kena kvna (“come here, turkey) has more affective power in Cherokee than in English
for a Cherokee-speaking person who may hear the speech sounds of her grandmother and the
poetics of “phonological iconicity” in the phrase (Webster 2015b). Utterances are poetic or
(un)grammatical by virtue of their relationship to the sedimented practices of a speech
2

Samuels draws on Peircian semiotics to form his theory. In Peircian semiotics, the sign is a tripartite
relationship; a sign stands for an object (or concept) and produces other signs (interpretants). In other
words, in the mediation, something else is produced, and it is different from the object, though it is
perceived as the object or as an essence of the object. By example, if the Sign is a popular song and the
Object is “Cherokeeness” — how does a popular song come to represent “Cherokeeness”? By way of an
“emotional interpretant” affect mediates identity. Through interpretation, the “emotional interpretant”
itself can form an iconic sign of “how the ancestors felt.” In this way, signs and interpretants can continue
to ‘pile up.’ Meanings ‘accumulate’ or ‘sediment.’
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community. As I explore in chapter six, the pragmatic deployment of humorous vocal play in
English or Cherokee is effective because of the speaker’s connection to a community of
Cherokee speakers.
In their speech and song, New Kituwah students “play” with the discursive materials of
their everyday lives. “Vocal play” is a means for experiencing, knowing, and shaping their world
and themselves as particular Cherokee subjects. Here, “Vocal play” refers to vocal practices that
call attention to the form of the utterance itself, or what Jakobson (1960) describes as the poetic
function in language, and are deployed as situated social activities (Vygotsky 1978). Vocal play
is a medium through which subjectivity — what can be understood as the internalized experience
of social identity and emplacement — is created and negotiated (Minks 2013) and by which
people can achieve certain results (Paugh 2012).
Poetic moments can call attention to the very ambiguity of meaning at the foundation of
all languages and open up a liminal space, a potentiality, where the compass of meaning can be
oriented toward some new north. Poetic language is “relational, or rather interrelational, to other
foci and functions in verbal, quasi-verbal, and nonverbal universes of experience” (Friedrich
1986, 41). In daily life, vocal play and songs can have different meanings dependent on the
social situation. We live in a polysemous world teeming with potentiality; however, what is
mutually understood between persons to be poetic and aesthetic is constrained by the
sedimentation of cultural and linguistic practices over time, which is precisely how linguistic and
musical forms become iconic of ethnic groups and other social categories such as gender or
class. While some individuals are more skilled at “playing” with language than others, there is no
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prime utterance and a person’s words are always the words of others on some level. Friedrich
writes, “language can be seen as an infinitude of used poems waiting to be molded into new
realities as one determines, and fails to determine, the degree and direction to which one will be
influenced by them” (33). Even the simplest of phrases are “pregnant with poetry” (24). 3
Conceptualizing shared everyday speech — as well as one’s environment — as the locus
for poetic language is also prevalent in many indigenous conceptualizations of poetry and poetic
language. Native poetry scholar Kenneth Lincoln takes issue with the statement from the
Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics that, “All theorists recognize that poetry is a
fabricated thing, not found in nature” (Preminger et al. 2015, 639). Arguing that this statement is
averse to many indigenous theories of poetry, Lincoln writes, “Natives consider song-poetry as
the breath of life itself, the word an animate spirit, the lyric sacred, narrative social bonding, and
harmony natural in all things” (2009, 9, emphasis in original). Many Eastern Cherokee speakers
— such as Nannie Taylor, whose personal story I discuss in Chapter 2 — also believe song and
poetic moments are divinely given or waiting to be discovered in the natural world, the poetry of
everyday life.

Dikanohelvsgi Dihnehltanv’i: A Cherokee Poetics of Translation
In the fall of 2011, Nannie Taylor and I are working on a Cherokee translation for the song
“Ghostbusters” by Ray Parker, Jr that the New Kituwah immersion students can sing for
3

Moreover, even infants have demonstrated a sophisticated social attunement to the sounds of language.
Children’s “attitudes, emotions, moods, feelings, and the like are communicated and perceived in the first
year of life…this system expresses an understanding of the world, i.e., a world view” (Ochs 1988:170).
Poetics is sociocultural, and an aesthetic sensibility of sound as social action is acquired along with
language.
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Halloween. We need a Cherokee term that expresses the concept for a “ghostbuster” that will
also fit within the melodic constraints of the musical phrase. We contemplate “ghostbusters” as a
loan word in Cherokee by pronouncing it with Cherokee phonemes of the English word;
gohosdwvsdas. This feels wrong, so Nannie says, “Just keep working at it.” A little while later,
Nannie suggests “sgili digvniyisgi” (“ghost catchers”), and after a moment’s pause, she says,
“sgili digvngisgi [laughing] sgili booger eater!” Here Nannie ‘plays’ with the phonological
iconicity of digvniyisgi (“they catch them”) and digvngisgi (“they eat them”). She delights in the
duplicity of meaning when she glosses sgili (“ghost” or supernatural being) to the English word
“booger,” which can reference a supernatural creature as well as dried nasal mucus. Eventually,
Nannie and I get back to the ‘serious’ business of translation and settle upon digvniyisgi (“they
catch them”) to fit the song’s melody. Just as the English verb “to bust” in “ghostbusters” implies
an element of force or violence, the Cherokee term likewise can have a connotation of force in
some contexts. A different Cherokee speaker later tells me that, in some contexts, digvniyisgi
implies sexual conquest, as when men “catch” women. Throughout the translation process,
Nannie finds a poetic playground in the ambiguity and interlingual play of meaning and the
homophonic slippage of sounds. She “plays” or “works with” the discursive materials of
Cherokee and English in the context of everyday speech and the translation activity.
In addition to exploring the poetics of vocal play in Eastern Cherokee language
revitalization, this dissertation is concerned with translation as a process of ‘working with
language.’ I argue that translation itself can be subsumed under a larger category of “language
play,” (Paugh 2012) where metaphor, or more broadly, analogy, is the “most essential or
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diagnostic feature of poetry itself and therefore, implicitly, of interlanguage
differences” (Friedrich 1986:3). Lincoln (2009) expresses a similar sentiment about
communication, metaphor, and translation; “words can translate unknown movements and voices
toward human recognition, as meta-phor bears the news (carried out and back), the word derived
from racing a Roman chariot to the far marker and returning. Metaphoric news comes home from
afar, tribally adopted, critical to survival” (57). Metaphor is about creating connections and
understandings and is deeply epistemological. Within the broad frame of poetics, translation is a
poetic process imbedded within broader socio-cultural systems of meaning and perception, or
ontologies. The process of translation comprises decisions (choices) through which language
mediates, or draws semiotic connections to, and (re)defines and (re)imagines social worlds
(Hanks and Severi 2014). A “Poetics of Translation” (see Barnstone 1993) is a poetics (and
politics) of choice, in that the juxtaposition of languages in translation destabilizes semantic
connections and opens the door for alternative interpretations and meanings.
Translation as product is the outcome of translation, the process. Gal (2015) suggests
“Translation” refers to “a whole family of semiotic processes” which “purport to change the
form, the social place, or the meaning of a text, object, person, or practice while simultaneously
seeming to keep something about it the same” (226). The intersection of languages in translation
actualizes cultural and linguistic relativity in what Whiteley (2003) terms “reflexivization,”
where
An explicit consciousness of self and community intrudes into daily life such
that people become aware of their shared practices, ideas, and forms of life not
only as intrinsic to what they are, believe, and do but also as perceptible from a
bird’s-eye, “global” view. Once reflexivized, a language and its culture appear,
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in an important context of intercultural negotiation, to be now in a subjunctive
mood: a looking glass that regularly reflects self- and group-identity difference
back to its users and transmits that reflected image on an imagined global stage,
as well as continuing to perform taken-for-granted communicative and other
quotidian functions (Whiteley 2003: 712).

By reflexivizing language and culture, translation intersects with broader socio-cultural
processes and participates in the creation and negotiation of identity and subjectivity. This
process also draws attention to the sound medium of language itself (poetic), which is heightened
even more when combined with the sound-structuring semiotic elements of song.
However, just as poetry is constrained by culturally defined aesthetic principles and
linguistic structures, vocal play and language in translation are circumscribed by language
ideologies, or beliefs about language, that circulate through the discourses of everyday life
(Woolard 1998). Bakhtin writes, “The tendency to assimilate others’ discourse takes on an even
deeper and more basic significance in an individual’s ideological becoming, in the most
fundamental sense. Another’s discourse performs here no longer as information, directions, rules,
models and so forth — but strives rather to determine the very bases of our ideological
interrelations with the world, the very basis of our behavior; it performs here as authoritative
discourses, and an internally persuasive discourse” (1994:78, emphasis in original). Bakhtin is
not only referring to reported speech or literal quotations, but to perpetually recurring patterns of
discourse that can be internalized. Ideology, therefore, is interwoven with the phenomenological
(the internal perspective) and the epistemological (how knowledge is understood and created).
The study of how language ideologies affect language practices has been explored as “a
mediating link between social forms and forms of talk…ideologies of language are not about
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language alone. Rather, they envision and enact ties of language to identity, to aesthetics, to
morality, and to epistemology” (Woolard 1998, 3). In essence, language reflects social life but
also structures it; people understand the world through their interactions with others.
The language ideology approach has been instrumental in studies of language shift and
revitalization for understanding how and why people speak and act in certain ways. Paugh
(2012) writes about how language ideologies dictate children’s linguistic code choices in a
Dominica community. Languages (and any other semiotic material such as music) can index
extra-lingual social facts such as gender, class, status, and race. “Children explore these indexical
meanings in their play when apart from adults, demonstrating an acute awareness of how the
languages differentially index certain kinds of people, practices, places, and stances” (15). Meek
(2012) describes how a language ideology of “we are our language” in language revitalization
effectively positions fluent, native speakers of the Kaska language as authentically Kaska and
erases the language and identity-making practices of the younger non-speakers.
An ideological positioning similar to the Kaska one was present on a billboard at the edge
of the Qualla Boundary (Cherokee, NC) that asked “Without your language, what makes you
Cherokee?” above set of flip board numbers that enumerated how many speakers were
“remaining.” The sign was designed and paid for by the Kituwah Preservation and Education
Program. It was erected to garner support for Cherokee language revitalization, but it
ideologically excluded more than 13,000 members of the EBCI who do not speak Cherokee from
categorical belonging (unless, of course, they start learning Cherokee, which is the underlying
persuasive implication.) In this dissertation, I acknowledge that there are many kinds of
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Cherokee people and many ways to “be Cherokee.” However, the focus of this dissertation is on
understanding the ‘ideological becoming’ of people learning and using the Cherokee language:
Cherokee fluent speakers, second language learners, and immersion students at New Kituwah
Academy, all of whom are also bilingual in English.
Debenport (2015) writes about a pueblo community in the American Southwest that has
conflicting language ideologies surrounding writing and literacy in the Native language. An antiwriting ideology in the community is so strong that the literacy program was dismantled and
Debenport’s own ethnographic and linguistic research on the project is necessarily framed as a
metalingual discussion of those ideological struggles. This contrasts sharply with the Cherokees,
who have a long history of literacy and literature in their native writing system, the syllabary
introduced by Sequoyah (George Guess) in 1821. Simultaneous to the poetics and processes of
translation are processes of textual production, and I explore how those processes are informed
by Eastern Cherokees’ ideologies about literacy, textuality, preservation, and ownership. Eastern
Cherokee voices in speech, song, and text are structured by and intersect with language
ideologies. Creative choice, stemming from poetic ambiguity, is constrained within social
systems of inequality whose power is internalized through ideological discourses. Eastern
Cherokees interpret, respond to, and push against these political, hegemonic forces in their lives
through their creative linguistic practices. However, Webster (2015a) warns “by focusing
exclusively on resistance, we miss the felt attachments to aesthetic forms” (28). Not every
utterance must be analyzed in terms of struggle and resistance, but every utterance is informed
by social histories, community practices, and cultural aesthetics.
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Hilvhiyu Tsigesv’i: Kituwah and New Kituwah
Before it was taken from the Cherokees, and before most Cherokees were forcibly marched to
Oklahoma in 1836 on the “Trail of Tears,” Kituwah was a peace town and the locus of Cherokee
religious life, which meant that no blood could be shed through war or violence on the site.
Kituwah, or giduwa, is derived from (or the source for) the Cherokee word for “town,” gaduhv’i,
and it is believed to be the first town according to Cherokees. It was built along the river, as
Cherokee towns always have been. It was taken by the federal government in 1823 for white
settlers who farmed it for nearly two centuries. It even served briefly as an airstrip. Kituwah’s
mound — site of the eternal sacred flame — was plowed to a barely perceptible three-foot rise
above the river’s flood plain. Before it was reclaimed, Kituwah lay dormant to its original, sacred
purpose along North Carolina Highway 19 as generations of Cherokees and non-Cherokees
drove past it daily on their way from the Qualla Boundary to Bryson City.
When I first visited in the summer of 2008, Kituwah becoming central again to Cherokee
life and religious practice, and a Cherokee cultural renascence was fully underway. In 1997,
Harrah’s Cherokee Casino opened, which introduced a new economic resource for the tribe that
now funds the majority of tribal operations and institutions. The casino also endows the
Cherokee Preservation Foundation, which supports the Kituwah Preservation and Education
Program (KPEP). KPEP originated as a merging of the tribe’s Cultural Resources department
with the Early Childhood Language Program in 2004. The elementary school grew out of the
early childhood program, and the two became separate entities under one roof. KPEP continues
to be both an immersion school and a community cultural outreach program. New Kituwah
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Academy sits about two miles from the North Carolina entrance to the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park on Highway 441, which connects Cherokee to Gatlinburg, Tennessee. The school
was formerly the Boundary Tree Motel, which was a tribally owned and operated tourist
operation from the late 1940s until 1988 (Swafford 2009). In October 2008, construction of the
immersion academy began on the property and was completed in August 2009, with the
Kindergarten and preschool immersion classrooms opening for students in September 2009. Now
in its twelfth year, KPEP serves over 100 students from early childhood through the sixth grade.
Comprehending the significance of Kituwah, the place, is essential for understanding the
motivations and ideologies behind the immersion program at New Kituwah Academy, named for
the mother town. Below, I will explicate Kituwah’s cultural significance for the Cherokee people
using Tom Belt’s words. Tom 4 is a member of the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma but has lived in
Cherokee, NC for almost three decades. He is a prolific and gifted orator in Cherokee and
English and is the Cherokee language expert at Western Carolina University, which is located
about thirty miles from the reservation in Cullowhee, NC. On July 30, 2010, Tom gave a speech
to participants of the Doyi (“outdoors”) Institute sponsored by the Kituwah Preservation and
Education Program.5 Tom’s entire speech is found in Appendix B, and can be read on its own as
a powerful example of Cherokee rhetoric in the English language. Here, I will highlight certain
concepts from it.

Cherokee people do not generally refer to each other using surnames. To do so would feel unnatural and
therefore I choose to refer to Cherokee people by their first names unless quoting a published source. I
discuss Cherokee names in more detail in Chapter Six.
4

5

The Doyi Institute was organized by Gill Jackson, a fluent Cherokee speaker.
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First, Kituwah is the origin place of the Cherokee people and everything it means to be
Cherokee:
We are the people of Kituwah and that’s who we’ve always been. This place goes beyond
any kind of time frame we can put on it […]The stories that we hold, the stories that’ve
been passed down to us, is that we have always been here. We may not have always been
Kituwahs, but we’ve always been here. We did become that at one time, and so you are at
that origin place, you are at that place where we began, where we became a people.
Everything, everything that we know to be Cherokee[…]everything that we know to be
that, our language, our spirituality, our clan system — if you want to put it into categories
— our politics, our government, our religion, all aspects of our lives, all aspects of our
culture, it all began here. You are at the origin place of our people.
Second, the reclamation of Kituwah symbolizes a cultural rebirth for the Cherokee people that
has been anticipated by some Cherokees for generations;
So a very long, long time ago, millennia after millennia ago, not only was the beginning
here, but the stories that happened were going to happen, and they were told that a some
time or another, into the future, they saw where the fire that they brought here would be
moved, and it would be moved twice. And the second time that it would be moved, it
would be moved for only a short period of time, that it would come back. And when that
time came, when the fire came back to its original place where it had originally been set,
then we begin a rebirth, a renewal of all that is Kituwah.
The fire Tom describes here is the “eternal flame” of the Cherokees that has been burning since
time immemorial. The fire is both a real, physical entity — embers of the flame were taken to
other towns and transported on the Trail of Tears to Oklahoma and kept burning there — as well
as a metaphor for Cherokee ways of life and being, or culture. It is fitting then that New Kituwah
Academy is named for the mother town. In Cherokee its name is atse giduwa. Atse can be
translated into English as “new” or as “green,” with the latter implying the green of fresh growth.
Hence, the language school’s name encodes the themes of rebirth and renewal. Additionally, the
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program’s motto is “where the fire is rebuilt,” a direct and widely understood reference to the
eternal flame and symbolic of Cherokee language and culture.
Third, Tom connects the strength of Cherokees (the Kituwah people) to Kituwah (the
place) and draws an iconic connection between actions in the present with those of the past;
But instead, we meet here this morning again, speaking Cherokee in some respects,
talking about this, and meeting as family once again, and as friends, exactly the same way
it’s been done here for thousands of years. 6 That tells us that this place means something.
There’s no amount of money in the world that can buy something like that to happen.
There’s not enough scholarship in the world. There’s not enough degrees in the world that
could make all this happen. There has to be something else at work, and it is that belief,
and it is that part of us that we believe to be Kituwah that makes these things happen. It is
the power, it is the strength and the sanctity of this place.
Tom here describes an “iconicity of feeling,” where “the present affective state is layered onto an
affective state that would have occurred in the past” (Samuels 2004:54). Casey (1996) writes that
places “gather experiences and histories, even languages and thoughts” (24). Basso (1996)
understands this ‘gathering’ as “place-making,” where the social meanings of places are based
upon and constrained by stories and images about them. Place-making is an “adventitious
fleshing out of historical material that culminates in a posited state of affairs, a particular
universe of objects and events—in short, a place-world—wherein portions of the past are
brought into being” (5-6, emphasis in original). For Tom Belt, Cherokee people and friends
gathered at Kituwah evokes this powerful connection to the past as a continuation of the past,

6

In the same sentiment, next to the road outside Western Carolina University’s Western Center on the
Qualla Boundary, there is bilingual sign in the style of a campaign sign that reads “Ꮟ ᎣᏤᎪᎭ we are still
here”. It happens to be on the direct tourist route through Cherokee to the Great Smoky Mountains
National Park. For non-speakers of Cherokee the message is an iconic (Cherokee) and denotative
(English) reminder that Cherokee people “are still here.”
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and Tom is actively engaging in place-making that delineates Eastern Cherokees as stewards of
Kituwah.7
Finally, Tom articulates a vision for Kituwah that expands beyond its cultural and
religious significance for Cherokee people.8 Kituwah the site is layered and re-imagined with the
presence of Kituwah people, whose ways of life, of peace and compassion, are shared with all
humankind;
This place will become a place where all peoples can come. Where all people can come
and maybe get in touch with themselves and maybe get back in touch with their own
cosmology. That’s what this place was intended for too; it was a peace town. It was a
mother town. It was a place where the things already happened. It was a place where you
could come and be safe from any kind of aggression or anything like that.
Native people’s connection to place is so widely described as to be a stereotype, but such “senses
of place” do guide many Native peoples in their daily lives. For Eastern Cherokees, who
continue to dwell on their ancestral home territories, the Cherokee language is deeply embedded
with a sense of place and a sense of the people who live in it. Language, place, and people
become iconic representations of each other.
Just as our landscapes are sedimentations of social memories and imaginings, so are our
mouths filled with the words of others, where “part of the felt connection to linguistic form is a
These beliefs about Kituwah’s sacredness and significance are shared by many Cherokees, and
Cherokee ceremonial and religious activities occur at the site regularly. However, economic goals were
initially a threat to the integrity of the Kituwah site, with many tribal members desiring that a large
portion of the 306 acre tract be used for economic development, a plan that was later abandoned. In 2010,
Duke Energy begin erecting power lines across the mountain in the Kituwah valley but ended
construction amid widespread protests. The EBCI Tribal Council unanimously passing a resolution in
2013 that states, “there shall be no alteration to Kituwah and the Council hereby supports the protection
and preservation of said property in keeping with the spiritual integrity of Kituwah.”
7

8

This aligns with broader conceptualizations in Critical Indigenous studies for how Indigenous
epistemologies can be extended to non-Indigenous peoples in reciprocal exchange. I discuss this as a
methodological approach below.
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tying of words to people (be they elders, grandparents, or children)” (Webster 2015, 27), where
relations between speakers and languages are “mediated by affect, that is, the felt attachment that
speakers have to their languages” (34). When language is understood as a historically emplaced,
affective cultural action, it supersedes discussions of linguistic relativism debates of whether
language influences categories of thought and cognitive experience. What matters is something
along the lines of speaking or singing this way feels and sounds like my grandparents spoke.
Language revitalization then is about maintaining an affective connection to the past and the
ancestors through culturally specific practices of making and hearing sound.9 Encoded within
this affective connection are Cherokee social values about compassion, caring, responsibility,
and stewardship. Learning to speak the Cherokee language means being close to Cherokee
speakers and thereby learning what it means to be a Cherokee person. Moreover “what it means
to be a Cherokee person” is not a written set of rules or guidelines to follow, though there have
been such duyukdv’i (“the right path”) “rules” developed and discussed at New Kituwah and
elsewhere on the Boundary.10 For many Eastern Cherokees who are ‘playing with’ or ‘working
with’ the Cherokee language, being Cherokee is a feelingful and embodied way of perceiving
and interacting with the world that is intimately tied to a person’s link to the Cherokee language
(regardless of whether the person is fluent or not).
To illustrate this point, after Chief Patrick Lambert was elected to Principle Chief in
October 2015, several people expressed frustration at what they felt was an inability to
9

See also Basso's account of learning to pronounce an Apache place name (1996:10-11).

10

The distinction between following a set of rules versus an innate cultural understanding is a
differentiation that is also salient to discourses about “fake” Native American “clubs” attempting to claim
tribal sovereignty without a history of government to government relations.
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communicate their needs and desires for the Cherokee language program. I heard statements
such as “he doesn’t listen,” “he doesn’t talk like us,” and “all he understands are numbers.” At
first, I could not identify the cause of these statements until I heard someone say, “At least
Michell [the former chief] had a grandparent that spoke Cherokee. Patrick has no connection to
the language.” This statement reflects the belief by some Eastern Cherokees that there is a
fundamental affective link between the language and one’s own social history. One person
indicated that Chief Lambert sees other pressing tribal concerns such as drug addiction and
poverty as more pressing matters than language revitalization, while many Eastern Cherokee
language activists see a causal connection between language and culture loss and social ailments.
Lillian Sparks Robinson (Lakota), Commissioner for the Administration for Native Americans
(within the United States Department of Health and Human Services), writes, “It is well known
that native youth confront a host of educational, social and economic challenges. Many of us
who work on these issues are appalled by the dismal health, substance abuse, and poverty
statistics, even as we strive to turn them around. Yet, a consistent bright spot has been the
commitment of tribal communities to connect with youth through native languages” (n.d.). For
the majority of Eastern Cherokees who do not speak the language, the heritage language may not
be central to their own feelingful experiences of being Cherokee like it is for people working
closely in Cherokee language revitalization projects. Eastern Cherokee language activists
(including New Kituwah’s administration and staff) have typically asked for resources and
monetary support for language revitalization by way of appealing to a shared emotional
connection to the language and a sense of obligation to preserve the language of their parents,
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grandparents, and ancestors. They felt this rhetorical approach was ineffective in their
interactions with the new chief, and they were frustrated when having to discuss their needs in
terms of “numbers” (the language of business and accounting) when asking for tribal financial
support.11
Feeling connected to one’s ancestors by way of Cherokee language is only one way to be
a Cherokee person. But what constitutes a “Cherokee person” or a “Cherokee consciousness”?
And what role does language play in creating Cherokee (inter)subjectivity? Many Eastern
Cherokee speakers (and second language learners) explicitly state that knowing their language
imparts a different way of thinking or understanding the world and one’s place within it. The
driving force behind language revitalization efforts is to create Eastern Cherokee people through
the language, not just to save a linguistic system. To argue the point, some speakers describe a
mandatory specificity encoded in the Cherokee grammatical structure that requires one to clearly
delineate certain kinds of relationships and knowledge of the world. It is these “form-dependent
expressions” that structure social interactions, which do not transfer to the dominant language
and are lost when the language is no longer spoken (Woodbury 1998:238). Often, the
relationship between the speaker and audience and context is encoded in these form-dependent
expressions, which are deeply tied to place and social relationships.12 If we consider that many
Native epistemologies reject a Cartesian divide between “consciousness” and “affect,” but rather
It is possible that the new chief was following up on his campaign promise to make tribal programs
more fiscally responsible and accountable, which was interpreted as a lack of emotional support or
understanding by some language activists.
11

12

Woodbury discusses this phenomenon with the case of Cup’ik affective suffixes, arguing that this
system of expressing “a tradition of aesthetic, rhetorical, and expressive production and evaluation” will
be lost with shift to English, thereby becoming a lost form of expression and tradition; i.e., a cultural loss
(1998:239).
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value and integrate all ways of knowing, then we can forgo discussions of linguistic relativity for
experiences of affective relativity.
Additionally, many Eastern Cherokee speakers have a belief that language has a
particular kind of agentive force in the world. For many Cherokee speakers, words have power in
and of themselves to effect real, physical changes. I refrain from calling this an “ideology,” a
term whose academic use often indexes the evaluative judgment of the researcher, in that I feel
its use here would signal delegitimization of a Cherokee ontological and epistemological reality.
Jack and Anna Kilpatrick (the latter a citizen of the Cherokee Nation), describe the relationship
between language, thought, and action in Cherokee ritualistic igawesdi (“to say it” or what
Nineteenth century ethnology James Mooney called “sacred formulas”);
The Cherokee designation for one of their texts, i:gawé:sdi, is a far more meaningful
term; for most Cherokee magical rituals consist of something that one says (or merely
thinks) or sings, called the i:gawé:sdi (“to say, one”), and some recommended physical
procedures, called the igv:n(e)dhi (“to do, one”), although some have no itv:n(e)dhi at all.
The published literature on Cherokee magic does not recognize a fundamental truth in
any magical ritual all generative power resides in thought, and the i:gawé:sdi, which
focuses and directs that thought, alone is inviolate. The igv:n(e)dhi, which merely
augments the authority of thought, or serves more effectively to apply or disseminate it,
may be expanded, curtailed, altered, or dispensed with entirely” (1965, 5).
This concept was elaborated upon later by their son, Alan Kilpatrick, who writes that
practitioners of Cherokee magic (often called “healers” or, more negatively, “conjurors” in
English) use “hyperbolic language to dramatize the extraordinary nature of their intent and to
focus on their thoughts. For only when their magic has become potent, or ‘remade,’ can the text
become “alive” with supernatural power” (1997, 25). Meredith and Meredith likewise describe
“in [Cherokee] singing or chanting, the song takes on power in relationship to the intention of the
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singer” (2003, 100). Many Eastern Cherokees believe that the Cherokee language has effective
(and affective) powers that English lacks. This echoes Kilpatrick and Kilpatrick declaration that
for a Cherokee “love incantation” “to possess even the slightest degree of utility it must be
delivered in [the] Cherokee [language]” (1965, 13).
The belief that language has special powers is shared by many Native American
communities and is frequently articulated in Native literature. Kiowa writer N. Scott Momaday
relates,
At the heart of the American Indian oral tradition is a deep and unconventional
belief in the efficacy of language. Words are intrinsically powerful. They are
magical. By means of words can one bring about physical change in the universe.
By means of words can one quiet the raging weather, bring forth the harvest, ward
off evil, rid the body of sickness and pain, subdue an enemy, capture the heard of
a lover, live in the proper way, and venture beyond death. Indeed, there is nothing
more powerful. (N.Scott Momaday, “The Native Voice in American Literature,”
quoted in Lincoln 2009:44-45).
In (Laguna Pueblo) writer Leslie Marmon Silko's (1977) seminal novel, Ceremony, the character
of Old Betonie relates a story about a gathering of witches who enact all sort of terrible things
through storytelling. The final witch says, “As I tell the story, it will begin to happen” (125) and
proceeds to describe horrors to be perpetuated with the coming of European settlers. At the
conclusion of the story, the other witches beg the witch, “Take it back. Call that story back,” but
the witch replies, “It’s already turned loose. It’s already coming. It can’t be called back” (128).
As these two examples from masterpieces of Native American literature illustrate, many Native
people understand that language is connected to the fabric of life, to all things living and dead,
and to the past and the future. Language can effect changes that may be as yet unseen in the
present time and place. A story or song “offers a reflection of cosmic reality that echoes in the
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individual lives of the people. The ties of culture and nature are evidenced in every aspect of
life” (Meredith and Meredith 2003, 103).
In this dissertation, I accept that effective language is an ontological and epistemological
reality for many Cherokee language speakers, and I will note where it affects aesthetic and
pragmatic decisions about language use among Eastern Cherokee speakers. Often this
ontological orientation intersects with Cherokee religious beliefs, which are themselves difficult
to separate from descriptions of everyday life and language practice. Because of research
restrictions, I cannot directly describe the use of the Cherokee language in contemporary
“traditional” (non-Christian) religious practices. However, the subject of language as action
comes up obliquely throughout this dissertation where the belief affects Eastern Cherokee
language practices as Cherokees play and work with their Native language.
For fluent Eastern Cherokee speakers, Native knowledge is inextricable from the Native
language, both in its structuring of content and also in the way the language feels and sounds in
the body. The Cherokee language feels like it was made to be sung, and singing it feels Cherokee.
The former sentiments likely benefits from Cherokee’s persistent consonant-vowel structure and
generally monophthong vowels, while the latter is a product of “attachments accrued over
time” (Webster 2015: 11). Expressive practices — Cherokee voices in speech and song — create
and shape subjectivity (“Cherokee consciousness”) by way of affect. Eastern Cherokees
language speakers feel who they are when they speak and sing Cherokee and singing, speaking,
‘playing with,’ and ‘working with’ Cherokee in turn creates a “Cherokee consciousness.”
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Duyukdv’i and Community Belonging
I do not intend to present “Cherokee” as a unilateral category. “Culture” and “identity” as a
neatly packaged wholes never existed, and particularly in the age of globalization (Silverstein
2003), Cherokee people are as connected to national and international flows of information as
any other American community. The “vision” statement on New Kituwah’s website states,

Modern Kituwah Citizens whose
understanding of the world is
Duyug(a)dvi, “The Right Way”.
Through
our Language…
our Traditions…
WE ARE INFINITE!13

I will explicate this statement by working from the whole, “We are infinite,” to the
constituent parts to illustrate how all the concepts are interconnected. “We are infinite” evokes
Tom Belt’s statement about the Kituwah town site; “This place goes beyond any kind of time
frame we can put on it.”14 Kituwah places and Kituwah people have always been here and, by
having an epistemological frame of duyukdv’i, they always will be. Duyukdv’i is often translated
into English as “The Right Path,” and this is the name of a leadership development program at

www.newkituwahacademy.com. I adhere to the same line breaks and indentation used in the original
text.
13

14

The conflation of time is a concept documented in Cherokee speech and texts. Kilpatrick (1997) notes
that the prevalent verb suffix, -iga- (‘the subject has just come [to do something]) in Cherokee ceremonial
and ritualistic incantations serves to conflate time. He writes, “a future of remote and abstract possibilities
must be telescoped into a circumvented ‘now’ with such speed and authority that the discerning mind
cannot challenge this transition and instead recognizes this change as only part of a natural succession of
events” and the “ritualistic moment is now being actualized by the speaker’s presence” (32).
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Cherokee Central Schools.15 Duyukdv’i is the overarching philosophy of what it means to be
ayvwiya (a “real person”), a person who understands her place in the world and how she should
act towards other people, animals, and things. 16 The Cherokee word for themselves and other
Native peoples is aniyvwiya, or “they are real people,” while some Cherokee traditionalists
would refer to themselves as anigiduwa, “the people of Kituwah”.
The three words “Modern Kituwah Citizens” each have specific resonances for Cherokee
people. First, “modern” in this case represents “contemporary.” The program has no intentions of
returning Cherokees to living as they did in the past. “Modern” Cherokees have state of the art
technology, a tribal internet provider, and listen to Top 40 radio. The school’s mission is to shape
what it means to be Cherokee in the present, not the iconized past represented by tourist
attractions such as the Oconoluftee Indian Village, where Cherokees demonstrate how they lived
in the 18th century. By using “Kituwah” rather than “Cherokee” to describe the student citizens,
the statement is pointing to a particular kind of Cherokee person, a person knowledgeable in
Cherokee language, traditional practices, and Cherokee ways of being.17 Indexed here is an

15

The tribe took over the school system on the Boundary in 1990 from the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
renamed the system Cherokee Central Schools (CCS). New Kituwah was a part of CCS for several years
before becoming an independent charter school in 2011. The school received accreditation from the
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools in January of 2015. (https://
www.newkituwahacademy.com/our-history.html). For a historical overview of Eastern Cherokee schools
before 1990, see Finger (1991).
Duyukdv’i is often mentioned when a child is behaving in a culturally inappropriate way towards
another person. For instance, if a child takes a toy from another student without asking first, the teacher
may say, “hia gesdi duyukdv’i” (“this is the wrong way (to act)”).
16

17

One of the defining features of the United Keetowah Band of Cherokees (same word as “Kituwah”),
one of the two federally recognized Cherokee tribes in Oklahoma, as opposed to the Cherokee Nation is a
perceived intensified dedication to maintaining traditional practices and the Cherokee language, which the
Keetoowah Band attempts to do by way of maintaining more stringent blood quantum requirements for
membership, with the underlying concept being more a concern for maintaining internal community ties
than an ideology of racial purity.
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ideology that a good Cherokee person is connected with the original homeland, Kituwah. In his
speech at Kituwah, Tom elaborated a connection between land, people, and the right path; “This
is where the laws of Kituwah were handed down. This is where we were told to be family. This is
where we were told how to heal ourselves, to take care of ourselves, to take care of our children,
to take care of each other. The oldest of the Kituwah laws says that we will be Kituwah for as
long as we stand together and hold hands until the last one falls. That law was enacted here.” In
this frame, “Citizen” implies two things. A citizen is a person who belongs to a sovereign nation.
This ties into discourses of Cherokee sovereignty that I discuss in Chapter One. However,
“Citizen” also connotes a sense of responsibility for one’s community, which is possibly the
central value in Cherokee society. One’s actions toward one’s family and community define a
person’s character for Cherokees more than personal achievement or status defined by outside
people and institutions.
Among Eastern Cherokees, a person’s role in and responsibility to the community can
determine one’s community membership irrespective of the person’s blood quantum or status as
an enrolled tribal member. Being able to speak the Cherokee language can trump a person’s
phenotypic presentation because speaking the Cherokee language can signify that a person has a
relationship to the community, for how else could a person be able to speak Cherokee in a
comprehensible and socially appropriate way except for having dwelled among Cherokee
people? In this respect, the politics of belonging in Cherokee, NC are similar to those of
Cherokees in Oklahoma, where, Sturm (2002) writes,
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Language intersects with race in significant ways to produce numerous individual
standards of Cherokee identity. Sometimes…race is the decisive factor for
Cherokee social classification, irrespective of an individual’s ability to speak the
language. At other times, however, Cherokee language proficiency is so culturally
and socially significant that even individuals with no Cherokee ancestry will be
socially accepted as members of a Cherokee community because they speak
Cherokee. While some Cherokee individuals may privilege either race or culture
above all else, this is an extreme position. Most Cherokees socially classify within
a highly nuanced race-culture continuum that reflects the hegemonic conflation of
race and culture. Thus, language should be understood as one of the most
important attributes of identity that shapes Cherokee social classification. It is so
important that Cherokee individuals who speak the Cherokee language usually are
seen as culturally “full” and usually are classified socially as Cherokee, regardless
of their specific blood ancestry (123).

To illustrate this with respect to the Qualla Boundary, I will discuss the status of one of the most
respected members of the Cherokee community, Reverend Bo Parris. Parris is not an enrolled
member and did not grow up in the community, but he has lived among the Eastern Cherokees
for more than half a century. He married a Cherokee woman, learned to speak the Cherokee
language, and has been preaching, researching, and engaging in language documentation for as
long as anyone on the Boundary can remember. While he has expressed doubt about his own
fluency in the Cherokee language, I have heard fluent-speaking Cherokees describe him as
fluent. He is so highly esteemed that he is perceived to have authority and power usually
reserved for fluent-speaking Cherokee elders. Parris’s acceptance in the community can be
contrasted to instances where enrolled Cherokees who grew up away from the Boundary are
often met with resistance and suspicion when they visit or move to Cherokee. To be Cherokee is
to have a place in the community with unique roles and responsibilities.
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Idigvnadi: Critical Indigenous Research and Methods
In orienting the research questions and methods of this dissertation to indigenous concerns,
knowledge, and methods for knowledge production, I evoke the theoretical and methodological
approaches of critical indigenous research and methods developed by and with indigenous
peoples. The civil rights movements of the 1940s and 1960s included Native peoples’ push for
renewed sovereignty in the political arena and a critique of how they were represented and
exploited in academia (Deloria 1969). In response to these criticisms as well as the de-centering
of academic powers by feminist scholarship (cf. Butler 1990), anthropologists and others in the
social sciences, who were themselves the object of these scathing critiques, were forced to
consider the nature of their disciplines. Non-Indigenous and Indigenous scholars began to
critique the implicit colonialist roles research and researchers have historically and
contemporaneously played in iterating and instantiating the colonial — political — oppression of
indigenous peoples and how indigenous methodologies and theoretical frames were excluded
from academic discourse. Scholars across the social sciences and humanities are continuing to
redefine how to go about conducting research in indigenous communities.
Linda Tuhiwai Smith’s (Ngāti Awa, Ngāti Porou) groundbreaking book Decolonizing
Methodologies defined a turn toward integrating Indigenous knowledges and methodologies into
academia, as well as de-centering Western assumptions in the pursuit of knowledge (1999).
Smith argues “indigenous methodologies tend to approach cultural protocols, values and
behaviours as an integral part of methodology. They are ‘factors’ to be built in to research
explicitly, to be thought about reflexively, to be declared openly as part of the research design, to
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be discussed as part of the final results of a study and to be disseminated back to the people in
culturally appropriate ways and in a language that can be understood” (15). In critical Indigenous
methods, Indigenous ‘protocols, values, and behaviors’ are not merely followed so research can
be conducted; these ways of understanding and being are integral to the design and nature of
research itself. In The Handbook of Critical and Indigenous Methodologies (edited with Linda
Tuhiwai Smith), Denzin and Lincoln (2008) declare that critical indigenous research
begins with the concerns of indigenous people. It is assessed in terms of the benefits it
creates for them. The work must represent indigenous persons honestly, without
distortion or stereotype, and the research should honor indigenous knowledge, customs,
and rituals. It should not be judged in terms of neocolonial paradigms. Finally,
researchers should be accountable to indigenous persons. They, not Western scholars,
should have first access to research findings and control over the distribution of
knowledge (5).

Critical indigenous research orders knowledge, theory, and methods toward dialogic,
collaborative, and practical research that serves the goals and needs of indigenous communities.
This dissertation contributes to contemporary questions in ethnomusicology and
linguistic anthropology concerning epistemology, identity, and subjectivity while contributing
usable materials and pedagogical solutions to language revitalization endeavors. Though I am not
Cherokee or Indigenous, I seek to understand and implement local knowledges (where
appropriate) and ways of being into the structure of this work. Native scholars have argued for an
inclusive methodological approach to knowledge production, where Indigenous methods are
given space alongside non-Indigenous methods. Margaret Elizabeth Kovach (Cree-Saulteaux)
argues for a diversity of methods in qualitative research;
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While contrasting opinions about ontological and epistemological differences will
remain, and the functional role of methodologies in seeking truth will diverge, this
diversity need not be diminished, for it allows relevancy within a range of contexts.
However, an environment, research or otherwise, that allows for equitable valuing of
ideas and relationships in understanding the world, and the living entities within it, is
necessary for relational approaches such as Indigenous methodologies to thrive
(2010:38).

In their approach to producing knowledges, Native peoples themselves deploy their own
Indigenous methodologies as well as non-Indigenous ones.18
Chris Anderson (Métis) argues that attempting to isolate Indigenous communities
“epistemologically from the broader social fabric of dominant, whitestream society effectively
removes a large part of our arsenal for combatting the damaging representations of Indigeneity
woven into larger society” (2009:85). A separation of Indigenous epistemologies from ‘Western’
academia would disempower Indigenous scholarship and impoverish the academy. Indigenous
epistemologies and ontologies and established methods in the humanities and social sciences can
be synergistic.19 Non-Indigenous epistemologies are threatening to Indigenous modes of
understanding when they dominate, silence, or overwrite Indigenous ones through the epistemic
violence of ideology and hegemonic consent. I explore Indigenous and academic knowledge-

In teaching music at New Kituwah, the program administrator was adamant that I pass the North
Carolina praxis exam for music education to demonstrate that I had the requisite knowledge to be a
skilled music educator in addition to my knowledge of Cherokee language and culture. If the goals of
education research have been, ostensibly, to improve children’s learning, then many of the approaches
developed outside Native communities are nonetheless usable and relevant to indigenous communities,
and native peoples engage with these discourses (and those, like myself, who are trained in them) on their
own terms.
18

19

I am not referring here to traditional or intimate knowledges that Indigenous communities do not wish
to share, but rather to the understandings and approaches to knowledge production Native peoples bring
to academic discourse.
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making as moving targets, as processes of interacting, creating, and learning rather than
collections of information.
Tom Belt describes the Cherokee language (and thereby its encoded epistemologies) as a
“tool.” This is particularly salient when describing the “work” of this dissertation as exploring
how Cherokees and the researcher (myself) “work with language” (as one works with a tool.)
Indigenous tools and ‘Western’ tools (knowledge, methods, and theories) can be utilized to serve
the goals and needs of Indigenous communities (cf. Lana Ray (Anishinaabe) (2012) for a
discussion of “convergence Indigenous methodologies”). For instance, linguistic analysis is
useful for understanding and translating Indigenous knowledge, though one must be mindful of
the violence and inequalities perpetuated by the translation of Native languages.20 Rebecca
Tsosie (Yaqui), for instance, problematizes issues of cultural ownership of Native stories, which
are not ‘merely’ stories for most Native communities (2002). Translation has played a part in
colonialist and settler-state appropriations of Native knowledge and traditions in that it renders
Native stories and ideas into rigid texts, which are often distorted and decontextualized from
their origins. Moreover, translation can make secret knowledges public and exploitable.
Therefore, translation as an activity always has an agenda and its products ultimately have a life
of their own. The language work described in this dissertation — translating English texts and
songs into Cherokee (as opposed to rendering Indigenous language texts and knowledge into
20

Ortiz (2003) describes his father’s resistance to parsing his Native language in the way demanded by
descriptive linguistics. Debenport (2014) could not describe the language she worked on because the
community eschewed all writing of the Native language. Scholars must be mindful of community beliefs
about language ownership and what constitutes appropriate linguistic representation. While many Eastern
Cherokee speakers are frustrated or bemused by linguistic analysis, many also embrace it and welcome
metalingual discussion. The existence and use of the syllabary, as a Native writing system, indicates a
cultural willingness by many Cherokee speakers to deconstruct features of the Cherokee language.
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English) — is markedly an activist project in that it reclaims and reconfigures (decolonizes)
“dominant” texts as Cherokee domains. As Morgensen (2012) states, “the pursuit of Indigenous
methodologies bears activist implications…any sense that the terms activism and academia posit
an intelligible distinction implodes once Indigenous methodologies demand, in the first and last
instance, decolonization” (808).
Discussions of Indigenous methodologies begs the question, how does a non-Indigenous
person engage in critical Indigenous inquiry? Shawn Wilson (Opaskwayak Cree) indicates that
research must “use relational accountability, that is, must be connected to or a part of a
community (set of relationships), if it is to be counted as Indigenous” (2008, 42-3). Research is
evaluated not merely in terms of its findings, but also the ways the researcher is connected with
the community. Wilson continues, “A key to being included is not only the work that you have
done in the past but how well you have connected with others in the community during the
course of your work. Thus the strength of your bonds or relationships with the community is an
equally valued component of your work” (81). These relationships between people, land, and
knowledge are expressed through narratives and stories. Dian Million (Athabascan) writes that
stories “unlike data, contain the affective legacy of our experiences. They are a felt knowledge
that accumulates and becomes a force that empowers stories that are otherwise separate to
become a focus, a potential for movement” (2014, 31-32, my emphasis). I have chosen to include
the transcribed words of my Cherokee collaborators where possible as a counter-narrative to the
whitewashing of indigenous voices in academic discourse, though I am mindful that reducing
their words to text is an imperfect representation at best. Tom Belt explains that many Cherokee
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speakers interpret and evaluate stories and texts with respect to the teller’s relationship to the
community and who they are as a person. Throughout this dissertation, I seek to make clear the
relationships that underlie the production of knowledge herein.
A final feature of a critical Indigenous methodology accounts Indigenous people’s
privileging of experiential and embodied practices of knowledge production over abstract
explanations, or what is often called “learning by doing” (cf. Ortiz 2003, Wilson 2008). Brendan
Hokowhitu (Ngati Pukenga) writes,
The embodied practices of Indigenous epistemologies challenged that knowable world
and, as a result, the reason of Enlightenment rationalism. The embodied holistic
epistemologies of Indigenous societies determined the non-compartmentalization of the
‘physical’. As opposed to the rational European subject, Indigenous subjectivity was not
divorced from the body, nor the rationale from the passions, and so forth. It is also
important to recognize Indigenous subjectivities and their consequent bodily practices
were often communally defined…an Indigenous existentialism…incorporates multiple
identities across time, including genealogical and spiritual associations, and communally
defined bodily practices” (2009:109).
Here, Hokowhitu iterates two important arguments. First, many Indigenous peoples do not
separate affect and embodiment from other forms of knowledge. Second, the notion of
“communally defined bodily practices” is particularly salient for understanding ideologically and
culturally shaped voices, which are, ultimately, bodies producing sound. This dissertation is an
exploration of Eastern Cherokee vocal practices as embodied practices with particular social and
communal histories.
A critical Indigenous methodology upends discourses about Indigenous versus ‘Western’
epistemologies that iterate difference as an essentialized category and presents ethnographically
based, participatory, and collaboratively produced scholarship (cf. Lassiter 2005; Bishop 1994,
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1998). In addition to drawing upon Indigenous approaches to knowledge production, this work
follows previous approaches in language socialization in language revitalization contexts (Meek
2007; Paugh 2012; Minks 2013), ethnomethodological approaches to interactive and situated
discourse in learning and creating (Coulon 1995; Goodwin 2000), and performance studies
(Conquergood 1998), that privilege understanding the processes of cultural production by means
of language rather than analyses of cultural products in their own right (although I do not
completely neglect the latter). Often the “products” of heritage languages, most notably songs
and other recited oral genres, are performed as a means for demonstrating Native identity to the
self (Comaroff and Comaroff 2009) and to “external” observers such as tourists or government
gatekeepers determining the “recognition” of Native groups (Povinelli 2002; Hokowhitu 2009;
Simpson 2014). Songs as entextualized and recontextualizable poetic forms (Bauman and Briggs
1990) can circulate as revitalized forms in their own right; however, “relying on song as a means
of language revitalization poses challenges to revitalization movements that carry ideals of
restoring everyday modes and genres of conversational speech” as is the goal at New Kituwah
(Samuels 2015).21
I focus on the processes of textual production and performance used in language
revitalization, including translation and text-setting. I argue that it is through these processes that
Cherokee epistemologies — ways of being and thinking — are instantiated and re-instantiated as
processes themselves. The pragmatics of language use is cultural and situated, and understanding
21

I do not wish to downplay the very real loss of fluent Cherokee speakers and an incomplete
reproduction of the full scope of everyday speech abilities in immersion students. I am fully aware that
the song texts I create with Cherokees may be sung and circulated among Cherokee people after the
Cherokee language ceases to be used in everyday speech. This dissertation therefore serves to document
both Cherokee texts and culturally-based processes of textual production.
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how Cherokees work with their language contributes to applied methodologies and theoretical
questions. First, systematically uncovering the processes of cultural production contributes
usable approaches to Cherokee language revitalization initiatives, and some of the methods and
approaches may be portable or adaptable to other languages and language revitalization contexts.
Thus, the procedures described here are also pedagogical and “the pedagogical is always
political” (Denzin and Lincoln 2008: 10) in that it responds to and is informed by ideologies that
circulate through discourse. Second, as I demonstrate in Chapter 4, working with Native speakers
on creative projects such as songwriting and text setting (as opposed to standard linguistic
elicitation) reveals pragmatic features of language use that would not be discovered through
other methods.
Similarly to approaches to discourse in linguistic anthropology (Silverstein and Urban
1996) and dialogical anthropology (Tedlock and Mannheim 1995), critical indigenous studies
locates indigenous methodologies at “an intersection of discourses, the site where theories of
performance, pedagogy, and interpretive practice come together” (Denzin and Lincoln 2008: 10).
These interpretive research practices “turn the world into a series of performances and
representations” (9) where the researcher as participant is engaged in performances as
sociopolitical acts, an approach that reframes the “data” of fieldnotes, audio and video
recordings, conversations, and interviews as performances in their own right.
Because I take a dialogic approach to understanding Cherokee cultural and linguistic
processes, the data for this dissertation consists primarily of audio and video recordings of
translation activities, everyday classroom discourse, adult language classes, and performances
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and events. I was allowed to document school-based or sponsored activities as long as they did
not concern culturally sensitive topics (such as traditional religious and medicinal practices), as
well as the contracted work I did for Western Carolina University. These limitations circumscribe
my data to social interactions somewhat, and therefore, my data is not representative of Cherokee
language revitalization endeavors and speech practices occurring in other domains. Based on my
research agreement with KPEP, I can use the data I collected for academic research so long as
personally identifiable data about students and staff is removed from published materials and
publicly presented findings (this requirement does not apply to tribal employees who are
interviewed in an official capacity about topics pertaining to their employment). I have chosen to
include the names and information of some collaborators who were employed in the capacity of
KPEP or Western Carolina University as its language partner: Tom Belt, Ben Frey, Bo Lossiah,
Nannie Taylor, and Myrtle Driver. Furthermore, not acknowledging these Cherokee friends and
collaborators would be disrespectful to the nature of the knowledge created and to the
relationships I have with them (Wilson 2008, 115). KPEP owns the rights to my data and any
products produced as part of my contract for the program, though I retain lifetime use for
academic research and publications. In conclusion, I seek to honor Eastern Cherokee people and
the work they and I have created together. This dissertation represents relationships that were
integral to the work it describes, and I have engaged in this work on the principles of duyukdv’i
that my Eastern Cherokee friends and collaborators have taught me.
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Daninogisgv’i: Cherokee Hymn Singing, Translation, and Textuality
A significant portion of this dissertation is concerned with the processes of creating Cherokee
language texts set to popular songs heard in the mainstream American media over the last 50
years. I worked closely with fluent Cherokee speaker Nannie Taylor and others to create the texts
herein. This kind of collaborative, musical translation work has an antecedent in Cherokee
culture; the translation of Christian hymns into the Cherokee language. 22
The first mission established in Cherokee territory was the Moravian Missions
established in 1799 when the Moravians established a school in Cherokee territory (McLoughlin
1984).23 One of the centerpieces of Moravian religious life was (and still is) the singing of
hymns. The Moravians believed music was a powerful religious force and felt its use in
proselytizing was invaluable. They used hymn singing to attract potential converts and
eventually solicited their students to translate hymn texts into Cherokee (McClinton 2008;
McLoughlin 1984). Other protestant denominations eventually followed behind the Moravian
missionaries to Cherokee country. The missionaries’ ultimate goal was to “civilize” and
Christianize, the two being mutually defining.
Cherokees, however, had their own reasons for inviting missionaries to establish schools
within the boundaries of the (pre-removal) Cherokee Nation, with Echota, Georgia, being the
center of political life. Cherokees wanted to acquire the knowledge of the encroaching settlers in

There are “traditional” song and dance forms that continue to be practiced among the Eastern
Cherokees. Notably the Warriors of Anikituwah (affiliated with the Museum of the Cherokee Indian) are
the public face of Cherokee “social dances.” Speck (1993 [1951]) is a source for information on
traditional religion and music.
22

23

The histories of Native American missionization and education are inextricable (cf. Reyhner and Eder
2004).
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order to become more powerful themselves. Historian Theda Perdue (2003) writes, “Native
religion in the Southeast [of the United States] was an inclusive rather than an exclusive religion.
Southern Indians added new concepts and rituals, that is, new sources of spiritual power, to their
religious life without necessarily abandoning or compromising their old beliefs” (53). Moreover,
Cherokees saw mission schools as a “boon to their power and competed for them” (55). Tom
Belt confirms that Cherokee healers (who were highly respected men) considered Christianity as
an addition to their spiritual power rather than as a replacement for the traditional system. While
the Eastern Cherokees integrated Christianity into their community much later than those
Cherokees living further south, James Mooney noted in the 1890s that many of the Eastern
Cherokee medicine men were also Christian preachers. William Gilbert (1934) observed that,
while there were Christian churches on the Qualla Boundary in the early 1930s, Christianity did
not appear to govern the social and community structures of the Eastern Cherokees. Nonetheless,
Bo Parris states that Eastern Cherokee have been singing Christian hymns in the Cherokee
language at least since the second half of the nineteenth century (2013, personal interview).
In 1825, Reverend Samuel Worcester was stationed in the Cherokee Nation by the
American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions. Worcester worked closely with
Cherokee speaker Elias Boudinot (who had been educated at the Andover Theological Seminary
in New England) to translate scriptures into Cherokee and publish them in the Cherokee
Syllabary. Boudinot and Worcester worked together to create Cherokee texts for Christian
hymns, which culminated in the publication of Cherokee Hymns in 1829. Prior to the forced
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removal beginning in 1836 (the Trail of Tears), there were 9000 songbooks printed; that is more
than one book per every two Cherokee people (Lee 1997).
Cherokee hymn singing is now considered a “traditional” performance practice along
with social dances and religious ceremonies. The relationship between Christianity and
‘traditional’ religion is fluid. Mooney writes about ‘shamans’24 who were also preachers during
the 1880s, though Mooney saw Christianity as a “veneer” over traditional practices (Mooney
2006, 312), with Christianity and Cherokee traditional religion as incompatible. He writes, “the
[Cherokee syllabary] made it possible for their rivals, the missionaries, to give to the Indians the
Bible in their own language, so that the opposing forces of Christianity and shamanism alike
profited by the genius of Sikwaya [Sequoyah, inventor of the syllabary]” (308). 25 Many
Cherokee people who adopted Christianity abandoned traditional Cherokee practices such as the
daily “going to water,” a spiritual cleansing. However, many other Cherokees did not see their
traditional religion and Christianity as mutually exclusive (Duncan 1993).
Sturm (2002) describes Oklahoma Cherokees as sharing a “common spiritual cosmology”
but diverging “between two distinct religious institutions, both of which they consider to be
traditionally Cherokee” (127). These institutions are the Cherokee Baptist Church and the
Keetoowah Society. Sturm notes “anthropologists and historians typically describe the
Keetoowah religion as religious syncretism, a blending of Euroamerican and Native-American

Many Eastern Cherokees call a person who does “good medicine” a “healer,” while a person who does
“bad medicine” is a “conjurer.”
24

25

It is no surprise that most of the published materials in the Cherokee language are Christian in nature.
The American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions funded the Cherokee printing press. The
“sacred formulas” were handwritten in personal notebooks.
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religious elements” and that her interlocutors requested that she not “reveal any specific
information about their religious beliefs and practices because they feared that non-Indians
would misappropriate their traditions” (128). This echoes my experiences with the Eastern
Cherokees, where traditional religion is not open for “research,” though I was allowed to
participate in many practices. Sturm writes, “Many Keetowahs move back and forth between
Cherokee Baptist church services and Keetoowah services without sanctions from the
Keetoowah community. But Cherokee Baptists strongly discourage members of their
congregations from attending what they consider to be the pagan ceremonies of the
Keetowahs” (128). However, she concludes, “Despite the differences between these two
religious camps, most Cherokees accept either as a valid expression of authentic Cherokee
identity” (131).
In my experience, Sturm’s observations are somewhat true of Eastern Cherokees as well.
There are many churches and denominations on the Qualla Boundary that serve the needs of
Cherokee Christians.26 When I interviewed Bo Parris about his life in Cherokee, he stated that he
used to attend traditional Cherokee religious practices, but he stopped attending because he
eventually felt they were something different from Christianity. He stated that he felt traditional
songs should be preserved, but with respect to traditional religious practices he said, “[The
Christian churches and he] don’t go along with some things” (Parris 2013). Nonetheless, many
traditionalists do not feel there is a conflict between the two practices and belief systems, and

26

These include Methodist, Lutheran, Wesleyan, Episcopal, Catholic, Mormon, Jehovah’s Witness,
though Baptist is the most common denomination. According to Bo Parris, many of the churches on the
reservation were started by Cherokee people, including Big Cove Baptist in 1886 (Parris 2013).
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many Christian Cherokees offer traditional medical remedies for maladies and continue to see
their world as teeming with spiritual entities and forces.
Tom Belt notes that there is an enthusiasm and urgency among language activists that
affectively parallels the translation efforts of Boudinot and Worcester. The work Nannie and I
have done with Cherokee songs echoes the procedures inherent to the collaborative work
between early missionaries and Cherokee speakers. As an “outside educator,” I acknowledge that
my relationship with the Eastern Cherokees is complicated by the historical complicity that
educators, missionaries, and academic researchers have had with federal policies of assimilation.
However, non-Cherokee whites have also been instrumental to Eastern Cherokees at various
points in their history. During the period leading up to Cherokee removal, many missionaries
stood with the Cherokees in resisting federal Removal, most notably the Baptist, Evan Jones
(McLoughlin 1984). Will Holland Thomas, a white man adopted by the Eastern Cherokee chief
Yonaguska as a child, served as chief to the Eastern Band following Removal in 1836. It is due
to Thomas’s political and fiscal efforts on their behalf that the Eastern Cherokees have a federal
land trust.27
Eastern Cherokees also have a history of complicated relationships with outside
researchers working in their community. Ethnologist James Mooney’s work with the Eastern
Cherokees in the late nineteenth century continues to be the central historical source for studying
Cherokee traditional knowledge. Sharing such knowledge was at the time and continues to be
deeply controversal. Nonetheless, Mooney himself was considered a friend by many of his
27

One Cherokee speaker told me an alternative view. She stated that Will Holland Thomas took
advantage of his position with the Cherokees and conducting business to their detriment to bolster his
own financial interests.
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informants among the Eastern Band. Anthropologist Frans Olbrechts who also studied Eastern
Cherokee traditions writes, “When I went to live with the Cherokee of the Great Smoky
Mountains to continue the work of Mooney, I found that his departure had been felt as cruelly by
his Indian friends as by his white colleagues” (quoted in Duncan 2006, 10).28 I have previously
described Bo Parris, whose community relationship is widely praised. Since the beginning of
settler contact, Cherokee people have intermarried with non-Cherokees. Cherokee people have a
long history of accepting outsiders who follow “the rule of reciprocity and redistribution of
resources” (Perdue 2003, 12). I hope to reciprocate the knowledge shared with me by my
Cherokee friends, students, coworkers, colleagues, and collaborators, who have considered my
musical and linguistic skills to be a resource. It is my hope that this dissertation will contribute to
Cherokee language revitalization efforts into the future by providing a body of song texts as well
as practical approaches for collaboratively producing future Cherokee texts.

Do Iyusdi Taline’i: Plan of the Work
This dissertation is organized as: 1) an introduction; 2) six chapters that each deal with an aspect
of Cherokee translation and language play; 3) a conclusion that gives an overview of how the
Eastern Cherokee language immersion school has changed over time during my six years of
employment and ethnographic fieldwork; 4) Several appendices of Cherokee song texts and
other documents created as part of this dissertation research. Chapter One takes an ‘onion’

28

As I mentioned previously, this sentiment continues to be present among Cherokees regarding academic
researchers who “leave them.” It is not only the fear that researchers take data and leave while giving
nothing in return, but also mutual attachments form and when the visitor leaves, they leave a hole in the
community and in the hearts of their Cherokee friends.
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approach to exploring how tribal sovereignty writ large — in government to government
relations — structures and is structured by the everyday speech and performance practices of
Eastern Cherokees, which in turn shape New Kituwah students’ ontologies and epistemologies.
From an auto-ethnographic or ethnomethodological approach, Chapters Two and Three
systematically present some of the ideologically informed aesthetic considerations for creating,
translating, and setting Cherokee-language texts to song. Chapter Four presents some
“accidental” discoveries about evidentiality and epistemic stance in the performance of Cherokee
narratives that point to cultural beliefs about speech and action. Chapter Five turns attention to
the intersection of Cherokee cultural production in language revitalization with intellectual
property laws and explores ways that Cherokees navigate contemporary institutions and laws to
meet their own goals. Chapter Six returns to the speech practices of New Kituwah students,
where humor and vocal play are means by which students create and negotiate inclusion,
exclusion, and feelingful ways of being, understanding, and belonging in contemporary Eastern
Cherokee life. Finally, in conclusion I explore some of the ideological constraints that have
evolved and changed New Kituwah’s institutional structures and teaching methodologies over
the course of my time working for the program, a discussion through which I develop some
program policy suggestions for ensuring the longterm effectiveness of Eastern Cherokee
language revitalization.
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CHAPTER 1
Performing Eastern Cherokee Sovereignty

Introduction and Overview
This chapter explores Eastern Cherokees’ everyday experiences of tribal sovereignty in their
language revitalization efforts. First, I will problematize academic conceptualizations of
sovereignty and give an overview of the historical background and contemporary political
structure of the Eastern Band. I then explore discourses of sovereignty and language ideology at
the tribal level, explicating the "official view" of the Cherokee language as a legitimation for
sovereignty and how language ideologies mediate the tribe's relationship to the federal
government and other tribes. I will then show how these discourses influence local language
decisions among native speakers of the Cherokee language who develop materials for language
revitalization, focusing specifically on decisions with respect to song translation and adaptation.
Finally, I point toward how sovereignty as everyday performance shapes and constructs
Cherokee students’ ontologies and epistemologies.
Contemporary scholarship in Native America has increasingly explored tribal sovereignty
as a structuring discourse and lived reality of native peoples. American Indian tribal sovereignty
as a Western legal discourse is identified in the legal relationship established between the British
government and Indian tribes in the Royal Proclamation of 1763, and it was subsequently
articulated in numerous treaties during the 18th and 19th centuries following the American
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Revolution (Helton and Robertson 2007). 29 Many Native peoples have argued that their
sovereignty existed long before the existence of settler states. Duane Champagne (Chippewa)
writes, “Indigenous nations predate contemporary nation-states and were not parties to the
formation, agreements, or constitutions of nation-states” (2015, 58), a perspective that is evident
in recent discourses of “refusal” of colonial government forms of citizenship (cf. Simpson 2014).
Many studies of Native sovereignty have been oriented toward understanding the relationship
between tribal governments and federal and state governments and how this impacts native rights
and claims to land and land use. There is an often assumed sovereignty-territory-government
relationship with respect to native sovereignty. This is implicit in the reservation system, where
Indian nations were idealized as bounded territories controlled by a tribal government, and
therefore, in possession of tribal sovereignty.
Only recently has anthropological scholarship begun to decouple sovereignty from these
land-based conceptualizations of nationhood (or from nationhood altogether), turning attention to
the experiences of sovereignty in the everyday lives of native peoples (Wiethaus 2007; Evans et.
al 2012); alternative spaces for tribal sovereignty beyond bounded territories (Biolsi 2005);
educational sovereignty (Lomawaima and McCarty 2002); ownership of cultural and intellectual
property (Tsosie 2002); sovereignty as refusal (Simpson 2014) or the “third space” (Bruyneel
2007); and the negotiability of sovereign domains (Cattelino 2008), among others.

29

The legal precedent for Indian nations as “domestic-dependent nations” comes from congressional and
Supreme Court decisions beginning with Chief Justice Marshall’s ruling in Cherokee Nation v. Georgia
(30 U.S. (5 Pet.) 1 (1831)), thereby instituting the “trust” relationship between the federal government and
federally recognized Indian nations.
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Music scholarship has often explored how music as a sociocultural practice can create or
disrupt sociopolitical (Averill 1997) or national solidarity (Yano 2002), and similarly linguistic
anthropology has explored the role of language in nation-making (and breaking) (cf. Phillips
2000; Garrett 2005; Friedman 2006). With respect to Native America, these analyses generally
deal with an indexical relationship, where language, music, or other cultural practice mediate the
connections between the people who speak a language and concepts such as community, nation,
territory, and sovereignty. Understanding these connections in this mediated way is useful, and
within this frame, this chapter explores the questions: how are aesthetic and linguistic choices in
Eastern Cherokee expressive practices shaped by ideologies of nationhood and cultural
distinctiveness? Where Eastern Cherokees express sovereignty as everyday moments of “refusal”
or “distinctiveness,” how do such performances construct and inform understandings of Eastern
Cherokee ‘nationhood’ and community? And how do performances of these practices contribute
to the formation of unique Cherokee persons? I will attempt to answer these questions by first
problematizing assumptions about Eastern Cherokee sovereignty as a land-based political
category before turning to expressive vocal practices as a locus of sovereignty in Eastern
Cherokee life. I will then show how language ideologies influence aesthetic and linguistic
choices, thereby shaping what it sounds (and feels) like to be Cherokee. I will also demonstrate
how these shared expressive practices create localized and particular ontologies and feelingful
epistemologies that contribute to the affective construction of belonging and Eastern Cherokee
self-identification.
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Origins of Cherokee Sovereignty
Where sovereignty is identified with Eurocentric socio-political concepts of the nation-state, an
ideology of one nation, one territory, and one language pervades (Anderson 1983). Native
understandings of sovereignty — what it entails and its experience — vary widely according to
history and place. I will here give a brief historical overview of Eastern Cherokee tribal
sovereignty, problematizing some of these common assumptions concerning sovereignty. Early
accounts of Cherokees indicate that they were a loose confederation of autonomous townships
whose social life was ordered by the matrilineal clan system rather than a centralized government
(Conley 2005). Race was not a factor in community belonging until the allotment era that
followed the General Allotment Act of 1887 (Helton and Robertson 2007), after which land
entitlement was determined by one’s “blood” quantum, and many Cherokee citizens and leaders
during the 18th century and afterwards were of white or mixed racial backgrounds (Perdue
2003). Only once the Cherokee people were in regular contact with white settlers and trying to
maintain control of their homelands in the early nineteenth century did they adopt a constitution
in 1827 and pursued a contemporary nation-state political system (Conley 2005).
In a historical overview entitled “Land of the North Carolina Cherokees,” former Vice
Chief of the Eastern Band, Fred B. Bauer, explains that, “On July 26, 1827, the Cherokees
adopted a constitution at a convention in New Echota, Georgia. It was predicated upon their
assumed sovereignty and independence as a distinct Nation. This step excited to the highest pitch
the feelings and animosity of the authorities and people of Georgia” (12). The Cherokee Nation
was formed specifically in response to Cherokee interactions with the state and federal
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governments in order to exert the will of large numbers of Cherokee people with common
interests in Cherokee lands. However, many Cherokees did not feel that their government or its
elected leaders represented their will. This was most apparent in the 1839 assassination of the
representatives who had signed the Treaty of New Echota in 1835. This treaty was the means by
which the states of Georgia, North Carolina, and Tennessee claimed the lands of the Cherokee
Nation, resulting in the majority of Cherokee citizens to be removed west to (what is now)
Oklahoma on the infamous Trail of Tears. The assassinations marked years of internal political
struggles that the Cherokee Nation endured before and after removal.
Removal marks the divergence of the history of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians in
North Carolina from the Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma. The North Carolina Cherokees were not
concerned with forming a tribal government. Rather, they remained in their communities in
North Carolina as “citizens” of the state, though their actual citizenship status remained
contentious throughout and beyond the nineteenth century. Even the Indian Citizenship Act of
1924 that “granted” citizenship to all Native Americans did not immediately clarify Eastern
Cherokees’ problematic relationship to the state of North Carolina (see Finger 1984 and 1991 for
the troubled history of Eastern Cherokee citizenship). At removal, the United States government
was to pay members of the Cherokee Nation for their lands in the sum of 5 million, to be paid to
individuals (i.e., per capita). However, Cherokees who were “averse to removal, and desired to
become citizens of the States where they resided, should be entitled to their proportionate
personal benefits…Per capita money due to individuals must not be paid to authorities of the
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Nation. Individuals remaining in the States must purchase their residences like other citizens, and
settle where they pleased [sic]” (as cited in Bauer 1970, 13).
Following removal, the Eastern Cherokees appointed as their chief Will Holland Thomas,
a white man who had been adopted by the Cherokee chief Yonaguska as a child. In 1847,
Thomas created and registered a legally recognized company with the state of North Carolina on
behalf of the Eastern Cherokees with the power to purchase and own land. This original
company became defunct in the latter half of the nineteenth century, but a new company was
established in 1889 under North Carolina law, and the Eastern Band continues to operate under
its provisions (Finger 1984). Using the Cherokees pooled per capita allotment money and some
of his own funds, Thomas purchased the original Qualla Boundary tract on behalf of the Eastern
Band. The federal government officially took over trusteeship of the Qualla Boundary in 1925.
The land was originally intended to be divided among individual Indian citizens; however, per
capita payments and allotments from the federal government were delayed by so many
generations that it became impossible to divide the land in this way. Today the land continues to
be held in trust by the federal government, meanwhile tribal members are shareholders in the
company (Finger 1991). Tribal income, including profits from the casino, is divided among tribal
members in two annual per capita payments.30
It is important to understand that during the early twentieth century, many Eastern
Cherokees, particularly the more “acculturated” such as Fred Bauer, desired allotment and felt
that “tribalism” was forced on them by the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 (Finger 1991).

30

per capita payments are not heritable.
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Even contemporary Cherokees often argue that the land trust arrangement is detrimental to
individual economic improvement because individuals and businesses cannot purchase
individual land against which they can borrow money or seek collateral.31 This attitude about a
lack of “true” land ownership persists among many tribal members. I spoke with one Cherokee
who describes the tribe as an “enforced welfare state.” Another person quipped, “This land is
your land…this land is my land…this land is actually the BIA land.” Many Cherokees continue
to feel as though they do not own their lands and that they are subject to the whims of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs.
In conclusion, while the Eastern Band has flourished as a nation and continues to exercise
their sovereign rights, many of those rights overlap with or are exceeded by their rights as a
corporate entity. Moreover, some tribal members view the tribal “nation” and accompanying
federal-recognizable sovereignty as a political position forced upon them. In addition to
progressivists (“acculturated” Cherokees), many conservative (traditionalist) Eastern Cherokees
were also suspicious of the intentions behind the Indian Reorganization Act, fearing it would
place them in a position where they were a recognizable tribal entity that could be manipulated
by federal and state governments. While Cherokees as a corporate and tribal entity gained
federally- and state-sanctioned sovereign rights through tribal recognition, many preexisting
forms of community organization, ownership, economic development, and communal belonging
continued throughout the 20th century unabated by political maneuverings. The most visible of
such local community organizations is the tradition of gadugi (“working together for the good of
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Of course, individual Cherokees, as U.S. citizens, can purchase personal property off the Qualla
Boundary; however, this does little to aid the economy on tribal lands.
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the community”) (Swafford 2009). Here, I have presented a brief account of the Eastern Band
that problematizes uniform understandings of Native sovereignty as a political status defined visa-vis federal and state governments, which begs the question; through what other means can
sovereignty be articulated?

Everyday Acts of Sovereignty
Ethnographic accounts of sovereignty have begun to explore how the political dimensions of
sovereignty can be traced to the “collective assertions, everyday enactments, and lived
experiences of political distinctiveness” (Cattelino 2008, 15). Yet, whose gaze determines what
constitutes political distinctiveness, particularly when "distinctiveness," or alterity, is the criteria
by which state-recognized sovereignty is bestowed? Attempts by the Lumbee Indians32 to gain
federal recognition (Blu 2001; Sider 2003) reveal how Native peoples are expected to perform
their indigeneity for the evaluative gaze of the settler state, which cannot recognize radical
alterity (Povinelli 2002; Simpson 2014). This is particularly true where phenotypical and racial
presentation of “otherness” are obscured by a history of forced assimilationist practices. As I will
discuss below, some Eastern Cherokees construct their own sovereignty in opposition to the
culturally (and racially problematic) “unrecognizable” Lumbees.
Simpson (2014) argues that sovereignty can also be articulated through native peoples’
refusal to engage with the institutions and categories of the settler state, disengaging from
discourses of recognition altogether. But what about when Native peoples do accept their dual

32

A state-recognized tribe also located in North Carolina.
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citizenship, with pride even, and embrace many of the same traditions and cultures of the settler
state? Here we are confronted again with the problem of a core dualism; settler versus native.
With respect to cultural distinctiveness and alterity, David Samuels (2004) proposes that scholars
look to how native peoples experience so-called “non-native” forms, arguing that distinctiveness
lies in the feeling, or experience of a form, rather than the form itself that the expression takes.
So in choosing to retain or embrace some “hegemonic” or “settler” institutions, Cherokees are
not necessarily experiencing those things the same way or even approaching them with the same
goals or expectations.
Unfortunately, feelingful conceptualizations of Native experience have little impact on
political discourse where outward signs of “Indian-ness" and histories of tribe-to-government
treaties are warranted for claims to sovereign rights. Indigenous peoples are frequently in the
position of having to perform the settler society's concept of what they are supposed to be in
order to “qualify” as “recognized tribes,” but the performing “Indian-ness” at the government-togovernment level trickles into everyday life. Before the Nixonian “recognition” and “selfdetermination” era of the 1970s (Helton and Robertson 2007), the federal government had an
economic interest in Eastern Cherokees performing their “Indian-ness.” Beginning in 1934, the
Eastern Cherokees were particularly impacted by the New Deal programs of President Franklin
D. Roosevelt and the IRA due to the construction of the Great Smoky Mountains National Park
and the Blue Ridge Parkway. Bauer (1970) relates that in designing the national park, the Eastern
Cherokees were “wanted as an attraction for tourists,” with the Park Service planning to
“landscape them into the Park entrance…including showing them off in colorful and glamourous
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pageants and festivals” (41). Bauer, ever the critic of tribalism, felt that the Cherokees were
“captured” because their lands were held in trust and therefore were exploitable by the
Department of Interior, home to both the National Park Service and the Indian Affairs Office
(eventually the Bureau of Indian Affairs). The Park Service “tended to treat Native peoples as
scenery rather than people” until the 1990s (Keller and Turek 1999).33
This federal push for “recognizable” performances of Indian-ness as tourist attractions
continues in contemporary practice. Dance platforms dot the roadsides throughout town featuring
plains-style dancers in front of stores selling fake tomahawks and toy revolvers. One stand
features a huge, life-size buffalo.34 These roadside powwow dance stands, modeled after similar
tourist stands in the American west, are rivaled by attractions intended to educate tourists about
“authentic” Cherokee culture. The local Museum of the Cherokee Indian35 details Cherokee
history and culture, and life-size statues around town feature the animal often associated with
Cherokee culture and cosmology, the American black bear, painted with Cherokee syllabary. The
Qualla Arts and Crafts cooperative across the street from the museum sells authenticated Native
arts for a hefty price tag, and a short drive or moderate hike up the hill will bring a visitor to the
location for the Unto These Hills outdoor drama that enacts the story of the Eastern Band after
Cherokee Removal. These tribe-specific cultural institutions are not simply amusement to gain
33

Conflict between the Eastern Band the National Park Service continues to this day, particularly with
respect to Native gathering of medicine and traditional plants on Park Service land, which was banned in
2007 but the park service is considering a new rule to allow Native gathering once more. https://
theonefeather.com/2016/02/tribal-council-chairmans-report-for-february-2016/
The last known record of a North American bison in North Carolina (prior to reintroduction in farming
during the 20th century) was during the 18th century. The bison was historically much more significant to
the plains tribes than to the tribes of the Eastern woodlands.
34

35

The museum is a non-profit organization that is not tribally owned, though it operates on tribal land.
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tourist income; real cultural and linguistic differences (or lack thereof) are cited in legal
decisions regarding tribal sovereignty and recognition.

Language and Sovereignty
On July 12, 2006, Principle Chief Michell Hicks of the Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians
appeared before the United States Senate to oppose the Lumbee Recognition Act. The Eastern
Band and the Lumbee Tribe are American Indian tribes recognized by the state of North
Carolina; however, the Eastern Band is a federally recognized American Indian tribe, whereas
the Recognition Act was a continuation of the Lumbees' century-old struggle to attain full federal
recognition.36 Stating the official position of the Eastern Band, Chief Hicks declared, “the
integrity of the Eastern Band and other tribes with living tribal languages and long standing
government-to-government relations with the United States is undermined where politics and
emotion, rather than facts about tribal identity, dictate outcomes regarding federal
recognition” (my emphasis). With this statement, Hicks makes explicit an often implicit
ideological relationship between native language, tribal sovereignty, and identity. The Lumbees
do not have a living, precontact language, a fact that has been an obstacle in their bid for federal
recognition and the sovereign rights that come with it. North American Native sovereign rights
are predicated on a legal relationship between a tribe and the federal government, and as the
Lumbee case demonstrates, tribes generally do not want to “refuse” to engage with federal

36

The Lumbee Act (H.R. 4656) recognizes the Lumbees as Indian people but explicitly disavows that
they are a tribe, therefore Lumbees consider their current status as one of partial recognition.
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institutions and recognition practices, as refusal lacks political force without categorical
recognition in the first place.37
Many Eastern Cherokees believe that a spoken Native language is “an important tool in
the struggle to assert and defend the sovereignty of the Cherokee people” (Belt and Bender 2007,
187). But how do such discourses of sovereignty and identity defined vis-a-vis other tribes and
ethnic groups actually impact how Eastern Cherokees use their Native language in everyday
performance genres? I will explore how Cherokees mold their language to different kinds of
musical genres in language revitalization efforts as an expression of sovereignty and cultural
distinctiveness. I argue that local language ideologies connecting certain kinds of language use
with Eastern Cherokee identity and sovereignty are often defined in contrast to other tribal
groups. These ideologies in turn affect the production and reception of Cherokee performance
genres in language revitalization, possibly having a lasting impact on how Eastern Cherokees
sing and speak.
For the past several years, the tribe has held an annual symposium during the summer
that brings together academics, educators, and native language speakers to share methods for
teaching and learning and to create wordlists for instructors in language immersion. These
meetings include representatives from other tribes, native speakers from the Eastern Band, as
well as Western Cherokee speakers from the Cherokee Nation and The United Keetowah Band of
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Another significant issue the Eastern Cherokees have taken with the Lumbees is that in their bids for
federal recognition, the Lumbees pledged to give up any rights to operate a casino on tribal lands in
exchange for recognition. The Cherokees feel that this is a gross affront to a foundation of tribal
sovereignty: the right to economic development on tribal lands. For Cherokees, sovereignty should mean
the same rights apply to all tribes, and such erosions of sovereignty allowed by one tribe would endanger
the sovereign rights off all tribes.
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Cherokee Indians in Oklahoma. These multifarious interactions with members of other tribes
have been important to Eastern Band members for defining a tribal identity considering
similarities and differences with respect to other tribal groups as they plan the course of their
own cultural and language renewal efforts.
Locally, linguistic and cultural programs on the Boundary are situated within (and funded
by) the economic and social infrastructure of the Cherokee tourist economy, where the lure of the
tribal casino and bingo hall also brings consumers of Cherokee cultural and musical
performances. Thus the tribe, as a business, has an interest in maintaining a distinct “brand” of
“Indian-ness,” for economic reasons as well as legal ones pertaining to sovereignty. Cherokee
cultural performances are almost always reflexive and reflective of the self-imaginings and
discourses of the Cherokee community. As Comaroff and Comaroff (2009) note, by “seeing and
sensing and listening to themselves enact their identity,” ethnic groups can objectify “their own
subjectivity, thus to (re)cognize its existence, to grasp it, to domesticate it, to act on and with
it” (26). Understanding the performance of identity as a social action underscores how many
American Indian peoples experience tribal sovereignty as an embodied right “kept alive and
vibrant in daily practices, teachings, and traditions” (Wiethaus 2007, 2). This definition of
identity suspends evaluations of authenticity in favor of intellectual paradigms that find
‘tradition’ in cultural understandings that are “creatively reinterpreted” in new contexts and
forms (Cruikshank 1998). However, not all new contexts and forms are accepted equally, and
multiple language ideologies often intersect and create conflicts around language use (Schieffelin
et. al 1998; Kroskrity and Field 2009).
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Competing language ideologies have been persistent in discourses surrounding three
musical genres I have encountered as I work with the Eastern Band’s Language Revitalization
program. As in many communities, there is a persistent divide between so-called “traditionalists”
and those who wish to adapt the Cherokee language to contemporary genres and ends. New
Kituwah Academy administrators and staff feel that students and second language learners
should have alternatives in addition to “traditional” genres such as hymns and gospel songs,
children’s songs, and social dance songs. Unlike many Western tribes who have long used their
language in contemporary rock and roll or, most notably, popular country and western songs (cf.
McAllester 1954; Samuels 2004; Jakobson 2009; 2012), the Eastern Band has never had a
popular music repertoire in their native language.
Some of my interlocutors mentioned that they were impressed with a Youtube video by
students of the Mohawk Nation’s immersion program performing Johnny Cash’s “Folsom Prison
Blues,” and I have often heard them express the opinion that immersion students who hear
Cherokee to popular music will see the language as “living” and will hopefully have the creative
wherewithal to one day write their own pop songs in the Cherokee language. The Internet and
worldwide circulation of expressive forms and content have created a community of practice
around language revitalization that extends beyond a single tribal entity and is no longer
necessarily driven by University-based scholars and resources (Eisenlohr 2004). People from all
around the world working to save their endangered heritage languages readily exchange ideas. In
2008, a delegation of Hawaiian language speakers visited Cherokee to share cultural
performances with New Kituwah’s program and discuss issues of language revitalization. In
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planning New Kituwah’s program, administrators visited several immersion programs of foreign
and heritage languages throughout the country to gain ideas and insights. Thus, approaches to
heritage language education and new expressive forms for the Cherokee language are taken from
around the world as well as from within the Cherokee community.
While most Eastern Cherokees I know are supportive of using the Cherokee language in
popular music and other “non-traditional” forms, a minority of tribal members have expressed
displeasure with using the Cherokee language in popular song genres. One tribal member who
does not speak Cherokee and is not affiliated with the immersion program told me that she felt
like the students should be learning the “old” songs because the idea of the school is to regain the
“traditional” ways. Those in favor of using Cherokee in pop genres often respond to such
critiques with comments such as, “It’s easier to tell someone ‘you’re not doing it the right way’
than it is to actually learn the language.” Or, proponents may respond with discourses about
respecting native speakers, who are also elders, with the implied criticism ‘if a Cherokee speaker
says this appropriate, then who are you, a person who does not speak the language, to criticize an
elder’s judgment.’
While some Cherokees may take a cue from the Mohawks in wanting to add pop music to
their Cherokee song repertoire, they can also be critical of perceived misappropriations of their
own musical traditions by other tribes. When I attended the annual July 4th powwow in 2008, an
Eastern Band member expressed her dissatisfaction with the presence of Lumbee performers.
Because Lumbees have often claimed Cherokee ancestry (among others) in their bid for federal
recognition, there is a pervasive notion among many Cherokees that Lumbees at Cherokee events
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are there as “spies” to “steal” Cherokee culture. In Eastern Cherokee opinions about “PanIndian” powwow genres, this fear intersects with broader ideologies about maintaining tribal
cultural and linguistic distinctiveness.38 The tribal powwow was instituted in 1985 specifically as
a tourism event playing to non-Indian’s expectations of “Indian-ness.” Thus, as Brumley (2009)
states, “Eastern Cherokee people do not consider the powwow to be a culturally important event”
(25), though I would argue it is an important social and tourist event for the community and
contributes to the exchange of inter-tribal ideas. The hesitancy on the part of some Eastern
Cherokees to identify or experiment with powwow songs was evident in a discussion I had with
one Cherokee speaker who expressed concern that someone was putting Cherokee words to
Plains Indian powwow songs. According to this speaker, merging Cherokee words with the
“traditional” musical genres of other tribes confuses people and is particularly dangerous for
those who do not speak Cherokee because they cannot tell the difference; it “shows a lack of
ownership of your own language. You don’t even know what it is. And [they] think, ‘oh, as long
as it’s Indian I guess it’s ok.’” The danger perceived here is that the Cherokee language will
cease to mark Cherokee distinctiveness in performance genres. The Lumbees lack a tribal
language and participate in Pan-Indian genres to mark their “Indianness,” but for Eastern Band
members, “Indianness” is inferior to “Cherokeeness” for claims to sovereignty and tourism
dollars. Conversely, this logic does not apply to pop music. The same Cherokee speaker quoted
above remarked of setting Cherokee words to popular music, “everybody knows that’s not
Cherokee, so that’s fine.” This speaker believes that when the Cherokee language is used in
38

This fear of “acculturation” and loss associated with powwow as an intertribal music genre is
articulated by Howard (1955), but has since been critiqued by Powers (1990) and Browner (2002) among
others, who argue that powwow does not eliminate or replace tribally-specific expressive practices.
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popular music genres, which do not index “Indian-ness” for most Eastern Cherokees, it is
marked and therefore maintains Cherokee distinctiveness.39
Eastern Cherokees also use language and linguistic features to distinguish themselves
from other Cherokees. The majority of Cherokees were forcibly removed to Oklahoma in 1838,
with a smaller group remaining behind to form the Eastern Band. Separated geographically for
nearly two centuries now, there are dialect differences between the two groups. There is now a
steady exchange of immersion materials between Eastern and western Cherokees; however,
Eastern Band members frequently modify materials from the western Cherokees to reflect the
Eastern dialect. The linguistic differences that receive the most metalinguistic discussion among
Eastern Band members are phonetic and lexical. For instance, I was asked to compose “pop
music style” musical accompaniments for some “traditional-style” children’s songs for the
Eastern Cherokee immersion school. The songs were adaptations of songs written and recorded
by western Cherokee speaker, George Vann. Myrtle Driver, an Eastern Cherokee speaker
working for KPEP revised them, replacing words that are referentially different for or
pronounced differently by Eastern Cherokee speakers.40 Below is a chart of the text from “The
Rabbit Song” that shows a comparison between the two versions.

I am not arguing that “pop” music is inherently non-native, but rather the opposite. Throughout this
dissertation, I argue that Eastern Cherokee make things Cherokee simply by doing them and associating
them with their communities, families, and localities. The rising popularity of the electronic dance group
A Tribe Called Red, who combine the sound of Toronto dancehall music with plains powwow songs (and
imagery that humorously decolonizes settler representations of native peoples), and other native uptakes
of contemporary music genres such as hip-hop (Amsterdam 2013) and electric powwow (Harris 2016)
demonstrate that native peoples are very much innovating in their cultures and languages into the present.
39

40

It is important to note that a minority of Eastern Cherokee speakers have a dialect closer to the Western
dialect; however, the immersion program materials often reflect the Kituwah dialect of the Big Cove
community on the Qualla Boundary.
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“The Rabbit Song”
Oklahoma (George Vann)

North Carolina (Myrtle Driver)

English Gloss

tsisdu, tsisdu nadvne

tsisdu, tsisdu nigawe’a

rabbit, rabbit (he) makes a sound

hadlv, hadlv nadvne

gatsv, gatsv nigawe’a

where, where does he make a
sound?

dlugv, dlugv aya’i

tsukv, tsukv aya’a

tree, tree he is in a tree

Table 1.1
The verb nadvne has been replaced with nigawe’a and the pronunciation of “tree” is different
between Eastern (tsukv) and Western (dlukv) Cherokee speakers. The alveolar lateral affricates of
the dl- an tl- syllables41, represented by the tenth row of the Cherokee syllabary, are usually
replaced with the eleventh row ts- alveolar sibilant affricates for Eastern Cherokee speakers. 42, 43
Thus, the first change is due to lexical differences and the second is due to pronunciation
differences. In my experience, these are the primary topics of metalinguistic discussions about
dialectical differences between Eastern and Western Cherokee speakers.
Thus far, I have explored Eastern Cherokee attitudes about the use of the Cherokee
language in popular music, pow-wow songs, and children’s to demonstrate how competing
language ideologies can impact the ways that Cherokee speakers can create in their language.
While there remain “traditional” versus “modern” ideological stances among the Eastern
41

IPA: dɮ and tɬ

42

IPA: ts and dz

43

The final syllables of the words dlugv and tsukv are actually not pronounced differently, but the written
text difference is due to Myrtle Driver’s orthographic choice to use a “k” for a voiceless velar stop, where
the Cherokee syllabary’s character and corresponding phonetic representation for “gv” does not
distinguish between a voiced and voiceless velar stop. New Kituwah teacher Sharyn Panther often places
a dot above handwritten syllabary characters to indicate where they are voiceless sounds.
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Cherokee, these debates are nuanced by the perceived necessity of performing and marking their
distinctiveness vis-a-vis other tribes. What I call “Pan-Indian graying” (between Cherokees and
other tribes) is understood by some Eastern Cherokees as more threatening to linguistic and
cultural distinctiveness (and by associative extension, tribal sovereignty) than the merging of the
Cherokee language with markedly non-Indian genres. Maintaining differences and policing
language become tribal survival mechanisms when linguistic and cultural differences are
perceived to have real economic and political ramifications. However, these concerns point to a
deeper ideology: the notion that the Cherokee language is a collective intangible property and
that individual speakers can somehow be in error for using the language in “non-sanctioned”
ways. Thus these internal tribal efforts to control language use reflect not only attempts to assert
sovereignty via language, but also to assert sovereignty over language, or what Nah (2015) has
defined as “metalinguistic sovereignty”. 44 The model of sovereignty enacted in such
standardizing language practices — based on an ideological, iconic link between language,
people, and nation — is anathema to diversification. As efforts continue to cultivate a distinctive
Eastern Cherokee voice, some individual voices and creative endeavors — different dialects or
certain musical genres — are at risk of being silenced, directly and indirectly when the objectives
of language revitalization are often better served by diversification.

44

Nah’s work with the Mapuche in Chile focuses on how landless indigenous groups can nonetheless
assert sovereignty over language as intangible property, thus providing an alternative narrative to
territory-state-language understandings of sovereignty.
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Performing the Tribal Nation and “The United Cherokee Nations Anthem”
I have shown how performing “Cherokee-ness” is a central part of Cherokee cultural life and
economy. Cherokees are often in the position of performing a “Cherokee” cultural identity in
order to be understood as different and to seek economic benefit from tourist income. As
discussed earlier, once a native person no longer acts, dresses, or otherwise signifies as “other,”
he or she then “fails at indigeneity” from the settler perspective. The link between “Cherokeeness” and political sovereignty hinges on a recognizable performance of “otherness.” This
partially forms the basis for declaring Cherokee sovereignty and the problematic positioning of
the Eastern Band as a nation-state.
On the side of NC Highway 19, just before reaching Harrah’s Cherokee Casino and the
bevy of downtown tourist shops, a large billboard declares “Welcome to Our Country” and
features a photo of Chief Michell Hicks in traditional 19th century garments and turban as a
modern-day Sequoyah (historically credited with inventing the Cherokee syllabary.) If, instead,
you journey to Cherokee virtually via the world wide web, you may be greeted with the
statement, “Most people don’t realize that Asheville borders another country” counterposed to an
image of one of the “Warriors of Anikituwah," a traditional male dance group whose members
double as cultural ambassadors. These advertisement messages were created on behalf of the
Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians and are aimed at the large number of tourists who visit the
Cherokee each year.
These and similar billboards in the area appear as if to say things are different here
because we are a different nation from the surrounding state and country, as if to justify the
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"mini-Vegas" landscape that rises up from the Yellowhill community in Cherokee. This
representation of Cherokee as a nation-state operates on two discursive levels. As Biolsi (2005)
notes, “The nation-state…is in circulation not only as an obligatory but also as a liberatory
category in the global public sphere: It structures both political realities and subversive political
imaginaries” (240). In the same article, Biolsi notes that American Indian tribes generally believe
sovereignty should be more extensive than the current relationship to the federal government
entails. Thus, Chief Hicks' billboard is not only a commentary on what the Eastern Band is (an
indigenous nation-state limited by U.S. federal oversight), but also what it wishes to be
(autonomous, powerful); the use of the word "country" implies far more political power than the
tribe truly wields; however. articulating autonomy through these categories is obligatory, as it is
the form of recognition that enables tribes to interact with state and federal governments and
institutions.
As stated on the tribe’s website, “The EBCI continues to operate as a sovereign nation in
providing for the prosperity of Tribal members.” Like many Indian nations, Eastern Cherokees
enact their status as a sovereign nation through political and legal agreements as well as
everyday expressions of cultural distinction. Sovereignty is “inextricably intertwined with the
disposition of historical and contemporary material culture, the use of Native language, and the
enactment of customary practices and narrative traditions among Native people of this continent”
(Field 2008, 13). Indian-operated institutions such as local schools and language programs are
socio-cultural loci where the negotiation of sovereignty and identity can be examined at the
ground level of individual expression and subjectivity. Below, I will examine
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the Cherokee Nations Anthem, commonly called “Nasgi,” as a vehicle for enacting and
experiencing tribal sovereignty for students at New Kituwah Academy, the Eastern Cherokees’
tribally controlled language immersion school in Cherokee, NC.

United Cherokee Nations Anthem
Cherokee

English

Nasgi higowatihatsu

O say can you see

Sunale nigalisdisgv

when the morning came

nole histalinigadagesv

and that you are strong

elo tohi nitsanelv

you have made the earth peaceful

nole nvdo dikalvgv

and where the sun comes up

tohi nitsvnelv

you have made it peaceful

igohida hitsalinigada

you are always strong

igvsa igatseli gadati

we fly our own flag

galvladi gada gadati

our flag flies high

galvladi gada gadati

our flag flies high

tohi gesesdi hidehv

let there be peace where we live

unatlinigiga aniyosgi

our warriors are strong

Table 1.2

The Cherokee Nations Anthem was written in Cherokee by fluent Eastern Cherokee
speaker Myrtle Driver and was set to music by Eastern Cherokee musician Paula Nelson as part
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of “Project Songbird,” a language revitalization project in partnership with Western Carolina
University that produced a CD of new songs in the Cherokee language for the Cherokee
immersion program.45 Nelson and Driver began to translate “The Star Spangled Banner” but
ended up writing a new melody and a new Cherokee text that has some similar themes to the
“Star Spangled Banner” but reflects Cherokee sentiments and values. Conceived as a Cherokeelanguage substitute for “The Star Spangled Banner,” the Cherokee Nations Anthem similarly
makes reference to a flag, the strength of a collective nation, and morning (see Table 1.2, above).
Musically, the Cherokee National Anthem consists of three verses with a coda. The verses
are in a free-flowing triple meter. The version recorded by Paula Nelson alternates between 9/8
and 6/8 time signatures in the original transcription by Dennis Yerry. In daily performance, the
students have regularized the meter to 6/8, as demonstrated in my two-part vocal arrangement
that is based on how the students themselves perform the song (see Appendix C). The coda
represents a shift to regular duple meter (4/4). As recorded by Paula Nelson, the style of the coda
imitates traditional Cherokee dance songs that are performed in a repetitive chanting style to a
regular duple meter feel. When performed publicly, a male student with a strong sense of rhythm
is often chosen to shake a rattle to the macrobeat. 46 The coda, therefore, parallels the Cherokee
“war dance” that has been resurrected from the 1762 accounts of Lieutenant Henry Timberlake
by the Warriors of Anikituhwa, a group of male performing ambassadors associated with the

45

http://www.wcu.edu/pubinfo/news/2006/Cherokeemusicproject.htm

46

In traditional musical practices, Cherokee women do not shake rattles, and in fact, avoid touching a
rattle or drum used for religious practices as doing so could endanger the object’s spiritual mediating
powers. Women do “shake shells,” where they wear turtle shells or cans filled with beads or beans around
their shins while stepping in time to the beat.
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Museum of the Cherokee Indian. According to the museum’s website, “The War Dance was used
not only when men went to war, but also when meeting with other nations for diplomacy and
peace, and within the Cherokee nation was also used to raise money for people in need. It
conveys the strength of the Cherokee nation.” In the contemporary war dance, the song leader
sings while playing the steady beat on a rattle or a drum and Cherokee men, with bodies painted
in bright red hues, dance with clubs and tomahawks in the reimagined traditional warrior
clothing and accessories.
The United Cherokee Nations Anthem is a “neo-traditional” composition in that it
combines elements from EuroAmerican singing traditions in the verses with a “traditional”
Cherokee performing style in the coda. Moreover, the purpose of the war dance was to display
and celebrate the power and strength of the Cherokee warriors (and by extension, of the
Cherokee nation). The anthem alludes to this tradition by styling of the coda in a traditional
singing style that accompanies the words “tohi gesesdi hideha, unatlinigida aniyosgi " (“there
will be peace where we live, the warriors — or soldiers — are strong”). These final two lines in
the coda were an incomplete translation of the final two lines of the first verse of the “Star
Spangled Banner,” “o’er the land of the free and the home of the brave,” where “the brave” are
generally understood to be American soldiers. The Cherokee anthem contains the word tohi three
times, which can mean “peaceful” or “free,” indicating that peace and freedom are part of the
same state of being for a Cherokee speaker, which would not necessarily be the case
conceptually for English speakers.
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The first two verses speak, somewhat ambiguously, to a second person singular and
plural. Is the speaker of the text addressing the listening audience, the flags, or God? During the
third verse, with the expression igatseli gadati, “Our flag,” the text switches to a first person
inclusive pronoun “ig-” which means that it is inclusive of the recipient (audience) as well as the
speaker (singer). The Eastern Band has its own flag, so this phrase can co-signify the EBCI flag
and the United States flag, linguistically evoking the duality of Cherokee citizenship.
Ceremoniously, the Cherokee Nations Anthem was officially adopted by the three federally
recognized Cherokee tribes during Tri-council; the Eastern Band in NC, and the United
Keetoowah Band and the Cherokee Nation of Oklahoma.
I am unsure of whether the song is performed by the Oklahoma tribes; however, it is
performed each morning by students at New Kituwah Academy when the American and Eastern
Cherokee flags are raised in front of the school. Students are ushered outside, where they stand
facing east, hold a hand over their hearts, and sing a morning song and the anthem. In this
respect, the students‘ body positions when performing the anthem differs from typical
positioning when performing the “Star Spangled Banner” in that they continue to face East rather
than facing the flags directly. The importance of east, as the cardinal direction in which the sun
rises, is present in traditional Cherokee rituals and practices as well. While the “Star Spangled
Banner” presents “the dawn’s early light” as a descriptive image, the Cherokee anthem’s images
of morning (sunale) and the direction (or place) where the sun rises (nvdo dikalvgv) evoke the
spatial framing of a metaphorical system of traditional cultural symbols and practices. I use
“metaphor” here in the sense of analogous conceptual categories where meaning “is never
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disembodied or objective and is always grounded in the acquisition and use of a conceptual
system. Moreover, truth is always given relative to a conceptual system and the metaphors that
structure it” (Lakoff and Johnson 2003, 197).
Translation has been described as a process of commensuration, whereby a concept in the
“source” language-culture is brought into alignment with a concept in the “target” languageculture (Hanks 2010). Translation is inherently an analogy-making process; however, in cases
such as this one, where commensuration is purposefully incomplete, the two systems will not
perfectly align. The translation is tilted off-center from the original but continues to “signify” on
it (Gates 1998). Signification is like antaclasis, or a “form of speech in which a key word is
repeated and used in a different and sometimes contrary way for a play on words” (MerriamWebster). In other words, a pun, or “repetition with a signal difference.”
The United Cherokee Nations Anthem, therefore, signifies meaning through its referential
content, as well signifies on (and subverts) the dominant language-culture through its form, the
“poetic.” With respect to the former, I have described some of the meanings of the text above.
The latter must be understood from an ideological standpoint. A politicized Cherokee language
ideology represents Cherokee language activists’ desire for the Cherokee language to extend
beyond the scope of its traditional categories of use toward reclaiming and overtaking some of
the discursive spaces occupied by the dominant language, English. This is exactly what the
Cherokee anthem accomplishes in “signifying on” the “Star Spangled Banner.” If we understand
sovereignty as the “shared assertions, everyday processes, intellectual projects, and lived
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experiences of political distinctiveness” (Cattelino 2008,129), the anthem is more than an
assertion of cultural distinctiveness; it is the vocal enactment of Cherokee sovereignty.
When entextualized, performances like “Nasgi” can be used to demarcate cultural
distinctiveness like other forms of cultural “branding” (Comaroff and Comaroff 2009). Cattelino
(2008) describes Seminole casinos as not having many typical markers of Seminole culture. This
contrasts to the casino in Cherokee, which is filled throughout with Cherokee artwork and text in
the Cherokee syllabary. This reflects the expansion of Cherokee-ness into what were once
assumed to be non-Cherokee spaces and is a constant reminder that you are now “in another
country.” Such creative reinventions of cultural symbols are not happenstance decisions, but
strategic exercises of tribal sovereignty. The three federally recognized Cherokee tribes have
repeatedly spoken against federal recognition for tribes they perceive to lack the fundamental
requirements for legitimacy. Such claims often rest upon the presence of a native language
particular to that tribe, buying into the one-nation, one-language conceptualization of
nationhood. Federal recognition establishes sovereignty for an Indian nation vis-a-vis a
relationship to the U.S. government. Cultivating linguistic and cultural distinction for tribes is
simultaneously a political and economic endeavor in that federal recognition legally opens the
door for tribes to operate casinos and cultivate tourist demand for their authenticated cultural
products.
This push for cultural distinction then begs the question, why would Eastern Cherokees
want the song to be the anthem for all three federally recognized Cherokee tribes? In July of
2012, the three Cherokee tribal councils met in Cherokee, NC for the first-ever Cherokee Tri-
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Council meeting. New Kituwah Immersion students performed the “Cherokee Nations Anthem”
for the event. Though separated for nearly two centuries, the tribes retain mutually intelligible
dialects of the Cherokee language and many cultural similarities. Cattelino (2008) remarks that,
though sovereignty is often defined as a relationship between Indian nations and the federal
government, it is also often enacted through tribe-to-tribe relations. Just as the European Union
has more authority in certain respects than an individual nation, the Tri-Council carries more
political weight to act on the three tribes’ mutual interests than an individual Cherokee tribe
would. For instance, the Tri-Council passed a resolution “authorizing the incorporation of the
Cherokee Syllabary in the Library of Congress Romanization Tables” and the three tribes have
all opposed the Lumbees’ bids for federal recognition under the current standards.
There is a difference between the ideological decisions of adult Cherokee language
activists and how the Cherokee anthem is understood by immersion students in its
institutionalization through daily performance. I argue that the act of signifying on and
appropriating English language cultural and conceptual categories has an impact on the
subjectivities of the immersion students. I differentiate identity from subjectivity in the following
way; identity is a conscious decision to outwardly engage with signifiers of tribal belonging,
whereas subjectivity is the embodied experience of culture and place created and creating
through everyday practices. Identity carries a political agenda, whereas subjectivity is
epistemological and ontological, an ideologically prescribed habitus.
One afternoon I am spending time after school with four second-grade immersion
students. I have my recording equipment with me and the students are eager to perform various
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songs they knew so that they might enjoy listening to themselves afterwards. At one point, the
students excitedly tell me that one of them “knows ‘Nasgi’ in English.” I am not sure what to
expect, as I have never heard an English version of the “United Cherokee Nations Anthem”.
However, when she begins singing, I understand that the students are not referring to the same
melody with an English text. Rather, as the student sings her own version of “The Star Spangled
Banner,” I realize the students are recognizing the “Star-spangled Banner” as an Englishlanguage song that serves the same conceptual category as “Nasgi” (patriotic song). For these
students, an expressive form once associated with the dominant culture is now a Cherokee mode
of expression, and thereby the Cherokee conceptual category is the frame with which the
immersion students interpret their world. For immersion students, “Nasgi,” a Cherokee-language
song that honors Cherokee tribal sovereignty, is the base reference for ‘patriotic song’ rather than
the “Star Spangled Banner.” This is a fundamental shift in personhood because Eastern Cherokee
immersion children now have a different reference point for many taken-for-granted categories.47
This example reinforces the axiomatic argument of this dissertation; Eastern Cherokee tribal
sovereignty and educational self-determination allow for the emergence of unique Cherokee
people.

47

There are numerous examples of this throughout my fieldwork data. On one occasion a fifth grade New
Kituwah student knew only the Cherokee Syllabary sung to the tune of Mozart’s “Twinkle, Twinkle Little
Star” melody (or the “ABC Song”) and asked me what the English words were. On another occasion, I
was having third grade students create music quarter notes by gluing construction paper ovals to popsicle
sticks. After completing his note, one student showed it to me and said, “look Seli, it’s an Ꭴ (syllabary
“u”).” The student perceived an iconicity between the quarter note and the syllabary character; the
symbols of the syllabary were his prime reference.
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Voice and Affect in Eastern Cherokee Hymn Singing
While “Nasgi” represents an overtly political and contemporary song form that represents the
Eastern Band of Cherokee Indians as a nation, other expressive forms more frequently symbolize
and create (through their performance) Cherokee cultural belonging and shared experiences.
Other than “traditional” dances and songs, hymn singing in the Cherokee language is one of the
genres of song most readily identifiable with Cherokee culture. In the following section, I will
give a brief background on Cherokee hymn singing and then provide an ethnographic example of
how hymn singing as a practice creates affective experiences of community belonging.
Hymn singing has been a part of Cherokee traditions for more than 200 years, and
Cherokees were quick to adapt hymn singing as a cultural practice. This is perhaps because they
were already familiar with the ritualistic nature of music used for religious practice (Cooper
2011). It is also important to “balance what has been done to [Native peoples] in forcing change
with what has been done by them in the form of constructive and chosen adaptations, often under
conditions of extraordinary hardship and difficulty” (Murray 2005, 7). The Cherokees allowed
missionaries into their sovereign territories in the first place; they were interested in acquiring the
Anglo-American knowledge and English-language instruction the missionaries could provide
more than they were desiring the Christian religion (and indeed, knowledge and religion would
likely not have been separate categories for Cherokees in the early nineteenth century).
According to Bo Parris, Eastern Cherokee hymn singing was part of the shape note
singing tradition, a type of solfeggio where note heads have different shapes to facilitate
understanding of diatonic harmony (2013, personal correspondence). Most churches in the
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region adopted the seven note style characterized by Christian Harmony rather than the four note
method of the Sacred Harp. Many of the hymn tunes were composed or compiled by missionary
and music education pioneer, Lowell Mason. Parris said that most contemporary churches
abandoned the shape note tradition in the middle of the twentieth century in favor of “round
notes” (hymns in four part harmony with round note heads). 48 This shift also delineates a change
in singing style, particularly, of vocal timbre. In the shape note singing tradition, vocal timbre is
often strident and shrill. One contemporary singer describes the alto part as a “piercing chestvoice alto (diplomatically called “having an edge to it”)” (Grayson 2001, 8). Remaining in the
chest voice (as opposed to shifting into the lighter head voice) and singing loudly accounts for
the strenuous sonic quality of shape note singing. This feature is perhaps accentuated even more
by singing native Cherokee speakers because many Cherokee vowels are nasalized, and nasality
increases resonance in speech and song. This nasality is present among native speakers when
they speak and sing in English as well. I have listened to several recordings from the 1930s to the
1960s of Cherokees singing hymns in the native language. The combination of strident singing
style and four-part harmony produced powerful overtones that created analog distortion on the
tapes and caused the speakers through which the recording played to vibrate and resonate
(“buzz”).
The shape note singing style indexes the “old” way of singing, whereas the lighter, head
voice singing style is the contemporary approach, “trained” approach. Modern vocal teachers in
the Classical music tradition would argue that the latter is ‘healthier’ for the vocal cords because
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I grew up attending a Southern Baptist church and share hymn singing as a cultural musical tradition
with the Cherokees.
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it is more likely to protect the voice from damage. An elderly Cherokee woman who is known
for singing hymns told me that she could tell by how I sing that I am a “trained” singer, which I
understood to be the ability to transition between head and chest voice and to sing higher pitches
as a result.49 In a personal conversation with Barbara Duncan, Education Director at the Museum
of the Cherokee Indian in Cherokee, she and I noted that, while Cherokee language hymns
continue to be sung by Cherokee people, performers do not sing as loudly and stridently as they
did in the past. Toy recounts how one of her Nagaland interviewees described a connection
between the singing body and language; “I feel like my throat has changed. I can’t even say ‘hoi’
the way I hear older people and experts of my traditional music say it. It’s not just the ‘hoi’ but
the sound in general that we produce singing traditional songs today is just not getting there,
some…thing unreachable, don’t know quite what it is…have our bodies changed?” (quoted in
Samuels 2015, 349). I argue that a shift in vocal timbre in Cherokee hymn singing coincides with
a move towards a lighter-voiced hymn singing style in Christian churches generally (that
corresponds with the “round note” hymns) and a decrease in the number of fluent Cherokee
speakers singing the hymns. Without the corresponding vowel nasality and strident singing style,
Cherokee bodies in song are not the same.
However, this is not necessarily cause for concern among Eastern Cherokees intent on
creating singing “Modern Kituwah Citizens.” In addition to learning to sing Cherokee hymns,
parents and administrators want children to sing in the vocal styles exemplified by pop and
broadway singers, but in the Cherokee language. Replication of a particular vocal timbre in
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I studied Classical and jazz vocal styles and trumpet performance as an undergraduate at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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singing Cherokee hymns is not a primary concern. The example that was often cited to me for
emulation, as the music teacher at New Kituwah, is the Cherokee National Youth Choir. The
youth choir is a group of middle and high school Children of the Cherokee Nation in Oklahoma
who sing traditional Cherokee language songs, primarily hymns. The choir is one of the foremost
Western Cherokee ambassadorial performing arts groups. The choir sings in a classical, “boys
choir,” singing style rather than the “old” shape note singing style. On one occasion, I was trying
to get a group of third and fourth grade students at New Kituwah to ‘blend’ their voices together
while singing using the ‘correct’ head voice singing technique. To illustrate what I wanted, I
picked a hymn recorded by the Cherokee National Youth Choir and played it for the students. To
my surprise, the rambunctious, though eager, group listened with me in rapt silence until the
recording concluded. For a moment afterwards, they were silent, then one student held up her
arm, showing her “goosebumps” to illustrate how beautiful the performance was. The power of
that moment was in hearing other children singing in their native language. As many teachers at
New Kituwah have described, the students are “in a bubble,” where they are the only ones
learning and speaking the Cherokee language from the elder speakers while all around them,
their friends and parents speak English. During the recording, the students were able to connect
to other Cherokee children singing the language — beautifully! — other than themselves; they
were not alone and they were connected to something greater. In that moment of listening, they
felt what it means to be a Cherokee person.
Many Native American communities now consider Christian hymn singing in their native
languages to be a traditional cultural practice (cf. McNally 2000 on Anishinaabe hymns and
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Lassiter, Ellis and Kotay 2002 on Kiowa hymn singing). However, Cherokees have a unique
relationship to written song texts because of the ubiquity of their native writing system, the
Cherokee syllabary. Hinton (2003) notes “most indigenous languages…have no strong literary
tradition at all or else have one of recent standing only” (52) and argues that Indian tribes’
revitalization efforts must focus on revitalizing oral literature. However, the Cherokees do have
native literary texts and are proud of their literary accomplishments. 50 Most Cherokee speakers
were able to read and write in syllabary shortly after its introduction in 1821, and the nation
shortly thereafter began operating a printing press using the new symbols. The American Board
of Commissioners for Foreign Missions funded the production of the type fonts to promote
Christianization through the translation and publication of the Bible and other religious texts.
Even most of the syllabary pieces in the nation’s newspaper, the Cherokee Phoenix, were on
Christian topics (McLoughlin 1984, 84). Thus most of the public literature printed in the
Cherokee syllabary was religious in nature from the start, including the Cherokee Hymn Book.51
Hymn singing and the syllabary have therefore been connected since the writing system was first
implemented.
Bender (2002) notes that a modern-day printing of the Cherokee songbook has a wider
circulation on the Boundary than the Cherokee Bible (52). Bender argues that there is a strong
connection between hymn singing and syllabary literacy. She writes, “The hymns can be sung
properly by those not fluent in Cherokee, because the song structure removes the pressure to
I argue in Chapter Five that the native writing system and Cherokee literary history informs
contemporary discourses about copyright and textuality.
50
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I am differentiating here between publicly circulated, printed texts and private use of the syllabary for
personal correspondence, journals, and notebooks of sacred formulas.
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produce accurate intonation and vowel length. The song’s rhythm also makes it easier to locate
consonant clusters, which the syllabary generally does not represent. But most important, for
many hymn singers the words to the hymns have been familiar all their lives” (89). See Figure
(1.1) for a representative page from the Cherokee hymnbook. Eastern Cherokee speaker Sallie
Arch (sister of Nannie Taylor) often uses hymns to teach people how to read syllabary characters
because they can follow along with the syllables as they sing. Being able to read the syllabary
character (by pronouncing the sounds) does not require fluency in the Cherokee language. Even
though people who sing from the hymnal may not be Cherokee speakers, a strong association
between hymn singing and Cherokee literacy remains. Bender observed that the hymn “Amazing
Grace” is often used to teach syllabary pronunciation by reading the text while singing the
melody (74).

Figure 1.1
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“Amazing Grace” as the ‘Unofficial’ Cherokee National Anthem
In the summer of 2008, I attend the Cherokee Language Symposium, a four-day event that
consists of discussions, presentations, and various cultural expressions. The symposium is held at
Harrah’s Casino in Cherokee, North Carolina, which is located on the Qualla Boundary. The
central topic of the event is Cherokee language revitalization. At the end of the program, DH, a
young girl who was part of the immersion program in Tahlequah, Oklahoma, comes forward and
begins to sing “Amazing Grace” in Cherokee.52 DH has a beautiful, clear voice and all other
noise throughout the conference room ceases except for a few audience members singing very
quietly along with her. After the first verse, she continues with the second, surprising everyone.
After the second she goes on to the third, and faces in the audience begin to light up and turn to
look at each other wide-eyed. After DH finishes and begins to walk away, the moderator calls her
back and asks her to lead the entire audience in singing the song. Everyone stands and sings
along with DH’s voice. I see tears forming in eyes throughout the room.
When the song is over, I ask Ben Frey what he thinks it all means and he replies, “It’s
about remembering.” Later, he reflected on the event and explains, “While I was listening to it, I
didn't really get choked up until one particular point, and that was when, in the third stanza, [DH]
forgets a line, and the crowd continues singing and the thing that really hit home for me was the
fact that it didn't break the flow of the song. No one said anything, laughed, "aaawed" or did
anything at all – they just helped her. They kept going and allowed her to come back in when
she could. To me, that pause in the music illustrates our willingness to help our children learn the
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Name is withheld to protect privacy.
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language, the culture, and whatever else we can pass on to them, as well as our indescribable joy
in having them learn these things” (2009, personal correspondence).
Frey’s description demonstrates how the audience’s reaction to DH’s rendition of
“Amazing Grace” was central to how the meaning of the performance was produced (cf. Bauman
1984). In a sense, DH was not the sole performer; rather, everyone there was performing
collectively. Hymn singing, as a Cherokee cultural practice, is layered with multiple shared
cultural meanings that emerge in performance. When Frey talks about the performance being
“about remembering,” he is referring to the shared meanings and experiences of the Cherokee
audience that are associated with “Amazing Grace” and produced through its performance. But
more than meaning, it is the shared feeling that results from such “remembering.” In the same
way that Tom Belt describes time being compressed at Kituwah in the Introduction, in
performing the hymns, time and history are not experienced as linear, but rather the past is
renewed in the present by way of affect. In this way, hymn singing has shifted from its origins as
a Christian practice to become a shared experience of being Cherokee, of “remembering.”
This affective process of remembering is not contingent on a specific kind of expressive
form; just as places such as Kituwah can become layered with shared associations and memories,
pop songs, colloquial expression, puns, “The war cry” used in stickball and other expressive
vocal forms gain affective traction through their association with and iteration in individual and
social shared experiences, and such connections are not necessarily tied to form. In her
description of Anishinaabe hip-hop artist Tall Paul, Navarro (2015), describes how the artist’s
“expressed intention of helping other Native children learn Ojibwe” by incorporating Ojibwe
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language prayers into his lyrics “means that Tall Paul links his own struggles with identity in an
apparently post-racial society to other children that he knows and imagines are subject to the
same cultural erasures” (7). Hence, the iconicity of shared experience and emotion can extend
toward future generations and back toward the ancestors. While anthropology and related
disciplines have often been guilty of seeking for and identifying aesthetics and practices of the
past, exploring future-oriented perspectives is a fresh approach to understanding how Native
communities are changing and shaping their communities for future generations.
In this chapter, I have explored many ways that Eastern Cherokees produce sovereignty,
nationhood, and community/cultural belonging through speech and song. By choosing to, at
times, differentiate themselves from and in other instances consolidate themselves with other
Native groups, Eastern Cherokees create and negotiate the boundaries of sovereignty in everyday
life. Such choices are ideologically, socially, and historically informed, but Eastern Cherokees
experience and know themselves through the feelingful performance of these songs. Through
performance, New Kituwah students experience Cherokee cultural categories and ways of being
and belonging as their primary ontological and epistemological frame. In the chapter that
follows, I explore in more detail the aesthetic preferences that govern setting Cherokee texts to
music and explore the aesthetic decision-making processes as stemming from the accruement of
language practices to which Eastern Cherokees form affective attachments that connect them to
their past and project into the future.
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CHAPTER 2
Functional and Aesthetic Considerations in
Contemporary Cherokee Text-setting Practices

Introduction
This chapter addresses functional and aesthetic considerations for setting Cherokee text to
preexisting melodies based on the twelve tone Western scale and functional diatonic harmony,
with particular emphasis on the intersection of musical stress, phonological stress and tone,
syllable count, and vowel elision. I explicate the intuitive or feelingful features of the Cherokee
language that fluent speakers hear (and feel) to be appropriate and aesthetically pleasing in song.
My intention is to go beyond a mere description of the aesthetic choices in text-setting to provide
a description of the process of the text-setting activity itself. This chapter (and the next) are a
“how-to” of creating and translating texts into the Cherokee language and setting those texts to
song. It is an ethnomethodological depiction of musico-linguistic work. I am concerned with the
“question of depicting just what the business of ordinary work activity consists of” (Heritage
1987, 265), and I wish to give an empirical description of the process by which my collaborators
and I created Cherokee musical texts, texts which can then be analyzed theoretically. A thorough
description of the “how” of our work can also provide a reference for other scholars and
language activists who want to do similar kinds of work.
All language use is informed by the context in which it is used at the same time that
language simultaneously constructs contexts and inter-subjectivities. Language can be
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understood “as a resource through which social participants intervene in action situations, but the
‘frameworks’ and ‘mechanics through which words are assembled into accounts and these
accounts are ‘attached’ to real-world situations remain open to empirical study” (Heritage 1987,
250). Thus, this exploration of text creation is not a strictly linguistic approach nor is it strictly a
literary approach; I am exploring how we accomplished text-setting and translation. From this
ethnomethodological approach, I take into account the pre-existing knowledge of the
participants, socio-cultural contexts, and pragmatic features of the Cherokee language and also
the meta-language of the text-creation process (English). I also follow the ethnomethodological
principle that “the researcher be a competent practitioner in the domain of activities under
investigation” (264). In this case, the researcher (myself) is a trained musician with the ability to
discern melodic and phonological stress and other culturally distinctive sound features. I was
originally contracted by the Eastern Band for the purpose of creating contemporary music for
Cherokee language students. While I brought musical expertise and linguistic analysis to the
table, my Cherokee collaborators, particularly Nannie Taylor, brought their Cherokee language
expertise. Thus, the following is descriptive of an inherently collaborative endeavor.

Background
For several reasons, I feel it is important to provide some personal background about my
principal collaborator, Nannie Taylor, before undertaking the task of describing our translation
activities. First, ethnomethodological studies take into account the prior assumptions and
knowledge of procedures and social interactions held by the participants of an activity under
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study. Therefore, I feel it is important to understand the type of knowledge and skills Nannie and
I had as we entered into the musical text-making activity. Second, I feel it is important to include
retain a sense of narrative drawing on a longstanding Native American tradition of narrative as
foundational to knowledge. Paula Gunn Allen writes, “The narrative tradition enables individuals
to realize that the significance of their own lives stems in large part from their interlocking
connections with the lives of all the others who share a particular psychospiritual tradition. It lets
people realize that individual experience is not isolate but is part of a coherent and timeless
whole” (1986, 100). I found narrative to be important for my Eastern Cherokees friends and
colleagues. For instance, I informally interviewed two native Cherokee speakers about a family
who performs gospel music in the Cherokee language. I wanted information about why the
performers are important to the Cherokee community and how their activities continue
traditional practices. My interviewees spoke at length describing the family connections and
interpersonal histories of the performing family before mentioning their individual knowledge
and skills, and only discussed the latter briefly. This demonstrates how many Cherokees define
personhood by one’s connections to the community, not by one’s individual accomplishments.
Thus, I feel it is important to frame the knowledge-making undertaken in this chapter from the
perspective of how this knowledge is tied to the broader Cherokee community through Nannie’s
social history as she understands it. Third, the nature of this research is collaborative and
dialogic. Though I write of her here in the third person, I relate Nannie’s biography from her own
words as part of an English-language conversation she and I had where she gave her personal
narrative as a Cherokee speaker.
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Nannie Taylor Hornbuckle was born in 1961 on the Qualla Boundary (Cherokee, NC) to
a family of six brothers and four sisters. She grew up speaking the Cherokee language in her
home and continues to speak Cherokee with her surviving family members. Nannie’s father sang
Cherokee hymns such as “Wayfaring Stranger,” while her mother would perform songs from the
Cherokee hymnbook with other women from the community. Nannie attended the federal school
on the reservation (now the tribally operated Cherokee Central Schools) and was told by her
teachers not to speak her language in school until the eighth grade, when a Cherokee language
program was established in the school system. There were so many students that the instructors
asked Nannie to assist in teaching her peers the Cherokee language, which is also when she
learned to read and write using the Cherokee syllabary.
Nannie began writing children’s songs in her native language back in the 1990s for her
own children but did not share them with others at that time. Eventually a teacher from Cherokee
Central Schools approached her and asked if she could write children’s songs for the students.
Nannie composed many songs for that program, though most are currently unavailable due to the
intellectual property restrictions of that contract.53 Several years ago, Nannie was approached by
Gilliam Jackson, an administrator for the Kituwah Preservation and Education Program, then in
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As with work-for-hire contracts in non-Indigenous contexts, materials created while contracted for an
Eastern Cherokee tribal organization are legally the property of that organization not the individual
contractor. However, while organizations legally own work-for-hire intellectual products, this conflicts
with the cultural values of many Cherokee speakers doing translation work who feel that the Cherokee
language products they create should be made available to Cherokees generally. Unfortunately, even
where tribal organizations would freely share these language resources, a lack of a centralized tribal
repository for information means that such intellectual property is retained within an organization barring
a concerted effort to share it with other people and organizations. I suspect that some incidents where a
person perceives someone or an organization to be hoarding intellectual resources may in actuality be the
result of a poor distribution system for sharing tribal knowledge (I am referring here to non-secret
knowledge that can be shared among tribal members and non-members).
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its infancy. Jackson asked her to compose songs for the children in the program, who were
preschooler age at that time. Nannie came home the same day and asked the Creator to give her
inspiration for the songs. That evening she awoke at 2 o’clock in the morning, and the words
came to her; by dawn she had written six new children’s songs.54 Soon thereafter, Nannie,
accompanied by her brother Elijah on the guitar, recorded a compact disc of several children’s
songs to melodies such as “Mary Had a Little Lamb,” “Itsy Bitsy Spider,” and “Lou Lou Skip to
My Lou.” Nannie’s songs are often structured to aid students in learning Cherokee grammatical
concepts.
Nannie and I began collaborating in 2010, with a focus on translating popular songs,
holiday songs, and public domain children’s songs. We found our skills to be synergistic, and we
shared an appreciation for aesthetically pleasing Cherokee text-settings. In addition to the
reasons discussed above, it is also important that I present Nannie’s biography and the details of
our collaboration because it provides the linguistic and aesthetic foundation for the work I
continue to do for the Kituwah Preservation and Education Program. Though I will never claim
to be a Cherokee person, Nannie taught me how to be a Cherokee friend and the right kind of
person; anikituwa dogali’i nole duyukdv’i.

Song Typography
The songs Nannie and I created for use in Cherokee language revitalization have a number of
educational uses, many of which overlap. The primary purpose of all the songs we produced was
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In a separate interview, Nannie explained that she never accepts payment for any kind of Cherokee
language work with the Bible because those words do not belong to her.
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to expand the use of Cherokee language in musical domains often reserved for English language
songs. Within this overarching goal, our songs can be categorized according to their contextual
functions and/or their uses for certain educational objectives in the language revitalization
program. These broad categories include: teaching grammatical concepts; teaching specific
curricular content; seasonal repertoire (Halloween, Christmas, etc.); event-specific compositions;
and songs for entertainment. Below I will use several song excerpts to illustrate these functions
and objectives. The appendices contain a compendium of Cherokee songs created with Cherokee
collaborators during the duration of my dissertation research.
Nannie and I created some songs to be covert educational tools for teaching Cherokee
grammar. The use of musical texts as mnemonic devices is common across cultures, as poetic
structures such as rhyme and parallelism in combination with organized melodic structures make
texts easier to remember. For instance, Nannie’s words for the “Three Little Ducks” song
accomplishes this (to the tune of “Lou, Lou Skip to My Lou”). Each stanza below (See Table
2.1) corresponds to one iteration of the song form:

Three Little Ducks
egwoni adawo’a (x3)
sogwu kiwonu

(on) the river he swims
one duck

egwoni andawo’a (x3)
tali iyani kiwonu

(on) the river they swim
two [count marker] duck

tso’i iyani anedoha (x3)
tsunsdi kiwonu

three [count] they hang out
little ducks

Table 2.1
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“Three Little Ducks” teaches students how to pluralize Set B third-person verbs and the use of
the animate count marker. When teaching this song to students, I would emphasize “andawo’a”
in the second stanza by singing the first syllable loudly and hyper-nasally to mark its change
from “adawo’a” in the previous stanza. The animate count marker iyani is used with any number
of animate objects greater than one. This song illustrates the count marker’s use by omitting it
where there is one duck and including it where there are two and three ducks. The parallel
structure between the first and second stanzas marks its use further.
Nannie and I were able to further elucidate the use of the count markers iyani (animate)
and iga (inanimate) in our adaptation of the traditional English folk song “The 12 Days of
Christmas.” The count markers are bolded in the stanzas in Table 2.2 below.

“ᏔᎳᏚ ᎢᎦ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ” (“Twelve Days of Christmas”)
Phonetics

Literal Translation

Stanza 1

agvyi adetiyisgv
wadulisi akinelv
sogwu gugwe tsukilv

the first Christmas day
honey gave me
one quail in a tree

Stanza 2

taline adetiyisgv
dagikanelv
tali iyani tsutsu

the second Christmas day
he gave me
two martins

Stanza 3

sadusine adetiyisgv
wadulisi dakinelv
sadu iga svkta

the eleventh day
honey gave me
eleven apples

Table 2.2
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Stanzas two through ten all use the animate count marker iyani for animate objects (See
Appendix A for full translation.) In stanza eleven, the sweetheart gives apples, inanimate objects
marked by the iga count marker. Stanza one omits the count marker for a single item, as
demonstrated in the “Three Little Ducks” song. The song also illustrates the pluralization of
akinelv (for a single object) as dakinelv (for more than one object). However, the use of this verb
has a deeper shade of meaning. Due to melodic constraints, we chose to use the verb akinelv in
the first stanza rather than agikanelv, inadvertently inserting a bit of Cherokee humor. The verb
agikanelv is a transitive verb that means “he/she gave me (an animate object),” whereas akinelv
indicates that the person gives a solid (non-living) object. The humorous implication here is that
the first gift the sweetheart gave his beloved was a dead bird and perhaps the next eleven gifts
are an attempt to make up for the ill-conceived initial gift.55 Many Cherokee verbs have different
forms to specify animate, inanimate, and object classes. The substitution of akinelv for agikanelv
is one of many examples where a slight alteration of pronunciation or the addition of a syllable
shifts the meaning of a word to humorous effect, as I discuss in detail in Chapter Six.
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Cherokee classificatory verbs are generally used for describing an object being manipulated and are
descriptive of the physical properties of the object (Montgomery-Anderson 2015, 82). An addition of -nvto the classificatory verb “to give” renders akinvnelv, which would translate to “I gave him a flexible
object.” With a bird as the direct object, this would indicate that the bird is now “floppy.” In such a usage,
a person could infer that the bird is stunned, dead, or otherwise incapacitated. In this sense, inanimate
Cherokee verbs do not necessarily mean “non-living,” but literally “not animated, or moving,” though
contextually they can be used to infer something is dead or in an unusual state. In narrative, classificatory
verbs do adjectival work.
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Nannie and I follow the same principle of shifting verb conjugations in parallel structures
in the verses of our song “Gohusdi Uganasta” (“Something Sweet” to the tune of “I Wanna Hold
Your Hand” as performed in English by the Beatles), shown in Table 2.3.56

ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎤᎦᎾᏍᏓ “Something Sweet”
(verse 1)
gohusdi uganasta
digvnohisela
gohusdi uganasta
nihi nole ayv
dinadanugitsaga
nihi nole ayv

(verse 1)
something sweet
I tell you
something sweet
you and I
you and I hug
you and I

(verse 2)
gohusdi uganasta
disdinohela
gohusdi uganasta
nihi nole nihi
disdadanugitsaga
nihi nole nihi

(verse 2)
something sweet
you two tell each other
something sweet
you and you
you two hug
you and you

(verse 3)
gohusdi uganasta
dadvninogisi
gohusdi uganasta
nihi nole tali
diyotsadanugitsagv
nihi nole tali

(verse 3)
something sweet
you (sg.) sing to them
something sweet
you and two
you (plural) hug each other
you and two

(verse 4)
gohusdi uganasta
datinohisela
gohusdi uganasta
nigad(a) (d)idinogi
didadanugitsagv
nigad(a) (d)itsinogi

(verse 4)
something sweet
we all tell it
something sweet
everyone sing
everyone hug each other
everyone sing

Table 2.3
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I have excluded the lyrics for the bridge in the table below, but the song can be found in its entirety in
Appendix D.
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“Gohusdi Uganasta” is based around the conjugation of two Cherokee verbs, -at- (root “to tell”)
and -ahnu:kitsha- (root “to hug”). Depending on aspect, different classes of verbs take different
stems.57 Cherokee polysynthetic verb morphology attaches pronominal prefixes to the verb stem
to indicate subjects and objects. In the first verse, the verb “to say” is first conjugated with the
(Set A) transitive subject-object prefix -gv-, for a first person singular subject to second person
singular object (“I (act on) you”). The pre-pronominal prefix di- is distributive to indicate the
presence of subject and object in the pronominal prefix. 58
di-gv-noh(e)-se-la
DST-1A.2:say:ITER-PRC
I interpret the non-final suffix -se- as duplicative (i.e., “I say to you repeatedly”) as per Feeling
(1975, 283) because no aspect stem for this verb “to say” documented by King (1975) includes sela-. Thus, the -se- suffix is optional, and this explains why it can be excluded in the
conjugation of “to say” in the second verse in order to fit the melodic rhythm of the song:
di-sdi-noh(e)-la
DST-2DU:say:PRC
Here, the subject-object pronoun of “to say” changes to the Set A intransitive dual-plural subject
prefix -sdi- (“you two say it”).

See Chapter Four as well as King (1975), Cook (1979), and Montgomery-Anderson (2015) for more
detailed explanations of Cherokee verb morphology.
57
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I use the modified glossing system used by Montgomery-Anderson (2015) to describe Cherokee
grammar. Cherokee’s five stems (that express features of tense, aspect, and mood) are represented as
follows: present continuous (PRC), incomplete (INC), immediate (IMM), completive (CMP), and
infinitive (INF).
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Paralleling the verb construction of “to say” in the first verse, the verb “to hug” takes the
(Set A) transitive subject prefix -in- for the first person plural dual (“you and I hug (each
other)”). The distributive pre-pronominal and reflexive prefixes are present here as well:
d-in-ada-nugitsaga
DST-12.SNG-RFL-hug:IMM
And likewise this verb takes the Set A second-person dual subject prefix -sd- when conjugated in
the second verse (“you two hug”):

di-sd-adanugitsaga
DST-2.DU-RFL-hug:IMM

The song continues this kind of parallel grammatical syntax from verse to verse, substituting the
verb for “to sing” dadvninogisi (“you (singular) will sing to them,” in the immediate future) for
digvhinohisela (“you (singular) say it to them”) because the latter has too many syllables for the
melodic rhythm. The verb for “to sing” is repeated again in the final verse as detsinogi (“you all
sing,” imperative).
Parallel grammatical structures that match the repetition of the musical structures make
these songs effective grammatical teaching tools. “Gohusdi Uganasta” as a grammatical teaching
device is also enhanced by the ease of performing the actions described in the text when singing
it. When teaching this to students, I would hug a student during the first verse, then I would point
to two students to hug each other for the second verse and point to a student and two other
students for the third verse. On the final verse, all students (and the teacher) hug each other. This
draws on the principles of the Total Physical Response (TPR) approach to language learning,
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where procedural kinesthetic memory is encouraged instead of factual declarative memory.
According to Gordon (2007), “Procedural memory, which is responsible for motion, is more
lasting than declarative memory, which is in charge of word memorization. In effect, language
activities that pair up language learning with motion work better, because they leave more
durable and profound imprints on learner memories” (81). Such devices are also invaluable to
first and second language learners. Language revitalization initiatives are often administrated by
the “middle generation” of a speech community who have contact with the language but are not
fluent. All of the parents and certified teachers at the immersion academy are second-language
speakers of varying fluencies. Songs such as “Gohusdi Uganasta” and the “Three Little Ducks”
are helpful because they can function as mnemonic devices to assist language learners in
remembering Cherokee grammatical rules. Additionally, they provide a scaffold for non-fluent
teachers to present conjugation concepts to immersion students in performance, eliminating any
need for metalinguistic grammatical discussion.
In addition to teaching grammatical constructs, Nannie and I also created songs for the
purpose of teaching procedures to Cherokee students. These are similar to “work songs” and
classroom procedure (transition) songs.59 Many cultures have songs for transforming mundane or
everyday tasks (Gioia 2006). Nannie and I translated and adapted a series of 19th century
English-language finger play songs that teach children about a number of processes in the
everyday world around them, particularly agrarian tasks. A sample page of one of the finger play
songs can be seen in Figure 2.1 below.

59

see Green (2009) for a compendium of English-language classroom procedure songs.
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Figure 2.1

The song entitled “The Little Garden” was particularly appropriate because of the value
gardening has for Cherokees. Eastern Cherokees take pride in gardening, and many families’
summer schedules continue to revolve around gardening chores, just as Cherokees have raised
native plants for food for thousands of years (Perdue 1998, 18). In 2011, New Kituwah Academy
had a small garden on the premises for the purpose of teaching students about gardening.
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ᎤᏍᏗᏱ ᎠᏫᏒᏅ (“Little Garden”)
Original English

Cherokee phonetics

English gloss

In my little garden bed

usdiyi awisvnv

little garden

Raked so nicely over,

tsidalugisgo’i

I till it

First the tiny seeds I sow

tsukti datsiwisvna

seeds I plant

Then with soft earth cover.

datsinulsvna

cover them

Shining down, the great round sun

egwa nvd(o) agaliha

big sun it shines

Smiles upon it often

datawedasgo’i

it kisses it

Little raindrops, pattering down

agasga dasdelisgo’i

rain helps them

Help the seeds to soften

dagwanahvn(a)sdisgo’i

it softens them

Then the little plant awakes!

digakodi tsunasdetsv

the plant roots

Down the roots go creeping.

nigad(a) daniyego’i

all wake up

Up it lifts its little head

tsukti datvsgo’i

the seeds grow up

Through the brown mould peeping.

gado hawina

through the dirt

High and higher still it grows

datvsgo’i datvsgo’(i)

they grow high

Through the summer hours,

hawina nvdo gogi

in the summer sun

Till some happy day the buds

ulihelisdi iga

happy day

Open into flowers

detsiyisgo’i selu

I have corn

Table 2.4

“The Little Plant” simplifies the agricultural process for children, outlining the basic process for
a seed to grow into a plant. Nannie and I tried to make the Cherokee text correspond as closely to
the original English text as possible; however, melodic constraints and cultural compatibility
warranted that we make some alterations. In the next chapter, I will discuss purposeful changes
for cultural compatibility and other issues of translation.
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A significant portion of our Cherokee translation work has been dedicated to seasonal or
holiday songs, particularly Halloween and Christmas. Along with most other children in the
United States, Cherokee children have a great deal of enthusiasm for these holidays. Holidays
mark the cyclical nature of the school calendar, and each year the Halloween and Christmas
programs at New Kituwah become more elaborate as additional grades are added to the program
and the oldest students mature in age and language abilities. This necessitated the translation of
more holiday songs. New Kituwah programs involve dramatic skits, edited videos, and songs and
carols.
Under contract for Western Carolina University’s Cherokee Studies program in 2011,
Nannie and I translated a series of Christmas songs: “Let it Snow,” “12 Days of Christmas,”
“What Child is This,” “Jingle Bell Rock,” and “Rudolph the Red-nosed Reindeer.” The
following year, while I was working as a music instructor at the Kituwah Preservation and
Education Program, Nannie and I completed a Cherokee translation of John Lennon and Yoko
Ono’s “Happy Xmas (War is Over)” and a new translation of “Jingle Bells” (discussed in the
next chapter). “Happy Xmas” was performed by second and third grade students at the
conclusion of their 2012 Christmas program, a performance where one parent described her
reaction; “I held it together until the students linked arms and sang that song at the end, then I
started crying.”
New Kituwah students are particularly enthusiastic about Halloween. They enjoy ghost
stories in the “popular” young adult fiction genre exemplified by R.L. Stein’s Goosebumps
series. However, Cherokees have a rich body of myths and legends as documented by James
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Mooney and more recently, Duncan and Arch (1998). Some traditional stories, such as the legend
of Spearfinger, are rather frightening. Nannie wrote a version of the Spearfinger story that was
illustrated for a book for the immersion program; however, teachers and parents decided it was
too disturbing for the younger students. Spearfinger is a witch-like creature with a long boney
finger used to extract and eat children’s livers. Beyond traditional stories, many of my Cherokee
friends and colleagues have personal stories of otherworldly or supernatural occurrences. These
include stories of ‘shape-shifters’ (people appearing in animal form), ‘conjuring’ (working “bad
medicine” that has a negative impact on someone’s life), ‘little people’ (normally unseen small
creatures that resemble humans and cause mischief), anisgili (roughly equivalent to ghosts,
demons, or witches), and omens and signs in the natural world (owls as bad omens, eagles as
positive presage).
The supernatural realm is woven into the fabric of everyday life in Cherokee. It is little
wonder that many students (and several staff) are convinced that a sgili inhabits the school and is
responsible for strange noises and misplaced belongings. Even the researcher must confess to
hearing voices in one room of the school where no one else was in it. The secularized angloEuropean Halloween traditions of trick-or-treating, dressing as ghosts, etc., meld with a
Cherokee supernatural worldview. The annual Green Corn Ceremony continues the Cherokee
tradition of the Booger Dance, where men dress in robes and grotesque masks and act frightening
to small children and sexually suggestive to women.60 This tradition is echoed in the Cherokee
word for Halloween, danagvdulisgesdi (“they will be wearing the masks”). Nannie and I wanted
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Frank G. Speck (in collaboration with Will West Long) gives a detailed account and analysis of the
Booger Dance in his seminal work Cherokee Dance and Drama.
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to provide more seasonal songs for New Kituwah students as Cherokee-language alternatives to
the deluge of English songs for such occasions.
In addition to holiday and seasonal songs, there are also songs that were written or
translated for specific occasions. KPEP Program Manager Renissa McLaughlin and I worked on
original music for Higo Iga, a Cherokee song text written by Myrtle Driver for the wedding of
KPEP curriculum developer Bo Lossiah (who appears more in Chapter Five). Renissa and I also
worked together with fluent speaker Garfield Long, Jr. to translate Kool and the Gang’s
“Celebration” into Cherokee for the 10th Anniversary of the immersion program. Nannie Taylor
and I worked together to translate “Butterfly Fly Away” for a specific student to perform at a
specific event for whom the song holds a lot of personal meaning due to the particular student’s
life story.61

Text Setting
I will now examine some of the aesthetic considerations that govern Nannie’s and my song
translations. Following the rich hymn-singing and shape note traditions of the Cherokees, the
melodic structures and harmonies of our songs are part of the “Western” musical tradition in that
they are based on the twelve-tone octave and major/minor scales. The generative text-setting
method described by Halle and Lehrdahl (1993) is productive for explaining the relationship
between melodic and prosodic stress in our translated texts. In this method, the beat, or tactus, of
a melody will follow patterns of strong-weak or weak-strong alternations. The tactus is the

61

I am vague to protect the student’s privacy.
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primary division, determining the metrical division of a song; for instance, whether a song is “in
2” or “in 4.” Below this primary level, subdivisions likewise fall into alternating patterns of
weak-strong, weak-weak-strong, strong-weak-weak, and so forth. Alternations of weak and
strong syllables in the text tend to coincide with divisions of weak and strong beats in the
melodic line:

\e e e e \ e e q
*
*
*

*

*
*

u - sdi - yi

*

*
*
*

*

*
*

a -

wi - sv - na

\
*

L(-1)
L (0)
L (1)

Figure 2.2 in 2/4: Melodic and syllabic stress
!
In the figure above, the stronger syllabic stresses of the words usdiyi awisvna (“little garden”)
fall on the syllables “u”, “yi”, “wi”, and “na” and these correspond with the stress pattern of the
melodic line. The basic phonological structure in Cherokee is a consonant followed by a vowel
(CV). This structure is the reason a syllabic writing system was so conducive for representing
Cherokee language.
Stress patterns in Cherokee occur in relationship to vowel tone and length. Cherokee is “a
pitch accent language with two level tones, low and high, and four contour tones: rising, falling,
lowfall and high fall” (Montgomery-Anderson 2008, 49). For the purpose of text setting, I have
not found tone to be significant with respect to setting musical texts in Cherokee, and in fact,
tone is often difficult to discern in everyday speech, particularly for a non-native speaker of
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Cherokee. I suspect this to be the case across all domains of Cherokee vocal practices. Charlotte
Heth describes the traditional stomp ceremonies in Oklahoma; “The calls and ritual speech used
by the chief and the fire keepers deserve special notice. The manner of delivery distorts normal
speech so much that these formalized utterances approach the realm of music, although they are
not called songs…The firekeepers’ calls sometimes begin on the higher pitch for one syllable
only, drop down to the lower pitch for the bulk of the text, and end on the higher pitch. Again
this is a distortion of normal Cherokee intonation patterns. This seems to be a style reserved for
oratory” (1975, 78). Though Heth was not a native speaker of Cherokee, her observations
indicate that tone is subsumed by other melodic features in Cherokee vocal performance
practices. Vowel length, however, is the primary factor in aligned melodic to syllabic stress for
setting texts. Each vowel sound in Cherokee is either long or short, with long vowels being about
twice as long as short ones. My observations support the conclusion that Cherokee speakers do
not distinguish features of pitch and contour for melodic placement, but they do differentiate
vowel length, which determines melodic stress.
There are some instances of pitch functioning morphemically in Eastern Cherokee, as in
the example: agíyelaha. Here, I am using a diacritic marker to indicate where vowel length
creates stress.62 When the vowel is lengthened on gí and the pitch is steady on ha, it means “I
like it.” When gi is short and the pitch rises on the final vowel, agiyelaha, it means “I’m naked.”
This word is particularly difficult to distinguish for non-native speakers because the vowels are
all short on both words. One native speaker pointed this out to me when discussing this
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This is different from Montgomery-Anderson’s (2008; 2015) use of diacritics to indicate tone.
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phenomenon because she said there is a gospel song that includes “agiyelaha,” and she would
frequently mishear it as “I’m naked” when in fact it is to mean “I like it.” This indicates that
morphemic tone is unaccounted for in Cherokee songs, at least in contemporary music where the
melodies originate in the Western music tradition. Such distinctions would have to be made from
context.63
In text setting Cherokee, I encountered one example where a word’s meaning was
affected by the placement of stress in the text setting. In our translation of “Let it Snow,” I sang
“agwénvsdí,” with the melodic stress fell on the syllables que and di. When reviewing the
translation with Tom Belt, he commented that lengthening the v vowel in agwenvsdi
(accompanied with what I believe was a high pitch) differentiated between meaning “to go” and
“to go home.” Therefore, the melodic stress as I sang it, meant “to go” when we wanted it to
mean “to go home.” However, Tom stated that this differentiation was not necessary as the
meaning could be gleaned from the surrounding text. He downplayed the significance of vowel
length and tone in musical text settings of Cherokee.64
Students at New Kituwah have varying degrees of fluency in Cherokee. However, most
of the students have an intuitive aesthetic sense of the relationship between melodic and
phonological stress in the Cherokee language. To illustrate, I will describe how the performance
of the Cherokee Nations Anthem (informally known to students and staff as “Nasgi,” which I

I am not aware of any analyses of traditional Cherokee songs that account for a relationship between
morphemic tone contrasts and melodic determination. This would make an interesting historical inquiry
for future research.
63

64

It is important to note that Tom Belt is a native speaker of the Western dialect of Cherokee. It may be
possible that these distinctions are more significant in sung texts for Eastern Cherokee speakers, though I
have seen no indications that this is the case.
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discussed in the previous chapter) changed over the first two years I taught at New Kituwah. The
music for the anthem was composed by Paula Nelson and the Cherokee text was written by
Myrtle Driver (see Appendix C). The final phrase of the coda is unatlinigida aniyosgi (“they are
strong, the warriors”). The song was composed with the following melodic rhythm, with the
major melodic stress starred:

q \ h q q \ h q q \ q g q ee \ q q q q \ q q h \ g /
*

*

to - hi

*

ge -se- sdi

*

hi- de -

*

hv

*

u - na-tli -

*

*

ni- gi - da a -

*

*

ni- yo - sgi

Figure 2.3 in duple meter
!

However, New Kituwah immersion students sang the phrase in the following way:

q h \ q q h \ q q q g \ q q q q \ q ee q q \ h.
*
to -hi

!

*

*

*

*

ge- se- sdi___ hi- de- hv

*

*

u - na- tli - ni -

*

*

/

*

gi- da a - ni - yo - sgi

Figure 2.4 in duple meter

That the students had, over time in daily performance, shifted the text to a different melodic
alignment indicates that they were feeling that the natural phonological stress of the words
should align with the melodic stress. In the original, written form, the melodic stress creates a
heavy stress on the third syllable: unatlínigída. According to one fluent speaker, saying the word
in this way is nearly incoherent for a native speaker of Cherokee. Typically there would be a
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slight stress on the fourth syllable, unatlinígída. Thus the students had intuitively shifted the
melody to accommodate the spoken stress patterns.
The students produced a second alteration to “Nasgi,” which involves the addition of an
extra syllable “ni” in ani-ni-yosgi is also due to phonological stress in speech. In everyday
speech, a Cherokee speaker would say aniyósgi, with stress on the third syllable. However, the
melody as composed stresses the second syllable: aníyosgi. This unnatural stress pattern caused
the students to add the additional “ni” to eliminate the strong stress on the single syllable.
Adding a syllable in this position kept the preceding note and the following note in the same
rhythmic position. Heth (1975) suggests that adding syllables to words to suit melodic structure
has an antecedent in traditional Cherokee stomp dance songs that she documented in Oklahoma.
She writes, “Translation of the words to [song] “G” brings some light to the question of
vocables. Hi yo ha le na could mean hi’a halena (this one, you start it). The addition or deletion
of a syllable to make a word fit the music such as dikanohogida for dikanogida (song) or hi na
gwv do hi for hi?a na gwv a do hi (what about this) shows a kind of poetic license. Even though
those patterns closely resemble the vocables, they do convey meaning” (125-127). This kind of
syllabic expansion or reduction points to a Cherokee aesthetic tendency for “playing” with the
syllables and sounds of language that I explore in Chapter Six.
The preceding analyses indicate the following rules regarding melodic and phonological
stress for Cherokee:
1.

Equal note lengths for stressed and unstressed syllables is acceptable.

2.

Longer note lengths for stressed syllables is acceptable.
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3.

Longer note lengths for unstressed syllables adjacent to stressed syllables is
unacceptable.

When setting Cherokee texts to music, Nannie and I tend to “feel” the correct setting, and
we have never written out the notation for these songs except for the purpose of analysis here. I
make audio recordings of our working sessions and then formally record the songs later at my
home studio, after which I play them back for her to review. Sometimes we will alter preexisting
melodies slightly to accommodate different rhythmic stress patterns in the Cherokee language or
add syllables in a line, but the slightly altered melodies will still follow the same generative
patterns of stress outlined above. “Mistakes” in text-setting are also instructional for solidifying
this approach. For instance, in Table 2.3 above, the text for Gohusdi Uganasta (set to the tune of
“I Wanna Hold Your Hand”) has the word dinadanugitsaga. Initially, I sang this word with the
strong melodic stress on the syllable gi. When I reviewed the recording of Nannie and me
translating the song, I realized she had stressed tsa rather than neighboring gi when speaking the
word. Therefore, I shifted the text so that tsa coincides with the melodic stress for correct stress
pattern. I have noted that after working with the Cherokee language in this way for several years,
I have become more adept at predicting the correct stress patterns of written words (such as when
reading them from a dictionary or other source). This is due largely to the recurring prefixes and
suffixes that are possibly the central governing influences on Cherokee stress patterns. To date,
linguists have not fully identified definitive rules for Cherokee morphemic stress or tone
(Montgomery-Anderson 2015).
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In addition to issues of Cherokee vowel stress in setting Cherokee texts to music, Nannie
and I also felt that some texts in the Cherokee language err aesthetically when they attempt to fit
too many syllables into a melodic line. For instance, Nannie finds the Western Cherokee text
setting of “Jingle Bells” humorous because it “squeezes” so many syllables into the melodic line
by doubling the number of subdivision of the tactus:

e e e. x e e e x x \ e
oh

what fun

it

is

to

ride

in

a

one

e
horse

e e q q \
o - pen

sleigh__

e e e. x e e e x x \ x x x x e e q q \
o -

u-

wohl - di

a - tso -

di

e e q

e e q

u - wod - sdi

a - tso - di

*

*

sa - quo

so-qui- li - gan - si - ne - ha___

\e e
a -

dan -

e e q q \
si - ne -

*
*
*
*
*
Figure 2.5 in 4/4: Jingle Bells with L(0) (tactus)
Line 1: English
Line 2: Western Cherokee
Line 3: Taylor/Snyder text setting

gi___

*

!
The second line above represents a melodic line from the refrain of “Jingle Bells” from
the Western Cherokee. Nannie will often mimic the quick, consecutive repetitions of the similar
syllables “sa-quo” and “so-qui” for humorous effect (see Chapter 4 regarding Cherokee vocal
play). The phonological parallelism of these words is emphasized because the rhythm is altered
to accommodate the extra syllables within the melodic structure. To Nannie, this sounds silly,
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and she says that it often occurs when a person tries to keep the Cherokee translation too literal
to the English one. Nannie and I created our own translation of “Jingle Bells,” where we reduced
the syllable count and rhythm (line 3 above). Generally, Nannie seems to favor rhythmically
simplified text-settings compared to many Western Cherokee text settings, which tend to have a
higher syllable count per melodic line. 65
Another feature of Cherokee musical texts is vowel elision. Similar to elisions in textsettings of French, Cherokee vowels can be elided within certain parameters. All Cherokee
words can be written and spoken in “long form,” in which all consonants with the exception of
the single “s” are followed by a vowel. The syllabic writing system reflects this fact; however, in
everyday speech, many final vowels are truncated. For instance, the spoken form of the word
alsgalti (“ball”) can be spoken or written in long form as alisgalidodi.66 In music, eliding vowels
allows for one syllable where there would normally be two. For instance, in my and Nannie’s
translation of “Yellow Submarine, we elided and omitted a vowels the first line: Tsuganaw(a)…
agwadenv’i. The “a” vowel in parentheses was elided with the beginning vowel of the next word.
In practice, this allows for uninterrupted melodic flow, otherwise a pause or glottal stop would be
required prior to articulating the second vowel. To Nannie’s ears, the elision was preferable.
When we were setting texts, I would often ask if we might be able to elide vowels in specific
places. If Nannie said something sounded aesthetically and grammatically correct, I opted to

65 Anecdotally,

I have heard two different Eastern Cherokee speakers complain that they have difficulty
understanding many Western Cherokee speakers because they “talk too fast.” So the aesthetic differences
noted above may extend to speech genres beyond song.
66

In ceremonial speech, Cherokee words are generally spoken in long form, which was exemplified by
the speech of the late Robert Bushyhead, who continues to be mentioned for his oratorical skills.
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include it. If a suggestion felt wrong to her, we would discard it. Such elisions always occur from
the ending of one word to the beginning of another. I cannot speak with complete certainty of a
rule dictating when a vowel elision is preferable and when it must not occur for grammatical
reasons. I suspect that when the final vowel of a verb is obligatory for understanding its meaning
or could not otherwise be dropped in everyday speech, then elision would be problematic.
It is possible that preserving the “meaning” of texts in song may be more of a concern to
Cherokee speakers raised in the Christian hymn singing tradition, as many ‘traditional’ songs
have passages whose meaning is lost or were always vocable-based (cf. Hinton 1984).
Schieffelin (2014) notes that “translation practices have always been, and continue to be, central
to Christianity and missionization” (227). Samuels (2006) argues that missionization among San
Carlos Apaches orients language expertise around an ideology of language as seemingly
“emptied of all indexical associations with non-Christian Apache practices” (529). Apache
language practices are oriented around an ideology of semantic equivalence, where ‘meaning’ is
something that stands outside of language and can be expressed in any ‘code’ (541). Nannie
Taylor expresses a similar belief about language and meaning in the epigraph to this dissertation
when she says, “to me it's by listening to our elders when they speak to you is how you learn to
put words into a meaning,” though she re-orients the translation practice around speaking like the
elders.67
The Cherokee hymnbook orthographically marks syllables that were omitted while
singing by preceding them with a dot, allowing the words to be read in their full form in order to

67

This is possibly similar to how Apache youth felt that their language had died when Phillip Goode died
(Samuels 2006, 540).
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preserve the meaning (Bender 2003). This preservation of meaning contrasts with the account
from Heth (1975) above, where syllables could be added to words in order to fit the musical line
but at the risk of obscuring their semantic content. The tension between “playing” with
language’s sound features (see Chapter Six for a discussion of Cherokee “vocal play”) and
preserving and perfecting meaning as representing “consciousness” (as concerns Myrtle Driver
in her translations in Chapter Five) is a relative constant in Eastern Cherokee language
revitalization. Like missionization, language revitalization efforts tend to privilege the semantic,
referential content of language as code even where translation calls attention to the fragile
assumptions and hegemonic ideologies that underlie tasks such as teaching about cumulus
clouds, as discussed in my conclusion, in the Cherokee language. The additional elements of
song and vocal play allow for a fluidity of linguistic components that opens a space of ambiguity,
a poetic license, where sound features of the Cherokee language can supersede the mundane
goals of fluency and meaning and reach toward an affective experience of identity and being. In
the following chapter, I will delve further into the processes of translating song narratives, with
the goal of developing a replicative pedagogical approach for teaching New Kituwah immersion
students — as the future keepers of the Cherokee language — how to create and translate their
own songs in the Cherokee language.
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CHAPTER 3
A Culturally Based Approach to Cherokee Song Production
Any translation is a translation of cultures or worlds. If we take language
diversity seriously at all, then translators are on the front line; they are pilots
traversing a relativistic linguistic universe (Leavitt 2014: 196).

Introduction
This chapter explores decision-making processes in Cherokee language translation with respect
to linguistic and cultural features. Hanks and Severi (2014) call for the study of the “processes
and principles of translation not only as an important way to improve a number of key technical
operation for the interpretation of ethnography, but also as a new way to reformulate the general
epistemology of our discipline” (9, emphasis in original). This chapter, and in this respect this
entire dissertation, attends to the processes of collaborative cultural production. It is best
understood as the discursive co-construction of cultural products and knowledge. To explicate
the creative processes of text production, I will marry the analysis of “talk” surrounding the
translation activity with “thick description” (Geertz 1994) or “thick translation” (Appiah 1993).
While firmly entrenched in the field of cultural anthropology for decades, the “thick description”
approach continues to be a valuable methodological tool in that it is premised upon the idea that
good description is theoretical in that it can reveal native understandings of cultural contexts and
symbols with the caveat that such undertakings are not from the native point of view, but at least
descriptive of it. The following demonstrates the dialogic, collaborative processes by which texts
are created and will serve as a guide for others wanting to create musical texts for language
revitalization programs.
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To create a Cherokee text for a melody, Nannie Taylor and I generally start from the
English text and use it as a guide. Sometimes the resulting Cherokee text follows the English
text’s narrative content closely, but other times, as I will describe below in our adaptation of
“Puff the Magic Dragon,” we create a different story and meaning. Nannie and I work through
consecutive melodic phrases, with each melodic phrase corresponding to a line of text. Nannie or
I will offer a possible phrase in Cherokee and I (or occasionally Nannie) will “check it” to the
melody by attempting to sing the text to the melodic phrase to see if it can fit within the
generative text-setting parameters outlined in the previous chapter. I document the phrases either
by writing them down or typing them into a table in a word processing application on my
computer. Below follows a transcription of Nannie and I translating the first line for the song
“Five Little Mice.” The original English phrase for the corresponding melodic phrase was “Five
little mice on the pantry shelf.”

S: hisgi tsisdena
[five mice]
N: hisgi tsunsdi tsisdetsa
[five little-pl mice]
S: hisgi what?
N: [slowly] hisgi tsunsdi tsisdetsa
S: [typing]
S: [Playing notes on the keyboard and humming] Hisgi tsuns...di
N: Or you can say “hisgi iyani tsunsdi tsisdets”
[five (count-animate) little-pl mice]
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S: [typing] hisg iyani tsunsdi
N: uh-huh
S: tsunsdi tsisdets...hisg...hisg [playing melody on keyboard] How about “hisg
iyani tsunsdi tsisdetsa”? Instead of tsisdets?
N: hisg iyani tsunsdi tsisdetsa, uhS: osd?
[good?]
N: uh-huh
S: [Singing] hisg iyani tsunsdi... tsisdetsa. Okay. [typing] Five little mice. [typing
the corresponding English in a text table beside the Cherokee].

In the preceding example, I initiate the translation with a simple (grammatically incorrect)
translation of the phrase “five mice.” Nannie corrects this and also adds the adjective tsunsdi.
Nannie correctly interprets my metalingual use of “what” to mean she needed to slowly and
clearly articulate the phrase. While I’m testing the phrase to the melody, Nannie corrects herself
by adding the animate count marker iyani. This marker is compulsory in Cherokee for
enumerations of more than one object or entity. I play the melody on the keyboard (while testing
the Cherokee phrase against it in my head). I realize that in order for the melodic stress to fall on
the correct syllables, we need one more syllable in the phrase. Because the word tsisdets is a
shortened form of tsisdetsa, I ask Nannie if we can use the long form instead to get the extra
syllable. Nannie repeats the phrase aloud and confirms that it sounds correct. I sing the final
version, confirming it fits the melody and then I document our decision.
Even though I am fluent enough in Cherokee that I could, for the most part, refrain from
codeswitching to English, Nannie and I tend to speak English for all metalinguistic discourse,
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backchannel cues, and other types of speech while creating song texts. This clearly delineates
Cherokee as the language for entextualization, eliminating any confusion as to which utterances
are to be tested for inclusion. This commonly occurs in situations where people are “working
with” Cherokee language, such as Cherokee language classes and other collaborative translation
projects, particularly where one participant is not a fluent speaker.

When “Puff the Magic Dragon” Became a “Smoking Uktena”
I will now address issues of translation and culturally specific meaning in the production of
Cherokee song texts. Beyond the necessity of creating grammatically correct utterances that fit
the melodic phrases of a song (which, as discussed in the previous chapter, is itself an ideology),
Nannie and I desired that the song texts be culturally appropriate and meaningful for Cherokee
people. The following describes the process of decision making in translation (Reiss 2000). On
the surface, translation is the process of making a target language text referentially and/or
functionally equivalent to a source language text.68 However, this process is heavily mediated
through two languages and (in this case) two translators, each with different conceptualizations
and fluencies in the two languages.
Reiss (2000) makes a distinction between unintentional changes and intentional changes
in the translation process. An unintentional change can arise from different grammatical

68

I differentiate between “meaning” as an ideological privileging of language’s ability to refer to things in
life and the functionality of a translated text. In Chapter One, I described how a performative text’s
function formed cultural categories that can supersede commensuration, or referential equivalences, for
Cherokee students.
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structures, as in the following excerpt from a Cherokee translation of “When You’re Addams”
from An Addams Family Musical.

When you’re an Addams, you have to put some poison in your day.
tsigeso Addams, adahi udodi nigohid(a)
“When one is an Addams, he imbibes poison everyday.”

The original English text uses the informal second person singular as an impersonal third person
category. “You” meaning “anyone who is an Addams” with a connotation that the speaker is
including himself in that category and therefore is able to define “what it means to be an
Addams.” Cherokee does have an impersonal third person prefix (Montgomery-Anderson 2015,
260), but Eastern Cherokee speakers seem to use it infrequently.69 If the second person prefix
were used, it would sound as if the speaker were actually telling the listener that the listener must
drink poison everyday, which would be a rather rude thing to say in Cherokee.
The Addams Family is intended to be a humorous caricature in English, where listeners
are to understand “putting poison in one’s day” as metaphor for enjoying the macabre. However,
the verbs in the Cherokee version “put a picture in one’s head” of members of the Addams
family actually drinking poison every single day. The metaphorical phrase “put some poison in
your day” is virtually impossible to say in Cherokee. First, a “day” is not a container for a liquid
(and describing the manipulation of poison, in liquid form, would require classificatory liquid
verbs). Furthermore “your day” as sectioning of individuated time is not a metaphor for
partitioning time in the Cherokee language. There are both universal and culturally specific

69

For instance: uwoyeni (“his/her hand”) versus owoyeni (“a hand”).
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metaphors, and metaphors are themselves capable of shaping and creating ontological
orientations. According to Lakoff and Johnson,
Metaphor is not merely a matter of language. It is a matter of conceptual structure. And
conceptual structure is not merely a matter of the intellect—it involves all the natural
dimensions of our experience…These dimensions structure no only mundane experience
but aesthetic experience as well. Each art medium picks out certain dimensions of our
experience and excludes others. Artworks provide new ways of structuring our
experience in terms of these natural dimensions. Works of arts provide new experiential
gestalts and, therefore, new coherences. From the experimentalist point of view, art is, in
general, a matter of imaginative rationality and a means of creating new realities (2008,
235-6).

Thus, metaphors are evidence for conceptual categories that constrain experience as well as
provide a means for shaping and creating it.
Through poetic “play” with metaphorical language, people can create new ontological
realities. Therefore, translation, as a process of metaphorical commensuration, is also an
ontology-making process. Furthermore, translation is also a political process in that aesthetic
decisions are guided by pragmatic and socio-cultural agendas, both intentional and unintentional.
Therefore, my and Nannie’s choices in translating Cherokee songs work toward creating and
enacting a particular Cherokee ontology, but also, by co-opting and re-imagining the products of
popular (EuroAmerican) culture as Cherokee cultural products, we work towards a
decolonization of the “pop culture” space by populating it with Cherokee voices, characters, and
narratives. Hence, Nannie and I create intentional changes in translations where “the aims
pursued in the translation are different from those of the original” (Reiss 2000, 161).
Language, as a “code,” carries within its lexicon and structure a collective social history
of cultural concepts and a sense of place. This is at the core of why any translation activity is
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never a one-to-one correspondence between target and source languages. A word of similar
meaning and concept in the target language may carry significantly different connotations that
evoke a different experience from the word in the source language. The issue is in a
correspondence between users and signs. Any communication is contingent on context, and
linguistic signs are culturally and contextually dependent, affected by social history, place, and
individuality. When exploring translation work within a system of cultural signs and symbols,
“The interpretation of such formal contexts of cultural representation transforms translation into
a way to translate ‘worlds’ (defined as “oriented contexts for the apprehension of reality”), not
just words, or other ways to express meaning” (Hanks and Severi 2014, 8). For our Cherokee
songs to have specific cultural meaning for the intended audience, namely, Cherokee students,
we felt it necessary (and enjoyable) to alter the linguistic and culturally symbolic content such
that it would be more socially and culturally relevant to Cherokee students living on the Qualla
Boundary. This practice is known as “domesticating” a translation for the “target” language by
making the strange familiar. However, contemporary Cherokee speakers speak Cherokee and
English; they inhabit both perspectives, and this duality is the unspoken condition upon which all
translation activities depend. Detailed accounts and analyses of the translating processes give
voice and understanding to “the grey zones between perspectives or between modes of
existence,” ontologies which are “emergent and not static, blended and not pure” (8-9).70 In this
respect, the translation activity is a process of creative reinterpretation between ontological

70

This echoes the hybrid consciousness described by Bakhtin’s concept of “double voicing” further
developed in concepts such as codeswitching, bivalency, and simultaneity (see Woolard 1998b).
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realities.71 In my and Nannie’s translation of “Puff,” the overall theme — a fantastical story
about a boy and his pet monster — remains, but many other details are unrecognizable to the
original.72 The full text of “Atsoltasgi Uktena” can be found in Appendix D.
Dragons were not historically part of Cherokee mythology; however, Cherokees have
many myths and legends of their own. Nannie and I decided that Puff would be a tobaccosmoking “Uktena” who, rather than living in the land of HannaLee, lives by a lake in Cherokee.
In Cherokee mythology, the Uktena is a giant snake with horns, described by Mooney (2006
[1900]) as:

A great snake, as large around as a tree trunk, with horns on its head, and a bright,
blazing crest like a diamond upon its forehead, and scales glittering like sparks of
fire. It has rings or spots of color along its whole length and can no be wounded
except by shooting in the seventh spot from the head, because under this spot are
its heart and its life. The blazing diamond is called Ulvsati, “Transparent,” and he
who can win it may become the greatest wonder worker of the tribe, but it is
worth a man’s life to attempt it, for whoever is seen by the Uktena is so dazed by
the bright light that he runs toward the snake instead of trying to escape (297).

Building on the cultural relevance of the Uktena, we wanted the rest of the story to also echo
traditional and contemporary Cherokee tropes. In many Cherokee stories, whoever has the
ulvsati (crystal) from the snake’s head has to feed it every seven days. The boy in our story

This contrasts sharply with the Christianizing translation practices discussed in the previous chapter,
where translators are intent on maintaining a “literal” approach to translation. See Samuels (2006) and
Schieffelin (2014).
71

72

However, there is a resonate connection between a tobacco-smoking snake with the myth that “Puff”
was a song about smoking marijuana. See Note 64.
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brings the snake tobacco and water, with tobacco having a long history in Cherokee traditions,73
as with many tribes, not to mention the verb atsolataha (“he smokes”) has tsola in its root, which
is the word for tobacco. In “Puff,” Jackie and Puff travel on a boat, whereas Little Belt rides on
the Uktena’s back. This is a reference to another story documented by Mooney where the
Thunder People ride uktenas like horses (346). Other stories describe places where large rocks
were churned up in local rivers by an Uktena swimming through them (410), so we also included
a part about Little Belt and the Uktena traveling through the river.
To lend contemporary “flair” to our adaptation of “Puff,” our boy protagonist, Usdi
Adatsohisdi (“Little Belt”) is a reference to our friend and Cherokee Language expert Tom Belt
who is well-known for his modern day adventures and pranks. Tom Belt is also a member of the
Cherokee Nation, whose tribal headquarters were created in Tallequah, Oklahoma after Removal
in the 19th century. Tom now lives in Cherokee, North Carolina and is instrumental in language
revitalization efforts through Western Carolina University. Thus, the ending of our version
continues the in-joke because the boy and his pet snake end up in Tallequah and Little Belt wears
a white hat, just as Tom dons his cowboy hat in real life.
References to place can be less overt than explicitly mentioning them. All language is
emplaced and reflects the physical world of those who speak it. Whereas the original Puff lives
by the sea and “frolics in the autumn mist,” the Uktena in our story lives by a lake and slithers

73

Tobacco is used in many i:gawé:sdi (“sacred formulas”) as a means for effecting metaphysical
transformation. A particularly potent form of tobacco that caused mild hallucinations would sometimes be
used (Kilpatrick 1997). In some respects, a tobacco-smoking Uktena resonates with the belief among
many listeners of the 1960’s that “Puff the Magic Dragon” was actually a song about smoking marijuana,
even though this has been repeatedly denied by the song’s writers . “Puff” as a verb likewise led Nannie
to the verb for “to smoke,” which shares a root with the word for tobacco.
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through the fog. This reflects the physical location of the Uktena and the Cherokee people. The
mountains of Cherokee are not particularly surrounded by “mist” (as by the sea) but they get a
lot of fog. The surrounding mountain region is called “The Great Smoky Mountains,” reflecting
how common the smoke-like fog is in the semitropical climate. Hence, we used the word for fog,
tsukvhadv. For native peoples, particularly tribes such as the Eastern Cherokees who continue to
live on their indigenous homelands, “Knowledge of places” is “closely linked to knowledge of
the self, to grasping one’s position in the larger scheme of things, including one’s own
community, and to securing a confident sense of who one is as a person” (Basso 1996, 34). The
Cherokee language, and my and Nannie’s translation decisions, reflect the emplacement of the
Cherokee people. Nannie and I did not consult the Mooney stories when we created our Uktena
rendition of “Puff.” It was only after it was created that I re-read Mooney’s texts and found that
many features of our Uktena story could be found in those earlier tales. This reflects the way that
texts and ideas circulate and recirculate in Cherokee culture. Cherokee people continue to live in
a world that teems with potentiality and unseen worlds — or what Mooney described as a “spirit
world” that was a “shadowy counterpart” to Cherokee religious traditions (2006, 319) —
reinstantiated through each myth’s repeated retelling and re-entextualization (Bauman and Briggs
1990). For example, I include two recounts of stories I was told by Cherokee friends below:
There is a mountain not far from the immersion school in Cherokee, over which, I have
been told, people can sometimes see a light rise up into the sky. But no one has been able
to locate the light’s source. A couple of my Cherokee friends tell me the ulvsati is buried
up there somewhere on the mountain and that it is looking for the man who buried it,
though he is no longer living. (See: Mooney 2006, 405).
A young friend once told me about swimming with his father and some friends in the
river over towards Bryson City at a spot well-known to Cherokees that has a name in
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their language. They found a deep hole beneath a small waterfall there, and no matter
how far down they would swim, they were never able to find the bottom. He tells me this
is one place where the giant water turtle saligugi lives.74

These retellings demonstrate how Cherokee people continue to connect past and present to place.
Our rendition of “Puff” as an uktena evokes and “paints a picture” of a Cherokee world where
uktena myths continue to be associated with Cherokee places. Myths about the Uktena can also
be understood as a warning about the dangers of power and the pursuit of power, and Cherokee
places continue to remind people of these stories and messages. It is in this spirit that Nannie and
I attempted to bestow our translation of “Puff” with a hint of persuasive intent in the Cherokee
language.
As with many other cultures, Cherokee stories can serve as vehicles for teaching cultural
and moral values to children. In our translation, Little Belt makes a choice that is detrimental to
the safety of his people and is scolded by his mother, who demands the Uktena be sent away.
Mooney recounts a “myth” where the tribal council sent the Uktena away because he was “too
dangerous to be with them” (2006, 253). In our story, Little Belt goes away as well because he
refuses to give up his pet snake. In the traditional matrilineal clan system of the Cherokees, only
the mother or mother’s brother would have had the authority to send someone away from the
family. Our uktena story weaves together elements of Cherokee culture, traditions, places, and
values in the same way that “Puff the Magic Dragon” weaves together aspects of anglo-European
culture. The Uktena story, therefore, has some features of the original text, but our translation
intentionally changes the text to carry more significance for Cherokee people.
74

This has changed from Mooney’s assertion that the water turtle is not a part of Cherokee myth or
folklore (2006, 306).
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The priorities behind my and Nannie’s translation activities are different from
referentially oriented (content type) translations because the ultimate goal is to convey a
Cherokee-centric perspective rather than accurately “retelling” or “explaining” a text from the
English source text. Nannie and my translation activities therefore lie on a continuum between
translation and original text production, which, as I explore in the next chapter, problematizes
dominant views of translations as derivative works. In this chapter and the preceding chapter, I
have explicated a culturally based model for text-setting and translation that can be used in
Cherokee language revitalization contexts. As with any model for doing something, it has to be
‘tested’ beyond its original context and participants to determine its viability. Therefore, I
decided to do a song translation with a third grade class at New Kituwah.

Teaching Cherokee Song Translation Procedures
The translation activity between myself and the third grade class occurred during the typical time
frame for general music class, during which I do many musical activities with students in both
English and Cherokee; therefore, though the activity of translating a song was fairly new to
students, the social frame for this activity was one of ordinary, everyday interaction. Below, I
will present and analyze a conversation analysis transcript of myself and students engaged in the
text setting and translation activity. This methodological approach offers a closer look at in situ
processes of translation (rather than the final, textual product). Severi (2014) argues that
ethnographers should “consider the ethnography of translation as a chance to observe the
dynamics of thought processes and to study how they operate, both in adapting to constraints and
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in exploiting possibilities, in different cultural contexts….How are we to describe the kind of
cognition that is constantly mobilized in the process of translating languages (and in passing
from one “ontology” to another)” (44, emphasis in original)? From this perspective, an analysis
of the translation procedure affords a window into the ontological (world-making) moves
participants make.
Prior to initiating the translation activity, I had familiarized (or re-familiarized) students
with the song “America the Beautiful” in English during the previous week and had repeatedly
played it in the background for other classroom activities on the day of the translation activity in
order to instill the song’s melodic phrasing. The transcript below will demonstrate that the
translation activity was metalinguistically framed in English, just as it was when Nannie and I
translated songs. Also, it demonstrates the collaborative approach to translation and text-setting
in action, where aesthetic decisions are co-constructed and mediated through language. I will
analyze portions of the transcribed text in sections, with the full transcript and analysis key in
Appendix E. The abbreviation SLS represents the teacher and researcher (myself), with students
labeled S1, S2, S3, etc. Where the communication is sung, I add “(singing)” to designate the
performance. Certain portions of the activity transcript were omitted for privacy reasons.

1

SLS:

4

S1:

6

SLS:

8

SLS:

hawa. ni, kagiyusd hitsantasg? (singing) My country ’tis of thee…
oh, we did “American the Beautiful” right? (singing) uwo- Oh,
beautiful for spacious skies, for amber waves of grain
(singing) [waves of grain. For purple..
(1.0)
It’s gonna be mine if I see it go in the air one more time aquatseli.
(0.2)
Sh::::
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9

SLS:

11
12
13
14

S1:
S2:
S3:
SLS:

(singing) for purple mountain majesties above the fruited () Okay,
>we’re gonna translate it into Cherokee<
(.hhhhhh)
No:::::
[No::::::
mm hmm (.4)

In lines 1-3, I introduce the song to students, asking “who remembers?” and initially sing the
wrong song then correct to sing the song I intend for us to translate, though I then accidentally
sing the first two syllables in Cherokee before switching to English. This demonstrates that I
already have an initial translation in mind for the song and am setting up to “scaffold” the
activity for students. As I sing, a student joins and begins to sing along. In line 6, I interrupt the
singing activity to ask another student to put away an item he is using to distract from the
collaborative activity. In line 9, I resume singing but stop before the refrain of the song, therefore
delineating the portion of the song we will be working on presently: the verse. It is at this
stopping point that I quickly announce the true task at hand (translating the song into Cherokee),
to which the students respond with some resistance, possibly because it seems like it will
difficult for them.

15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

SLS:
S1:
SLS:
S2:
S3:
SLS:
S2:
SLS:
S2:
SLS:
S2:

So, let’s think (.2) oh beautiful: (.4) for spacious skies
(singing the wrong melody) [oh beautiful for spacious skies
What would we how would we say that in tsalagi
uwodu
[galvlad?
uwodu
(singing) uwoduhi galvladi
and maybe sky is galvladi or galvlohi?
galvlohi
so you could say (hh)((audiation gesture)) (.4) sh:
[singing] [uwoduhi galvlohi
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26
27

S3:
SLS:

29
30

SLS:
S1/S2/S3:

[singing] [uwoduhi galvladi
exactly that’s what I put too. Awesome! So we’ve got
(1.0)
(singing) [[uwoduhi galvlohi
(singing) [[uwoduhi galvlohi

In line 15, I say the words for the first phrase of the song (“oh beautiful for spacious
skies”) and ask students how we might say the phrase in Cherokee. S2 offers uwodu (“it is
beautiful”) and S3 overlaps S2 with galvladi (“up”). In line 20, I affirm S2’s answer by repeating
her offered word but add the intensifying adverbial suffix -hi . S2 seizes on S3’s answer as well
and combines the two to create the first phrase, which she sings to the corresponding first
melodic phrase in line 21. In line 22, I offer an alternative by posing a question that includes the
more appropriate word for sky, galvlohi. By posing the question, I guide the student to consider
the terms and choose the correct term, which she does in line 23. In line 24, I prepare the student
to sing with a gesture they are familiar with as an “audiation gesture” (thinking musically), 75
which is usually the teacher (me) raising my hands simultaneously with an inhalation, though in
this instance, instead of singing, I shush students to my right who are creating another
distraction. Nonetheless, having been prepped to sing, two students sing the first phrase on their
own, with one singing the corrected galvlohi while the other sings the initial galvladi. Ignoring
this “mistake,” in line 27, I choose to acknowledge their work together by verbally supporting
their conclusion (demonstrated by the performance) and then demonstrating it for the class,
indicating for students to join in singing it again, which they do.

75

This concept derives from Edwin E. Gordon’s work in cognitive approaches to music education.
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31
32
33
34

SLS:
SLS:
S3:
SLS:

35
36

S4:
SLS:

37
38
39
40
41
42

S1:
S2:
S3:
SLS:
S1:
SLS:

44

SLS:

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

S1:
SLS:
S2:
S1:
SLS:
S1/S2/S3:
S1:
SLS:

57

S1:

nole what’s next? <for amber waves of grain> sh:::
we don’t have a lot of (.1) sh::
(singing)
we don’t have a lot of (.5) grai::: hey, put em over here ’til the end of
class.
ok
We don’t have a lot of grain here in tsalagi, (1.5) sh:: but we do
have a lot of what? What does everybody eat?
[food
[[food
[[food
Yes, that grows?
[corn!
(omitted) yes, selu!
(section omitted for privacy reasons)
No no no I’m saying (.3) let’s say instead of grain, what if we put for
our Cherokee version we use selu.
(2.0)
now amber means kind of what color?
yellow?
So we might say in tsalagi
(singing) uwodu…
(singing) dilonige
so if we had (singing) uwoduhi galvlohi dilo…
[uwoduhi galvlohi dilo…
uh: se…
dilonige selu. Alright! You guys want to try that? (singing together)
uwoduhi galvlohi dilonige selu
[I keep forgetting that part!
(section omitted)

Having established the translation for the first phrase, I slowly state the second phrase in
line 31. In line 34 I give a directive to S4 in response to a disruption (line 32), with which she
complies (line 35). In line 36, I solicit the students’ knowledge of their local community
regarding native food sources by noting that grain is not a commonly grown crop in Cherokee
and asking them what is common (corn). While I do not tell the students this, I am guiding them
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to imbue their translation with “local” meanings to be more relevant to Eastern Cherokees. This
parallels decisions Nannie and I made in text-setting “Puff the Magic Dragon” by making the
dragon who lives by the misty sea into an Uktena who lives by the foggy lake. I then solicit
translations for the color indicated by “amber” (line 47), to which students answer appropriately
by first getting the color in English (“yellow” line 48) and then Cherokee (line 51). This indicates
that students are actively making denotative connections in context between Cherokee and
English words. In line 52, I initiate singing from the beginning of the song to see if students are
able to align the newly translated phrase to the melody that follows the first phrase. Rather than
complete the new phrase for them, I stop after the first two syllables of the second phrase (line
52) in order to scaffold the students to that point to see if they have made the leap from text to
song. Most of the students stop with me, indicating they have not done so yet. One student
begins to place the word “selu,” but is unable to perform it completely on her own. I remind
students of the new text for the second phrase in line 55, and then indicate that they audiate and
sing with me (line 56). Though one student admits she is still having trouble (57), many of the
students are able to perform the first two phrases with me.

80
81
82
83
84
85
86

SLS:
S6:
SLS:
S6:
S2:
S1:
SLS:

above, how do we say above?
galvladi
galvladi! Who knows how to say plains?
tsiyu!
tsiyu!
no:::
[No not like airplanes like the uh… the valley. Or the plains.
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In the section above, the students and I are coming up with a Cherokee translation for the fourth
phrase “Above the fruited plains.” In line 82, I solicit the word for “plains,” to which students
respond “tsiyu!” which is the word for airplane (and boat) in Cherokee. This demonstrates a
moment of unintentional verbal play through homonyms (see chapter 4 for more examples of this
by Cherokees in English and Cherokee.) One student recognizes the other students’ mistake (line
85). In line 86, I clarify the meaning I am asking for. This also illustrates that “plains” are not a
frequently encountered geographic feature in Cherokee life since the community is located in the
mountains. Thus, I choose the best equivalent I can think of for students (“valley.”) Of course, I
could have chosen to explain what the “plains” are in the American west, but “valleys” are local
geographic features, and therefore I continue to guide the students to give their translation a local
context.

87
88
89
90
91
92
93

S2:
SLS:
S1:
S2:
SLS:
S2:
SLS:

95
96
97
98
99

SLS:
S4:
SLS:
S2:
S4:

Oo: can we just say uh ( )
[there’s a person
[can we just say plains?
like Cherokee, like what city we live in?
uwo… so you can say galvladi tsalagi?
yeah just say that.
sh::::: (omitted) we could say tsalagi. that’s an idea.
(omitted)
galvlad iwodi or galvlad tsalagi?
iwodi
Okay, listen (singing) galvlad iwodi or galvlad tsalagi
I think that one sounds betters
[galvlad iwodi

In line 87, the student begins her question, which is finished in line 90. I halt my
utterance to answer her by reforming her suggestion as a question (line 91). This is not for
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clarification, as I knew what she was suggesting, this is rather a way of reiterating her own
suggestion for her in Cherokee to judge its aesthetic merit. This is part of the strategy I take of
guiding students through the process of translation and text-setting rather than simply translating
for them. The student has therefore absorbed the intention of creating a localized text to the
extent that she suggests actually naming the place where the students live. I had previously
suggested the word iwodi as a substitute for “plains.”76 Thus, we had arrived at two potential
translations (line 95). I sing the two versions and solicit opinions from the students. S2 sticks by
her own suggestion (galvlad tsalagi). I never tell the students that either version is right or
wrong. Rather, I explain why I prefer one over the other:

100

SLS:

102
103
104

S2:
SLS:
S4:

106

SLS:

108
109
110
111
112
113

S1:
S4:
SLS:
S3:
S4:
S1:

What I like about iwodi is listen to <galvladi:: iwodi:> >what
happens?<
It rhymes!
galvladi:::wodi
It goes together.
[(indistinctive loud talking)
It runs together, right? (singing) galvladiwodi like that? that’s () kind
of pretty. whereas the other way (singing) galvlad tsalagi
no::::::
[that don’t sound right
why don’t you like it?
It don’t sound right
[It don’t go together
[It don’t go together

In line 100, I set the stage for illustrating vowel elision for students by elongating the
final vowel of galvladi and barely articulating the initial vowel of iwodi. I ask the students to
76

The word means “painted” and is also the name for the community of Painttown in Cherokee, one of
the flattest communities on the Qualla Boundary. Though I had been told by one person that iwodi can be
used for “plains,” when I checked with other Cherokee speakers later, I was informed the actual word for
“plains” is iquodi, which is very close in pronunciation.
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describe what they hear. S2 pays attention the ending sounds of both words, and recognizes them
as “rhyming.”77 S4, however, hears the elision (line 104). In line 106, I continue the pattern of
posing questions (rather than assertions) and sing the elision (galvlad(i) iwodi) and then contrast
it to the other suggestion (galvlad tsalagi). This evokes an immediate response from three other
students, who now demonstrate a preference for galvlad iwodi. I suspect the preference is also
related to the high front vowel of i- being easier to sing on the higher part of the phrase than the
low a vowel of tsa-.

127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

SLS:
S2:
S3:
SLS:
S3:
S1:
SLS:
S5:

136
137

S8:
SLS:

139
140
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156

S1/2/3:
SLS:
SLS:
S1/3:
SLS:
S3:
SLS:
S3:
SLS:
S3:

[[how would we say God loves us in Cherokee?
[[(singing “Jesus Loves Me”) tsisa agigeyuhi goweli kano…
[[tsisa agigeyu
[sh::: what about, how do we say God?
tsisa
tsisa
tsisa, that’s Jesus or…
gasi!
(several students laughing)
gasi (hahaha)
gasi (hahahaha) do iyusdi you sing it all the time (2.0) (singing first
two notes of “Amazing Grace”) une…
(singing) tlanv…
unetlanv::! Either that or Jesus.
how do we say he loves us?
gvgeyu
that’s I love you. how do we say he loves us?
nihi gvgeyu
hahaha do we sa:::y (2.0) do….
[agigeyv
dogiga. do…uh…
dogigeyu!

77

I mentioned previously that rhyming is not a native poetic category for Cherokee language speakers in
the Cherokee language, though New Kituwah students draw on the diglossic aesthetic features of both
languages, as I demonstrate in subsequent chapters.
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For the phrase “God shed his grace on thee,” I suggest “God loves us,” (line 127) as a
potential translation. Students immediately recall their knowledge of this kind of phrase through
quoting another song in Cherokee, “Jesus Loves Me.” I remind the students that tsisa means
“Jesus,” and ask for the word for “God” (lines 130 and 133). One student humorously replies,
“gasi,” which treats the word “God” as a loanword in the Cherokee language where the sounds
are modified to fit Cherokee morphemes rather than the typical English pronunciation.78 “Gasi”
is not the Cherokee word for “God,” and in fact treats “god” as a loanword in Cherokee, further
exaggerating the “Cherokee-ness” of the pronunciation, which is why the students find it so
funny.79 This particular student has a gift for this kind of verbal play, and does the same thing
below with “dictionary,” calling it “digasaneli,” which does sound eerily similar to
“dikaneisdi” (lines 171-172), though the two do not share any etymological history. Other
students hear “digvniyisgi” which is the term we used to translate “ghostbusters” (see Appendix
E) (line 173). I explore similar Cherokee vocal play and humor in more detail in Chapter 4.

157
158
159
160
161
162

SLS:
S5:
SLS:
S3:
SLS:
S2:

dogigeyu? (to students on other side) dogigeyu? God loves us?
yeah. Jesus ( )
[does that make sense?
[well sing it, we’ll see
or digageyu, digeyu, digageyu
(singing “Mother’s Day Song”) agigeyu, agigeyu, agigeyu agitsi
(omitted)

The students call me “Seli,” for instance, which is a rendering of “Sara” in Cherokee, which lacks the
“r” sound. I have noted that many more names tend to end in high “i” vowel than the lower “a,” which
may have some connection to the former sounding more endearing, though this is just speculation.
78

79

These two students eventually engage in a theological debate about whether Jesus and God are the
same person. See the full transcript in Appendix F..
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164

SLS:

166

S3:

168

SLS:

170
171
172
173
174

SLS:
S5:
SLS:
S2:
SLS:

176

SLS:

178
179
180
181

S1/2/3:
SLS:
S5:
SLS:

183
184
185
186

S1:
S4:
S1:
SLS:

188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196

S1:
S4:
SLS:
S4:
S4:
SLS:
S2:
S4:
SLS:

198

S4:

So look, what do we call this right here? (holding Cherokee-English
dictionary)
se:::::li:::
(indistinct shouting)
(reading) igatseli tsalagi dideloquasdi
(several students reading aloud as well)
ase there’s another word for dictionary
dictionary? digasaneli
[dikaneisdi
digvniyisgi!
gesd digvniyisgi, dikane:isdi
(omitted)
so, dikaneisdi dictionary (1.2) dikaneisdi (1.5) dikaneisdi not
digvniyisgi
(laughter)
dikaneisdi
digvniyisgi!
kagiyusd hitsa what is do iyus…di kane:::
(loud talking)
it sounds like, it sounds like
[dikanogisdi!
word! word!
It sounds like dikanogisdi. ↑It sounds like the word for word!↑ So
what do you think dikaneisdi is?
WORD!
SENTENCE!
not, what would word be? kaneisdi? Is that word? kaneisdi?
CONTINENT!
oo: SENTENCE!
do iyusdi dikaneisdi?
DICTIONARY!
SENTENCE!
It does mean dictionary, but kaneisdi is word so what does
dikaneisdi mean?
words!

The student in line 160 misunderstands my question (line 157 and 159) as a request about
whether the words suit the melodic phrasing, when I was actually asking if I had conjugated the
verb using the correct prefix. The conversation that follows is a bit of a diversion from the
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primary aim of translation, but has the goals of teaching students verb stem relationships
between words by listening to the core sounds of the word (similar to listening for roots in
latinate languages) (lines 181-198) and the dictionary as a tool for finding a word we are unsure
of how to translate (line 199 below). This is a nested approach to concept learning and skill
building, where multiple concepts and procedures build upon each other. I solicit the students to
make connections between the sound “-kane-” in different words. One student leaps to an
English word with a similar sound (“continent” line 191). I finally get the students to connect the
word for “word” (kaneisdi) with the plural marker “di-” to draw the conclusion that dikaneisdi
means “words.”

199

SLS:

202
203

S5:
S2/3/4/5/6:

205
206
207

S6:
S4:
S1:

209

SLS:

211

SLS:

213
214
215

SLS:
S5:
SLS:

So we can use this to help us translate the song. Let’s look up love.
It may be he loves us might be in here. I know it’s in the Bible. We
could always look in the Bible.
(singing “Jesus Loves Me”) tsisa agigeyuhi
(singing) goweli ganoheli diniyotli tsutseli (mumbling diniyotli
galehi) tsis agigeyu, tsis agigeyu tsis agigeyu goweli goleli.
kanohe
It’s Jesus Loves Me
(singing mockingly) Jesus loves me this I know for the Bible tells
me so
Let’s see… Jesus loves… ( ) Let us love one another!
(loud talking)
DEGA, <DEGADAGEYUSESDI> >degadageyusesdi<
(loud peripheral talking and laughing)
sh::: HE LOVES US HIGIGEYU.
[(singing) higige:::yu
higigeyu (1.0) higigeyu
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In the passage above, I explain that the dictionary helps us look up words we do not know
how to translate correctly. I then refer to the (Cherokee) Bible as a source for translation. My
reference to the Bible creates an indexical connection for students, who initiate another round of
“Jesus Loves Me” in Cherokee, which states “goweli tsuagedi” (“the book tells me”). However, I
have heard several different translations circulating, which could account for the discrepancy in
line 205, where S6 corrects the final word on the previous line with kanohe’(i) (“it told it”). I
identify the correct conjugation for “he loves us” in the dictionary and announce it loudly to
regain the students’ attention (line 213).

230

SLS:

232

SLS:

233
234
235

S6:
S1:
SLS:

(singing) tsisa higigeyu (2.) Osig?
(loud talking)
Better than (singing) unetlanv hige… higigeyu why do you think
unetlanv doesn’t work?
[[Because it’s lo:nger
[[Because it doesn’t go together
It’s longer. It’s too long, right?

In the final section above, I offer the students two options for translating “God shed his grace on
thee” (lines 230 and 232). I ask the students why unetlvnv higigeyu does not work while tsisa
higigeyu does when I sing each version to the melodic phrase. S6 identified the problem;
unetlanv is “too long” (it has too many syllables to fit the melodic phrase).
This lengthy transcription of teaching students the process of translation and text-setting
demonstrates several things. First, with scaffolding Cherokee students at New Kituwah are
capable of participating in text-setting and translation using the same decision-making processes
that Nannie and I used for the work of translation. Second, by participating and doing the
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translation and text-setting work themselves, students develop the skill of translation. Third, I
was able to encourage translation skill-building by framing translation as a series of options,
using questions rather than statements. Posing questions allowed students to listen to the texts
and musical phrasing and determine for themselves where choices reflect their aesthetic
preferences. Then they were able to negotiate with their Cherokee-speaking peers to come to a
consensus on which translations sounded appealing and fit the melodic phrasing. This kind of
work parallels what I have observed fluent older speakers doing for language consortiums and
other translation projects where speakers work together to create culturally meaningful
translations. The element of song adds the additional expressive (yet linguistically constraining)
feature of melodic phrasing to which Cherokee texts must fit. This is not simple work, but the
fact that students are able to engage in this musico-linguistic work as eight- and nine-year olds is
encouraging for the future of the Cherokee language.
By offering a text setting and translation model for creating songs in a heritage language,
I am fully aware that there are many other ways this kind of work can be accomplished, and I do
not claim to present an authoritative approach here. Once a translation is taken to other Cherokee
speakers for evaluation and critique, their changes indicate their own particular way of seeing
what the text is trying to describe. Tom Belt frequently discusses how the concatenation of
features around the polysynthetic verb allows for Cherokee speakers to create many different
“mental pictures” of a phenomenon using the same verb.
I followed up the students’ translation exercise two days later when I told them I would
check our (written) translation with one of the fluent-speaking teachers. This was met with
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protest as several students complained, “But it’s ours and they will change it.” I consulted with a
fluent-speaking teacher, who found no grammatical errors in the translation; however, she was
unhappy with “dalonige selu” as a substitute for “amber waves of grain.” This was displeasing to
her because she wanted to maintain the imagery of the English text with a verb for “blowing
(from wind)” though she was unable to recall the correct verb. This speaker believes adhering
closely to the metaphorical presentation, or image (as from the imagination of a particular
person), of original text is particularly important, at least for this particular verb/image.80
Given that so much had already been changed from the original text in the students’
version to emplace it with Cherokee features, the same teacher suggested that students make
their song about Cherokee specifically rather than America generally by substituting the word
elawoduhi for amayetli. She explained that elawoduhi is term used by Cherokees from the
Snowbird community for the town of Cherokee, though among Cherokees from Big Cove it
refers to the Yellowhill Community. Here, the challenge of translating concepts exists between
languages as well as intra-lingually (Hanks and Severi 2014). The teacher also gave me a
translation of America the Beautiful her sister had acquired from the director of the Cherokee
National Youth Choir (based in Oklahoma), and proposed we also learn their version. By
contrast, another teacher suggested that there is nothing wrong with students having their own
version, and she recommended doing the activity again with the same song in a year or two to
see how students’ language translation skills have developed. However, given the children’s
resistance to altering their text, I suspect that the song will become ‘sedimented’ with students’
80

This is a bit ironic in that the text of Katherine Lee Bates’ original English poem was itself changed by
Samuel A. Ward in 1904 to fit the musical phrasing, though the line in question, “for amber waves of
grain,” remained the same in both.
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affective connections that will inhibit future changes. I decided against recording the song
because of the competing translations surrounding this particular text (perhaps because it is a
well-known patriotic song). However, I did preserve a written document of the song translation
and the suggested changes from the fluent speaker.
I returned to the third graders with the speaker’s suggestions as well as the Oklahoma
version. I sang the proposed changes for them compared against the version we had created.
They were adamantly opposed to altering the text they had created. They stated that “it’s ours”
and they did not want it changed in any way. The students’ opposition to altering their song
points to a broader Cherokee ideology about textuality and the intransigence of text once it is
created, written, and performed. As the previous chapter demonstrated, altering musical phrasing
to accommodate text is acceptable, but texts themselves, once ‘complete,’ are meant to remain as
they are. I suspect that this ideology of textuality in Cherokee language stems from two primary
derivatives. First, the creation of the Cherokee syllabary in the early nineteenth century and its
adoption by the entire nation allowed for mass production of written Cherokee language texts.
Therefore, Cherokees have a native concept of “literary” works, or texts that are not to be
altered, particularly Christian texts such as the Bible and traditional sacred formulas that were
written in the syllabary long ago. Second, because Cherokee speakers understand that their
language has a multiplicity of ways of expressing the same thing, they become attached to a text
because it represents how they imagined it.
Nannie demonstrated this kind of resistance to altering a text once it had been performed
and recorded. Another fluent speaker questioned one of Nannie’s translation choices, to which
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she responded defensively that it represented the way she had heard and “received” the words
and it was not to be questioned or changed. As Nannie’s biography in the previous chapter
mentioned, she feels that her greatest accomplishments were given to her from the creator. This
perhaps goes to the heart of a Cherokee ideological resistance to changing texts; if one feels a
creative text is divinely inspired, then changing it would go against unetlanvhi, the creator. This
represents an overarching philosophy of textuality that applies to both “traditional” and
“Christian” religious textual practices. In the following chapter, I will continue to grapple with
Cherokee notions of textuality, describing Myrtle Driver’s fervor for creating a perfect Cherokee
translation of Charlotte’s Web in her own voice to be preserved for posterity. Returning to the
students, their refusal to alter the text they had created demonstrates that they are, as Tom Belt
describes, “taking ownership of the language” and adopting ideologies and attitudes about
creativity and textuality from older, fluent speakers, though they may be unaware of the origins
of some of those beliefs. In particular, their resistance to changing a text they had collectively
created parallels the democratic decision-making process at Cherokee speaker’s gatherings for
deciding on new words and terminology to use in language revitalization. Directing analytical
attention to the processes of collaborative Cherokee translation reveal these ideological stances
and ontologies and establishes an empowering framework for translation work in language
revitalization contexts.
Brisset (2000, 346) describes translation as “an act of reclaiming, of recentering of the
identity, a re-territorializing operation.” Replacing the dominant language, English, with the
minority heritage language, Cherokee, within the domain of ‘popular’ music’s cultural space is
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inherently a political act. Therefore, translating texts into Cherokee is one of many “everyday
acts of sovereignty” through which Cherokee people are sovereign. From this perspectives,
“Translators are on the front line” in a struggle for linguistic and cultural survival and continuity.
Translating texts, speaking Cherokee, and other acts of distinction (or refusal) are not
representations of sovereignty for Cherokees; they are sovereign acts, parts whose whole
constitutes sovereignty read large. Language revitalization, speaking, working, and producing in
the Cherokee language are ongoing sovereign actions through which Cherokee speakers coconstruct and negotiate unique Cherokee identities and subjectivities. Through such “acts of
identity,” speakers deploy speech acts consciously or unconsciously to establish and negotiate
perceptions and performances of ethnic identity (Lepage and Tabouret-Keller 1985). However,
for many Eastern Cherokees, language creates political and spiritual realities; it has the power to
create worlds (ontologies). Language is not merely a code through which to express ideas and
social, cultural, and ethnic identities; language is a legitimate force that does things in the world.
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CHAPTER 4
Evidentiality and Epistemic Stance in
Cherokee Song Texts

In the previous two chapters, I explored text-setting and translation as cultural processes using a
combination of “thick translation” and discourse analysis to explicate how language is both a
cultural product (Cherokee songs) and the medium through which my Cherokee collaborators
and I do the “work” of song text production. The methods were ethnographic and have a strong
sense of applicability to everyday needs for language revitalization, deeply reflexive of the
practice of cultural textual production. An underlying argument to this work is that method is
theoretical because a true richness of approach comes from engaging with native ways of being
and understanding and learning. I argue that collaborative ethnography and textual production in
the heritage language to be revitalized can also reveal pragmatic information about how language
operates in contextual use that may have been missed by standard linguistic elicitation methods.
The following discussion of Cherokee evidentiality and epistemic stance was an
“accidental” discovery during the process of creating songs for language revitalization when
Nannie informed me that some textual features change when teaching and performing gestures
narrated within the song. The insights below were derived from textual analyses of some of the
songs Nannie and I translated and also from discussions of imagined future contexts for using
and teaching those texts. The songs I have created with Nannie and other collaborators also stand
alone as written Cherokee texts and can be found in the appendices to this dissertation. By taking
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a closer look at the songs as narratives in tandem with discussions with Nannie about how to
teach them, I discovered some unique pragmatic features of the Cherokee language with respect
to tense, aspect, mood (including evidentiality). I will discuss three significant topics with
respect to tense-aspect-mood and Cherokee language pragmatics: first, I will explore how
evidentiality (grammatical encoding of information source) function in Cherokee narratives;
second, I argue that the Cherokee habitual aspect can be included in a broader view of epistemic
stance, pointing to an emplaced Cherokee voice in song narratives; and third, I illustrate how
features of tense-aspect-mood shift with respect to performance and gesture, elaborating a
Cherokee view of language as speech act and social action.
The study of evidentiality and epistemic stance falls at the crossroads of grammar,
semantics, and pragmatics. Hanks (2014) states “evidentiality must ultimately be approached
through token level usage, the actual deployment of the forms under interactive circumstances.
This leads inevitably to the pragmatics (I would prefer the ‘practice’) of evidential
expression” (1-2). Pragmatics can be understood as the knowledge of how language is used in
social contexts, which will vary between and within different social groups, communities, and
cultures. Pragmatics can also encompass the study of meaning in the semantic sense where
socio-cultural knowledge and context impart meaning to an utterance. I am not concerned here
with semantics so much as the categorical shifts in tense-aspect-mood that are contingent on
social interaction and performance.
There are two major views on evidentiality in language: narrow and broad (Mushin
2001). The narrow view sees evidentiality as the grammatical encoding of information source, as
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in, ‘I saw something with my own eyes’ versus ‘I am reporting something someone else told me.’
The broad view understands evidentiality to be grammatically or discursively encoded
information about the speaker’s epistemic stance toward the knowledge being conveyed; in other
words, the speaker’s attitudes and beliefs about how he or she came to know the information.
Epistemic stance is “culturally grounded, because claims to know are embedded in and index
particular regimes of knowledge and authority. Epistemic stancetaking thus serves to establish
the relative authority of interactants, and to situated the sources of that authority in a wider
sociocultural field” (Jaffe 2009, 7). Here, I subscribe to this broader view of studying
evidentiality within the broader sociocultural concept of epistemic stance, where evidentiality is
deployed communicatively in a narrative context; in other words, pragmatically.
Evidentiality is conveyed in language in three ways: by morphemic evidential markers;
attached to other grammatical categories such as tense (as is the case with Cherokee); or
embedded in discourse (as it is in English). Cherokee evidentiality is non-morphemic and is
encoded in final past tense verb suffixes. However, because epistemic stance can include more
than the encoded grammatical features that index evidentiality, I argue that we can broaden our
understanding of the Cherokee evidential system as previously described by linguists
(Montgomery-Anderson 2008; Pulte 1985; Reyburn 1954) to include the habitual suffix. The
Cherokee habitual suffix imparts categorical knowledge of the world and serves a special
function in narrative.
Cherokee is a polysynthetic language with a complex verb morphology (see 4.1 below).
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initial
prefixes

pronoun
prefixes

reflexive
prefix

verb root
(combines to-)

non-final suffixes
(aspect)

final suffix
(tense/mode)

+ -

+

+-

+

+ -

+

hierarchical

negation
positionality
directionality
future
irrealis
etc.

relational
(Sub-Obj)
person
1st, ex, incl,
2nd, 3rd
gender
animate
indefinite
number
singular, dual,
plural

Set A (tsi/g)
Subject
(intransitive)
Sub-Obj
(transitive)
Set B (agi/agw)
Subject
(intransitive)
Sub-Obj
(differ from
Set A)

-adadreciprocal

present continuous
(ongoing at time of utterance, ~incomplete,
related to imperfective)
incompletive
(incomplete situation)
immediate
(connection to present time, past or future,
e.g. command, immediate past)
completive
(complete situation, related to perfective)
infinitive
(abstract event, no time reference)

tense suffixes
final
Combine with
verb stem to
create tenseaspect-mode
relationships
-idi (preincipent)
-i (future)
-vv́ ’i (v’gi)
(experienced
past/future
imperative)
-vv'i (deverbal)
-e'i
(nonexperienced
, reportative
past)
-esdi (future
progressive)
-o'i (pluperfect/
habitual)
-di (infinitive)
-a/i (present)

Table 4.1: Cherokee verb morphology

The verb forms the core of a Cherokee utterance. Each verb root combines to aspect suffixes to
form five stems: present continuous, incompletive, immediate, completive, and deverbal noun.
These stems combine to final suffixes to create tense-aspect-mode-evidential relationships.81

81

Certain moods such as the hypothetical and conditional are formed by verb suffixes and the irrealis prepronominal prefix.
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Cherokee Evidentiality
Pulte (1985) described the -vv́ ’i and e'i suffixes as “experienced” and “non-experienced” pasttense suffixes. The -vv́ 'i suffix is used when a speaker directly experienced the action being
reported with his or her own perceptive faculties. The -vv́ 'i suffix used in first-person past tense
narratives. More recently, Montgomery-Anderson (2015) outlines the Cherokee evidential pasttense suffixes in his comprehensive grammar of Western Cherokee. He adds that the experienced
past -vv́ 'i “is also used for events that the speaker may not have personally witnessed but knows
for certain took place” (2015:78). There is some discrepancy about the use of the -vv́ 'i suffix
between Eastern and Western dialects of Cherokee. King (1975) writes that Eastern Cherokee
speakers from the Big Cove community say -vvgi (though I find Eastern Cherokee speakers
routinely use -vv́ ’i as well) for past tense experienced actions, though the suffix can combine to
the perfect or future stems to imply the speaker’s certainty about the action described in the
verb.82 He relates that the -v'i suffix functions as a participle to form relative clauses in addition
to its presence as the experienced past suffix.
The -e'i suffix expresses a non-experienced past action and is used when a speaker
obtained the information in some other way than the senses as in reported speech, inference,
deduction, and assumption or when a speaker is making a negative statement about a past
situation. Montgomery-Anderson (2008) demonstrates that the inexperienced past suffix is used
82

King also writes that the Kituwah dialect adds the suffix -v'yu, which has the same distribution as the
other evidential suffixes but carries less assertive weight. The -v'yu suffix is used when both speaker and
hearer have direct knowledge of an event, as in the parting farewell “denadagohvyu,” or “you and I will
see each other again (I am certain of it.)” Because of the “truthfulness” implied by the -v'yu suffix, it also
appears to function as an intensifying adverb; udohiyu (“it is true/real”) or the shortened doyu (similar to
English “really”) as in doyu usquanikti (“he’s really strange”). Also, hilahiyu (“a long time in the past (it
really happened)”).
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for contrary-to-fact situations, and his example indicates that the -e'i suffix is used in conditional
past subjunctives: tiwatvdi yigese'i galtsode yagiwase’i (“If I had been rich I would have bought
a house”) (273). The ending vowel in each of these stems can be dropped in conversational
speech. Where it has been omitted, I include it in parentheses. Thus, in tandem with verb stems,
evidential suffixes indicate tense-aspect-mode relationships and a speaker’s epistemic stance
toward the information being conveyed.
First person narratives in Cherokee generally make use of the v'i experienced past suffix
when describing the speaker’s actions, experiences, and observations. The exception will be if
the speaker is relating events in which she participated but was unaware (e.g., unconscious,
intoxicated, etc.) or were untrue (e.g., gesdi tsiwonise’i or “I did not speak”). There is a concept
of “consciousness” with respect to experience in the use of these suffixes. For instance, in
Cherokee, “I slept” is agitlvne’i. We can deduce that the non-experienced suffix is used because
the sensual input needed to confirm “experience” does not occur while one is asleep. Using the
inexperienced past for a first person action has the effect of creating a mode of probability; it
must have been that I was sleeping.
The -v’i suffix is used in fictional narratives told from the first person perspective as well.
For example, in the Cherokee version of “Yellow Submarine,” all the verbs from the first two
phrases have the “experienced” -v'i suffix (in bold):

a

its(a)

sun toward

osta’isv’(i)

atse

amo

we went

green surface

oginetahv’(i) am(a)

alsvdisgv’(i) uldista

tsiyu

oganeldv’i

we found

it rose

boat

we went

water

Table 4.2
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below

Third person narratives will often use the non-experienced -e'i (in bold below) suffix if the
speaker did not directly experience with the senses the event or situation described, as in the
section from my and Nannie’s translation of “Puff the Magic Dragon” in table 4.3.

usdi

adatsohisdi

tsagalvgwodisge’i

tsola

tsuhyohilvhe’(i)

nole

am(a)

ulditasd(i)

little

belt

he loved him

tobacco

be brought him

and

water

for him to drink

Table 4.3

Narratives use the non-experienced past tense -e'i, but can also use the experienced past tense
when quoting (reporting) characters’ speech within the narrative. It is important to note that not
all remaining speakers of the Kituwah dialect use the evidential system consistently, and it is
likely that immersion students at New Kituwah Academy may not fully acquire its use.83 Many
simply use the reported past tense suffix (-v'i) for all past tense verbs requiring the suffix.
Now that I have demonstrated how Cherokee evidentials work in the broader notion of
epistemic stance, I will argue that the Cherokee habitual suffix -o'i should be incorporated into
this framework as well. Use of the habitual suffix can demonstrate an encoded knowledge of the
world and expectations of how things or people behave based on past experience. Like the other
suffixes, the Cherokee habitual suffix combines to the stem in a complex tense-mode-aspect
relationship. However, the habitual suffix generally takes the incompletive stem because it
83

This is true of other nuanced features in the language as well such as separate verbs for expressing
categorical states; solid, rigid, liquid, flexible, and animate. Some Cherokee speakers may not have the
knowledge of all verbs where these distinctions are made and will use only one generic form (usually the
verb for “round, undetermined shape”).
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inherently reflects an incomplete or ongoing action, situation, or state. The use of the habitual
suffix for describing the inherent characteristics or behaviors of an animal, person, or place
demonstrates that it involves social and cultural knowledge of the things, people, and places in
one’s environment:

“Squirrels and rabbits live in the forest”
saloli ale tsisdu inege'i aneh o'i
squirrel and rabbit forest they live
an-eh-o'i
3A.PL-live:INC-HAB

Here we see the habitual suffix used to describe the behavior of squirrels and rabbits; they
typically live in the forest. This is an inherent feature of squirrels and rabbits. The habitual suffix,
therefore, encodes the speaker’s knowledge about that place and the things that live there.
Another example follows below from a reported speech dialogue in Myrtle Driver’s Cherokee
translation of E.B. White’s Charlotte’s Web; “I don’t know how the first spider in the early days
of the world happened to think up this fancy idea of spinning a web, but she did, and it was
clever of her, too. And since then, all of us spiders have had to work the same trick” (White
1952:39-40). Below is the Cherokee translation of this phrase.
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gesdi

yitsigata

agvyi

udanvtelv

kanvnisgi

tsusiladvdi

hani

elohi,

not

I don’t know

first

it was made

spider

web

here

earth

aseno

sgi

nudvnele(i),

ale

asamadi

gese'i.

nole

sginana

but

thanks

she did it.

and

smart

she was

and

then

iyv

daguwadadenvda

usoyi

nanadvneho

kanvnisgi

it was

they have to work

it is the same

they do it

spider

Table 4.4

The bolded verbs above have three different suffixes. The verb udanvtelv(i) uses the experienced
past tense suffix to describe the first web ever made. It is an indisputable fact that there was a
first web made, and therefore v'i is used. Nudvnele(i) and gese’i describe the past tense action
and a characteristic of a specific spider. The speaker (Charlotte in the story) did not see this
particular spider create the first web, so Myrtle chooses to represent this with the nonexperienced past tense -e'i. The last word, nanadvneho(i), uses the habitual suffix because it is an
inherent characteristic of spiders to spin webs.
Thus, the habitual suffix can be found in narratives with both experienced and nonexperienced past tense suffixes. The experienced and non-experienced past tense suffixes are
each used in Cherokee narratives, but narrators frequently switch between past and present tenses
when telling a story. Following similar patterns in English, switching from past tense to present
tense in narratives can give a sense of immediacy to the action being described or as part of an
ongoing story (e.g., the narrator has given background to a current situation and has now arrived
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at the immediate present in the narrative.) In the following example from the chorus of
“Dalonige Tsiyu” (“Yellow Submarine”), we see multiple final suffixes used:

amequo

hawin(a)

edoh(i)

tsiyu

dalonige

tsiyu

tsiyu

hawin(a)

otsinigilo’i

dalonige

tsiyu

ocean

in

lives

boat

yellow

boat

boat

inside

we live

yellow

boat

nigada

tsoginali

hani

anedoha’i

nigada

ogalenvhi

dotsinogisgvv’i

everyone

we are all
friends

here

we all hang out
(currently)

everyone

will begin

(we all) singing

Table 4.5

The first is the habitual suffix -o'i in the verb otsinigilo’i (“we live”). Use of the habitual here
indicates that ‘we live on the boat as a general state of existence,’ i.e., ‘we are habitually here.’
The second verb suffix is the present tense -a'i in anedoha’i, meaning ‘everyone is hanging out
here, currently.’ This is a general statement about a present situation. The last suffix in this
example, -vv'i further illustrates a point made in the first chapter about tone and meaning in
Cherokee. In this instance, -vv'i is not an instance of the experienced past suffix. Rather, it
attaches the experienced suffix to the deverbal noun stem. This construction functions similarly
to a present participle in the sentence nigada ogilenvhi dotsinogisgvv’i, “everyone (we all) begin
singing.”

nigada
everyone

ookii-lenvh-i
d-otsi-nogi-sgvv'i
1B.PL.EX:begin:IMM(COM) DST-1A.PL.EX:sing:INC-PRT
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These distinctions, along with instances where tone functions morphemically, must be gleaned
from context in written texts and songs (and often, according to Tom Belt, in spoken dialogue as
well).
Having briefly demonstrated how narratives can incorporate multiple verb suffixes (and
having given the reader some idea of the complexity of Cherokee verb morphology), I turn a
closer eye to the habitual suffix. As I will demonstrate, the habitual suffix can be used to “set the
scene” in narratives, similar to how the habitual aspect functions in English-language narratives;
e.g., “Every day she sat in the same seat on the bus, but then one day….” However, I argue that
there is an epistemological element imbedded in the Cherokee habitual suffix. The example
below is taken from a Cherokee translation Nannie and I did from Poulsson’s Finger Plays for
Nursery and Kindergarten (1893).

English Text

Translation

Gloss

Good Mother Hen
sits here on her nest

Osd(a) agisi dulsa’o’i

Mother hen covers/guards them

Keeps the eggs warm beneath her
soft breast

duganvdo’i tsuwetsi

she keeps the eggs warm

Waiting, waiting,
day after day

igohida datiyo’i

she always waits for them

Table 4.6

Here the habitual tense sets the scene; the mother hen has been sitting on her eggs, keeping them
warm, and waiting. The original English demonstrates again that the habitual aspect in English
must be inferred from the context because it is identical to present tense verbs. The Cherokee
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habitual suffix clarifies that the action is ongoing. When the story begins, the scene is set, the hen
is there, doing what she has been doing. However, when something in the status quo changes —
the eggs begin hatching — the narrative switches to present tense:

Hark! there’s a sound she knows very well

eha atvgi(a) osda unoyvk

oh my, she hears a good sound

Some little chickens are breaking the shell

nogwu dayoga tsuyasgi

now the shells break

Table 4.7
The bolded verbs above take the present tense stem, indicating that the action is occurring at the
moment of speaking. Because the final vowel of these stems is dropped in speech, there is a
vowel in parentheses above. This is often helpful in text setting Cherokee texts because there is
an option to include or eliminate the final sounds of some verbs depending on the melody being
set. As I described in chapter one, this feature of speech also makes elisions of ending vowels
with subsequent initial vowels in Cherokee texts aesthetically appealing.
In narratives, use of the habitual tense indicates some knowledge on the part of the
speaker about ongoing actions and general states of people, animals, and conditions in everyday
life. Earlier, I argued for a pragmatic understanding of the Cherokee evidential suffixes as
conveying the epistemic stance of the speaker in narrative. Willet (1988) has also argued that the
division between grammatical and lexical encoding of evidentiality is blurred when accounting
for other language features such as modality. Previous research on Cherokee evidentials has
focused on the two past tense suffixes, -v'i and -e'i as the experienced or non-experienced past
(Reyburn 1954; Pulte 1985). These suffixes serve a narrative function in Cherokee speech. I
argue that discussions of Cherokee epistemic stance in narrative should also include the habitual
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suffix. The habitual suffix encodes the speaker’s knowledge of and assumptions about the world,
but it also implies the speaker’s stance about the information being conveyed.
This expanded way of thinking about the habitual suffix’s role in Cherokee narratives
developed during a conversation I had with Nannie while translating the accompanying hand
gestures for the Finger Plays songs (see Figure 4.1 below). Prior to the following conversation, I
assumed translating the hand gestures that accompany the story about the hen and her eggs
would be as simple as pulling the same verbs from the narrative text and using them with the
artwork representing the gestures. However, this was not the case, as the conversation below
illustrates:

S: Okay, that’s what we had. Agisi dulsa’o’i [slowly, typing]
N: Dulsa’i. Dulsa’i [correcting]
S: Okay, when I had it in here, did it need to be dulsa’i? Or is that right? dulso...
[correcting]dulsa’o’i?
N: Dulsa’o’i mmhmm
S: But for this one it would just be dulsa’i?
N: uh-huh dulsa’i ‘cause it’s a play.84
S: uh-huh
N: Agisi dulsa’i.
S: She guards it.
N: yeah. dulsa’i. So she’s guarding her eggs right there.
S: Okay.
N: And on that story it says dulsa’o’i. So... and you’re doing the hand, the motions,
dulsa’i.
S: Wonder why it’s different.
N: I don’t know. [laughing]
S: It just is?
N: Yeah. It just is. Because when you’re telling a story, you’re expressing your voice, and
when you’re doing a play, you...you’re acting it out.
S: Right, so like this has to be in that...where you’re reporting it.
N: Yeah, you’re reporting it. That’s how to better explain to that.
84

meaning a combination of visual display and words.
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This conversation reveals two important points. First, it provides evidence that the habitual suffix
can have a narrative function similar to the -v'i and -e'i past tense suffixes and also conveys the
speaker’s perspective (voice). Second, it demonstrates how the practical implementation of texts
in language revitalization contexts can reveal theoretical pragmatic insights that could be missed
by standard elicitation methods. Nannie and I translated the hand gestures specifically for the
purpose of teaching these songs in the language immersion program. It was through
pragmatically “re-imagining” of the future context and purpose for the translated text that Nannie
altered the text from narrative to describe the gestures, as I will discuss below.
To my knowledge, the pragmatic necessity of changing the construction of a Cherokee
verb from its narrative form to a different form during performance of the described action has
not been documented. In addition to changing the habitual suffix to the present tense suffix
demonstrated above, there are further examples where the imagined future context for the
performance of the text impacts how the verbs are translated. In the following example from
“The Hen and the Chickens,” we used the verb “to walk (run) around” as it is in the narrative and
performative gesture translations:

narrative:

an-ais-igi-ido-o’i
3A.PL-walk-REVERSIVE:INC-AMB:HAB

gesture:

an-ais-ido-o’i
3A.PL-walk:INC-AMB:HAB
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Figure 4.1

In verb anasigido’i above, I interpret the presence the reversive suffix (-igi-) in combination with
the ambulative suffix in the narrative to indicate that chickens have been wandering back and
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forth; in other words, they reverse the direction in which they walk. When enacting chickens
with your fingers and describing the gesture, the reversive suffix is dropped because the present
action does not reflect the narrated past.
In discussion, Nannie indicates that the different verb form indicated a shift from
reporting (in narrative) to performing the action; “that one, anasigido’i, it goes with that
reporting thing, and when you’re doing the hand motions you say kvntv anasido’i...because it’s
like they’re doing it now.” This distinction between saying and doing is possibly related to a
longstanding Cherokee language ideology regarding speech and performance characterized by
the relationship between the i:gawé:sdi (“to say, one”) and the igv:n(e)dhi (“to do, one”) as
discussed in the introduction to this dissertation (Kilpatrick 1997). James Mooney noted a
relationship between speech and action with respect to Cherokee medicinal practice; “It soon
became evident that the application of the medicine was not the whole, and in fact was rather the
subordinate, part of the treatment, which was always accompanied by certain ceremonies and
‘words’” (Mooney 2006, 310). He describes how ceremonial texts were “uttered in such a low
tone of voice as to be unintelligible even to the one for whose benefit the formula is
repeated” (ibid). Speech and speech with action are differentiated in ceremonial practices, and it
may be that this carries over to distinguish between narrating a story about something versus
narrating the action of acting out that same story.
This division of describing something narratively versus demonstrating the observed
action follows the distinction between demonstration and description discussed by Clark and
Gerrig (1990). Demonstrations are “interpreted in part through direct experience” and “usually
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depict their referents from a vantage point” (767). In most cases, demonstrations, “the
demonstrator usually takes [the observed person’s] role, and the recipients experience them as if
they were observing that person” (768). Thus, demonstrations are quotative (and quotations are
demonstrations). In English, quotation is a way of stance marking in direct reported speech,
implying that the statement being reported was witnessed by the speaker. However, unlike
Cherokee, English does not have evidential markers that indicate epistemic stance in narrative. It
may be that, as a “quotative” form, demonstrations trigger a shift in some Cherokee verbs that
indicates the shift in vantage point; the speaker is now indicating the perspective of the observed
person in the present (rather than a past tense observation). This shift is evidence that the habitual
suffix is temporally oriented to the past. It is a comment on the generality of a past behavior, not
necessarily indicative of future probability (mood).85
Like the inexperienced and experienced past tenses, the habitual also encodes the
perspective and epistemic stance of the speaker. Tom Belt relates a story about how he came to
understand the pragmatic implications of the habitual suffix, in this case, when a person
commented on another person’s undesirable behavior;
When I was growing up…I remembering listening to old people speak and not
really catching the nuance of what they were saying [when discussing things
using habitual aspect], and I would ask my dad, my folks, “what did she mean or
what did he mean by ‘they’re always doing that?’” And I remember when I was a
little young, my dad looked at me and said, “he didn’t say that.” They weren’t
saying that [the reported subject/s] were always doing that. What they were saying
was, “it always happens.” It didn’t have much to do with who they were talking
about. They were talking about the event, but [the speakers] used the habitual and
the example of [the reported subject] doing that, but they were saying that it
85

Future actions and probablility is indicated using the completive future prefix da- and the completive
future suffix -i. Hypothetical or uncertain events (in any tense) are indicated by the irrealis prefix yi-.
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always happens that way…they were using, as an example, something that you’re
not supposed to do; “It’s not supposed to be that way. It’s anomalous in that it’s
not really always like that, but it’s being made, or it always happens, because
people make it that way…” What I thought was them making a judgment on these
people was actually a judgement on some kind of behavior that’s widespread or
that people do. It’s an anomalous behavior that should be noted, so that when it’s
said then it’s agreed between the two speakers that that’s not a good thing. That
doesn’t have anything to do with people. The thing that’s going on, the thing
that’s happening is the thing that shouldn’t be happening. It’s a way of confirming
agreement. It doesn’t have anything to do with the people [reported subject]. It
had to do with another thing.

This account bolsters the argument that the habitual suffix establishes the speaker’s evaluative
stance of the action described (rather than being simply a factual observation). The habitual
suffix’s effectiveness relies upon the shared knowledge and experiences of and relationship
between the speaker and listener/s. This indicates that the habitual suffix, like the experienced
and inexperienced past tenses, encodes information about the speaker’s stance regarding the
knowledge being conveyed. The habitual suffix establishes or elicit’s agreement about the
observation described. It relies upon the shared knowledge of both the speaker and the listener.
Because the habitual aspect is contingent on past experience, it appears in Cherokee
narratives to follow similar patterns of the experienced and inexperienced past tense suffixes.
The next example of altering the narrative verb from the verb describing enacting the story is
taken from “The Little Plants,” another song from the Finger Plays collection. This song story
describes roots waking up to sun and water (Table 4.7).
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ᏗᎦᎪᏗ ᎤᎾᏍᏕᏨ

digakodi tsunasdetsv

the plant roots

ᏂᎦᏓ ᏓᏂᏰᎪᎢ

nigad(a) daniyego’i

all wake up

Table 4.7

The verb “wake up” takes the habitual suffix with the incompletive stem during the narrative and
the present stem for the gesture:

narrative:

d-ani-yeg-o’i
DIST-3A.PL-wake up:INC:HAB

gesture:

d-ani-yega
DIST-3A.PL-wake up:PRC

In English, these two conjugations would be translated identically: “they wake up.” Again, this
demonstrates the ambiguity of the habitual aspect in English. In Cherokee, the action, when
performed, is occurring in the present moment, and therefore takes place in the present tense
stem. This necessary shift from habitual suffix to the present tense demonstrates that the habitual
suffix is past-oriented and functioning in narrative in similar ways to the experienced and
inexperienced past suffixes.
The next example, from “The Five Little Mice” finger play translation demonstrates the
necessity to change from the completive stem plus the non-experienced past tense suffix in the
narrative to the present tense stem when performing the hand gesture of mice running away from
a cat:
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narrative:

ts-un-lagis-e’i
DIST-3B.PL-run:CMP-NXP
“they ran away”

gesture:

ani-lagi-a
3A.PL-run:PRC
“they run away”

Because a specific time frame is indicated in the narrative — the mice run away when the cat
pounces — the completive stem is used for the narrative version of the verb. The verb “to run”
normally takes Set A pronominal prefixes, but Set A prefixes become Set B in the completive
stem.86
The final example demonstrates how passive voice constructions in the Cherokee
narrative voice are changed to active constructions when performed. The verb “to pounce,” again
taken from the “Five Little Mice” narrative, is passive in the narrative construction and active in
the performative construction:

narrative:

“they are pounced on by it”
ᏧᏔᎾᏫᏗᎭ
ts-u-tanawit-ih-a
DIST-3B-pounce:APL-PRC

gesture:

“it pounces”
ᎠᏔᎾᏫᏓ
a-tanawit-a
3A-pounce:PRC

86

Set A and Set B pronominal prefixes are somewhat unpredictable in Cherokee. Many Set B verbs are
intransitive and have to do with emotions and states of being (Montgomery-Anderson 2015). However,
there is no set rule for which prefix set a verb takes, and verb lists and dictionaries tend to state which set
the verb takes in the entry, or list it with the third person singular, which indicates the set a verb takes (cf.
Feeling 1975).
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Here we see the Applicative suffix used to create the transitive verb. According to MontgomeryAnderson, “the Applicative suffix is generally attached to verbs to indicate the presence of an
additional object affected by the verb...the Applicative suffix indicates that the action is being
directed at a participant. The addition of the Applicative suffix creates a transitive verb that can
now take a Combined Person prefix” (2008, 352). Yet, when the gesture is performed, the active,
intransitive verb replaces the transitive, passive construction of the narrative.
I have argued for a broader conceptualization of the Cherokee evidential system under the
wider paradigm of epistemic stance. Nannie’s description of how verbs change from their pasttense, narrated forms to their present-tense, performed forms provides evidence that the habitual
suffix is akin to the inexperienced and experienced past suffixes in that it conveys information
about the speaker’s epistemic stance toward the information being conveyed as well as a
particular observer’s vantage point.
The formation of tense-aspect-mode relationships in Cherokee is decidedly complex and
is made more so when confronted by the pragmatic reality of teaching texts for language
revitalization. Doing (demonstrating) something in tandem with language is markedly different
from simply telling (describing) something in Cherokee. Approaching epistemic stance in
Cherokee narratives within the broader frame of performance and pragmatics reveals a Cherokee
speaking and acting subject with a unique, emplaced understanding of the world. This Cherokee
subject can be heard when reading texts, where grammatical distinction reflects real world
distinctions and knowledge, which are not transferred in language shift to English (cf. Woodbury
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1998). Mooney (2006) and Kilpatrick and Kilpatrick (1965) have posited that the effectiveness
of Cherokee sacred formulas (or incantations) was predicated on the assumption that
participants’ words and actions combine to create the intended effect. Performance, for a
Cherokee speaker, is not a representation or reenactment of something; the performance is that
thing and does something, as demonstrated by the necessity to change how we describe a
performed action versus narrating a story in Cherokee. Translation in Cherokee, therefore, is not
about creating one-to-one referential correspondence between English and Cherokee. Nor is it
simply the playful creation of poetry to fit a specific meter. Translation — and each act of doing
Cherokee language — re-instantiates a Cherokee mode of thinking about and acting in the world
and must consider the future uses of the text. Furthermore, to do translation with a purpose, to
apply the theories of linguistics, anthropology, and ethnomusicology in a collaborative way
uncovers indigenous theories, methods, and knowledge in action. It is the difference between
elicitation versus creative participation in a language. In the next chapter, I explore how these
beliefs about language, action, and knowledge influence how Eastern Cherokees conceptualize
translation, subjectivity (or “Cherokee consciousness”), and textuality in the process of
translating Charlotte’s Web into Cherokee.
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CHAPTER 5
Copyright and Consciousness: Translating Charlotte’s Web into Cherokee

I wanted to create a sense of Cherokee consciousness on an academic level. A
reclamation of how we think. There’s just such an honesty in how a Cherokee
speaks. It’s, some people would say, literal, but I don’t think so, I think it’s much
more poetic than what you can look at on a piece of paper.
Bo Lossiah, curriculum developer at Kituwah
Preservation and Education Program

In this chapter, I explore the translation and production of ᏌᎳᏓ ᏚᏏᎳᏛ (Salada Dusiladv), a
Cherokee version of E.B. White’s (1952) classic children’s book Charlotte’s Web, as a means to
elucidate Cherokee beliefs about translation, textuality, and subjectivity. I explore and
contextualize how Bo Lossiah, the curriculum developer at New Kituwah, navigates the
complexities of publishing contracts and intellectual property laws in order to create texts for
Cherokee language revitalization and community language activism. Bo’s experiences indicate
that developing working relationships to rights holders and their representatives is critical for
accomplishing the sanctioned publication Cherokee translations of copyrighted works.
According to U.S. copyright law, “a ‘derivative work’ is a work based upon one or more
preexisting works, such as a translation, musical arrangement, dramatization, fictionalization,
motion picture version, sound recording…or any other form in which a work may be recast,
transformed, or adapted” (§ 101 ). Creators of derivative works have substantially fewer rights
than “original” authors. In a short publication, the U.S. Copyright Office delineates the scope of
derivative works:
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Only the owner of copyright in a work has the right to prepare, or to authorize
someone else to create, an adaptation of that work. The owner of a copyright is
generally the author or someone who has obtained the exclusive rights from the
author. In any case where a copyrighted work is used without the permission of
the copyright owner, copyright protection will not extend to any part of the work
in which such material has been used unlawfully. The unauthorized adaption of a
work may constitute copyright infringement.87

Not only must the “original” copyright owner (or representative) give permission to create the
derivative work, but if such permission is not obtained, any new material in the derivative work
is not necessarily protected by copyright. This is significant for language revitalization in that
translations of texts must be approved via contracts with rights holders or the translations
themselves are illegitimate and not protected by copyright. Essentially, without permission to
create and publish a translation, the language program would have no rights to distribute or
control the circulation of a translation.
Similarly, the Cherokee lyrics Nannie, myself, and others create to preexisting
copyrighted songs are also unprotected by any copyright because we did not obtain permission
from the “original” copyright owners to create the derivative works. Even publishing the
Cherokee words with the indication of which tune to which they are intended to be sung can be
problematic.88 I attempted to secure permission for the derivative works of several songs Nannie
and I translated by contacting the Harry Fox Agency (a large music publishing company) so that
we could professionally record, distribute, and sell copies of some of the songs; however, no one
responded to my inquiries. I attended a writing workshop where one well-known Native

87

http://copyright.gov/circs/circ14.pdf

88

http://www.johntaquino.com/Blog--Substantially-Similar.html?entry=question-and-answer-2-new
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songwriter performed and talked about songwriting. In the course of the workshop, I spoke with
her manager about many of the difficulties involved in getting approvals for translations. She
indicated that it can be difficult to get a response on derivative works without a substantial
amount of money at stake. She went so far as to suggest I should not bother trying to secure
licensing for the songs and should go ahead and record and release the songs anyway. However,
in the unlikely event a rights holder objected, I could be held liable. Here, the politics of refusal
can have significant and detrimental ramifications. Without a direct relationship to rights holders
or their representatives, it is difficult to secure the rights to create derivative works. Below, I will
discuss the importance of creating and fostering a relationship to someone in the rights holding
organization in order to accomplish this kind of work.
The Berne Convention and the Universal Copyright Convention (UCC, developed by
UNESCO) allow, somewhat obtusely, for compulsory licenses in “developing” countries who
subscribe to the treaty. Compulsory licenses allow for translations of works without requiring the
original copyright holder’s permission, though there are fees and royalties involved. However,
American Indian nations’ tribal sovereignty does not extend to the conventions of the the UCC
treaty, as they fall under the auspices of federal sovereignty and cannot engage in international
treaties. Therefore translations of works into Native American languages require permission from
the “original” copyright holder. It is this mandatory process of obtaining this permission that I
will explicate below. I will then examine Cherokee ideologies of translation that problematize a
dichotomy of “original” versus “derivative” works.
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Translation, as process, is different from translation as textual product, where textual
products become objects of ownership and circulation. Situating translation as a parallel creative
process to authorship, as opposed to a derivative one, does not absolve the core dilemma
inherent to viewing text as product. EuroAmerican ideologies of knowledge ownership are often
at odds with Native beliefs about knowledge ownership and circulation of “culture” (e.g.,
language, songs, practices, etc.) (cf. Coombe 1998; Brown 2003; Whiteley 2003; Debenport
2015). Here, I engage with Cherokee understandings of translation to argue for expanded
practices of what Coombe et. al (2014) call dynamic fair dealing, or “emergent approaches to the
creation, circulation, and management of digital cultural objects that challenge traditional
paradigms of intellectual property or pose alternatives to them” (6). Dynamic fair dealing seeks
to align the everyday practices of cultural production with the legal structures of intellectual
property regimes.
This chapter presents a case study of a specific group of heritage language activists’
approach to the institutions of intellectual property. I quote liberally from two of my Cherokee
friends and collaborators: Tom Belt, whose insights have appeared throughout this work, and Bo
Lossiah. Bo received a Bachelor’s degree in media studies from Western Carolina University and
works as the curriculum developer at the Kituwah Preservation and Education Program. His
position falls on the “community” side of KPEP, so his job entails providing materials for use at
the school and also encouraging Cherokee language use in the broader Cherokee community. Bo
is not a fluent speaker of Cherokee, but he grew up hearing the language spoken and is an expert
second-language learner of Cherokee. The quotations and discussion for this chapter occurred
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across two separate interviews and culminated in a public discussion on the topic presented at
Western Carolina University’s Native American Expo November 10, 2015. It is through this
collective, collaborative discussion that I explicate the process of translating Charlotte’s Web,
from text creation to rights acquisition. I will begin with an overview of some of the major
themes that arose in my and Bo’s discussions of this process. First, translation is the creative,
cultural activity of rendering a source material into into a new text that presents a “Cherokee
consciousness.” Second, the translation activity follows and expands upon preexisting Cherokee
modes of cultural production. Finally, Bo’s reasons for translation extend beyond New Kituwah
Academy’s language revitalization efforts to raising awareness of and enthusiasm for learning
Cherokee language to a broadly imagined Cherokee language-learning community.

Translating Charlotte’s Web
The translated text of Charlotte’s web was created by fluent speaker Myrtle Driver. Myrtle works
at New Kituwah with Bo in curriculum development to create Cherokee texts for language
revitalization. My involvement in the Charlotte’s Web project was tangential. When she was
editing her translation, Myrtle wanted to make an audio recording so that she could read aloud
and listen to the Cherokee text to make sure it sounded correct to her (Myrtle is expertly fluent in
English and Cherokee). My role was to read the English text prior to her reading the parallel
passage in Cherokee. Bo described me as her “human tape recorder,” in that she could ask me to
go back and repeat certain sentences or passages as needed.
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One question that arises regarding translating an English language text into Cherokee is
why translate rather than create a new Cherokee story? There are two primary reasons for this.
First, the translated text serves not only as an educational text for language immersion students
but also as an awareness-building product to disperse into the rest of the community. Bo’s
intention was to have the text placed into college, university, and community libraries across the
region. Because Charlotte’s Web is already a well-known and beloved book, he knew that seeing
a familiar text in the Cherokee language would increase the likelihood of a Cherokee person
seeing it in the Cherokee language (in syllabary), picking it up, and being inspired to read it. He
likened it to a student of the Italian language wanting to be able to read Dante’s Inferno in Italian.
Bo stated that he wanted “something to give to the community as a whole. People who want to
know Cherokee learn it. I think that’s one community in itself, not necessarily someone that’s a
full blood or near full blood. Just somebody that wants to know it, learn it, be it. I think that’s
honorable in itself.” Here, Bo delineates exactly who the book targets by distinguishing between
phenotypical Cherokee-ness and cultural Cherokee-ness. In other words, reading Charlotte’s Web
It is something for a studious Cherokee person to aspire to regardless of their ethnic heritage. I
have previously discussed how knowledge of the Cherokee language can create community
belonging irrespective of a person’s ethnic or tribal enrollment status. Bo is essentially fostering
a Cherokee literary community of practice. His intention is not for the Cherokee version to
replace the English version of Charlotte’s Web, but for it to be used alongside it, much in the way
that the Cherokee Bible is read in parallel with the English Bible by Cherokee language learners.
Hence, the second reason for choosing to create a translation rather than an entirely new story is
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that there would already be a readable parallel text in English. Beginning with a Cherokee text
would double the linguistic labor involved because it would require for the Cherokee speaker to
create the text, then for her (or another fluent speaker) to turn around and create a translation of
the Cherokee text.
With these primary reasons for doing translation, the next question is why Charlotte’s
Web? According to Bo, Charlotte’s Web was chosen for a number of reasons: it is a classic, it is
still popular, it is well written in English, and it teaches a lot of important culturally shared
values such as lessons about friendship and the life cycle (Wilbur is born at the beginning and
Charlotte dies at the end.) As Bo states, “it makes every little life important.” Even Myrtle, after
translating the book, related how she could no longer kill a spider in her home, choosing to push
the spider outside with a piece of paper instead. This spirit of compassion present in the English
text was meaningful for Bo and Myrtle and is something they wished to convey through the
translation.
From the standpoint of language learning, Charlotte’s Web has many of the vocabulary
terms and structures important for Cherokee people to know in the Cherokee language. Because
so much of the book is about familial and friendship relationships, the translation would make
extensive use of Cherokee terminology for these relationships. I have mentioned this previously,
but I reiterate it here; the importance of expressing relationships for Cherokees is demonstrated
by the mandatory pronominal subject (or subject-object) prefixes on verbs and possessive nouns.
The word for “friend” or “mother” cannot be said without grammatically indicating whose
mother or friend is being discussed. Moreover, the rural, cyclical sense of time in Charlotte’s
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Web shares cultural relevance for Cherokees. The domestic animals on the farm are all animals
familiar to Cherokee people, and the seasonal life cycle described, including the annual fair, is
shared with Cherokee culture. Linguistically, the span of time depicted in the book is represented
in past, present, and future tenses, which allows for broad use of different stems and tense, mode,
and aspect suffixes in Cherokee.
Another reason for choosing a translated text rather than creating a “new” or “original”
text is the presence of preexisting additional media to accompany the book. Bo was interested in
using the 1973 Charlotte’s Web feature film to accompany the book at a later date. Bo states, “I
thought if we had the translation for the book and the kids became familiar with it, we could in
time dub it and put it together because we have no media for the kids, no cartoons, and to have
something that was already put together well would give us a basis to start on.” By translating
the book, the language for the film will already be created and will simply need to be extracted
from the book translation. Bo imagines the film as a way to engage the students at New Kituwah
Academy in the broader activity of new cultural media production in the Cherokee language. As
part of the after school programs I conducted at New Kituwah, students wrote scripts and acted
in short videos that I recorded and edited. These videos interested Bo in doing the animated film
for Charlotte’s Web; “part of it was just seeing what you did, the plays that you’d done with the
kids. Even though it was scripted and they had to practice it, they did it, and it’s something they
always have, the parents always have it and they love it.” His goal is to have the students dub the
voices for the Charlotte’s Web film as a creative activity that also produces a timeless cultural
product. Bo views this as a means for the students to begin to experience emotions and creativity
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from a Cherokee perspective; “I wanted the kids to be creative, look at things a little more gently
in Cherokee, honor it. In this one, you have to honor her death at the end.” There is an unstated
implication here that saying the text in Cherokee while performing it has a greater value for
evoking a Cherokee sensibility. Dubbing the film would only be the beginning of a cultural
media collection in Cherokee language rather than the end result. According to Bo, “once we had
a little practice with it, we could start doing some [films] ourselves.”
In addition to the reasons discussed above, another, understated, reason for translating
Charlotte’s Web into Cherokee is engage in the empowering act of taking a work from the
dominant language and culture, Anglo-American, and transforming it as a means for asserting a
Cherokee consciousness and identity. As the quote at the beginning of this chapter indicates, Bo
is explicit in his intention to represent a unique Cherokee consciousness in the text, which is
itself an act of everyday sovereignty. He locates this desire with a larger goal of decolonizing
Cherokee education:
I feel like there is a disconnect there for native people because of the
socioeconomic strife and situation we’ve been in to make us not want to go to
school. That’s the one thing that’s separated us from what we were supposed to
be, and the education that we received at home about ourselves was more
important. So what I’d hoped to accomplish with things like this and projects like
this was to initiate an educational value while the whole time keeping your own
native consciousness in there while you’re learning that particular subject.

As the curriculum developer, Bo is responsible for overseeing Cherokee translations and projects
in the language revitalization program. Because translation is a cultural activity, it is also a
culturally prescribed activity. There have been translations of English texts into Cherokee that
have sounded awkward and wrong to fluent Cherokee speakers because the translator was trying
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to create a one-to-one correspondence between the translated text and the original, which is
simply not possible to do grammatically in the Cherokee language due to the polysynthetic
nature of Cherokee as compared to English (cf. Swann 2011). Part of Bo’s job is managing the
translation process in order to achieve the best possible results. To this end, he follows a pattern
with translators in order to get them to think in the Cherokee language for the translations:
What I’ve noticed for speakers is they think about [a text] and switch it because
the grammatical structures of Cherokee are so different. We don’t want somebody
speaking English. It’s like paraphrasing; we want somebody speaking and reading
it with a Cherokee consciousness — that’s very important — rather than an
English consciousness. So, I tell a lot of speakers, “please just read that
paragraph, or read the whole book, then maybe read this page, and kind of put it
to the side and think about it. Then write it how you feel. How would you put it
down?”

This is Bo’s method for soliciting a “Cherokee consciousness” in translation. He guides the
speakers to prioritize a Cherokee narrative voice in the translation, thus reasserting a
“democratization of voice” (Webster and Kroskrity 2013). This is a powerful politicization of
narrative in the tradition of Hymesian ethnopoetics, where voice is “both a creative and political
accomplishment” (3). In this case the Cherokee voice is not being creatively represented through
translation for ethnographic ends; rather, the tables are turned when Myrtle renders the English
text through her own native perspective, in her own voice. While the converse, translating
Cherokee into English, is risky for ethnographers and translators in that it often disempowers
indigenous voices, Cherokees translating an English text into the Cherokee is empowering.
Translation, therefore, is inherently political.
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In explicating the ethnopoetic tradition, Blommaert (2009) writes that the narrative goal
is to show voice, to make “oneself understood in one’s own terms, to produce meanings under
conditions of empowerment” (17). Translating Charlotte’s Web is ethnopoetics for a new era,
where Cherokees seize the tools of the colonial state — translation — and choose to participate
in literacy and language on their own terms. Maintaining a Cherokee voice is the means through
which Myrtle accomplishes this feat of translation, a task that resulted in the most Cherokee
language textual production since the New Testament of the Bible was translated in the 19th
century. This is also the reason that Myrtle requested to read the translation aloud as a means for
editing it. Hearing herself read the Cherokee text allowed her to consider if it sounded both
grammatically and aesthetically correct. She was well aware that she was preserving a Cherokee
voice for the future.
Because Myrtle knew her text would be preserved for posterity as one of the shining
accomplishments in the Cherokee language, she was extremely conscientious that the text reflect
the story exactly as she imagined it. Bo notes that speakers are overly cautious about how they
record words and concepts for longterm preservation in large part out of respect for their elders
who spoke the language:

When speakers debate about how things are supposed to be written or said or pose
alternatives, they often say, “this is the way I say it, this is the way I’ve heard it.”
That’s like the voice of what they’ve heard from their parents, so these people that
they greatly respect, or their grandparents…. I think any language evolves, and I
think when it touches you like from a parent or grandparent’s perspective,
particularly when you really love that person, it becomes very personal, so they
don’t want to change it, it feels wrong to change it.
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Similarly, this felt attachment to forms of speech is seen in the reverence speakers have towards
older translated texts such as the Bible. Sometimes such felt attachments speakers have to
preserving the Cherokee language as spoken by one’s family can be problematic for language
revitalization. Bo recounts how he took the short children’s story of “Santa Claus is Coming to
Town” to five different fluent speakers at New Kituwah, and every single one changed the text
from what the previous speaker had written.
In order to ensure that materials for the program would actually be finished, Bo began
assigning a single speaker per project, though he notes that the work of translating and creating
contemporary Cherokee texts is beginning to establish a new literary standard of vocabulary and
spelling among the Cherokee speakers;

There is a standard being developed by doing this work because they are looking
at each other’s work. So, they can look at it and say, “well, I would probably spell
it this way or that way, but this one, yeah, this is good to me.” And they all say
it…you can see where the likenesses are and where the differences are and what’s
acceptable, and I think that’s probably going to be the most important thing about
the work [of translation].

The development of a spelling standard does not negate the fact that the Cherokee language
allows for many different ways to describe the same thing. According to Tom Belt,

Anybody who is Cherokee can use that sentence and know that that’s a good
interpretation of what she’s trying to describe, the picture that she’s trying to
paint, the image that she’s trying to create. And also realize the very many
different ways you can say that. So it not only opens up the image in a very clear
way, but it also is a segue into allowing a whole lot of different terminology to
come in, and it allows you the freedom of interpreting it your way too……That’s
the unique gift of our language is that it allows a lot of different ways to express
things. It’s like it opens and door and says “have at it.” That’s perfectly said, and
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you can say it your way, and somebody else can say it their way, and on and on
and on. There’s an extreme diversity. That, to me, is one of the gifts of Cherokee.
It allows for all of that verbal diversity, and so it’s flexible and it makes it real…
Poets, I think, do that. They put the same thing a lot of different ways, so it
becomes like a poetic way of thinking in a way… that genre of expressing things.

I chose to emphasize phrases in the excerpt above because they link the work of translation to
several of the broader themes I have pursued in the preceding chapters. Namely, speaking in the
Cherokee language does something in the world; it “makes it real,” a concept of language shared
with other tribes of North America (Swann 2011). Also, that speakers of the Cherokee language
think of “painting a picture” with words, a mental picture based around the verb structure of the
language that enables speakers to describe the same concept a multitude of ways. This is shared
by other American Indian languages, and is something I heard from many Cherokees who
evaluate their language as image-evoking. Meredith and Meredith (2003) connect this to the fact
that verbs also form the basis for many Cherokee nouns, where things are described in terms of
their functions and behaviors, hence the language creates a kind of dynamistic view of the world.
This diversity of verbs and description is where the uniqueness of an individual Cherokee
perspective enters and calls into questions the conceptualization of translation as a wholly
derivative work. Speakers of English can suspend consideration of textual origins, distancing the
text from the author, by allowing the text to stand on its own irrespective of the particular author
who fashioned it. However, Cherokee speakers are ever conscientious that every person’s way of
speaking (or seeing) is unique and reflects how that person interprets the world. This is reflected
in the reverent tones contemporary Cherokees use to discuss their ancestors who translated the
Bible; they are reading their ancestors’ voices who are telling the information and stories in the
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Bible. This language ideology, along with the Bible being perceived as the word of God, is why
it is the argument-ending authority for Cherokee language. The way the ancestors spoke is and
always will be correct. Hence, the preservation of the Cherokee language is important because it
maintains the longterm connectedness and feelingful attachment to one’s community and
ancestors evoked in the belief that one is seeing the world the way his or her ancestors did.
For many Cherokee speakers, translation encodes a certain person’s way of seeing and reimagining a story from their own perspective. While another Cherokee speaker would recognize,
culturally, what the translator was imagining, the reader would also interpret the text as being
from that translator’s unique perspective, opening the text up to the reader’s own, personal,
interpretations. Translation, for Cherokees, is inherently creative. Venuti (1998) argues that
translation should be viewed as a creative endeavor on par with authorship; “Because translating
is intercultural, it involves a distinct kind of authorship, secondary to the foreign text and in the
service of different communities, foreign as well as domestic…the only prestige that a translator
can gain comes from practicing translation, not as a form of personal expression, but as a
collaboration between divergent groups, motivated by an acknowledgment of the linguistic and
cultural differences that translation necessarily rewrites and reorders” (4). Venuti rightfully
identifies the worth of translators in Anglo-American conceptualizations of authorship (translator
as practitioner rather than creator). Yet, Cherokees hold translators of Cherokee texts in the
highest regard and do not understand translation work to be derivative in the way that copyright
laws define it. Rather, the translator is heard as a distinct Cherokee voice relaying something
from her imaginings, her perspective.
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I will give a short, explicit example of how translation conveys this uniquely Cherokee
voice. In Charlotte’s Web, the human protagonist is named “Fern” in English. In Cherokee, this is
translated as yona atsesdo(‘i). Bo glosses this as “where a bear lays,” with the (shortened) -o’i
habitual aspect suffix (“it lays on it,” habitually, as a general state of how bears behave). This
example demonstrates both the emplaced and literal (or poetic) features of the Cherokee
language; fern (or moss) for Cherokees is conceived as where bears lay, so the name creates the
image of a wild bear laying down on soft undergrowth in the forest. However, Tom interprets the
shortened ending -do as a shortened form of the -dodi suffix instead, adding the interpretation
“bear mattress.” His addition refers to a grammatical feature of the Cherokee language where the
final suffix -dodi makes a verb a thing which accomplishes the work of the verb; a tool.
Therefore, atsesdodi is equivalent to “the thing he lays on,” and implies that the bear makes use
of something in the physical world to lay on; hence, “bear mattress.” This illustrates verbal play
and punning as well as the ways in which speakers manipulate and nuance the Cherokee
language. As I discussed in the previous chapter on epistemic stance and the encoding of
knowledge and place, the Cherokee translation cannot be divorced from an emplaced Cherokee
perspective conveyed through the language structure itself. Myrtle relates in the forward of the
book that many of the Cherokee names of the characters were based on people she had known
throughout her life, demonstrating further how she is reimagining the story from a Cherokee life
history. I have only discussed the names of the characters here, but the entire translation follows
similar patterns, demonstrating how Myrtle creates a uniquely Cherokee story and consciousness
in her translated text.
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A Cherokee Perspective on Obtaining Translation Rights
I have made a case so far to show how and why Cherokee people consider translation an
authoritative art rather than a derivative one, calling into question Anglo-American dichotomies
of authorship and translation. I will now describe how these categorical distinctions are not mere
observations but have real, legal impacts on language revitalization efforts as Cherokee people
navigate intellectual property laws in order to use and distribute the Cherokee texts they have
created. As with translation, I present the processes of obtaining reproduction rights from the
Cherokee perspective.
From the time Bo first contacted the publishing agencies to completion of the Charlotte’s
Web project (Cherokee books in hand) more than three years passed. The process was onerous
and frustrating at times, and the following summary is taken from Bo’s perspective. He states
that his first step was to go to the front of the book and find out who owns the copyright. Using
the internet, he looked up E.B. White to determine who own the rights to E.B. White’s work,
which he learned was originally HarperCollins Publishers LLC. He called HarperCollins and was
informed there were subsidiaries for adult books and children’s books. He was connected with
the children’s book subsidiary, where he learned that Charlotte’s Web is owned by International
Creative Media.
At this point in his account, Bo describes how his experiences communicating with
people from these various offices reinforced certain stereotypes about regional friendliness
between U.S. Northerners and Southerners. He said that while everyone in the southern
HarperCollins office was polite, friendly and willing to spend time in conversation, the initial
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contact person in the northern HarperCollins office in New York was rude and short with him
and did nothing to move the project forward. Therefore, Bo researched who that person’s boss
was and then contacted the boss directly. Bo and I noted that this is a common way that
Cherokees deal with problematic people in their contemporary political system. When a person
has a problem with someone in a tribal office, a common approach is to go to that person’s boss
or program manager. I have witnessed Myrtle go directly to the chief with problems before.
While this is not an explicitly Cherokee way of doing things, Bo’s ability to navigate the
publishers’ offices in order to achieve his desired outcome has many parallels to getting things
done in the Eastern Cherokee political system (and in American culture more broadly as well).
Bo draws a parallel between getting the publishing company to allow the production of
Charlotte’s Web with persuading the current tribal administration to continue supporting the
language program. In each instance, a case has to be made for why something is valuable. The
person requesting something has to define who they are, what they want, and why. Bo said that
for each office he contacted, he had to explain who he represented (KPEP), what he wanted
(permission to translate Charlotte’s Web), and why (language revitalization). This mirrors
persuasive arguments Cherokees make within their own political system and community. To
make a case for something they want to do or receive, a person must provide information about
himself (this is who I am, I live here, these people are my family) before explaining what he
wants and why resources and/or time should go to the idea.89
89

Bo's identifying the similarities between the two kinds of interactions indicate that a persuasive form of
speech may be a structured Cherokee speech genre. Tom Belt has talked about a particular kind of speech
used by Cherokee speakers when they are trying to persuade others of something. This persuasive speech
has unique intonation patterns compared to ordinary speech. Future research of Cherokee speech genres is
critical.
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Returning to the narrative of obtaining the rights to publish the translation of Charlotte’s
Web, the “boss” Bo contacted took his request to the E.B. White estate, who responded with
enthusiasm to the project. Paraphrasing the response from E.B. White’s family, Bo says their
response was, “You need to push through for this. This will be the 24th language and the first
Native American language, and we’re totally behind it.” Bo says this is the reason the estate is
thanked in the introduction to the Cherokee book. Next, Bo found out the rights to translate and
reproduce the Charlotte’s Web text did not include the rights to reproduce the pictures, so he had
to contact the estate of illustrator Garth Williams, who were also supportive of the project. Both
estates requested only a copy of the completed book in exchange for allowing the project to go
forward.
After approvals were in place, International Creative Media sent a basic translation
contract to approach discussing the explicit terms for this project. After discussion, the company
sent a draft of the specific contact, which Bo took to EBCI’s legal office. The legal office made
changes and then the contract was finalized with International Creative Media, and signatures
had to be obtained by Bo, the program manager, the chief, and other tribal representatives for
tribal programs relative to the project. The contract allows for 201 educational copies of the
Cherokee Charlotte’s Web to be printed, none of which can be sold.
Many of the materials developed at New Kituwah are “in house,” meaning translations of
portions of copyrighted materials are used in language revitalization projects but these materials
are never commercially printed or distributed. However, these materials often appear roughshod
compared to professionally printed English-language counterparts and can visually perpetuate an
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ideology of Cherokee as having less value than English. Furthermore, had the program printed
Charlotte’s Web in house, Bo could not have legally used the project to raise public awareness
for Cherokee language revitalization. The professionally published book is placed in regional
university, college, community, and school libraries as a symbol of Cherokee language equality
in education. The Charlotte’s Web project demonstrates how contemporary Cherokees are
approaching literacy on their own terms in a way unparalleled since one hundred and fifty years
ago when the Cherokee language printing presses stamped the first Cherokee language materials.

Heritage Language Translation and Copyright Restrictions
There is no way to ascribe an economic value to raising awareness of Cherokee language
revitalization efforts, inspiring new second-language learners, and providing a literary text for
immersion students to read on par with English language books. The White and Williams estates
were generous in that they did not ask for any fee in exchange for reproducing the translated text
and the images, but the Cherokee books still cost $27 each to print, which is a further expense to
the revitalization program. Moreover, there is a real monetary cost to doing the work in the form
of paying employees and contract hours for Bo, Myrtle, myself, and others involved in this
project. Those expenses cannot be recouped from sale of the creative product itself. KPEP and
similar indigenous heritage language programs must navigate the copyright laws and conditions
if they wish to do sanctioned translations of English language texts copyrighted in the United
States. Bo has stated that the program intends to create original Cherokee texts in addition to
translations in the future to avoid having to go through the lengthy process of rights acquisitions
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each time. Bo and I discussed some ways that the translation process could be streamlined for
future projects, and the primary means for doing so is making personal connections with people
in the publishing industry and rights holders.
Myrtle participated in another significant translation project that was published in 2006.
At the behest of author Charles Frazier, she translated a chapter from his second novel 13 Moons
into the Cherokee language. The book follows the life of former chief William Holland Thomas.
The Cherokee text was published by the Museum of the Cherokee Indian as a standalone book
entitled Tsogadu Nvdo: Tsigegvwovdisgei (13 Moons: Removal) and was sold separately from the
original English text. Profits from the sale of the text benefit the Yonaguska Literature Initiative,
a program initiated with a grant from Charles Frazier with the museum to encourage Cherokee
language literacy. The difference between the 13 Moons project and the Charlotte’s Web
translation lies in the relationship between rights holder and translator. Charles Frazier was
instrumental in giving the rights and proceeds for the 13 Moons translation and solicited the
translation himself. He wanted the book monetized for the purpose of providing funds for the
non-profit. Conversely, KPEP had to pursue the rights to translate Charlotte’s Web, and Bo had to
establish relationships with the rights holders.
Not only did Bo navigate the “proper channels” for obtaining the rights to translate
Charlotte’s Web, but he then used the process as a means for drawing attention to the cultural
“work” of translation and language revitalization. His efforts demonstrate Cherokee sovereignty
and adaptability. The process of translating and reproducing Charlotte’s Web demonstrate how
Cherokees continue to engage with dominant institutions to meet their own objectives.
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In explicating the processes of translation and reproduction in this heritage language
project, I have explored how some Eastern Cherokees speakers consider translation as a creative
means for preserving a unique Cherokee perspective in text. Second, people working in
translation projects must determine the processes by which to obtain the rights for translations in
order to fulfill their own goals.
The story of ᏌᎳᏓ ᏚᏏᎳᏛ is still unfolding. As the text trickles into the broader
Cherokee speaking and learning community, there will be more to say about its longterm impact
and meaning. For now, I will close with the following account. Two sixth-grade Cherokee
immersion students are standing with me in the teacher’s lounge at New Kituwah when Bo
comes in with the publisher’s proof of the Cherokee Charlotte’s Web. Seeing the shiny cover and
oversized book, they shriek with excitement and politely pry it from his hands for closer
inspection. One student stands, cradling the book to her chest with both arms, and looks at the
book then back at Bo then back at the book again, her mouth open in awe. It is the students’ first
professionally printed, hardcover Cherokee children’s book.
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CHAPTER 6
Heteroglossia, Humor, and Vocal Play:
Constructing Cherokee Subjectivity in Language Immersion

Introduction
In September 2014, third, fourth, and fifth graders from New Kituwah Academy performed as
the opening act for A Tribe Called Red at the University of North Carolina at Asheville (UNCA).
A Tribe Called Red is an electronic dance group of three Native musicians from Canada who
combine the Jamaican dancehall tradition prevalent in Toronto with sampled native voices of the
past and present. The event was organized by Professor Trey Adcock of UNCA’s Education
Department, who is also an enrolled member of the Cherokee Nation, who afterwards related to
me that the event brought more native people to UNCA than had ever been there simultaneously.
New Kituwah students had prepared for weeks for the event and were excited to travel away
from the Qualla Boundary to Asheville. Many of their family members and friends were also in
attendance. Members of UNCA’s jazz program performed in the lobby before the show, and
hundreds of people from all different ethnic backgrounds were walking around in the lobby and
auditorium waiting for the event to begin. This setting is in sharp contrast to New Kituwah
students’ daily experience on the Boundary, where they interact mostly with other Cherokees. As
the students roamed around the lobby at UNCA’s Lipinsky Hall, one student turned to me and
said in Cherokee, “squisdi anidalonige hani” (“there are many Asians here”).
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This was one of a number of occasions I observed students using Cherokee to make
comments about non-Cherokees. These instances illustrate how Cherokee students can engage
their native language to create in-group communication within a dominant language setting. The
student’s statement demonstrates that she knows it would be socially inappropriate to make the
statement publicly in English, the shared dominant language; however, the Cherokee language
provided her a way to make this kind of observation to her fellow Cherokee speakers. In this
way, students use the Cherokee language to signify the in-group status of Cherokee speakers and
to communicate publicly things normally said in private.
In the preceding chapters, I have explored the politics and poetics of translating texts in
language revitalization. In this final chapter, I turn attention to how New Kituwah students’ coconstruct and negotiate uniquely Cherokee (inter)subjectivities through everyday moments of
“vocal play” (Minks 2013) working and re-working the voices and cultural materials that
circulate in their community. I argue that students’ language practices connect to patterns of
language use already in existence on the Qualla Boundary for hundreds of years, in which humor
and vocal play are means for navigating adversity, uncomfortable situations, and engaging with
the strange in order to make it familiar. However, “Playing with language” (Paugh 2012) opens
up a creative space where students can re-imagine and redefine what it means to be ‘modern
Kituwah citizens.’ Humor is culturally specific and represents a particular frame for “seeing” the
world and negotiating the interactions and inconsistencies of everyday life. Laughing with
someone generally means laughing at someone else, and social boundaries of belonging can be
forged and broken through humor. “Play” is a pervasive metaphor for humor, where humor
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“projects a perfect inner circle of play-sphere…to gauge how we read one another across the
Buckskin Curtain” (Lincoln 1993). At its most reflexive, humor is a kind of cultural intimacy, in
that it necessitates a “recognition of those aspects of a cultural identity that are considered a
source of external embarrassment but that nevertheless provide insiders with their assurance of
common sociality, the familiarity with the bases of power that may at one moment assure the
disenfranchised a degree of creative irreverence and at the next moment reinforce the
effectiveness of intimidation” (Herzfeld 1997:3).
In this chapter, I argue that through humorous play with the ideological materiality of
enregistered voices, sounds, and other semiotic and signifying embodied practices, Cherokee
immersion students conceptualize and construct particular kinds of Cherokee persons. These play
practices are a significant feature in peer-to-peer socializing interactions (cf. Paugh 2012; Meek
2007, 2012; Friedman 2010, 2012; Minks 2013), and language endangerment and revitalization
more broadly are perhaps best framed as language socialization issues, wherein children’s
speech practices and language ideologies are central to “understanding, and perhaps even
predicting, future linguistic practices.” Speech shapes children’s experiences of being in the
world (Meek 2007, 24). I argue that Cherokee children continue many of the speech practices of
older Cherokee speakers at the same time that vocal play allows children to imagine the
Cherokee language spoken by people and in places it has not been used before.
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Cherokee Humor
Someone said that once a white man said to a Cherokee (it had not rained for a
long, long time), “It is so dry—it has not rained in so long! When do you think it
will rain?”
The Cherokee said, “It will rain today because I heard a hoot owl.”
The white man said, “You are very wise.”
But some days later the white man met the Cherokee and asked him why it had not
rained when he said that it would rain.
“Well, the hoot owl said it was going to rain, and when he says it is going to rain,
it usually does. But this one happened to be a very young one who didn’t know
anything yet.” 90

Six third-grade students had the opportunity to participate in and perform Cherokee-language
songs for a multi-school event in Cashiers, North Carolina. They were the only Native American
group there, where the goal of the event was to celebrate and educate students about the cultures
of Western North Carolina. So naturally, the students’ non-Cherokee peers at the event had many
questions for them. I did not get to attend the event with the students, but they told me when they
returned that the non-Cherokee children had asked them what their Cherokee names mean in
English. The New Kituwah students laughed as they related to me how they “made up” English
meanings for their names to “mess with” the non-Cherokee children.
In the story of the hoot owl predicting the rain related above, the Cherokee in the tale is
bemused by the white man’s assumption that he — because he is Indian — could predict the
weather. Rather than directly tell the nosey white man that he, the Cherokee, could not predict
90

Kilpatriack and Kilpatrick 1964, 125
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the weather any more than the other man, the Cherokee chooses an indirect approach and decides
to have a bit of humor at the man’s expense. He tells a ‘white lie’ about the hoot owl. Later, the
Cherokee continues the joke, saying it was the hoot owl who did not know anything, when it is,
in fact, the Cherokee who does not know how to predict the weather. This tale is representative
of a form of Cherokee humor used to deflect what they perceive to be foolish or inappropriate
questions from non-Cherokees. Humor, as a cultural practice, is a means through which
Cherokees protect their community and its interests from suspicious outsiders.
Cherokee novelist and essayist Robert Conley relates the story of how the inventory of
the Cherokee syllabary, Sequoyah, became frustrated with questions from white people and
decided to make a joke at their expense:

After suffering years of ridicule and abuse for spending all his time trying to
develop a writing system for the Cherokee people, Sequoyah finally did it. He
presented his syllabary to the Cherokee in 1821, and it was widely, I should say,
universally accepted….When he went to Washington [D.C.] as part of a
delegation from the Western Cherokees, he was wined and dined and interviewed.
He apparently found all of the attention from white folks to be distasteful. He told
one interviewer, through an interpreter, for he could speak no English, that he had
five wives and twenty children and that he had created the syllabary by listening
to the sounds of birds and animals in the wilderness. It was his little joke, and it
worked, for the writer took it seriously, and so have a number of writers
afterward. (2014, 100)

These two anecdotes indicate a tradition of Cherokee people making a joke at an outsider’s
expense when confronted with pressing questions. I frequently heard from Cherokee people that
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white people ask too many questions.91 Telling small lies to obscure information is a passive way
of protecting oneself and the community from prying minds; however, the students’ pranking of
their non-Cherokee interrogators may also stem from a deeper cultural belief about the power of
names. 19th century ethnologist James Mooney documented Cherokee views regarding names92:

In many of the formulas, especially those relating to love and to life-destroying,
the shaman mentions the name and clan of his client, of the intended victim…The
Indian regards his name, not as a mere label, but as a distinct part of his
personality, just as much as are his eyes or his teeth, and believes that injury will
result as surely from the malicious handling of his name as from a wound inflicted
on any part of his physical organism. This belief was found among the various
tribes from the Atlantic to the Pacific, and has occasioned a number of curious
regulations in regard to the concealment and change of names… Should his
prayers have no apparent effect when treating a patient for some serious illness,
the shaman sometimes concludes that the name is affects, and accordingly goes to
water, with appropriate ceremonies, and christens the patient with a new name
(2006, 343).

I was even told of how white people used to show up at Cherokee peoples’ homes and peer through the
windows, studying them (the person telling this story stated that it happened during the 1970s). Another
person related how a white woman showed up at the family’s home and began asking a lot of questions
and was vague about her reasons for doing so. A few months later she showed up again with a book about
the people she “interviewed.” These stories indicate a suspicion toward outsiders (particularly academic
scholars) and a dislike of people who ask too many questions. Early on in my fieldwork, I adopted the
approach of listening to my Cherokee friends and colleagues and rarely asking questions. An outsider
must learn how and when to ask questions, what is appropriate to ask about, and whether or not the person
being asked has the authority to speak about the topic.
91

92

I acknowledge that Mooney is a problematic source for many Cherokee people; however, as I discussed
previously, many Eastern Cherokees have a complex relationship to Mooney’s work. The source I cite for
Mooney throughout this work was a republication by The Museum of the Cherokee Indian in Cherokee,
NC, with a forward written by Principal Chief of the Eastern Band, Michell Hicks. The following passage
about Cherokee naming practices is also cited by Kilpatrick (1997) to discuss the use of names in
traditional “witchcraft.” I am making a point to discuss traditional religious practices through the use of
previously published sources, which are limited. EBCI has restrictions in place to prevent new research
about traditional religion.
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Traditionally, knowledge of a name meant a person with knowledge of “bad medicine”93 could
exert physical power over and even harm another person. I have never heard the students at New
Kituwah speak about names in this way, but I have heard numerous discussions of alleged
conjurings and medicinal practices outside school in private conversations. The students may not
be aware of the cultural factors affecting why they lied to the non-Cherokee students, and from
their perspective, it was simply funny to prank the white kids. However, they are engaging in
cultural practices that protect themselves and their community from unknown persons. I have
heard from many Cherokees that the formulas recorded by Mooney were “not quite right,” and
that the medicine men would frequently record their sacred formulas with slight errors or
omissions that only they knew about in order to prevent them from being stolen and used by
someone else without the authority or appropriate knowledge or social position to use it.
From a traditional Cherokee-speaking perspective, speech is action and does something.
This is a pervasive belief among Native peoples, where “the illocutionary capacity of speech…
especially in ritual contexts, is axiomatic and conditions utterance. Words may be materially
dangerous or beneficent; linked with ritual drama, they may instrumentalize as they are
uttered” (Whiteley 2003, 717, quoting Austin 1962). As I mentioned in the previous chapters,
Nannie changed the tense, aspect, and mood of some verbs used for teaching the finger plays
when relating the actions of a story to describing a person acting out the story, indicating that
narrated language and language while performing are different actions. For many Cherokee
speakers, language has the power to do something physical in the world. For instance, the
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Also called “conjuring” by Eastern Cherokees.
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Museum of the Cherokee Indian sent a small group of strong native speakers up to the archives
at the American Philosophical Society (APS) in Philadelphia to review and categorize some
original Cherokee documents stored there, including some medicinal formulas. One of the
purposes of the visit was for the speakers to mark which documents should not be available to
the public and would be limited only to certain Cherokee persons. A Cherokee speaker from that
trip described how she looked at one of her fellow speakers who was reading a document; “I saw
his eyes get big and he shuddered and just threw that paper down. And I thought, oh he must
have gotten a bad one” (paraphrased). This demonstrates that the potential for language to cause
actual harm created a visible, visceral reaction in the man reading the paper. This potential is
actuated by speaking or singing the words aloud. This inherent power in language has resulted in
the APS and many other archival institutions to restrict access to certain texts in archives in
consultation with Native peoples. The Cherokee documents housed at the APS that are deemed
culturally sensitive can be viewed by visitors to the library; however, those documents cannot be
duplicated, photographed, or otherwise reproduced. The power, and danger, of the texts lies in
the potential for them to be performed and used.
This belief about language’s power to act in the world pervades any discussion of
Cherokee traditional religious practices, no matter how innocuous they appear to be. One day I
posted an excerpt from Kilpatricks and Kilpatrick (1965) on my Facebook page to share with
my Cherokee friends:

Now! I have taken your heart;
I just took your breath.
Your heart has just entered into me:
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I have just taken your thought.
Change your heart, and put it into
the very middle of my soul!

The texts were translated to English and had been published in a book available to anyone, so I
had no concerns I would be offending anyone by posting them publicly on Facebook. Soon after
I posted this, a non-Cherokee friend commented on the photo that she would like to turn it into a
song, which immediately made me feel uncomfortable, so I consulted with Benjamin Frey about
it before responding to her. I was concerned about the differentiation between reading a text
versus performing it as a song, being aware that many native Cherokees would make this
distinction. In our conversation, Frey informally described the power of incantation to
Cherokees;

The way I understand conjuring, it's like a computer program. It doesn't supplicate
with spirits for something to happen, or beg or ask; it just is that. When it's said,
it's like the playing of an analogue tape - sound comes out. Or when you push
"print," the computer doesn't "ask" the printer to print, the command makes it do
that. So when you say those words, it actually happens. It becomes real (2015,
personal correspondence).

Frey’s description of Cherokee “conjuring” as an illocutionary speech act confirmed my
reservations about using a Cherokee text in this way because for Cherokees language does
something more than carries information. Language is not the intermediary to some other force;
language is the force.
In a community where language has the potential to be dangerous, knowledge of a
person’s name can be a weapon. New Kituwah students are unaware that their inclination to
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jokingly lie to outsiders is part of a longstanding Cherokee practice of obscuring information to
protect oneself and one’s community from harm. This furthermore demonstrates how students
are using speech forms as effective social actions though they may lack the “metalinguistic
awareness” (Silverstein 1981) to articulate why they are engaging in such practices.
The students’ linguistic playfulness with non-Cherokees and/or those who do not know
the language extends beyond students talking about them covertly or deceiving them regarding
the meaning of Cherokee words. The students also demonstrate the ability to utilize a person who
does not understand the language as an unwitting medium for their humorous performances,
where humor is a social action contingent on linguistic competence in the Cherokee language.
In October 2015, Ben Frey and hip-hop artist Joshua Rowsey (stage name “J. Rowdy”)
came to New Kituwah so that Rowsey could lead a workshop94 showing New Kituwah students
how they could incorporate the Cherokee language into hiphop forms of expression. Rowsey
would ask students to offer words or phrases, such as their favorite animal or something they
enjoy doing, and he would then incorporate those words and concepts into raps he created over a
beat. During their group’s time with Rowsey, a couple of sixth grade students seized the situation
as an opportunity for creating humor. When it was her turn to offer a phrase, one student said,
“Meli Uyo,” or “Mary is bad.” Mary95 was another student in the same grade who was standing
just a few feet away. The two students are close friends, and saying someone is uyo in jest is a
common form of teasing among the students and some staff (I will describe another incident
involving this phrase below.) In other words, with Mary standing there to hear her, the student
94

http://www.dailytarheel.com/article/2015/09/pit-cypher-keeps-hip-hop-flowing-in-chapel-hill
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Student’s name has been changed.
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said to the third party “Mary is bad.” This ‘performative triangulation’ creates a frame for humor.
In the situation above, the joke has two layers as the students found humor in Rowsey repeating
the phrase where he was unwittingly performing the playful putdown because he was unaware of
the phrase’s meaning in Cherokee. This is again an instance where students use an outsider’s lack
of knowledge about the Cherokee language as an opportunity to playfully deceive him.
For New Kituwah students, communicative competence in the Cherokee language can
form one form of cultural belonging. Students occasionally even “test” inclusion with non-fluent
teachers, some of whom, like myself, are not tribal members, and therefore lack the inclusive
bonds of family and tribal affiliation. Once, I asked a student how to say a word in Cherokee, and
she replied “gasvgi,” which means “I’m farting.” Thankfully, I knew what the word meant and
teased her back with “hadi, hisvgi” (“no, you’re farting.”) Thus, though I did not know a word in
Cherokee, I was able to engage in humorous word play with the student. It is possible that the
student also did not know the original word I requested and was citing the hoot owl (as in the
parabolic story from earlier) and pretending to have information she was assumed to know.
The comment “Mary is bad” was not the only time that students jestingly and
performatively called someone uyo. In another instance, a student teasingly announced in her
fifth grade graduation speech, “Gigage uyo” or “Red is bad,” with Red being a teacher at the
academy.96 Here, publicly announcing that the teacher is “bad” while the teacher is sitting four
feet away is a playful jest and inside joke with that teacher. The student was aware that many in
the audience may not have understood what she was saying, but that those who did understand
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name changed
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would be in on the joke. Her joke, therefore, created an in-group joke between herself and her
teacher that also extended to those who understand Cherokee in the audience. Indeed, the people
who knew what she said laughed with her.
The “uyo” joke is a recyclable joke that continues to be recontextualized and adapted to
new situations, serving as a sort of building block for performing in-group humor. The teacher
called “uyo" at the fifth graders’ graduation was treated to the same phrase rendered as song
composed by several other students a few months later. The students spent time “practicing” the
song together during the teacher’s class by singing it over and over to tease the teacher. The
students were more than happy to perform their song for me later that day during music class as I
recorded a video on my cell phone. Their song begins with three students at the center of the
frame, swaying from side to side and chanting “uyo gigage,” with the three syllables of the
teacher’s Cherokee name chanted with even note length and stress on each syllable. The
students’ melody is a close approximation to “Lou, lou skip to my lou” with melodic and
rhythmic changes to accommodate the phrase. The two ringleaders are girls, while the third
singer is a boy who, midway through the performance, begins to laugh and appears embarrassed
to be singing. Another male student came into the frame from the side, dancing, or strutting, by
rolling his arms one at a time in front of him. The other male student who had quickly become
embarrassed when singing moved behind the strutting student and followed his actions.97
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I noted that the students’ musical practices became increasingly gendered as the students aged. Boys
tended to disavow singing as they grew older, following patterns noted in other American music
educational settings (cf. Green 1997). Adult Cherokee men who sing publicly tend to be recognized as
specialists in music, whether traditional Cherokee music or other musical practices. This particularly
student is also less confident while singing than his male peers at New Kituwah.
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Meanwhile, off frame to the side, another student keeps time by playing the glockenspiel (the
student does not play melodic pitch but plays the rhythm of the melodic line.)
The exaggerated gestures and singing style appear to mimic many of the aesthetics of
contemporary urban pop music videos. Indeed, the teacher being teased frequently sings and
dances with the students to urban line-dance songs such as the “Cupid Shuffle” and “Whip (Nay
Nay).” Here, the students perform similar urban dance moves while singing in Cherokee to
signify the “in” joke. Moreover, the students chose the common melody “Lou, Lou Skip to My
Lou,” which was the same melody Nannie Taylor used for “The Three Little Ducks” described in
chapter one. Students use the linguistic, vocal, and embodied visual practices of everyday life to
creatively engage in musico-linguistic play with their heritage language for pragmatic social
ends. It also reveals that creative performance of the Cherokee language is not constrained to
“traditional” forms of Cherokee musical expression such as social dances or hymns. Minks
(2013) argues that vocal play is an especially productive site for language socialization because
students can exert ownership over the form and content the language takes. The ethnographic
accounts about the students performing humor in song parallels the kind of ownership and
productive work exerted by the third graders in chapter three who translated America the
Beautiful. New Kituwah students creatively mold the Cherokee language to new forms and
contexts but for the purpose of achieving social objectives, in this case through humor.
By focusing on pragmatics and the performativity of language rather than cultural
“forms,” I have privileged attention to exploring the ways that linguistic codes and expressive
forms are used rather than the forms themselves. Cherokees have historically perceived of
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“outside” products, social institutions, and knowledge as things they could exploit. Frey writes,
“The traditional strategy for dealing with new people, goods, and knowledge that were deemed
permissible, was to integrate them into Cherokee society and adapt them to Cherokee
norms” (2013, 47).98 This included the English language and Anglo-European knowledge about
agriculture and education, as well as aesthetic musical forms. The Cherokees adopted hymn
singing into Cherokee life earlier in the 19th century.
Samuels (2004) argues that, in order to understand how native communities interpret and
interact with mass-mediated forms of expression, scholars should ask “how do things become
part of a community?” He then cautions that an item of “popular culture” not be analyzed as a
“final text, without attending to the forms of intermediation that help account for the item’s
powerful resonance in the community” (134, emphasis in original). Urban dance music’s visual
signifiers and the sounds and images of popular music have meaning for the New Kituwah
students because they are expressive forms through which they engage with their teachers and
peers locally. Moreover, their engagement with these “outside” expressive forms as Cherokees
by adapting them to Cherokee language and performing them in a Cherokee communicative
context — pranking or joking — indicates that the students are following historical patterns of
engagement with “outside” knowledge and forms of expression. Students tend to engage with
language through the patterns of language use they observe in their communities. One of the
primary reasons for the songwriting work that Nannie Taylor, myself, and other Cherokee
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This tendency was widely noted among Indians of the Southeast (Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw,
Creek (Muscogee), and Seminole), earning them the dubious title as the “Five Civilized Tribes” because
of their adoption of or engagement with European cultural institutions, religion, and governmental
relations.
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speakers (of varying degrees of fluency) do is to demonstrate for students how the Cherokee
language can be an expressive vehicle across multiple domains and forms of expression.
In March of 2012, I was working in the first grade classroom when we had a tornado
warning. The students and teachers crowded into the women’s bathroom at the front entrance of
the school. The bathroom had no windows or external walls (which is why it was the safest
location during the tornado warning). The students were seated along the longest wall and were
understandably a little bit nervous. Suddenly, one student broke into song; “Amequo hawin edoh’
tsiyu, dalonige tsiyu, dalonige tsiyu” (“the submarine is under the ocean, yellow submarine,
yellow submarine”). The other students started giggling and chimed in to sing along, repeating
the chorus of the song. The students had recently learned my and Nannie Taylor's Cherokee
version of “Yellow Submarine” and were able to visualize a parallel between their situation in
the windowless bathroom with how the song describes being under the sea in a submarine.
Students performed the song in the situation of the tornado warning as a humorous way to
establish camaraderie as the song describes (in Cherokee), we are all friends/ We are all here/
Now we all begin… (to sing). The students used the song in that situation to cope with their
nervousness. In Cherokee Stories of the Turtle Island Liars’ Club, Christopher Teuton (2012)
relates a conversation where Cherokee storytellers are discussing the significance of humor, and
how Cherokees likely laughed on the Trail of Tears. In the passage below, they continue to
discuss laughter as a means for dealing with the discomfort of adverse situations:

“You know, there’s really no delineation or separation of laughing and crying at
the same time in our culture,” Woody continued.
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“Well, you know, I think a lot of times, too, is that’s the way we cope with it.
Adversity. Like that,” Sequoyah said.
“I don’t know how many funerals I’ve been to. There’s laughter,” Woody said.
“Yeah.”
“No disrespect to the deceased,” Woody said.
“After the funeral services they’ll all be gathered around, they’ll be telling jokes
and stuff,” Sammy added. “But not out of disrespect for the dead, but because, like I said,
that’s maybe how we cope with adversities, is laughter. Trying to get back into the good
mood.” (176).

Humor, among other things, is also a coping mechanism (Garret et. al 2005), and students at
New Kituwah were able to deploy “Dalonige Tsiyu” as a means for eliciting laughter during an
emotionally frightening moment. While “Yellow Submarine” did not originate as a Cherokee
song, by learning it in the Cherokee language and then using it as a means to communicate in a
distinctly Cherokee way to create in-group camaraderie and humor, the students made it
Cherokee.

New Kituwah Students and Vocal Play
In addition to the situational and triangulated humor described above, New Kituwah students
also demonstrate a desire to engage in “vocal play” with linguistic features of Cherokee and
English. Drawing on Jakobson’s definition of poetic features in language (1960), Minks (2013)
describes vocal play as
An overarching term for forms of vocal production in which the speaker manipulates the
message—what is said—for its own sake and for its entertainment value, rather than for
the sake of referential communication….Vocal play employs poetic techniques that are
also found in other areas of language, such as the repetition of sounds and words,
parallelism, and the manipulation of rhythm and pitch. Poetic language creates aural
resonances between contiguous or parallel words in the linear stream of speech….The
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sounds of words become as important as, or more important than, their referential
meanings (49-50).
Hegemonic views of language as code and syntax overlook stylistic and performative features of
language use that children and youth experiment with in their language practices. Mimicry and
other verbal play are ways in which children become competent in adult speech genres, negotiate
subjectivities, and direct their peers’ attention to initiate play.
One example of this type of peer-to-peer interaction occurred on the New Kituwah
playground. A Cherokee student pretends to be a dog and verbally “sells” the dog (herself) in the
style of a fair vender;
I’ll knock him down. One dog! Knock it down before it starts. The start...the show will
beginning on the dog
((...))
One dog, one dollar! One dog, one dollar!
((...))
Don’t forget the dog! Don’t forget the dog!
((...))
Don’t forget this little pup. This pup is good. And it’s really tough. This dog is real tough.
This dog is really tough. This dog can get tough, tough running. And he does tough tricks.
And you’ll get some dollars. And then he’ll start getting you some one hundred dollars.
Come to the dog. One dog, one dollar!
Sogwu gitli, sogwu adel
One dog, one dollar
((repeated))
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The student patterns her vocal expression after a fair vendor in order to achieve a goal: getting
her classmates to play with her. When her English utterances go unacknowledged, she briefly
switches to Cherokee. Nonetheless, the syllabic parallelism and word repetition of “sogwu gitli,
sogwu adel, one dog, one dollar” are pleasant to the student, and she repeats the Cherokee phrase
and its translation several times in a sing-song styling of the phrase The ‘vender call’ is a genre
not present in contemporary Cherokee speech. Eastern Cherokee immersion students have far
more exposure to English speech genres, styles, and registers than they do to Cherokee ones.
Students would be familiar with the vender cry as an English genre as it is performed from
carnival booths every year at the Cherokee Annual Fair, which is the largest event of the year for
the community. The student lacks the Cherokee language fluency to perform the entire vender
call in Cherokee; however, she turns to Cherokee for the poetic repetition in performance as a
means for soliciting the attention of her classmates.
The tendency to insert Cherokee vocal play into “non-Cherokee” forms could be
interpreted as laminating Cherokee voices onto assimilated practices; however, I argue that
moments of Cherokee vocal play instead are students working with a wide range of cultural
materials and making those things Cherokee, as Frey (2013) describes. In another playground
example, a group of third grade students decided to play football. In initiating the game, the two
teams formed two lines facing each other approximately one hundred feet apart as football teams
do for kickoff. However, the Cherokee students began to yell, “waaaaa-hooooo,” the “warrior
cry” used to begin Cherokee stickball games and marched towards each other. Stickball is the
antecedent to lacrosse, also known as “the little brother of war” because the game was used as a
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diplomatic substitute for war between Southeastern tribes (though historically the game itself
could be brutal and bloody). Cherokee boys have the opportunity to play in community stickball
teams, with stickball taken as seriously as basketball and football in the community. For the
students initiating their football game like a stickball game, the performative play aspects of
“stickball” are generalized to team sports more broadly.
For New Kituwah students, football is placed into a preexisting Cherokee category. The
first referent for competitive sports is stickball, not football. Like the students who described the
“Star Spangled Banner” as “Nasgi in English” in the introduction, these students demonstrate
that revitalizing and maintaining Cherokee culture orient students to Cherokee ways of
perceiving, evaluating, and being in the world, irrespective of which language students speak in
their interactions.99 This kind of “folding into” or adaptation eliminates cultural binaries.
Cherokee students have the world at their fingertips, on their television and iPad screens.
Whenever they perform or speak, that activity becomes Cherokee by virtue of the students doing
it. I have attempted throughout this dissertation to illustrate how the overarching aim of language
revitalization is to give students a particular kind of foundation or perspective for understanding
the world, a procedural mechanism for negotiating the frames of “inside” and “outside” and for
being “modern” while also being “Cherokee.”
I now return to the ethnographic moment that opened this chapter; the third, fourth, and
fifth grade students from New Kituwah performed as the opening act for A Tribe Called Red.

Other symbolic examples include students recognizing the shapes of syllabary characters in other
domains. For instance, one student described the quarter note he made with a paper circle and a popsicle
stick as the syllabary character Ꭴ.
99
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A Tribe Called Red is influential in the contemporary music industry for fusing plains powwow
music with electronic dance music, but perhaps more importantly they have garnered the
attention of the mainstream, hegemonic music media as Native artists. When New Kituwah
students shared the stage with them in 2014 as the opening act, the students were able to briefly
share the experience of being modern-day “Native rock stars.” The overflowing 500-person
auditorium erupted with cheers and clapping from the ethnically diverse audience when the
young students danced and sang four pop songs in their tribal language.
Performance and play allow for imagination to become reality, and for Native people to
inhabit new places and modes of expression. After the students performed for A Tribe Called Red
in the fall of 2014, I worked with the New Kituwah fourth and fifth graders to develop the
character of “DJ Santa” for their Cherokee-language comedic Christmas play. Rather than
perform a live action version of the play, we filmed the individual scenes and put the story
together as a short film that was played during the 2014 New Kituwah Christmas Program. In the
DJ Santa story, DJ Santa, aka “Herbert Claus” is Santa’s “lazy” brother who has disgraced the
family by becoming a disc jockey. DJ Santa wears “cool” clothes and sunglasses with his Santa
hat and loves making music, though he is a bit selfish and hides behind his ‘tough’ lady manager.
Santa Claus is the ‘responsible’ brother who upholds the family toy business, but he is also
grumpy and uptight. Santa’s elves are not finishing the toys in time for Christmas because they
keep going out to “Club Afterfrost” to dance to DJ Santa’s music. As he heads out for toy
delivery on Christmas Eve, Santa’s sleigh crashes and he is injured. The elves rush to DJ Santa,
asking him to take the reins to get the toys delivered for Christmas. At the end of the story, DJ
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Santa fulfills his familial Claus duty by delivering toys and resolves his troubled relationship
with his brother. However, DJ Santa also has a bit of fun by leaving turntables and microphones
as Christmas presents for Cherokee children.
Developing and acting out this story serves a linguistic and socio-political agenda. First,
Native Americans are virtually invisible in the mainstream music media and creating a Native
American DJ character represents the possibility for New Kituwah students of “Indians in
unexpected places” (Deloria 2004). Second, through the story of DJ Santa, students were
reclaiming the discursive and performative space in popular music for themselves as young,
Cherokee people. Finally, students reimagined and claimed characters usually portrayed as white
to be Cherokee-speaking people with Cherokee values.
One of the pervasive issues in school-based language revitalization is that students do not
experience a range of speech genres and registers in their Native language when the focus is on
learning “academic” content. How would a vendor or a youthful DJ sound when speaking in
Cherokee? In many instances, such characters may have never previously existed as Cherokeelanguage speakers, but through play students can imagine what such characters might act and
sound life. The poetics of vocal play and humor can “unweave” meaning through the ambiguity
of reference (Samuels 2001), de-centering colonial conceptualizations of the world. Ambiguities
“reinforce an individual’s autonomy” and “act as an invitation to imaginative
processes” (Webster 2015, 132), and once students can imagine the world in a new way, they can
work towards changing it. Humor empowers Native people to expand the domain of what is
possible; of course there can be Cherokee-speaking DJs and also Cherokee-speaking dancers,
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pop singers, and senators. The imaginings of vocal play are a means by which the Cherokee
immersion students can locally reconfigure the ideological structures of the world and possibly
change them.

The Sociality of Cherokee Puns
One additional avenue for “vocal play” in Cherokee (and many other Native languages) is
“phonological iconicity” (Samuels 2001), or puns, where a slight alteration of pronunciation
either by changing vowel tone, phonological stress, or by substituting or omitting a single
morpheme or syllable creates an alternate meaning from what was originally intended or implied.
Samuels (2001) analyses punning on Apache place names to draw attention to an aesthetics of
indeterminacy rather than cohesion, stating that “people do not create meaning only by making
categories, but also by unmaking them” (294). I argue that, for Cherokees, moments of
ambiguity open up a space for a particular kind of sociality. Cherokees can seize such moments
as a pragmatic frame for engaging in socializing practices and inclusionary/exclusionary
community-making actions. However, phonological iconicity is also a means through which
humans ‘play’ with the sounds of languages in a way that is enjoyable, creating affective ties to
the sound material of their languages. The Cherokee teacher in the introduction who repeated
“kena kvna” (“come here, turkey”) several times while giggling was taking delight in the sounds
of her language and how it feels in the mouth beyond referential or pragmatic meanings (cf.
Webster 2015a).
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In his description of the Booger dance, Frank G. Speck outlines how incorrect
pronunciation of a Cherokee word creates humor for a Cherokee-speaking audience. In the
Booger dance, Cherokees dress as caricatures of Europeans and other “outsiders” and playfully
terrorize the attending Cherokee audience. They claim they want “women” and, as Speck
(1993[1951]) writes,

The Boogers may also want “to fight.” Both these demands are associated with
Europeans, and the Indian house-party leader says they are a peaceable people
and do not want to fight. Next the Booger leader says they want to dance, and to
this the Cherokee leader agrees. The tonemic pun in the use of the terms here is
worth noting. “Fight” is di’łsti:, falling accent on the first syllable, while “dance”
is diłsti’: rising accent on the final syllable. The booger leader, who is not
supposed to speak Cherokee too well, thus makes a joke in his “pidgin Cherokee.”
(31-32).

I witnessed several instances of Cherokee speakers who laughed at the way a non-speaker
said a certain Cherokee word because the person’s incorrect pronunciation unwittingly created a
completely different meaning. Over the years, I have heard dozens of examples of these types of
puns. Below are some pairs100 of examples I documented from different speakers that illustrate
how easy it is to shift Cherokee meanings this way:

wasagíi’a (“she’s picking it up other there”)
wasagi’a (“she’s over there farting”)
ganusatvsgi (“shaking shells”)
ganvtsadv (slang for “breast”)
tsukanona (“ash tree”)
100

The word pairs below evoke a morphemic pairs worksheet, but are a wordlist of humorous, similar
sounding words.
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tsukona (“testicles”)
anvhiya (“trout”)
aniyvwiya (“native people”)
kena (“come here”)
kvna (“turkey”)
niga’v (“more”)
nigada (“all”)
galgali (“diagonal”)
gagali (“thigh”)

These pairs of similar sounding words illustrate how easily a non-speaker can make humorous
errors. However, witty Cherokee speakers will often purposefully create puns for entertainment.
One speaker humorously joked that the name for the river that flows through Cherokee,
“Oconaluftee,” is an anglicization of ukona agilvquodi, which means “I like his testicle.”101
Other times, it is not the speaker who makes a mistake, but the listener mishears a word or hears
it correctly but also hears another, similar word. For instance, one speaker described a gospel
song with the word agiyelvha. Depending on tone and stress, the word can have two meanings:

agíyelvhá (“I like it” with high tone on gí and há)
agiyelvhá (“I’m naked” with rising tone only on há)

The speaker said she knew from the rest of the song that the singer meant “I like it.”
Nonetheless, she said she could not stop herself from chuckling every time she heard him sing it.
101

I have heard that the word has a root of aquoni (“river”), which is the name of the road that travels
along the Oconaluftee in Cherokee. However, another Cherokee speaker stated that he is not sure that
ukona agilvquodi is a pun. He said that there was a story about a woman and man who were caught in
flagrante delicto by the side of the river.
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As discussed in the first chapter with respect to text setting and linguistic stress, I have
yet to encounter a situation where tone is accounted for in text setting the Cherokee language. In
the song, with the tonal aspect removed, the verb was fraught with mischievous ambiguity. When
I asked another Cherokee speaker how to interpret such instances of ambiguity, he said, “Part of
it’s expression. So much is in body language or where the emphasis is.” His response was not
particularly helpful for me, as a non-speaker, but I gleaned that a large part of interpretation has
to do with the pragmatic context of the utterance. In the example above, it was unlikely the verb
meant “I’m naked” in a gospel song, though perhaps it could be, and this potentiality is where
humor lives.
The same speaker from the example above often found humor in moments of referential
ambiguity. Another example she gave was:

waca hawiya agwaduli agigisdi
cow meat “I want” 1st.eat.inf. or 3rd.1st.eat.inf

In this example, the conjugation of the infinitive “to eat” as agigisdi could represent taking the
first person singular Set B pronominal subject prefix agi- or the third person acting on first
person Set A subject-object prefix, also agi-. In other words, it can be understood as “I want to
eat the hamburger” or “I want the hamburger to eat me.” This speaker is also a teacher at New
Kituwah, and has a great rapport with students. One day in the cafeteria, a fourth grade student
asked for seconds at lunch. He said, “sigwu alsdayidi” (“again food”) to which she responded,
“sikwa ulisdahi” (“hurry, pig!”). This example of wordplay was funny because of the association
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with pigs as particularly greedy and hungry for food. It also demonstrates that wordplay is
modeled for the New Kituwah students by fluent Cherokee speakers.
Students in turn also engage in humorous wordplay. One student told me that the way I
sing “tsulogila” on the recording of the Rain Song (see Appendix G) sounds like “tsulogitla,”
which she told me means the word for “knot.” 102 The mishearing was from the rhythm of the
melody, which resulted in a slight glottal stop between “gi" and “la” that sounded like “tla” to
her. In the same song, I used a “morphing” effect on the vocals at the end of the song, which is
similar to reversing the audio file, and created an incomprehensible Cherokee-esque vocal scat.
The student told me the “backwards” part at the end sounds like the word for “butt,” (digagwali,
literally “butt cheeks”). This illustrates that students’ ears are attuned to seize upon moments of
indeterminacy for humorous wordplay, even in incomprehensible garble.
The examples I have cited thus far have shown how speakers “play” with internal
features of the Cherokee language to create moments of humor. However, virtually all Eastern
Cherokee speakers are also fluent in English, and this diglossia offers a larger palate for
humorous interlingual puns (Webster 2010). Tom Belt described how Western Cherokees
combined the last name “Jackson” with “sgina” (“devil”) to create a new word, “tsesgina,”
which he stated would be “worse than the devil himself.” This is humorous because former
president Andrew Jackson is particularly loathsome to Cherokees due to his policy of forced
removal that culminated in the Trail of Tears. Tom is a treasure trove of Cherokee puns and
humor. In one community language class, students were learning Cherokee words for animals,
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I have not been able to verify if the rest of the Cherokee speech community uses this word for “knot,”
or if only this particular student thought it was the correct word.
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including the “fly,” which Tom declared was named after him; tamagi, because the first part of
the word sounds like his English name and he “buzzes around annoying
everyone” (paraphrased).103 Nannie Taylor offered ludoawi as a combination of “Rudolph” (with
the “r” sound replaced with “l”) and awi (“deer”), which was particularly befitting for the
infamous red-nosed reindeer. As the latter examples demonstrate, teasing wordplay with respect
to names is common among Cherokees. I discussed the importance of names, and I have noted
that most Cherokees have at least two names and sometimes more. A person often has an
“official” English name for “formal” social situations such as engaging with governmental
offices or paperwork. Then he has a given Cherokee name104 and then sometimes a second
“everyday” Cherokee name he is called by his friends. This latter name is often humorous and
descriptive of the person.
Students at New Kituwah often engage in Cherokee wordplay surrounding students’
names. For instance, during the hiphop class described above, Joshua Rowsey asked a student
her name (he was going to use it in a freestyle rap.) This initiated a humorous exchange between
two students:105

Student A: gvtaga
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Tom Belt’s notoriety for his skills as a humorist, particularly his ability to create humor between the
two “codes” of English and Cherokee is evidence in support of Minks’ observation; “in considering
aesthetic modes of communication as part of communicative competence, we may need to bring more
humanistic notions of individual ‘talent’ an ‘charisma’ to the social-scientific study of linguistic practices
and language socialization” (2013, 75).
In the Cherokee matrilineal clan system, a person’s “real” Cherokee name was traditionally given to
daughters by the matrilineal grandmother and to sons by the mother’s brother.
104

105

I have changed the student names below. The substituted names mean nothing in Cherokee that I am
aware of, but maintains the “sound play” of the examples.
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Student B: gvtaga, tsitaga, tsitaga, chicken! chicken! [student puts his hands on
his waist and flaps his elbows emulating a chicken].

When Student A says her name, gvtaga, it prompts Student B to play with the sounds of the
name, substituting the first syllable with “tsi” which changed the word to tsitaga, which he then
translated to English, “chicken.” This illustrates the steps by which Cherokee wordplay humor
occurs. First, the sound of a word connects iconically to the sound of a similar Cherokee word,
with the second word having a referential meaning that is humorous to the given situation. In this
case, he maneuvers to calling his classmate “chicken.” Perhaps his translation is for the benefit
of Rowsey, a non-speaker, to include him in the joke. Or perhaps Student B simply enjoys the
sound of the word “chicken.”
Another example of this kind of wordplay on a student’s name happened between two
students who had been relentlessly teasing each other. The exchange culminated in the following:

Student 1: wisdu, wisdu, wisdu…beef stew, beef stew, beef stew
Student 2: Shut up, whistle pig!

Student 1 says the other student’s name repeatedly in a sing-song voice. In repeating the
Cherokee name, the student hears the English phrase “beef stew,” which he then begins to repeat.
This annoys Student 2, who retaliates by calling Student 1 a “whistle pig” which is another word
for “groundhog” in English. Student 2’s Cherokee name means “groundhog.” Here, Student 1
finds humorous wordplay in the sound of the Cherokee word wisdu due to its similarity to “beef
stew” in English. Student 2 chooses to retaliate by giving the referential, literal meaning of
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Student 1’s Cherokee name in English, but he demonstrates his verbal wit by citing a more
obscure name for “groundhog,” the colloquial “whistle pig.”
Students at New Kituwah are modeling their language patterns on what their teachers and
other Cherokee speakers do. This “play” between languages and referential meanings has the
effect of making the familiar strange. The student did not originate this kind of wordplay humor.
It was already part of Cherokee speech. For instance, Tom Belt jokingly called the condiment
“catsup” asaldisa wesa, literally “the cat goes up,”106 which is only funny when referring to the
English word, thus requiring bilingualism for the joke to work. This kind of linguistic play with
referential meaning is similar to that of the student who called his fellow student a “whistle pig.”
In the kinds of vocal play I have outlined here, Cherokees engage with inter- and intralingual wordplay. Students at New Kituwah engage in wordplay in English as well, as the
following interaction demonstrates:

Student 1: are you Navaho?
Student 2: Yeah.107
Student 1: Then speak Idaho.
Student 3: [to Student 2] you have to speak it for the rest of the year.
Student 3: [to Student 1] He doesn't even know how to say “one.”

Here Student 1 plays on the sounds of “Navaho” and “Idaho,” because the two share the final
two syllables. This student is not “rhyming” the words, but rather engaging in the kind of
syllabic substitution used in Cherokee wordplay as described above, except in English.

106 A word
107

used for catsup is gatsawosdena, but I do not know what its literal translation would be.

I am uncertain if this student is Navaho.
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Student 3 joins the joke, but takes on the enregistered voice of “language teacher” or
perhaps a Cherokee elder, and of course, Cherokee language teachers are often elders.
Enregisterment happens when “distinct forms of speech come to be socially recognized (or
enregistered) as indexical of speaker attributes by a population of language users” (Agha 2005).
In this instance, the student has taken on the vocal persona of a Cherokee language teacher who
is mocking or shaming a student to be more diligent in knowing his tribal language. His
statement suggests the implicit argument if you are Navaho, you should be able to speak Navaho,
but you don’t even know how to say “one” in Navaho. This mock argument echoes the language
ideology of the Cherokee billboard that asked “Without your language, what makes you
Cherokee?” Student 3 is therefore playfully exploring the semiotic relationship between
language and cultural identity through humor; how can someone be Navaho if they cannot speak
the language? Student 3 continues to tease Student 2 by saying something “negative” about him
(as a joke) to Student 1 in the presence of Student 2. This follows the triangulation examples
above, where students jokingly called someone uyo (“he’s bad”) with the third person present to
hear it. But the example shows that, irrespective of the language used, students often tease
someone through speaking to them indirectly as a third person, which is inclusive when the third
person speaks the same language.
The kinds of vocal play I have illustrated above can enable second language learners “to
use double-voicing to retain their social identity and bonds while involved in the identity-risking
process of speaking the language of an out-group” (Tarone 2000, as cited in Minks 2013, 74).
However, for New Kituwah’s burgeoning Cherokee speakers, I argue that the vocal play and
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humorous wordplay documented here are cultural communicative forms already part of
Cherokee communicative aesthetics that function doubly as pragmatic domains and pleasurable
aesthetic performances. First, Cherokees have a documented propensity for adopting “outside”
forms and making them Cherokee. Second, Cherokees have a cultural tendency to use humor to
cope with adversity, discomfort, and to playfully navigate insider-outsider status. Third, fluent
Cherokee speakers engage in vocal play with the sounds of their own language, gleaning humor
from the rearrangement, omission, or substitution of those sounds. Native Cherokee speakers
treat English as another resource for aesthetic wordplay. English has been part of Cherokees’
communicative palate for hundreds of years, and as the Booger dance illustrates, Cherokees have
probably been drawing on the language (and its speakers) to humorous effect since initial
contact.
Vocal play and humor are means by which Cherokees make sense of the world and
engage with it, navigating the boundaries of cultural belonging, and (re)imagining their place
within it. The examples above demonstrate how students at New Kituwah draw on the language
practices of older fluent Cherokee speakers, but determine for themselves through their
embodied vocal practices what it means to be ‘modern Kituwah citizens.’ However, I do not wish
to present these accounts as a glowing celebration of “success” in language revitalization if
success is gauged by the fluency of New Kituwah students measured against older fluent
speakers. The cultural continuity of communicative forms and pragmatic processes of language
use described here are vital to establishing and maintaining a Cherokee-speaking community and
a particular kind of belonging, but do not negate the loss of fluent speakers and limited
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reproduction of fluency in Eastern Cherokee children. Children will ‘play’ with the cultural
materials available to them, but who will be able to tell them what a Cherokee pop star might
sing and say if there are no longer fluent Cherokee speakers? The future is uncertain, as children,
parents, teachers, and administrators at New Kituwah Academy continue to confront a range of
ideologies and concerns in revitalizing the Cherokee language. In concluding this dissertation, I
wish to step back from the nuts and bolts of everyday language practices and explore some of the
broader ideological and hegemonic processes that constrain Eastern Cherokee language
revitalization efforts, offering some tentative suggestions for overcoming some of those
obstacles.
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Concluding Thoughts
Revitalizing a heritage language is an ongoing, socializing process that confronts a multitude of
ideological obstacles. Throughout this work, I have attended to many ‘on the ground’ details of
how Cherokee-language vocal practices contribute to the formation of Eastern Cherokees’
identities and subjectivities. However, in concluding this study, I feel compelled to address some
of the broader issues facing New Kituwah Academy as the program’s goals have met with the
institutional structures (and strictures) of American educational practices over the past eight
years since I began working with the Eastern Cherokees. This discussion will culminate in some
cautious recommendations for the program’s future. I say “cautious” because I do not want to be
yet another yuneg telling Cherokee people what they should be doing. However, as a former
employee of the program with many years of engagement in the Eastern Cherokees’ language
revitalization efforts, I can present an analysis and offer suggestions that are drawn from my
discussions with fluent speakers and community members themselves.
When I began working for the program, there was one kindergarten and one first-grade
classroom. Students were expected to be immersed in the Cherokee language for the entire
school day. English reading and writing were taught during after-school tutoring sessions. A large
banner hung across the entrance to the school stating “English Stops Here,” and all students were
expected to use Cherokee instead of English. Students (and teachers) did occasionally speak
English, but the ideological stance of “Cherokee Only” classrooms was ever present. The
2015-2016 school year was my fifth year working with New Kituwah, and the program has
changed in several ways since its earlier years. Now extended to sixth grade and bursting at the
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seams, the program continues to move forward, but in a different direction. The “English Stops
Here” still hangs over the entrance, but the “Cherokee Only” policy it heralded is no longer as
stringent. English language classes begin in Kindergarten with a minimum of 45 minutes per day.
2nd through 6th grade subjects are now taught in English except for a Cherokee language class
for an hour and a half each day. The reduced amount of time in the heritage language in the older
grades falls below the 50/50 split linguists generally recommend between heritage language and
dominant language for maintenance of the heritage language (“Successful Bilingual and
Immersion Education Models/Programs” by the Pacific Policy Research Center).108 What caused
this shift in policy at New Kituwah? In concluding this work, I trace the routes by which the
program arrived at the current state of affairs. Though New Kituwah is an independent, triballyoperated charter school with full educational sovereignty, the school has modified its initial
immersion goals, choosing instead to concentrate the majority of upper-grade coursework in
English.
In the previous chapters, I used “choice” at various points to discuss where aesthetic and
poetic ambiguity allows for creative decisions that can shape and re-imagine ontological
realities. In framing everyday creative speech practices as sovereign actions, “choice” implicitly
marks the sovereign, a discourse already familiar to Cherokee people as indicated by a large
billboard in 2012 that read “Your Sovereign Right to Choose for Cherokee Vote for Alcohol
Control.”109 Just as Native American sovereignty entails the rights of self-government and self108

http://www.ksbe.edu/_assets/spi/pdfs/Bilingual_Immersion_full.pdf
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There was a tribal referendum allowing alcohol to be sold by stores and served in restaurants on the
Qualla Boundary. The referendum was voted down, and alcohol is presently served only within the
casino.
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determination, educational sovereignty entails the right to choose how to structure educational
policy, including which language to emphasize. But “choice” in this context does not mean “free
without restriction,” but rather is a decision made within preexisting constraints.
Framing “choice” in this way opens the floor for Gramsci’s concept of hegemony as a
valuable model for exploring how everyday decisions are structured by larger socio-political
forces. The potential for choice, or what Gramsci calls “spontaneity,” “does not free
[spontaneity] from unequal power relations or make it a ‘natural’ expression of one’s being as
opposed to the artificial….Quite to the contrary, in various contexts Gramsci regards
‘spontaneity’ as being the result not of ‘free choice’ but of the fragmentary, incoherent and
ultimately subjugated nature of subaltern conditions” (Ives 2009, 675). Closely related to
“spontaneity” is Gramsci’s notion of “consent,” but where the former anticipates agentive action,
the latter indicates acceptance of structuring forces and ideologies. However, this notion of
consent is not free from coercion; it “is constructed in such as manner that does not define it as
the opposite of, or the lack of, coercion, but rather the relation of structuring of coercion and
consent” (675). As I explore below, hegemonic consent of contemporary mainstream education
policies wrecks epistemic violence in Native American education enacted through the implicit
ideology that standardized objectives and assessments are the best approach to education. Shaul
(2014) writes, “Much Native American language revitalization has taken place with reference to
the linguistic ideology of the dominant (American) culture. Whether be intent or accident, some
Native American communities have been tricked into following the official language model and
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its underlying ‘one nation, one language’ ideology not leading complete restoration of the
respective heritage language in daily use by the community” (viii).
Evaluating hegemonic complicity with mainstream educational practices is key to
understanding how New Kituwah administrators and educators make choices that appear
detrimental to the goals of linguistic and cultural revitalization. Ives (2009) notes “one of
Gramsci’s great insights is that people’s desires, values and actions are connected to the
institutional arrangement of society” (83). With respect to the institutional arrangement of
education policy, state and national education standards set the framework for teaching and
assessment across the country. These contemporary educational objectives exemplified by the No
Child Left Behind Act and the Common Core110 are often, intentionally or unintentionally, at
odds with the educational and linguistic sovereignty of Native American Tribes. The legacies of
education as a homogenizing mechanism for assimilation are deeply embedded in American
Indian communities, and federal policies of forced assimilation have profoundly (and often
negatively) shaped those communities’ ideologies, lifestyles, and infrastructures. At New
Kituwah, the hegemonizing/homogenizing forces of American educational standardization
continue to hinder a true educational alterity, and therefore damage the aims of language
revitalization.
So, when did policies begin to shift at New Kituwah? Certainly the forces that lead to the
program shifting from an immersion model toward additive bilingualism are longstanding and
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The NCLB Act of 2001 reenforced a standards-based educational system. The Common Core is the
national education standards for Literacy and Mathematics. It has been adopted by 42 states. North
Carolina recently abandoned the Common Core for state standards. Despite this, New Kituwah’s teachers
continue to teach the Common Core standards.
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complex, but I can pinpoint two distinct events that initiated a shift towards the current policy.
The first event was end of grade Common Core testing for the initial third grade class.111 The
second event that occurred shortly thereafter was the exodus of the only fluent speaker in the
elementary school’s administration.
While I never saw the scores of the 2012 third grade EOGs, there was a noticeable uptick
in discussions of improving test scores following the tests. Research has indicated that students
immersed in a non-dominant language tend to score lower on initial testing only to meet or
exceed their monolingual dominant language peers in the later years; however, this evidence is
not enough assurance for anxious parents who worry about their children’s ability to “keep up”
with age-group peers at other schools. Compounding the test score concerns is the fact that New
Kituwah students will leave the program and attend one of the surrounding mainstream schools
after sixth grade. I call the radical increase in English-language instruction in response to this
fact “exit planning.” These factors generate additional anxiety for parents who feel that their
children may not be adequately prepared to enter those schools. Parental anxiety concerned the
school administration, not only for the fear of students underperforming compared to national
standards, but because they worried that distressed parents would pull their children from the
program. As anxiety grew proportionally with the students, educational goals began to orient
toward achieving higher test scores. A clause that teachers must learn and use Cherokee in the
classroom was removed from new-hire contracts, and teachers in grade two and higher were told
to teach their subjects in English. Cherokee language was then treated as a separate subject,
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New Kituwah has continued to add a grade each year, so each grade moves up sequentially. I am
referring here to the first group of immersion students to begin at the academy.
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“advanced Cherokee grammar,” and relegated to its own classroom with its own teachers,
shifting focus to language learning rather than language acquisition (Shaul 2014). Cherokee now
receives less time during the school day, and the curricular goals for these “advanced” Cherokee
classes are often unclear because the “important” content (i.e., the information students are tested
on) is covered in the English classes.112
Some people have questioned why the program adheres to Common Core standards and
enforce the same testing regimen as any public school. New Kituwah is a charter school within a
sovereign Indian nation, and therefore does not have to do any of these things. I remember
attending a meeting to discuss New Kituwah’s language objectives. Seated next to me was a
well-respected and highly educated 113 fluent Cherokee speaker. As the conversation continued to
dwell on test scores and standards, he looked down and shook his head. He said to me in aside,
“they can’t even imagine it any other way. This is all they know. That’s how they were taught
and it’s all they can understand” (paraphrased). He was referring to several teachers’ fixation on
test scores rather than on immersing students in the Cherokee language and teaching the things
that are important for Cherokee people to know. This is an example of “epistemic

Furthermore, because Cherokee language materials are vastly underdeveloped in comparison to
English materials, there is a stark contrast between the “homemade” look of books, posters, and materials
in the Cherokee rooms from the colorful, sleek books and content in the English classrooms. Additionally,
because music is not tested by standardized tests as well as the fact that music performance is the primary
means of public engagement the students have with the surrounding community and beyond, songs taught
for public performance are expected to be in the Cherokee language. I recently proposed we do 50% of
students’ music performances in English (to lighten the translation load on myself and the fluent speakers
who assist me), but I was told by the administration told that all performances must be in Cherokee
language. This maintains the image for the public that the program continues to be centered on Cherokee
language learning as its primary objective.
112

113

in the “Western” sense of collegiate degrees
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violence” (Spivak 1988), where native “ways of knowing” are overwritten or forgotten by the
epistemologies of settler colonialism. What is particularly insidious about standardized curricula
and testing in contemporary education is that teachers have internalized these educational
approaches to the extent that they simply do not know there are alternative educational practices.
Cherokee knowledge is excluded by these models because there is no value measurement for it
within them. It is a hermeneutic conundrum. Some parents have expressed a desire for EOG tests
to be translated into Cherokee for students. However, this does not counter the fact that
standardized testing and curricula are not culturally-based systems for transmitting Cherokee
cultural and linguistic knowledge in the first place.
Returning to Ives’ (2009) interpretation of Gramsci, hegemony “contains the structural
critique of the internalization of domination with a focus on its cultural characteristics” (674). To
counter the influx of English and hegemonic Common Core standards, other teachers at New
Kituwah who do use Cherokee in the younger classrooms have expressed a desire for equivalent
standards and rubrics for Cherokee language and knowledge by which they can assess students,
similar to the waiver “granted” to the Hawaiian Language Immersion Program by the State of
Hawaii in 2015; however, such a testing program has yet to be developed in the Cherokee
language. The inability of many teachers to see a path beyond standardized testing is the
hegemonic internalization of the dominant view on learning and education, a system contingent
on English as its vehicle of expression and learning. A viable alternative would be to adopt a
Cherokee culturally based approach to teaching and learning; however, I am unaware of a single
person with a cohesive vision of what such a system would look like for Cherokee learners,
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which leads to the second event that marked a policy shift at New Kituwah; the exodus of the
only fluent-speaking Cherokee administrator.
Based on the relationship between language and ontological realities I have presented
throughout this work, I argue that it would be extremely difficult if not impossible for a nonfluent Cherokee speaker to identify alternative Cherokee epistemologies and implement them
into a structured curriculum without assistance from fluent Cherokee speakers. I do not intend to
disparage the valiant efforts of New Kituwah’s staff and administrators, as their situation is a
difficult one as older fluent speakers are passing away with increasing rapidity. However, the
focus on testing and standards results in a top-down approach wherein the administration
structures the learning format for teachers and privileges English-language content. There is
room for improvement and refocusing of the language goals if the administration and staff listen
to the fluent speakers and dedicate time and energy to implementing as many of their ideas as
possible. However, the current policies and structures leave many fluent-speaking teachers
feeling like their work is devalued by comparison to the goals of the English classrooms, as
indicated by the fluent-speaking teacher who said to me, “Sometimes I feel like I’m wasting my
time coming here everyday.” A fluent-speaking administrator could navigate the dichotomies of
how native Cherokees learn versus standard mainstream educational approaches and seek to
balance those things. This approach could be implemented by emphasizing curricula that
dedicate time to students using the Cherokee language to discuss and learn about concepts
specific to the Cherokee community, such as plants and animals and navigating the wilderness
that is abundant to the region. A person who lacks fluency in the Cherokee language will also
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lack much of the traditional Cherokee knowledge and ways of understanding the world needed to
counter the dominant, hegemonic views in education. Thus, to chart a new course for New
Kituwah, it is critical that non-speaking staff and administrators consult with fluent speakers to
develop curricula based on Native methods for teaching and learning.
Often curriculum development at New Kituwah has centered on translating concepts and
materials that fit within the aforementioned standardized curricula. This kind of translation work
privileges the “referential” features of language over the capacity of language to frame
knowledge and the processes by which knowledge is transmitted, i.e., native epistemologies and
procedures. This is not to say that this issue has gone wholly unacknowledged at New Kituwah.
One approach to the Cherokee language classroom for older students is to fashion the classroom
space after a Cherokee home, where students would interact in the space as they might at a greatgrandparent’s house. This “language of the home” approach to learning Cherokee is an excellent
concept for adopting native ways of speaking and learning. However, students are immersed in
this kind of environment for just over an hour per day, which is simply not enough linguistic
input to develop fluency (if some level of fluency continues to be the aim of the program as it
was at its inception). A Cherokee epistemological approach to education would mean teaching all
subjects by means of Cherokee language. For instance, such an approach could include teaching
English as a foreign language in Cherokee (as Spanish is taught in the Basque immersion
program) or teaching science and math objectives using a native cultural activity (such as the
Hawaiian language program using mathematics to design and create a traditional Hawaiian
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canoe).114 Bo Lossiah, KPEP curriculum developer, is aware of the epistemological issues where
language revitalization meets standardized education. He has developed novel approaches for
translating certain kinds of knowledge. For instance, Cherokee words were needed to describe
the kinds of clouds in science class, i.e. cirrus, stratus, cumulus, and cumulonimbus. To facilitate
translation for fluent speakers, Bo researched the original Latin definitions for the words and
speakers were able to derive Cherokee words with similar descriptive meanings from them.
Thus, the process of translation is tripartite:

cumulus —> “to heap (accumulate)”—> degasvtvnv (“it’s piled up”)
cumulonimbus —> “rain bearing heaps” —> diganvdisgi (“ones who make it wet”)

Of course, this approach requires strong fluent speaking teachers who also have a strong grasp of
the topics being taught and how they can be understood from a native perspective, which leads
the final hurdle New Kituwah faces; an impending dearth of fluent speakers.
Excluding the immersion students, there are fewer than 200 fluent speakers of the Eastern
Cherokee dialect in North Carolina, with almost all of them well past 50 years of age. I
“enumerate” here only to illustrate that there is a severe lack of human resources available to the
language program. The brunt of teaching Cherokee language in the elementary school falls on
less than ten fluent speakers and second language learners. Many fluent speakers struggle to
manage the physical and emotional demands of teaching. In one meeting, our program
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I credit my colleague and EBCI citizen, Dr. Benjamin Frey, with these examples and many discussions
that have informed this paper.
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administrator stated, “We have about ten productive years left with our fluent speakers, and I
have to think about how to keep them comfortable and not wear them out” (paraphrased).
Unfortunately, New Kituwah itself is the “solution” to the “problem” of language shift. The
immersion students are to be the new fluent speakers, however that fluency will be defined in the
future.
Like dedicated educators and parents around the world, the Cherokee people at New
Kituwah want their children to be equipped to be the best they can be in the world as it is; the
“modern” conditions they presently navigate. These conditions, which include educational
institutions and language practices, are ideologically shaped and constrained by hegemonies. As
a sovereign Indian nation, the Eastern Band of Cherokees have the “sovereign right to choose” to
articulate their cultural and linguistic distinctiveness and work against these constraints, reshape
them, and sometimes break them. However, sovereign “choice” can also mean choosing to act
(or speak) the same as. True alterity may be unrecognizable by form alone. Sovereignty — the
freedom of self determination in education, language choice, and otherwise — should not require
the iconic demonstration of difference to justify itself. The people at New Kituwah have the
sovereign right to choose how to educate their students; however, their choices are influenced
and buffered by ideologies and hegemonic forces originating before and beyond school walls.

*******
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It is the summer of 2015. I am sitting in silence with two friends, a middle-aged man,
tsalagi ogali’i and his Cherokee wife — we are the second-language learners — along with
another fluent-speaking Cherokee woman who is a bit older. We listen to an audio cassette
recording of an Eastern Cherokee church service from the 1960s. Occasionally the man and the
older Cherokee woman identity a voice heard on the tape. A Cherokee preacher speaks in a
strong, articulate voice in the Cherokee language, and the congregation follows with hymns,
singing with so much vocal force that the small speakers rattle with distortion. As the four of us
sit in silence, the man’s shoulders fall and his eyes brim with tears. His wife looks at him with a
knowing gaze, and he looks up at our elder teacher and friend, the only fluent speaker in the
room, and says in a solemn tone, “They’re all gone now.” The burden of loss was heavy as we
were called to worship unetlanvhi by voices no longer of this world.
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Appendix A. Christmas Songs

ᎧᎩ ᎢᏳᏍᏗ ᎯᎠ ᎤᏪᏥ (What Child is This)
Syllabary

Phonetics

Gloss

ᎧᎩ ᎢᏳᏍᏗ ᎯᎠ ᎤᏪᏥ
ᎺᎵ ᎤᏄᎩᏣᏁᎢ
ᏗᏂᏣᏃᏩᏗᏙᎯ
ᎤᏍᏗᎢ ᎤᎾᎧᏙᏍᏕᎢ
ᎯᎠ ᎤᎬᏫᏳ
ᎠᎾᏓᏙᎵᏍᏓᏁᎭ
ᏄᎳ ᎯᏓᏙᎵᏍᏓ
ᎤᏍᏗᎢ ᎺᎵ ᎤᏪᏥ

Kagi iyusdi hia uwetsi
Meli unugitsane’i
dinikanowadidohi
usdi’i unaktosde’i
Hi’a ugvwiyu
anadadolisdaneha
nula hidadolisda
Usdi’i Meli uwetsi

who is this child
Mary hugs him
shepherds/angels
baby they watch him
this king
they worship him
hurry praise him
the baby Mary’s child

ᎤᏲᎢ ᎤᏂᏏᏗ ᏄᏅᏛᏅ
ᎤᎾᏓᎾᏘ ᎦᎾᏌᎢ
ᏧᎾᏁᎳᏗ ᎯᏣᏓᏙᎵᏍᏓ
ᎦᏂᎳᏗᏍᎪᎢ ᎧᏃᎮᏓ
ᏴᎩ ᏓᏓᏳᏘᎵ
ᏥᎩᏲᎱᎯᏎᎴᎢ
ᎤᏇᏓᎵ ᏄᎵᏍᏔᏅᎢ
ᎤᏍᏗᎢ ᎺᎵ ᎤᏪᏥ

uyo’i unisidi nunvdvnv
undanti ganasa’i
tsunaneldi hitsadadolisda
ganiladisgo’i kanoheda
yvgi dadayutili
tsigiyohuhisele’i
ugwedali nulistanvgi
usdi’i Meli uwetsi

why bed is poor among
domestic animals
christians pray
it is pleading, the Word
nails pierce him
he died for us
he became flesh
the baby mary’s child

ᏗᏓᏁᏗ ᎯᎥᏏ, ᎢᏳᏛᎾᏕᎦ
ᎤᏪᎾ ᏧᎨᏳᎯ
ᎯᎩᏙᎵᏤᎢ ᎢᎩᏍᏕᎸᎱᎩ
ᏥᏌ ᎢᎩᎨᏳᎯᏳ
ᎯᏣᎵᎮᎵᎨᏍᏗ
ᎺᎵ ᏚᎷᎨᏍᎨᎢ
ᏥᏌ ᎤᏕᏅᎢ
ᎤᏍᏗᎢ ᎺᎵ ᎤᏪᏥ

didanedi hi’vsi, iyudvnadega
uwena tsugeyuhi
higidolitse’i igisdelvhugi
tsisa igigeyuhiyu
hitsaliheligesdi
Meli dulugesge’i
Tsisa udehnv’i
usdi’i Meli uwetsi

give him gifts, poor,
rich, he loves them
his grace for us saved us
Jesus loves us
you all be joyful
Mary rocks him
Jesus was born
the baby, Mary’s child

To the tune “Greensleeves”
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ᎭᎸᏅ ᏍᏓᏱ ᏚᏃᏴᎩ (“halvnv sdayi dunoyvgi”)
Syllabary

Phonetics

Literal Translation

ᎭᎸᏅ, ᎭᎸᏅ ᏍᏓᏱ ᏚᏃᏴᎩ
ᏘᏃᏴᎵᏍᏗ ᏓᏓᏖᎸᏂ
ᎬᏃᎸᎥᏍᏗ ᏃᎴ ᎫᏘᎭ
ᎯᏓᎳᏔᏕᎦ ᎯᏓᎳᏍᎩᎠ

halvnv, halvnv sday dunoyvgi
tinoyvlisdi dadatelvni
gvnolv’vsdi nole gutiha
hidaltadega hidalsgi’a

bell, bell, loud they ring
ringing and swinging
it’s blowing and snowing
we’re hopping and dancing

ᎭᎸᏅ, ᎭᎸᏅ ᏍᏓᏱ ᏚᏃᏴᎩ
ᏗᎬᏃᏴᎵᏍᏙᏗ ᎤᏍᏆᎸᎯ
ᏗᎦᏙᎱᎢ ᎯᏓᎳᏍᎩᎠ
ᎤᏁᏌᏯᏨ

halvnv, halvnv sday dunoyvgi
digvnoyvlisdod usgwalvhi
digadohu’i hidalsgi’a
unesayatsv

bell, bell, loud they ring
it’s time to make noise
we’re dancing in town
the air is cold

ᎤᎵᎮᎵᏍᏗ ᏗᏳᎦᏛᎢ
ᎯᏓᎳᏍᎩ ᎪᎤᏒᎯ
ᎭᎸᏅ ᏘᏃᏴᎵᏍᏓ
ᏫᎦᎩᎸᏗ ᎠᏓᎾᏏᏁᎩ

ulihelisdi diyugadv’i
hidalsgi go’usvhi
halvnv tinoyvlisda
wigakilvdi adansinegi

it’s happy, it’s right
we’re dancing tonight
bells are ringing
we’re getting in the sleigh

wihtiya wihtiya sogwili

go go horse

gananesgi adeyohv

the clock goes around

dadvnvsido digalsiden
dihalvna

we move our feet
bells

dihalvna

bells

tinoyvlisdi

they’re ringing

ᏫᏘᏯ ᏫᏘᏯ ᏐᏈᎵ
ᎦᎾᏁᏍᎩ ᎠᏕᏲᎲ
ᏓᏛᏅᏏᏙ ᏗᎦᎳᏏᏕᎾ
ᏗᎭᎸᏅ
ᏗᎭᎸᏅ
ᏘᏃᏴᎵᏍᏗ

Sung to a tune similar to “Jingle Bell Rock”
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ᏔᎳᏚ ᎢᎦ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ (“taldu ida adetiyisgv”) (“The Twelve Days of Christmas”)
Syllabary

Phonetics

Literal Translation

ᎠᎬᏱ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ

agvyi adetiyisgv
wadulisi akinelv
sogwu gugwe tsukilv

the first Christmas day
honey gave me
a quail

taline adetiyisgv
dagikanelv tali iyani tsutsu

the second Christmas day
he gave me two martins

tsoine adetiyisgv
dagikanelv tso’i iyani kvna

the third Christmas day
he gave me three turkeys

nvgine adetiyisgv
dagikanelv nvgi iyani tlaka

the fourth Christmas day
he gave me four blue jays

hisgine adetiyisgv
wadulisi dakinelv
hisg adela

the fifth Christmas day
honey gave me
five beads

sudaline adetiyisgv
dagikanelv sudali iyani kawonu

the sixth Christmas day
he gave me six ducks

galgwogine adetiyisgv
dagikanelv galgwogi iyani sasa

the seventh Christmas day
he gave me seven geese

tsuneline adetiyisgv
dagikanelv tsunela iyani waca

the eighth Christmas day
he gave me eight cows

soneline adetiyisgv
dagikanelv sonela iyani siqua

the ninth Christmas day
he gave me nine pigs

sgoine adetiyisgv
dagikanelv sgo iyani analsgisgi

the tenth Christmas day
he gave me ten dancers

sadusine adetiyisgv
wadulisi dakinelv
sadu iga svkta

the eleventh day
honey gave me
eleven apples

ᏩᏚᎵᎢ ᎠᎩᏁᎸ
ᏐᏊ ᎫᏇ ᏧᎩᎳ
ᏔᎵᏁ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ
ᏓᎩᎧᏁᎸ ᏔᎵ ᎢᏯᏂ ᏧᏧ
ᏦᎢᏁ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ
ᏓᎩᎧᏁᎸ ᏦᎢ ᎢᏯᏂ ᎬᎾ
ᏅᎩᏁ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ
ᏓᎩᎧᏁᎸ ᏅᎩ ᎢᏯᏂ ᏝᎧ
ᎯᏍᎩᏁ ᎠᏕᎢᏱᏍᎬ
ᏩᏚᎵᏏ ᏓᎩᏁᎸ
ᎯᏍᎩ ᎠᏕᎳ
ᏑᏓᎵᏁ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ
ᏓᎩᎧᏁᎸ ᏑᏓᎵ ᎢᏯᏂ ᎧᏬᏄ
ᎦᎳᏉᎩᏁ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ
ᏓᎩᎧᏁᎸ ᎦlᏉᎩ ᎢᏯᏂ ᏌᏌ
ᏧᏁᎵᏁ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ
ᏓᎩᎧᏁᎸ ᏧᏁᎳ ᎢᏯᏂ ᏩᎧ
ᏐᏁᎵᏁ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ
ᏓᎩᎧᏁᎸ ᏐᏁᎳ ᎢᏯᏂ ᏏᏆ
ᏍᎪᎢᏁ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ
ᏓᎩᎧᏁᎸ ᏍᎪᎢ ᎢᏯᏂ
ᎠᎾᎳᏍᎩᏍᎩ
ᏌᏚᏏᏁ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ
ᏩᏚᎵᏏ ᏓᎩᏁᎸ
ᏌᏚ ᎢᎦ ᏒᎧᏔ
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ᏔᎳᏚ ᎢᎦ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ (“taldu ida adetiyisgv”) (“The Twelve Days of Christmas”)
Syllabary

Phonetics

Literal Translation

ᏔᎳᏚᏏᏁ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ

taldusine adetiyisgv
wadulisi dakinelv
taldu iga ahuli

the twelth Christmas day
honey gave me
twelve drums

ᏩᏚᎵᏏ ᏓᎩᏁᎸ
ᏔᎳᏚ ᎢᎦ ᎠᎱᎵ

To the tune “The Twelve Days of Christmas”
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ᎫᏘᎭ, ᎫᏘᎭ, ᎫᏘᎭ (“gutiha, gutiha, gutiha”)
Syllabary

Phonetics

Literal translation

ᎤᏴᏣ ᏙᏱᏣ
ᎤᎦᎾᏩ ᎠᏥᎠ
ᏃᎴ ᏕᎦᏃᏝᏊ
ᎫᏘᎭ, ᎫᏘᎭ, ᎫᏘᎭ

uyvtsa doyitsa
uganawa atsila
nole deganotlagwu
gutiha, gutiha, gutiha

it’s cold outside
the fire’s warm
and we’re just staying here
it’s snowing

ᎨᏍᏗ ᏱᏛᎴᏫᏍᏔᎾ
ᏧᎦᎾᏍᏓ ᏓᎩᏩᏒ
ᎤᏍᎪᎸ ᎠᎩᏨᏍᏙᎢ
ᎫᏘᎭ, ᎫᏘᎭ, ᎫᏘᎭ

gesdi yidvlewistana
tsuganasda dakiwasv
usgolv agitsvsdo’i
gutiha, gutiha, gutiha

it’s not stopping
I bought sweets
I have a dim light
it’s snowing

ᏱᏍᎩᏍᏆᏄᏣ
ᏱᎦᏕᎢᏴ
ᏱᏗᎦᏄᎩᏣᎾ
ᏱᎩᏂᎦᎾᏬᎯ

yisgisgwanutsa
yigade’iyv
yidiganugitsana
yiginiganawohi

if you kiss me
I will stay
if we hug each other
we will be warm

ᎠᏥᏍᏓᎶᎣᏍᎩ
ᎠᏇᏅᏍᏗ
ᎤᏍᏆᎳᎯ
ᎠᏎ ᏱᏍᎩᎨᏳᎯ
ᎫᎢᏘᎭ, ᎫᏘᎭ, ᎫᎢᎭ

atsisdalo’osgi
agwenvsdi usgwalahi
ase yisgigeyuhi
gutiha, gutiha, gutiha

the fire is dying
(I should go) home shortly
but if you love me
it’s snowing

To a tune similar to “Let it Snow”
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“ᎤᎵᎮᎵᏍᏗ ᎤᎾᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬᎢ (ᎠᏓᎾᏫ ᎠᏍᏆᏙᎾ) ”
“ulihelisdi unadetiyisgv’i (adanawi asquadona”)
Sung to a tune similar to “Happy Xmas (War is Over)” by Lennon/Ono
ᎤᎾᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬᎢ
unadetiyisgv’i
Christmas

ᎤᎾᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬᎢ
unadetiyisgv’i
Christmas

ᎠᏂᏴᏫᏯ
aniyvwiya
Indian

Ꮩ ᎭᏛᏅᎮ’Ꭲ
Do hadvnvhe’i
What did you do?

ᎠᏤ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ
atse adetiyisgv
new year
ᎣᏍᏓ ᎨᏎᏍᏍᏗ
osda gesesdi
it will be good

ᎠᏂᎬᏅᎨᎢ
anigvnvge’i
Black

ᎦᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬᎢ
gadetiyisgv’i
this year
ᎤᏍᏆᏛᎯ
usgwadvhi
is ending
ᎤᎾᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬᎢ
unadetiyisgv’i
Christmas

ᏃᏥᏍᎦᎲᎾ
notsisgahvna
we won’t be afraid
ᎤᎾᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬᎢ
unadetiyisgv’i
Christmas

ᎭᎵᎮᎵᏍᎨᏍᏗ
halihelisgesdi
Be happy

ᏧᏂᏍᏗ ᏧᏂᏔᎾ
tsunsdi tsuntana
for young and for old

ᏧᎾᏓᎳᏉᏗ
tsundalaquodi
the dear ones

ᎤᏲᎢ ᎢᏳᎾᏛᎾᏕᎦ
uyo’i iyundvndega
the poor ones

ᏧᎾᏥᎸᏉᏗ
tsuntsilvquodi
the young ones

ᏧᎾᏅᏣ
tsunanvtsa
the rich
ᎤᎾᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬᎢ
unadetiyisgv’i
Christmas
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ᎠᏂᏲᏁᎦ
aniyonega
White
ᎤᎾᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬᎢ
unadetiyisgv’i
Christmas
ᎠᏤ ᎠᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ
atse adetiyisgv
new year
ᎠᏍᏆᏙᎾ
asquadona
it’s finished ᎠᏓᎾᏫ
adanawi
war
ᏧᎾᎵᎢ ᏃᎴ ᏒᏓᏁᎸᎯ
tsunali’i nole svdanelvhi
friends and family
ᎤᎾᏕᏘᏱᏍᎬ, ᎠᏤ ᏑᏕᏘᏴᏓ
undetiysgv, atse sudetiyvda
Christmas, new year

Appendix B. Tom Belt’s Speech at Kituwah Mound Historical Site
July 30th, 2010
Doyi Institute sponsored by the Kituwah Preservation and Education Program
[Start]
Welcome to Kituwah Town. Welcome to this valley. Welcome to this place.
We were talking about the importance of place, the importance of geographical identity as an
intrinsic part of native tribes. It’s an intrinsic part of peoples all over the earth. It is a crucial and
most core aspect of who a person is; knowing where they are from (or it should be.) We are the
people of Kituwah and that’s who we’ve always been. This place goes beyond any kind of time
frame we can put on it. Anthropologists and archeologists put us here at about 8000 years or so,
but anthropologists and archeologists and that kind of discipline has only been here for about 200
years or less. The stories that we hold, the stories that’ve been passed down to us, is that we have
always been here. We may not have always been Kituwahs, but we’ve always been here. We did
become that at one time, and so you are at that origin place, you are at that place where we
began, where we became a people. Everything, everything that we know to be Cherokee (quoteunquote), everything that we know to be that, our language, our spirituality, our clan system — if
you want to put it into categories — our politics, our government, our religion, all aspects of our
lives, all aspects of our culture, it all began here. You are at the origin place of our people. It’s
incredible to think about for a second and very unique in that there are very few people, very few
peoples on the face of the earth that can actually pinpoint to the place where they began. If you
go and ask the Germans where they began, it’s going to be a long story and no one really knows
exactly for sure who that came about. They may have come from different places, and so it is in
Europe. And so it is in a lot of other places on the face of the earth.
In a few minutes, I am assuming that we are going to go out [on the mound.] We are going to go
out, and those of us here, those of us who are Kituwah, can point to the exact square inch where
we began….and so we think of this place, in that respect, we think of this as a very sacred place
to us. It is very important to all that we know, and without going into 400 years of history and
stuff since we’re not here for a history lesson. You all know the things that have happened up
until this point, due to politics, due to the history of this country and how this country evolved as
we know it today. Because of those things, many, many things changed, and for over a hundred
and sixty two years, over a hundred and sixty two years, this place where you’re at here was used
basically as a farm. It wasn’t…there were no ceremonies here, memories of all that, and the
sound of the Cherokee language, the sound that was innate to this place wasn’t heard here on this
property for that period of time. And some thirteen, fourteen years ago — I think it was in
ninety-seven — the tribe was able to purchase this property back. And so it fell back into the
hands, of not only just the Eastern Band (the Eastern Band owns this property, they are the
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caretakers of it, they are the stewards of it at this particular point), but in actuality it fell back into
the hands of all Cherokee people. It was prophesied for that to happen. At the same, those
prophesies, the prophesies that it comes from, those prophesies were also brought here at the
same time this place started. So a very long, long time ago, millennia after millennia ago, not
only was the beginning here, but the stories that happened were going to happen, and they were
told that a some time or another, into the future, they saw where the fire that they brought here
would be moved, and it would be moved twice. And the second time that it would be moved, it
would be moved for only a short period of time, that it would come back. And when that time
came, when the fire came back to its original place where it had originally been set, then we
begin a rebirth, a renewal of all that is Kituwah. And I know it’s kind of cryptic,… and I’m sure
we’ve all had discussions about prophesies and stuff, but that’s what we know and that’s what we
heard. And the beginning for the fire to come back, in order for the fire to come back here to its
original place, it has to come back to where the people are, and the people have always been
here. But it has to come back on its own properly, and that has happened, and it was saw to by
the first woman chief of the Eastern Band. All of this plays out, and I’m not going to go into that,
and we can talk about it for a long, long time. But all of this seems to be coming back piece by
piece. And so today, those of us, those of you all who are from Oklahoma, and those Kituwahs
who are from here, once again meet here this morning where we’re all at, if you look around,
joined by our friends, and by our colleagues, joined here for the same purpose that this place was
established for; as a place where things begin, as the place where people come and are
considered equals, a place where there is sanctity, where there is spirituality, where there is the
concept of something greater than one’s self. And so we show up here this morning, we all
gathered here, after a thousand upon thousands of years actually, we come here this morning
doing the same thing that’s always been done here. After 172 year sojourning, we begin to start
doing these things again, and its not the first time. For those of you who are from Oklahoma and
for those of you who are here (those members of the Eastern Band who are Kituwah), we meet
here this morning doing something that really shouldn’t be happening. If you look at history, all
of this should not occur, there should be no Cherokees here. And this place should be a historical
memory to us. A place where we once were, a place where some seven/eight generations ago, our
people lost contact with it long, long ago.
But instead, we meet here this morning again, speaking Cherokee in some respects, talking about
this, and meeting as family once again, and as friends, exactly the same way it’s been done here
for thousands of years. That tells us that this place means something. There’s no amount of
money in the world that can buy something like that to happen. There’s not enough scholarship
in the world. There’s not enough degrees in the world that could make all this happen. There has
to be something else at work, and it is that belief, and it is that part of us that we believe to be
Kituwah that makes these things happen. It is the power, it is the strength and the sanctity of this
place. So with that being said I wanted to make sure that you understand how we feel about this
place and what it means to us. It is our birthplace. It is our origin place. It is our mother. This is
where we began. This is where the laws of Kituwah were handed down. This is where we were
told to be family. This is where we were told how to heal ourselves, to take care of ourselves, to
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take care of our children, to take care of each other. The oldest of the Kituwah laws says that we
will be Kituwah for as long as we stand together and hold hands until the last one falls. That law
was enacted here.
And so we have, in other words, we are here this morning without actually holding hands; we are
here holding hands with our hearts and being a part of this place once again, just as it was meant
to be. So that’s what I mean when I say welcome to Kituwah, welcome to this place.
It’s only been in the hands of the Eastern Band, back in the hands of our people, for some 13
years. And a great, great many things could have happened, but it is still being taken care of, still
being farmed, and still providing food for people as it always has. And things will change here
some day. It will be different. This place will become a place where all peoples can come. Where
all people can come and maybe get in touch with themselves and maybe get back in touch with
their own cosmology. That’s what this place was intended for too; it was a peace town. It was a
mother town. It was a place where the things already happened. It was a place where you could
come and be safe from any kind of aggression or anything like that. It was a place where no
blood was to be spilled in anger or revenge. This was a safe town for all people, no matter who
they were. We call this place “our sacred place,” and the history of it says that in the 1700s, there
was a North Carolina military commander named Rutherford who came through here and burned
this town. People will ask us, “if this town was so sacred to you, why didn’t you defend it? Why
didn’t you stop it from being burned?” And the only thing you can tell them is, “because it was
sacred to us. Because we can take no human life here. We can’t do that. We can’t force that kind
of aggression. Somebody had to take the higher ground. For blood to be spilled here, for it to be
defended in that manner against any kind of aggression would mean that the laws of Kituwah
didn’t mean anything then and we were lying; that we could kill people here. And that’s not the
way of the people. That was the strength of the belief in our ways, that even when it came to that,
we would rather that if somebody’s going to be wrong, that it not be us. It’s a mark of great
dignity that they didn’t do that. It’s a show of how strong and how powerful this place was.”
So all throughout history this has happened, and it all happened here, it all happened here.
[End]
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Appendix C. United Cherokee Nations Anthem
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Appendix D. Cherokee Song Texts Inspired by Popular Songs
“ᏥᎨᏐ Addams” / “Tsigeso Addams”
Sung to a tune similar to
“When You’re an Addams” from The Addams Family Musical
ᏥᎨᏐ Addams
tsigeso Addams
when one is an Addams

ᎠᎵᎮᎵᏍᏗ ᎠᏲᎱᎯᏍᏗ
alihelisd ayohuhisd
he enjoys death

ᏑᏃᏱ ᎠᎦᎵᏍᎩ ᎤᏚᎵ
sunoyi agalisg uduli
he wants moonlight

ᎤᏓᎸᏉᏗ ᎠᎩᏎᏍᏙᏗ ᏂᎨᏒᎾ
udalvgwodi aksesdodi nigesvna
selfish, uncaring

ᏥᎨᏐ Addams
tsigeso Addams
when one is an Addams

ᏥᎨᏐ Addams
tsigeso Addams
when one is an Addams

ᎩᎶ ᎤᎿᏩᏍᏗᏍᎪᎢ
kilo uhnawasdisgo’i
he feels a chill

ᏧᏐᏱ ᏃᏣᏛᏁᎰ
tsusoyi notsadvneho
we do it the same

ᎤᏁᎩᏳᏍᏗ ᏂᎦᏓ ᎠᎪᏩᏛᏓ
unegiyusd nigad agowatvd
he sees everything gray

ᎨᏍᏗ ᏲᎦᏚᎵ ᎠᎦᎵᎲ
gesd yogaduli agalihv
we don’t want sunshine

ᎠᏓᎯ ᎤᏙᏗ ᏂᎪᎯᏓ
adahi udodi nigohid
he has a little poison everyday

ᏙᏱᏗᏨ ᎦᏚᎲ
doyiditsv gaduhv
the countryside

ᏥᎨᏐ Addams
tsigeso Addams
when one is an Addams

ᎨᏍᏗ ᏲᎦᏚᎵ M.T.V.
gesd yogaduli M.T.V.
we don’t want M.T.V.

ᎦᎸᎧᏙᏗ ᎤᏬᏨᏗ
galvkdodi uwotsvdi
he enjoys humor

ᏃᎴ ᎠᏰᏣᏍᏗ
nole ayetsasdi
and laughter

ᏥᎨᏐ Addams
tsigeso Addams
when one is an Addams

ᎭᎳᏍᎩ “Twist!”
halsgi “Twist!”
dance the twist
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ᏥᎨᏐ Addams
tsigeso Addams
when one is an Addams

ᎾᏛᎦ ᎠᏎ ᏘᏲᎰ......Ꮟ
nadvga ase tiyoho....si
do it or you’ll die

(ᎣᏍᏓ ᏥᎨᏐ Addams)
(osda tsigeso Addams)
(it’s good when one is an Addams)
ᎤᎭ ᎤᎳᏍᎨᏗ ᎢᏳᏛᏁᏗ
uha ulsged iyudvnedi
he has an important duty
(ᏙᏱ ᏑᏃᏱ Addams)
(doyi sunoyi Addams)
(outside at night, Addams)
(ᎭᎵᏍᏓᎩ)
(halsdagi)
it bit you
ᏃᏗ ᏂᎯ ᏏᏓᏁᎸ
nodi nihi sidanelv
now you’re family
ᏏᏓᏁᎸ ᎠᎬᏱᏣ ᏃᎴ ᎤᎳᏍᏆᎸᏗ
sidanelv agvyitsa nole ulsgwalvdi
family first and last
ᏥᎨᏐ Addams
tsigeso Addams
when one is an Addams
ᎠᏎᎩᏳ ᎧᏁᎪᎢ
asegiyu kanego’i
he answers strangely
ᏥᎨᏐ Addams
tsigeso Addams
when one is an Addams
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“ᏐᏊ ᏑᏃᏱ” / “sogwu sunoyi”
Sung to a tune similar to
“One Normal Night” from The Addams Family Musical
ᏧᏐᏱ ᏴᏫ
tsusoyi yvwi
they are normal people

Ꮩ ᎭᏗᏍᎪᎢ?
do hadisgo’(i)?
what do you say?

ᎨᏍᏗ ᏂᎯ, ᎨᏍᏗ ᎠᏴ
gesd nihi, gesd ayv
not you, not me
ᏰᎵᏊ ᎨᏎᏍᏗ ᏙᎩᏂᏐᏱ
yeliquu gesesd doginisoyi
can we be normal?
ᏐᏊ ᏑᏃᏱ, ᎠᏆᏚᎵ ᏄᎶᏒᏍᏛᏗ ᎨᏎᏍᏗ
soquu sunoyi, aquaduli nulosvsdvdi gesesd
one night, I want it to be normal
ᏐᏊ ᎦᎳᏦᏕ, ᏗᎦᎪᏗ ᎠᏂᎠᏰᏍᎪᎢ ᏥᏍᏕᏥ

soquu galtsode, digakohdi aniahyesgo’(i) tsisdets

one house, the plants eat mice
ᎤᏙᎯᏳ ᎨᏍᏗ ᏙᎯᏄᏍᏛ
udohiyu gesdi tohinusdv
it’s true, it’s not calm
ᏗᎩᏩᎯ ᏗᎿᏬ ᎬᎾᎨ ᏱᎩ
digiwahi dihnawo gvnage yigi
let’s buy clothes that are not black
“Ꮼ” ᏐᏊ ᏑᏃᏱ ᏧᏐᏱ ᏛᏂᎷᏥ
“wo” sogwu sunoyi tsusoyi dvnilutsi
whoa, one night the normal ones are coming
ᏐᏊ ᏑᏃᏱ, Ꮩ ᎭᏓᎾᏔᏍᎩ?
sogwu sunoyi, do hadantasg?
one night, what do you think?
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“Addams ᏏᏛᏁᎸ” / “Addams Sidvnelv”
Sung to a tune similar to The Addams Family theme song by Vic Mizzy
ᎤᎾᏓᎴᎯ ᏃᎴ
unadalehi nole
they are different and

ᎤᏂᏬᏨᏘ ᏴᏬ
uniwotsvti yvwi
they are funny people

ᎤᏂᎾᏰᎯᏍᏗ
uninayehisdi
they are strange

Addams ᏏᏛᏁᎸ
Addams sidvnelv
Addams family

ᎤᏂᏍᏆᏂᎩᏗ ᏴᏫ
unisquanikdi yvwi
they are weird people

ᎬᏃᏌᏍᏗ ᎭᎩᎸᏓ
gvnosasdi hagilvd
ride a broom

Addams ᏏᏛᏁᎸ
Addams sidvnelv
Addams family

ᎰᏒᎾ ᎠᏓᎯ
hosvna adahi
make poison

ᎤᏁᏅᏒ ᎤᏪᏘ
unenvsv uweti
their old house

ᏓᏲᏦᏩᏙᎯᏙᎵ
dayotsiwadohidol
We are going to visit them

ᎠᏍᏆᏂᎪᏙᏗ
asquanigododi
it is a museum

Addams ᏏᏛᏁᎸ
Addams sidvnelv
Addams family
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“ᏗᎬᏂᏱᏍᎩ” / “digvniyisgi”
Sung to a tune similar to “Ghostbusters” by Ray Parker, Jr.
ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎤᏓᎴ ᎭᏂ
gohusdi udale hani
Something strange here

ᏗᏂᏲᏟ ᏚᏚᎵ
diniyotli duduli
they want children

ᏫᏘᏴᎾ ᏗᎬᏂᏱᏍᎩ
witiyvna digvniyisgi
call the catchers [lit: “they catch them”]

ᏫᏘᏴᎾ ᏗᎬᏂᏱᏍᎩ
witiyvna digvniyisgi

ᎤᏲᎢ ᏗᎧᎾᏘ ᏍᎩᎵ
uyo’i dikanti sgili
ugly looking ghost

ᏰᎵ ᏍᏈᏍᏗᏱ ᎠᏁᎭ ᏍᎩᎵ ᎭᏂ
yeli squisdiyi aneha sgili hani
if there are too many ghosts here

ᏫᏘᏴᎾ ᏗᎬᏂᏱᏍᎩ
witiyvna digvniyisgi

ᎣᏍᏓ ᎠᏆᏓᎾᏔ
osda aquadanta
I feel good

ᎨᏍᏗ ᏱᏥᏍᎦᎡ
gesdi yitsisga’e
I’m not scared

ᏤᏍᏗ ᏦᏒ ᏱᎨᏎᏍᏗ
tsesdi tsosv yigesesdi
don’t be alone

ᏲᎯᎪᏩᏘᎭ ᏂᎨᏒᎾ
yihigowatiha nigesvna
If you see something

ᏲᏍᏚᏴᎵ
yisduyvli
if he comes in the door

ᏫᏘᏴᎾ ᏗᎬᏂᏱᏍᎩ
witiyvna digvniyisgi

ᎨᏍᏗ ᏲᏣᏚᎵ ᏍᎩᎵ
gesdi yitsadul sgili
if you don’t want a ghost

ᏍᎩᎵ ᎬᎾᎩ ᎠᏆᎾᏏᏘ
sgili gvngi agwansiti
a ghost in my bed

ᎨᏍᏗ ᏱᎦᏛᎩ / ᏍᏓᏱ
gesdi yigatvgi / sday
I can’t hear it / louder

ᏫᏘᏴᎾ ᏗᎬᏂᏱᏍᎩ
witiyvna digvniyisgi

ᏦᏒ ᏱᎩ ᏫᏘᏴᎾ
Tsosv yigi witiyvna
If you are alone call
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“ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎤᎦᎾᏍᏔ” / “gohusdi uganasta”
Sung to a tune similar to “I Wanna Hold Your Hand” as performed by The Beatles
Verse 1
ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎤᎦᎾᏍᏔ
gohusdi uganasta
something sweet

ᏗᏍᏓᏓᏄᎩᏣᎬ
disdadanugitsagv
you two hug each other

ᏗᎬᏃᎯᏎᎳ
digvnohisela
I say to you

ᏂᎯ ᏃᎴ ᏂᎯ
nihi nole nihi
Bridge
ᎤᎵᎮᎵᏍᏗ ᎠᏆᏓᎾᏔ (ᎭᏫᎾ)
ulihelisdi agwadanta (hawina)
I feel happy (inside)

ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎤᎦᎾᏍᏔ
gohusdi uganasta
ᏂᎯ ᏃᎴ ᎠᏴ
nihi nole ayv
you and I

ᏱᏗᎦᎾᏓᏄᎩᏣᎾ (ᎭᏫᎾ)
yidiganadanugitsana (hawina)
if we all hug each other (inside)

ᏗᎾᏓᏄᎩᏣᎬ
dinadanugitsagv
you and I hug

ᎭᏫᎾ, ᎭᏫᎾ, ᎭᏫᎾ
hawina, hawina, hawina

ᏂᎯ ᏃᎴ ᎠᏴ
nihi nole ayv
you and I

Verse 3
ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎤᎦᎾᏍᏔ
gohusdi uganasta

Verse 2
ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎤᎦᎾᏍᏔ
gohusdi uganasta

ᏓᏛᏂᏃᎩᏏ
dadvninogisi
you [pl.] and I sing to them

ᏗᏍᏗᏃᎮᎳ
disdinohela
you two say to each other

ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎤᎦᎾᏍᏔ
gohusdi uganasta

ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎤᎦᎾᏍᏔ
gohusdi uganasta

ᏂᎯ ᏃᎴ ᏔᎵ
nihi nole tali
you and two

ᏂᎯ ᏃᎴ ᏂᎯ
nihi nole nihi
you and you

ᏗᏲᏣᏓᏄᎩᏣᎬ
diyotsadanugitsagv
We [pl. ex.] hug each other
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ᏂᎯ ᏃᎴ ᏔᎵ
nihi nole tali
[bridge]
Verse 4
ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎤᎦᎾᏍᏔ
gohusdi uganasta
ᏓᏘᏃᎯᏎᎳ
datinohisela
you [pl.] say to each other
ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᎤᎦᎾᏍᏔ
gohusdi uganasta
ᏂᎦᏓ ᏗᏥᏃᎩ
nigad_ditsinogi
everyone, you all sing
ᏗᏓᏓᏄᎩᏣᎬ
didadanugitsagv
We all hug each other
ᏂᎦᏓ ᏗᏥᏃᎩ
nigad_ditsinogi
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“ᎧᎹᎹ ᎯᏃᎯᎵ” / “kamama hinohili”
Sung to a tune similar to “Butterly Fly Away” by Ballard/Silvestri
as performed by Miley Cyrus (Hannah Montana)
ᏫᏍᎩᎾᏒᏍᎪᎢ, ᎲᏓᎳᏗᏍᎪᎢ
wisginsvsgo’i, hvdaldisgo’i
you tucked me in, you braided my hair

ᎬᎩᎸᏘ ᏂᎨᏒᎾ
gvgilvti nigesvna
I couldn’t sleep at night

ᏙᎯᏊ ᏍᏆᎦᏎᏍᏙᎢ
tohigwu sgwagsesdo’i
you always kept me safe

ᏂᏗᎦᎳᏍᏓᏂᏒᎾ
nidigalsdanisvna
(it seemed) it wouldn’t be alright

ᎠᏂᎨᎱᏯᏣ ᎤᎾᏍᎦᎳᏍᏙᎢ
anigehyutsa unasgalsdo’i
little girls depend on it

ᏂᎯ ᏕᏍᎩᏃᎩᎡᎰᎢ
nihi desginogi’eho’i
you always sang to me
ᏫᎾᏓᏍᏕᎸᎠᏍᎩ
winadasdelv’asgi
caterpillar

ᎠᎧᏔᏬᏍᎪᎢ, ᎠᎦᏍᏕᏲᎰᎢ
aktawosgo’i, agsdeyoho’i
you brushed my hair, you braided it

ᎭᏓᎾᏖᎸᏍᎪᎢ
hadantelvsgo’i
you wonder

ᎬᎾᏛ ᎠᎦᏔᏂᏙᎲᎢ
kvntv agtanidohv’i
you took me everywhere

ᏣᎳᏍᏚᏓ ᎠᏎᏃ ᎭᏍᎩᏓᏍᎨᏍᏗ
tsalsduda aseno hasgidsgesdi
you’re stuck but you can dream

ᎢᎪᎯᏓ ᎬᎳᏍᎦᎳᏍᏙᎢ
igohida gvlsgalsdo’i
I always depended on you

ᎣᏍᏓ ᎠᏍᎩᏓᏍᏗ ᎠᏆᏚᎵᎭ
osda asgidsdi agwaduliha
you dream of great things

ᏨᏌ ᎿᏛᏁᎭ ᏂᎦᏓ
tsvsa hnadvneha nigada
you did everything alone

ᏙᎯᏊ ᏣᏓᎾᏖᏍᏗ
tohigwu tsadantesdi
don’t worry

ᏕᏣᎸᏫᏍᏓᏁᎲᎢ
detsalvwisdanehv’i
you always provided

ᎣᏍᏓ ᏂᎦᏓ ᎦᏚᎢᏍᏗᎭ
osda nigada gatuisdiha
I promise you everything is alright

ᏍᏈᏍᏓ ᏍᏓᏱ ᏂᎪᏍᏕᎢ
sgwisda sdayi nigosde’i
it must have been very hard
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ᎧᎹᎹ ᎯᏃᎯᎵ
kamama hinohili
butterfly, you’re flying
ᎯᏃᎯᎵᏎᏍᏗ
hinohilisesdi
you will keep flying
ᏣᏚᎵᏍᎬ ᏫᏂᎦᎳᏍᏛᎾ
tsadulisgv winigalsdvna
you want it so make it happen
ᎧᎹᎹ ᎯᏃᎯᎵ
kamama hinohili
ᏍᎨᎾ ᎢᎦ ᏍᏗᎦᏘᏲᎯ
sgena iga sdigatiyohi
we waited for this day
ᎯᏃᎯᎵ ᏙᎯ ᎠᏕᏗᏳ
hinohili tohi adediyu
you fly so freely
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“ᏓᎶᏂᎨ ᏥᏳ” / “dalonige tsiyu”
Sung to a tune similar to “Yellow Submarine” by Lennon/McCartney
as performed by The Beatles

Verse 1
ᏧᎦᎾᏩ ᎠᏆᏕᏅᎢ
tsuganawa agwadenv’i
in florida I was born

Chorus
ᎠᎺᏉ ᎭᏫᏂ ᎡᏙᎯ ᏥᏳ
amequo hawin(i) edoh(i) tsiyu
the boat is under the sea

ᎠᎼᎯ ᎡᏙᎯ
amohi edohi
a sailor

ᏓᎶᏂᎨ ᏥᏳ, ᏓᎶᏂᎨ ᏥᏳ
dalonige tsiyu, dalonige tsiyu
yellow boat, yellow boat

ᎣᎩᏃᎯᏎᎸᎯ
oginohiselvhi
he told us

ᏥᏳ ᎭᏫᏂ ᎣᏥᏂᎩᎶᎢ
tsiyu hawin(i) otsinigilo’i
we live inside the boat

ᏄᏍᏗᏕᎬᎢ ᎠᎺᏉᎯ
nusdidegv’(i) amequohi
what the ocean was like

ᏓᎶᏂᎨ ᏥᏳ, ᏓᎶᏂᎨ ᏥᏳ
dalonige tsiyu, dalonige tsiyu
Verse 3
ᏂᎦᏓ ᏦᎩᎾᎵ
nigada tsoginali
we are all friends

Verse 2
ᏅᏙ ᎢᏣ ᎣᏣᎢᏒᎢ
nvdo its(a) otsa’isv’(i)
toward the sun we went

ᎭᏂ ᎠᏁᏙᎭᎢ
hani anedoha’i
we are all here

ᎠᏤ ᎠᎼ ᎣᎩᏁᏔᎲᎢ
atse am(o) oginetahv(i)
green surface we found

ᏂᎦᏓ ᎣᎦᎴᏅᎯ
nigada ogalenvhi
everyone we all begin

ᎠᎹ ᎠᎳᏒᏗᏍᎬ ᎤᎳᏗᏣ
am(a) alsvdisgv’(i) ulditsa
where the water went up

ᏙᏥᏃᎩᏍᎬᎢ
[dotsinogisgv’i] (optional)
we all sing

ᏥᏳ ᎣᎦᏁᎳᏛᎢ
tsiyu oganeldv’i
(in) the boat we went below
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Verse 4
ᏙᎯᏊ ᎣᏤᎲᎢ
tohiqu(u) otsehv’i
we are at peace
ᎾᎦᏓᏊ ᎣᎩᎾᎠᎢ
nagadaquu ogina’a’i
we have all we need
ᏌᎧᏂᎨ ᎦᎸᎶᎯ
sakanige galvlohi
blue sky
ᏃᎴ ᎠᏤ ᎡᎶᎯ
nole atse elohi
and green sea
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“ᎤᎵᎮᎵᏍᏗ ᎢᎦ” / “ulihelisdi iga”
Sung to a tune similar to “Celebration” by Kool & the Gang
ᏩᎱ, ᏩᎱ, ᏩᎱ
wahu, wahu, wahu
woohoo, woohoo, woohoo

ᏣᎳᎩ ᏗᏗᏃᎩᏍᎨᏍᏗ
tsalagi didinogisgesdi
we will be singing Cherokee

ᎤᎵᎮᎵᏍᏗ
ulihelisdi iga
happy day

ᏗᏓᏓᏄᎩᏣᎦ
didadanugitsaga
we are hugging each other

ᏗᏂᏲᏟ
diniyotli
children

Ꮩ ᎢᏳᏍᏗ ᎢᏣᏚᎵ
do iyusdi itsaduli
whatever it is you want

ᎤᎵᎮᎵᏍᏗ ᎢᎦ
ulihelisdi iga

ᏣᎳᎩ ᏏᏛᏁᎸ
tsalagi sidvnelv
Cherokee family

ᏗᏂᏲᏟ
diniyotli

ᎨᎾ!
kena!
come on!

ᏣᎳᎩ ᎢᏗᏬᏂᏍᎨᏍᏗ
tsalagi idiwonisgesdi
we will be speaking Cherokee

ᏩᎱ!
Wuhu!

itsudetiyvda alihelisdi
Nole tsatseli ayetsasdi
Tsalagi didinogisgesdi

ᏗᏂᏲᏟ
diniyotli

ᏗᏂᏲᏟ
diniyotli

ᏩᎱ!
Wuhu!

ᏂᎦᏓ ᎢᏓᎮᎵᎦ
nigada idaheliga
everyone be happy

ᏗᏂᏲᏟ
diniyotli
ᎤᎵᎮᎵᏍᏗ
ulihelisdi iga

ᏗᏂᏲᏟ
diniyotli

ᏗᏂᏲᏟ
diniyotli
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“Ꭰ…Ꭱ…Ꭲ…” / “a…e…i…”
Sung to a tune similar to “ABC” by The Jackson Five
ᎳᎳᎳᎳᎳ
lalalalala

ᏔᏕᎶᏆᏍᏗ ᏕᏥᏃᎩ
tadeloquasdi detsinogi
learn what I sing

ᏗᏓᏕᎶᏆᏍᏗ
didadeloquasdi
school

Ꭰ…Ꭱ…Ꭲ… ᏃᏊᏧ
a…e…i… noquu-tsu?
a…e…i… are you ready?

ᎪᎱᏍᏗ ᏕᏓᏙᎴᏆᎢ
gohusdi didadolequa’(i)
we learn something

ᏐᏊ, ᏔᎵ, ᏦᎢ ᏘᏃᎩ!
soquu, tal, tso’i tinogi
1, 2, 3 sing!

ᏏᏎᏍᏗ, ᎢᏗᎪᏪᏍᏗ
desesdi, idigowesdi
numbers, reading

Ꮩ, Ꮄ, Ꮋ, Ꭰ, Ꭱ, Ꭲ, ᏐᏊ, ᏔᎵ, Ꮶ
do, le, mi, a, e, i, soquu, tal, tso
do, re, mi, a, e, i, 1, 2, 3

ᏔᏎᎦ, ᏘᎪᎵᏯ
tasega, tigoliya
count, read

ᏗᏥᏃᎩ!
ditsinogi!
Everyone sing!

Ꮓ-ᏃᏊ ᏛᎨᏲᎾᎢ
no-noquu dvgeyona’(i)
now I’m teaching you

ᎨᎾ, ᎨᎾ, ᎨᎾ, ᏃᏊ ᏗᎬᏃᎯᏏ
kena, kena, kena nogwu digvnohisi
Come on now I’ll tell you

ᏣᎳᎩ ᎬᏘ
tsalagi gvti
in Cherokee

ᏕᏦᎴᏍᏗ ᏂᎦᏓ, ᎯᏣᏛᏓᏍᏗ
detsolesdi nigada, hitsatvdasdi
sit down everyone, listen up

ᎯᏗᏣᎳᎩ
hiditsalalgi
we are Cherokee

ᎯᏣᎴᎲᎦ ᎢᏕᎾ ᏙᏱ
hitsalehvga idena doyi
now get up and go outside

ᏗᏦᎴᏍᏗ ᏗᏂᏲᏟ
ditsolesdi diniyotli
sit down kids
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“Atsoltasgi Uktena” (The Smoking Uktena)
Tsalagi

Yonega

(udanona 1)
Atsol(a)tasg(i) Uktena tsahehi vdali
tsudansinv sdanehi tsukvhadv itsa
Usdi adatsohisdi tsagalvwodisge’i
Tsola tsu(h)yohilvhe nole am(a) uditasd(i)

(verse 1)
The puffing Uktena lived by the lake
It slithered through the fog
Little Belt loved him
Brought him tobacco and water

(chorus)
||: Atsol(a)tasd(i) Uktena tsahehi vdali
Tsudansinv sdanehi tsukvhadv itsa :||

(chorus)
The puffing Uktena lived by the lake
It slithered through the fog

(udanona 2)
Usdi adatsohisda tsugilvne’i
Uktena ga(h)sohi tsukvhadv itsa
Tsunisgasdunele anitsalagi
Nigada tsunelone’i. Tsundisgalane’i.

(verse 2)
Little Belt rode on
the Uktena’s back through the fog
They frightened all the Cherokees.
They all screamed, scattered, and hid.

(udanona 3)
Usdi adatsohisdi utsi dusgatse
Inagesd(i) udeligv tsawihigahvga
[incomplete]

(verse 3)
Little Belt’s mother yelled at him
Take him to the far west
[incomplete]

(udanona 4)
Tsilvhodisgesdi igohida Uktena
Unega tsulsqwetune’i usdi adatso(his)di
Egwoni itsa tsawonilose
Uktena nole atsuts(a) Taligwo gvdisgi

(verse 4)
He told her, “I’ll love this Uktena forever”
Little Belt put on his white hat
Uktena and boy went through the river
and ended up in Tallequah

To a tune similar to “Puff the Magic Dragon”
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Appendix F. Transcription of Third Grade Music Class
November 5, 2015
12:21PM
1

SLS:

4

S1:

6

SLS:

8
9

SLS:
SLS:

11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27

S1:
S2:
S3:
SLS:
SLS:
S1:
SLS:
S2:
S3:
SLS:
S2:
SLS:
S2:
SLS:
S2:
S3:
SLS:

29
30
31
32
33
34

SLS:
S1/S2/S3:
SLS:
SLS:
S3:
SLS:

35

S4:

hawa. ni, kagiyusd hitsantasg? (singing) My country ’tis of thee…
oh, we did “American the Beautiful” right? (singing) uwo- Oh,
beautiful for spacious skies, for amber waves of grain
(singing) [waves of grain. For purple..
(1.0)
It’s gonna be mine if I see it go in the air one more time aquatseli.
(0.2)
Sh::::
(singing) for purple mountain majesties above the fruited () Okay,
>we’re gonna translate it into Cherokee<
(.hhhhhh)
No:::::
[No::::::
mm hmm (.4)
So, let’s think (.2) oh beautiful: (.4) for spacious skies
(singing the wrong melody) [oh beautiful for spacious skies
What would we how would we say that in tsalagi
uwodu
[galvlad?
uwodu
(singing) uwoduhi galvladi
and maybe sky is galvladi or galvlohi?
galvlohi
so you could say (hh)((audiation gesture)) (.4) sh:
[singing] [uwoduhi galvlohi
[singing] [uwoduhi galvladi
exactly that’s what I put too. Awesome! So we’ve got
(1.0)
(singing) [[uwoduhi galvlohi
(singing) [[uwoduhi galvlohi
nole what’s next? <for amber waves of grain> sh:::
we don’t have a lot of (.1) sh::
(singing)
we don’t have a lot of (.5) grai::: hey, put em over here ’til the end of
class.
ok
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36

SLS:

37
38
39
40
41
42

S1:
S2:
S3:
SLS:
S1:
SLS:

44

SLS:

48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

S1:
SLS:
S2:
S1:
SLS:
S1/S2/S3:
S1:
SLS:

57

S1:

59

SLS:

62
63
64
65

S1:
S2/S3:
S4:
SLS:

68
69
70
71
72

SLS:
S1:
SLS:
S3:
SLS:

74

SLS:

76

S2:

We don’t have a lot of grain here in tsalagi, (1.5) sh:: but we do
have a lot of what? What does everybody eat?
[food
[[food
[[food
Yes, that grows?
[corn!
(omitted) yes, selu!
(section omitted for privacy reasons)
No no no I’m saying (.3) let’s say instead of grain, what if we put for
our Cherokee version we use selu.
(2.0)
now amber means kind of what color?
yellow?
So we might say in tsalagi
(singing) uwodu…
(singing) dilonige
so if we had (singing) uwoduhi galvlohi dilo…
[uwoduhi galvlohi dilo…
uh: se…
dilonige selu. Alright! You guys want to try that? (singing together)
uwoduhi galvlohi dilonige selu
[I keep forgetting that part!
(section omitted)
hawa. um so, we’ve got two lines now (1.5) (singing) uwoduhi
galvlohi dilonige selu (multiple students singing along) now we’ve
got for purple mountains (.3) ↓°majesties°↓
[deluge
(singing)[deluge
[(I don’t know) mountains
deluge’i what is mountain? who remembers? kagiyusd hitsantasg
mountain?
(section omitted)
is it dodalv’i?
(2.0)
dodalv’i mountains?
[(singing) dodalv’i
so what if we did dodalv’i (2.0) dodalv’i de…luge’i so…
[(singing)
(singing) dodalv’i deluge’i (2.0) osig?
(section omitted for interruption)
ni. so we have so far (singing) uwoduhi galvlohi dilonige selu
dada… dodalv’i deluge’i now we have above…
galvlad
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77

SLS:

80
81
82
83
84
85
86
87
88
89
90
91
92
93

SLS:
S6:
SLS:
S6:
S2:
S1:
SLS:
S2:
SLS:
S1:
S2:
SLS:
S2:
SLS:

95
96
97
98
99
100

SLS:
S4:
SLS:
S2:
S4:
SLS:

102
103
104

S2:
SLS:
S4:

106

SLS:

108
109
110
111
112
113

S1:
S4:
SLS:
S3:
S4:
S1:

115
116

S7:
SLS:

118

SLS:

Above the fruited plains, but maybe we’ll just say above the plains
( ) Who remembers the word for plains in tsalagi?
(section omitted)
above, how do we say above?
galvladi
galvladi! who knows how to say plains?
tsiyu!
tsiyu!
no:::
[No not like airplanes like the uh… the valley. or the plains.
Oo: can we just say uh ( )
[there’s a person
[can we just say plains?
like Cherokee, like what city we live in?
uwo… so you can say galvladi tsalagi?
yeah just say that.
sh::::: (omitted) we could say tsalagi. that’s an idea.
(omitted)
galvlad iwodi or galvlad tsalagi?
iwodi
Okay, listen (singing) galvlad iwodi or galvlad tsalagi
I think that one sounds betters
[galvlad iwodi
What I like about iwodi is listen to <galvladi:: iwodi:> >what
happens?<
It rhymes!
galvladi:::wodi
It goes together.
[(indistinctive loud talking)
It runs together, right? (singing) galvladiwodi like that? that’s () kind
of pretty. whereas the other way (singing) galvlad tsalagi
no::::::
[that don’t sound right
why don’t you like it?
It don’t sound right
[It don’t go together
[It don’t go together
(omitted)
amayetli!
right (singing) amayetli, amayetli (2.0) what does amayetli mean?
(multiple students call out “America!”)
yes, but think about the words in tsalagi, ama (.5) ayelti
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120
121
122

SLS:
S4:
SLS:

125

S5:

127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134

SLS:
S2:
S3:
SLS:
S3:
S1:
SLS:
S5:

136
137

S8:
SLS:

139
140
141
142
143
144

S1/2/3:
SLS:
S8:
S5:
S8:
SLS:

148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160

S8:
SLS:
S1/3:
SLS:
S3:
SLS:
S3:
SLS:
S3:
SLS:
S5:
SLS:
S3:

(omitted)
do iyusdi ama ayetli?
half water. that just sounds… that just sounds weird.
[ama ayetli in the middle of the water. (singing) amayetli, amayetli
(speaking) God shed his grace on thee, so how would say
would we say God loves us?
(sing-song) tsisa agigeyuha
(omitted)
[[how would we say God loves us in Cherokee?
[[(singing “Jesus Loves Me”) tsisa agigeyuhi goweli kano…
[[tsisa agigeyu
[sh::: what about, how do we say God?
tsisa
tsisa
tsisa, that’s Jesus or…
gasi!
(several students laughing)
gasi (hahaha)
gasi (hahahaha) do iyusdi you sing it all the time (2.0) (singing first
two notes of “Amazing Grace”) une…
(singing) tlanv…
unetlanv::! Either that or Jesus.
But Jesus and God are the same people.
Na (1.0) God’s Jesus’s daddy
seli, God and Jesus are the same people.
We’re not going to fight over it in here. Some people believe
different things! (singing) une…(speaking) tlanv. >unetlanvhi<
unetlanv (singing) untlanv…
(.5)
(singing)
hi!
how do we say he loves us?
gvgeyu
that’s I love you. how do we say he loves us?
nihi gvgeyu
hahaha do we sa:::y (2.0) do….
[agigeyv
dogiga. do…uh…
dogigeyu!
dogigeyu? (to students on other side) dogigeyu? God loves us?
yeah. Jesus ( )
[does that make sense?
[well sing it, we’ll see
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161
162

SLS:
S2:

164

SLS:

166

S3:

168

SLS:

170
171
172
173
174

SLS:
S5:
SLS:
S2:
SLS:

176

SLS:

178
179
180
181

S1/2/3:
SLS:
S5:
SLS:

183
184
185
186

S1:
S4:
S1:
SLS:

188
189
190
191
192
193
194
195
196

S1:
S4:
SLS:
S4:
S4:
SLS:
S2:
S4:
SLS:

198
199

S4:
SLS:

202

S5:

or digageyu, digeyu, digageyu
(singing “Mother’s Day Song”) agigeyu, agigeyu, agigeyu agitsi
(omitted)
So look, what do we call this right here? (holding Cherokee-English
dictionary)
se:::::li:::
(indistinct shouting)
(reading) igatseli tsalagi dideloquasdi
(several students reading aloud as well)
ase there’s another word for dictionary
dictionary? digasaneli
[dikaneisdi
digvniyisgi!
gesd digvniyisgi, dikane:isdi
(omitted)
so, dikaneisdi dictionary (1.2) dikaneisdi (1.5) dikaneisdi not
digvniyisgi
(laughter)
dikaneisdi
digvniyisgi!
kagiyusd hitsa what is do iyus…di kano:::
(loud talking)
it sounds like, it sounds like
[dikanogisdi!
word! word!
It sounds like dikanogisdi. ↑It sounds like the word for word!↑ So
what do you think dikaneisdi is?
WORD!
SENTENCE!
not, what would word be? kaneisdi? Is that word? kaneisdi?
CONTINENT!
oo: SENTENCE!
do iyusdi dikaneisdi?
DICTIONARY!
SENTENCE!
It does mean dictionary, but kaneisdi is word so what does
dikaneisdi mean?
words!
So we can use this to help us translate the song. Let’s look up love.
It may be he loves us might be in here. I know it’s in the Bible. We
could always look in the Bible.
(singing) tsisa agigeyuhi
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203

S2/3/4/5/6:

205
206
207

S6:
S4:
S1:

209

SLS:

211

SLS:

213
214
215
216

SLS:
S5:
SLS:
SLS:

218
219

S2/3:
SLS:

221

SLS:

223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230

S2:
SLS:
S6:
SLS:
S2:
SLS:
S2:
SLS:

232

SLS:

233
234
235
236
237

S6:
S1:
SLS:
S6:
SLS:

238
239

S1:
SLS:

242

S2:

(singing) goweli ganoheli diniyotli tsutseli (mumbling diniyotli
galehi) tsis agigeyu, tsis agigeyu tsis agigeyu goweli goleli.
kanohe
It’s Jesus Loves Me
(singing mockingly) Jesus loves me this I know for the Bible tells
me so
Let’s see… Jesus loves… ( ) Let us love one another!
(loud talking)
DEGA, <DEGADAGEYUSESDI> >degadageyusesdi<
(loud peripheral talking and laughing)
sh::: HE LOVES US HIGIGEYU.
[(singing) higige:::yu
higigeyu (1.0) higigeyu
(writing and speaking aloud) hi:gi:ge:yu: So look >ni ni ni<
(singing) amayetli amayetli unetla…
(singing) [nvhi
°unetlanv higige…yu (2.0) tsisa°
(3.)
hey so what do we think Jesus instead of unetlanv? Let’s listen to
em. Listen! sh:: (singing) unetlanv higigeyu o::r
(singing “When You’re An Addams”) [unegiyusd nidv digowa…
[hawa sh: yes, that’s very similar hawa
mmhmm
or or (singing) tsisa::: hige:::
[It has the same notes
(singing) tsisa higigeyu
I thought you were going (singing) tsisa () digowatv:::::::
(singing) tsisa higigeyu (2.) Osig?
(loud talking)
Better than (singing) unetlanv hige… higigeyu why do you think
unetlanv doesn’t work?
[[Because it’s lo:nger
[[Because it doesn’t go together
It’s longer. it’s too long, right?
Yes.
cause our melody is (singing) bum bum
(2.0)
He’s over there playing with the instruments
↓°Stop it°↓ (3.0) (singing) bum, bum, bum, bum, bum (kids join in)
So if we try (singing) unetlanv hi:ge: gigeyu (1.0) it’s too long but if
you said (singing) tsisa higigeyu
Do that, do that go back to the first note! (singing) idu
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243
244

S1:
S2:

245
246
247
248
249
250
251
252
253

SLS:
S2:
S4:
S1/2/3/4:
SLS:
S2:
SLS:
S5/6:
SLS:

[It keeps going around
it goes! (singing syllables to “When You’re An Addams”)
idvdele dv dv
[yeah (singing to the same melody) unetlanvhi uwetsi
yeah:: hahaha
(singing) nigesvna
(singing) tsigeso Addams
It’s the same notes, you’re right
[yeah::: same notes!
hawa. wena.
ya:::::y
you guys are awesome. We almost finished the song!
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Appendix G. Myrtle Driver’s adaptations of George Vann’s children’s songs to the Eastern
Cherokee dialect
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Appendix H. Finger play songs

Five Little Mice
syllabary

phonetics

English

ᎯᏍᎩ ᎢᏯᏂ ᏧᎾᏍᏗ
ᏥᏍᏕᏣ

hisgi iyani tsunsdi tsisdetsa

five little mice

ᎤᏂᏲᎯ ᎤᏅᎪᎣᏒᎯ

uniyohi unvgo’osvhi

they search for crumbs

ᎭᏫᎾ ᏛᎦᏐᎾᏗ ᎠᏂᎳᎯᏙᎭ

hawina dvgasonadi
anilahidoha

they are crawling around in
the pantry

ᎢᏯ ᎨᎵᏍᎩ ᎠᏂᎩᏍᎬᎩ

iya gelisgi anigisgvgi

pumpkin pie they’re eating

ᏤᏆ ᏗᎧᏂ ᎠᎧᏔᎾᎢ ᏪᏌ

tsegwa dikani aktana’i wesa

big eyes of the wise cat

ᏓᎪᏩᏘᎭ ᏃᏊ ᏥᏍᏕᏣ

dagowatiha nogwu tsisdetsa

see the mice now

ᏄᎵᏍᏓ ᏧᏓᎾᏫᏓᎭ

nulisda tsudanawidaha

it pounces quickly

ᎠᎴ ᏥᏍᏕᏣ ᏧᎾᎳᎩᏎᎢ

ale tsisdetsa tsunlagise’i

but the mice run away

ᎢᏯ ᎣᎩᏰᎳ ᎠᎾᏗᏍᎨᎢ

iya ogiyela anadisge’i

we like pumpkin say the mice

ᎠᎴ ᎣᎨᏅᏒᎢ ᎣᎯᏍᏓᎨᎢ

ale ogenvsv’i ohisdage’i

but our home is the best
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Little Plant
syllabary

phonetics

English

ᎤᏍᏗᏱ ᎠᏫᏒᏅ

usdiyi awisvnv

little garden

ᏥᏓᎷᎩᏍᎪᎢ

tsidalugisgo’i

I till it

ᏧᎧᏘ ᏓᏥᏫᏒᎾ

tsukti datsiwisvna

seeds I plant

ᏓᎢᏄᎳᏒᎾ

datsinulsvna

cover them

ᎡᏆ ᏅᏙ ᎠᎦᎵᎭ

egwa nvd(o) agaliha

big sun it shines

ᏓᏔᏪᏓᏍᎪᎢ

datawedasgo’i

it kisses it

ᎠᎦᏍᎦ ᏓᏍᏕᎵᏍᎪᎢ

agasga dasdelisgo’i

rain helps them

ᏓᏆᎾᎲᎾᏍᏗᏍᎪᎢ

dagwanahvn(a)sdisgo’i

it softens them

ᏗᎦkᎣᏗ ᎤᎾᏍᏕᏨ

digakodi tsunasdetsv

the plant roots

ᏂᎦᏓ ᏓᏂᏰᎪᎢ

nigad(a) daniyego’i

all wake up

ᏧᎧᏘ ᏓᏛᏍᎪᎢ

tsukti datvsgo’i

the seeds grow up

ᎦᏙ ᎭᏫᎾ

gado hawina

through the dirt

ᏓᏛᏍᎪᎢ ᏓᏛᏍᎪᎢ

datvsgo’i datvsgo’(i)

they grow high

ᎭᏫᎾ ᏅᏙ ᎪᎩ

hawina nvdo gogi

in the summer sun

ᎤᎵᎮᎵᏍᏗ ᎢᎦ

ulihelisdi iga

happy day

ᏕᏥᏱᏍᎪᎢ ᏎᎵ

detsiyisgo’i selu

I have corn
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The Hens and Chicks
syllabary

phonetics

English

ᎣᏍᏓ ᎠᎩᏏ ᏚᎳᏌᎣᎤ

Osd(a) agisi dulsa’o’i

Mother hen covers/guards
them

ᎤᎦᏅᏙᎢ ᏧᏪᏥ

duganvdo’i tsuwetsi

she keeps the eggs warm

ᎢᎪᎯᏓ ᏓᏘᏲᎢ

igohida datiyo’i

she always waits for them

ᎡᎭ ᎠᎥᎩᎠ ᎣᏍᏓ ᎤᏃᏴᎧ

eha atvgi’(a) osda unoyvk

oh my, she hears a good
sound

ᏃᏊ ᏓᏲᎦ ᏧᏯᏍᎩ

nogwu dayoga tsuyasgi

now the shells break

ᎠᏂᏉᏲᏂᏍᏗᏍᎪ

anigwoyonisdisgo’(i)

they are starting to peck

Ꮒ ᎠᏂᎾᎪᏣᏃᎾ

ni aninagotsanona

look they all got out!

ᎤᏢᏉᏗ ᎤᎵᎮᎵᏣ

utlvgwodi ulihelitsa

she’s proud, she’s happy

ᎠᎩᏏ ᏧᎸᏉᏗᏳ

agisi tsulvgwodiyu

the mother hen loves them

ᎠᎩᏏ ᎦᎳᏦᏛ ᏩᏯᎲᎦ

agisi galtsodv wayahvga

the hen goes in the pen

ᎬᎾᏛ ᎠᏅᏏᎩᎪ

kvntv anvsigigo’(i)

they are running all around

ᎾᏂᏪᏍᎪᎢ ᎾᏂᏪᏍᎪᎢ

naniwesgo’i naniwesgo’(i)

making a sound

ᏎᎷ ᏕᎦᎳᏛ ᎠᏘᎵᏙ

selu degaldv atilido

corn in a dish

ᎢᎦᏊ ᎠᎳᏍᏓᏯᎲᎦ

igagwu alsdayahvga

eat all you wish

ᎫᏔᎩᎠ ᎫᏔᎩᎠ

gutagi’a, gutagi’a

picking
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The Hens and Chicks
syllabary

phonetics

ᎯᏨᎪᏩᏘᏍᎨᏍᏗᏳ

hitsvgowatisgesdiyu

we will see you again

ᏥᏔᎦ ᎠᏂᏓ ᏃᎴ ᎠᎩᏏ

tsitag(a) anida nole agisi

chicks and hen

ᏕᏓᏓᎪᎲᏳ

dedadagohvyu

we will meet again
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English

Appendix I. Finger play song gestures
The Mice
syllabary

phonetics

English

ᎠᏫᏂ ᏛᎦᏐᎾᏗ ᎠᏂᎳᎯᏙᎭ

hawini dvgason(a)di
anilahidoha

inside the pantry they scurry

ᎨᎵᏍᎪ

gelisgi

the pie

ᏤᏆ ᏗᎧᏂ

tsegwa dikani

the big eyes

ᎭᏫᎾ ᏛᎦᏐᎾᏗ ᎠᏂᎳᎯᏙᎭ

hawina dvgason(a)di
anilahidoha tsidetsa

the mice crawl around in the
pantry

ᎯᏯ ᏄᎳ ᎡᎳᏗ ᏅᎦ
ᎠᎧᏍᎨᏂ ᏐᏰᏂ

hiya nula eladi nvga aksgeni
tsoyeni

quickly move your left hand
downward

ᎡᏌ ᎠᏓᎾᏫᏓ

wesa adanawida

cat pounces

ᏃᎴ ᎠᎧᏘᏏ ᏦᏰᏂ ᎯᏐᎯ ᎣᏂ
ᏩᏅᎦ

nole aktisi tsoyeni hisohi oni
wanvga

and move your right behind
your back

ᏥᏕᏣ ᎠᎾᎳᎩᎠ

tsidetsa anlagi’a

mice run away

ᎤᏁᎾᏒᎢ

unenasv’i

their home

The Chickens
syllabary

phonetics

English

ᎠᎩᏏ ᏚᎳᏌᎢ ᏧᏪᏥ

agisi dulsa’i tsuwetsi

the hen guarding the eggs

ᏧᏯᏍᎩ ᏓᏲᎦ

tsuyasgi dayoga

the shells break

ᎤᏢᏉᏗ ᎤᎵᎮᎵᏣ

utlvgwodi ulihelitsa

she’s happy and proud

ᎬᎾᏛ ᎠᎾᏏᏙ

kvntv anasido

they run all around

ᎦᎳᏦᏛ

galtsodv

the pen

ᎠᎳᏍᏓᏴᎲᏍᎩ

alsdayvhvsgi

she’s eating
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The Plants
syllabary

phonetics

English

ᎠᏫᏒᏅ

awisvnv

the garden

ᎦᏓᎷᎩᏍᏙᏗ

gadalugisdodi

the till

ᏘᏫ ᏧᎧᏘ

tiwi tsukti

plant the seeds

ᏘᏄᎳᏒᎥᎦ ᏧᎧᏘ

tinulsv’vga tsukti

cover the seeds

ᎡᏆ ᏅᏙ

egwa nvdo

the big sun

ᎠᎦᏍᎦ

agasga

the rain

ᏧᎾᏕᏨ ᏓᏂᏰᎦ

tsunadetsv daniyega

the roots wake up

ᏧᎧᏘ ᏓᏛᏍᎦ

tsukti datvsga

the seeds grow

ᎦᎸᎳᏗ ᎠᎧtᎥ ᏓᏛᏍᎦ

galvladi aktv datvsga

they grow higher
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